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ABSTRACT
An external degree is one that may be earned outside

the central structure of a college or university. The most common
form of external decree program is the evening college in which
students, who are usually working adults, meet the standard
requirements for a four-year degree by taking a part-time program
after work. No allowances are made in evening college programs for
what adult students may have leaned outside the classroom, even
though this learning may be equivalent to what they aro required to
learn for their degrees. Sensing this problem,, a number of programs
were developed in the late forties and fifties to take advantage of
the rich experience that many adults have had in their lives. Most
often such programs provide not only an opportunity for credit for
life experience but also for teaching methods and requirements that
seem to be more appropriate for mature students. The adult degree
programs of nine schools are examined in the report; Brooklyn
College, Queens College; Mundelein College; Roosevelt University;
University of Oklahoma; Syracuse University; Goddard College;
University of South rlorida; State University of New York College,
Brockport. The most significant findings of the study are: (1) these
programs seem to be reacting to the move toward vocational
orientation in undergraduate programs. (2) The programs are moving
away from their unique designs toward compatibility with more
traditional programs. (3) Lack of full time faculties keeps the staff
of these programs from exercising authority within their
institutions. (Author/PG)
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CHAPTER

P1TRODUCTION

External Degrees

Baccalaureate programs for adults are part of a

broader genre of programs in higher education which are coming

to be known as "external degree programs." An external degree

is "one that car be earned by a student outside of the normal

institutional framework. . ."1 Cyril 0. Houle, in The External

:)ociree suggests a framework for describing the evolution of the

exernal degree in America. The categories he presents are:

1) the extension degree, 2) the adult degree, and 3) the assess-

ment degree.2 The extension degree is the minimal external

degree.

The extension degree, in its purest form, is one awarded
en completion of a cchercnt and complete traditional cegree
program offering all necessary subjects and options at a

I Alan Pifer, "Ts It Time for an External Degree?"
College Board Teview, s'io. 78, Winter 1970-71, p. 5.

2.Lyril O. Poule, The External Degree (San Francisco:
Jossey-Ba:;s Inc. , Publi3ars, 1973) , p. 87.

7
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time or place accessible to those who cannot come to the
campus or whose other responsibilities make it necessary
for them to spread their study over a longer period than
does the student on campus. In admission, instruction,
evalur.tion, and certification, few or no changes are made.

The adult baccalaureate degree, on the other hand, is

based on the conviction that adults are different, both psycho-

logically and socially, from adolescents and that degree

programs Zor adults should take these differences into account

and, in fact, should take advantage of them whenever possible.

Such a degree may depart completely from traditional
patterns of admission, instruction, evaluation, or certi-
fication, or it may mix new elements with old ones so that
some compatibility exists between it and an extension or
an internal degree In either case, however, the guiding
principle is that _ae students are men and women, not
late-a(iclescents.2

The degree programs included in this study fall into this

category.

third category of programs, the assessment degree

program, is characterized by its emphasis on the demonstration

and evaluation of the cor-petence of students in relevant areas

of learning. In assessment programs

one or more of the traditional procedures of higher educa-
taching, evaluation, certification or

licensure--can he so modified or sepa:7ated from the others
that the actual learning of the student, rather than his
completion of formal requirements can become the center of
att2n'ion and the h,:isis of the awarding of the degree.3

p. 88.

-Ihiu., p. 89.
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These programs are not reEtricted to an adult audience and are

often designed to provide "life experience" for younger stu-

dents rather than to take advantage of the experience which

older students already have.

The three forms of external degree programs suggested

by Houle appeared sequentially, at least in the United States.1

The American extension degree seems to have had its origins in

the popular education movements of the nineteentf century in

England and the United States. A brief sketch of the evolution

of these movements in the two countries appears the following

chapter.

The extension degree, while it was earned by a few

through the College 0f. Liberal Arts at Chautauqua in the 1890's,

was not offered by colleges and universities with any great

frequency until the twentieth century. And even then this form

of the external degree was found almost solely in the evening

college program- of urban institutions. The creation and

development of the urban evening colleges and their extension

degrees are treated in Chapter III.

The adult degree seems to have evolved from the

1 In other countries extension and assessment degrees
may have appeared in reverse order. In England, for example,
an assessment degree was offered by the University of London
as early as 1836Eric Ashby, Universities: British, Indian,
African (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1966), p. 24--while an extension degree was not offered until
1920 at Birkbeck College, The University of London--The Year-
book of the Universities of the Vmpire, W.H. Dawson (ed.)
(London: G. Bell and Sons, Lt,'., 1921), p. 124.



patterns established by the extension degree after World War II,

largely in response to the special character of the veterans-

turned-students who flooded the colleges and universities with

the help of the G.I. Bill. An account of the educational envi-

ronment after the War in institutions of higher education and of

the special interest of the Ford Foundation and its subsidiaries

in liberal education for adults can be found in Chapter IV.

The history of the origins and development of the special

baccalaureate programs for adults constitutes Chapters V and VI.

Master's programs for adults as well as Associate in Arts pro-

grams were excluded from the study since they seemed to repre-

sent responses to educational, needs of adults which are substan-

tially different from those at the baccalaureate level. Such

master's and Associate in Arts programs might more appropriately

be treated in other investigations.

Identification of Programs
To Be Studied

Since many degree programs in the United States style

themselves "programs for adults," four criteria were chosen at

the outset of this study to focus attention on what seemed to

be a reasonably coherent group of special baccalaureate programs

which bear some relationship to clic another both in their ori-

qins and in their intentions. First, only programs established

between the `end of World War II and 1970 are included bec:Iuse

many of those programs seemed to have received a goorl part of

10
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the final impetus for their creation from the experience that

colleges and universities had with the veterans after World

War II and because by 1970 special degree programs for adults

seemed to be giving way to the assessment degree program which

resemble, in some ways, the special baccalaureate programs fOr

adults but which arc intended for a much broader audience.

Second, to be included in this study, each of the

special,t?accalaureate programs had to be restricted to adult

students as defined by a stated lower age limit. While the

stated age limits varied from twenty-one at SUNY Brockport to

thirty at Brooklyn College, the inten seemed similar at each

institution: to limit the programs to mature students and to

exclude students within the more typical college age range of

eighteen to twenty-two both because of the students' assumed

immaturity and the institutions' internal, political reality.

Third, students in each of the programs had to have an

opportunity to use what they had learned outside their formal

education toward their degree requirements. Mechanisms for

the appljcation of the mature students' life experience toward

degree requirements took many forms in the nine programs

finally selected, ranging from credit by examination to substan-

tially modified degree requirements which were thought to take

advantage of the students' maturity and experience. These mech-

anisms will he discussed and assessed as each of the programs

is subsequently described.

Li



Finally, the materials describing each of the special

baccalaureate programs for adults had to contain assertions

that the programs employed curricula and teaching methods

which were designed for mature students and assumed to be more

effective with mature students than were the established and

more traditional undergraduate curricula and teaching methods.

While the curricula and t aching methods vary from program to

program, the programs studied, with a single exceptions may be

subdivided into two categories on the basis of their curricula

and teaching methods. One.categoy includes those programs

which incorporate already existing courses for most of the

degree requirements for the mature students and which rely, to

the greatest extent, on classroom instruction which is offered

within the institutions' regular academic calendars. The

other category includes those programs for which special curri-

cula were created for a substantial portion or for all of the

students' degree requirements and which rely, to the greatest

extent, on independent study which proceeds at the individual

student's own pace regardless of the institutions' regular

calendars. Tne exception to both of these categories was

designed from components borrowed from both categories.

The nine programs identified for the st-dy were.

according to the best cvid2nce available, the only programs

12



which met the. four criteriA stated ii the preceding paragraphs.'

Of the nine, the programs at 3rooklyn College and Queens College

of the City University of New York, and Mundelein College and

Roosevelt University in Chicago can be described as programs

which incorporated existing courses for most of their degree

requirements and which use largely classroom instruction within

the design of their adult degree programs. The programs at the

University of Oklahoma in Norman, Syracuse University in

Syracuse, New York, Goddard College in Plainfield, Vermont, and

the University of South Florida in Tampa, on the other hand,

rely more heavily on specially constructed curricula and on

independent study in their program designs. The remaining pro-

gram at the State University of New York College at Brockport

(SONY Brockport), the most recently established of the nine

1The nine programs included in the study were identified
from the literature and from listings provided by John Valley
in "An Inventory of External Degree Programs and. Proposals"
(Princeton: Educational Testing Service, March 3, 1971), p. 4
(Mimeographed) and in "A Supplement to An Inventory of External
Degree Programs and Proposal" (Princeton: Educational Testing
Service, May 7, 1971), p. 4 (Mimeographed) and by Roy Trout in
Special Degree Programs for Adults (Iowa City, Iowa: ACT Publi-
cations, 1971), pp. 55-58. Catalogs and brochures were requested
from each of the institutions so identified; from the informa-
tion in these materials, some programs clearly fell within the
definition cf an adult degree program used in this study but
others seemed inappropriate for inclusion. Letters were sent to
the deans or directors of each of the programs in the latter
group requesting clarification of the nature of their programs.
The replies to these letters indicated that, in each case, the
rpondent did not feel that his program met the four criteria
used in defining special baccalaureate programs for adults for
the purposes of this study.

13



is eclectic in its design, including components from both the

foregoing categories.

Although the programs within the two groups of four

just described are not, by any means, identical in all respects,

they have been grouped for discussion into two separate chapters:

the resident/existing curricula programs are discussed in Chap-

ter V and the independent/special curricula programs in Chapter

VI. The SUNY Brockport program is included in Chapter VII, the

concluding chapter, since it seems to resemble the new assess-

ment degree programs, Houle's third type, as much as it resembles

the other eight adult degree programs and thus may represent a

transition from one type of external degree program to another.

The separation of the nine programs into two groups of

four and an isolated program is, of course, artificial. The

time sequences in which the programs in the two groups were

developed and established overlap. And the individuals respon-

sible for the development of those programs established after

Brooklyn's knew of and learned from the programs preceding theirs.

It is hoped, however, that treating the twc groups in separate

chapters and the eclectic program in the concluding chapter will

increase the clarity and usefulness of the description of each

without seeming to deny the interconnectedness among them all.

Sources of Information

The information upon which the study is based came

14



largely from three sources. The earlier chapters on the

evolution of university extension in England and the United

States, the creation of the urban evening colleges with their

extension degree programs, and the educational environment

following World War II are based, for the most part, on primary

and secondary written documents. The later chapters dealing

specifically with the nine special baccalaureate degree programs

included in the study are based, for the most part, on primary

written documents found in the archives and files of the nine

institutions at which the programs are in operation and on

interviews with numerous individuals who were either directly

involved in the development of the nine programs or who were in

a position to observe their development.1 Fugitive documents

from the archives and files were microfilmed and indexed for

later analysis and use. With few exceptions, the interviews

were tape recorded and subsequently transcribed verbatim. In

the few cases in which interviewees expressed their wish not to

be tape recorded or in which physical surroundings made it techni-

cally impossible to record with the available equipment, exteisive

notes were taken for later summary.

Methodolouy

The evidence upon which this history is based was

1A complete listing of the names of thF individuals
interviewed may be found in Appendix A.

1:i
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subjected to appropriate methods of historical scrutiny to

establish its authenticity and credibility. Both primary and

secondary sources were subjected to internal and external

criticism. Interview data for each individual was checked

against that provided by others and against contemporary docu-

mentary evidence to determine the confidence which may be placed

in its accuracy.

Finally, because this is a contemporary history about

events, actions, and circumstances which are still present in

the recollection of many individuals, it has been necessary on

a few occasions, to mask the source of sensitive information

and to delete references which might be harmful to the reputa-

tions of individuals now living or recently deceased. It is

felt that nothing of critical importance has been lost in not

including all the information in these cases.



CHAPTER II

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION IN ENGLAND
AND THE UNITED STATES

BEFORE 1900

The United States

The American National Lyceum

In America, the Lyceum Movement was an early example

of popular education for adults. The Movement was first pro-

posed in 1826 as an "Association of Adults for Mutual Educa-

tion." A letter, apparently from Josiah Holbrook, to the

editor of the American Journal of Fducation li5.ted goals for

Lyceums and laid out a local, county, and national scheme of

organization. Holbrook hoped that adults involved in mutual

education would improve morally as well as intellectually.

. If associations for mutual instruction in the sciences
and other branches of useful knowledge, could once he
started in our villages, and upon a general plan, they
would increase with great rapidity, and do more for the
general diffusion of knowledge, and for raising the moral
and intellectual taste of our countrymen, than any other
expedient which can possibly be devised. And it may he
questioned if thre is any other way , to chec1-1 the progress
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of that monster, intemperance, which is making such havoc
with talents, morals, and every thing that raises man above
the brute, but by presenting some object of sufficient
interest to divert the attention of the young from Naces
and practices which lead to dissipation and to ruin.'

The Lyceum Movement flourished and within five years could boast

of more than eight hundred local groups, more than fifty county

societies, and a national organization, the American National

Lyceum.2 But the popularity of the Movement was short-lived:

the national organization had disappeared by the end of the

1830's and while the local lecture and debate societies conti-

nued through the 1840's, they lost their intensity well before

the beginning of the Civil War. Herbert Baxter Adams attributes

the demise of the Lyceum Movement not to the common man's lack

of interest in education but rather to the increased availabi-

lity of newspapers, illustrated magazines, and public libraries

which provided mass education in convenient and inexpensive

forms.3

Extension Lecturing

Concurrently with the rise of the Lyceum, a few college

teachers began to present lectures to audiences not enrolled at

1/Josiah Holbrook7, "Associations of Adults for Mutual
Education," American Journal of Education, I (October 1826),
pp. 594 and 595.

2 1!erbert Baxter Adams, "Educational Extension in the
United States," Report of the Commissioner of Education for the
Year 1899-1900, Volume I (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1901), p. 285.

3 ,Ibig., p. 298.

18
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their institutions. One of the earliest of these extension

lecturers was Professor Benjamin Lilliman of Yale College who

delivered a series of talks in 1808 to a group of ladies and

gentlemen in New Haven on the subject cif chemistry. His

lectures were well received and by 1834 he was traveling as

far as Boston to deliver lectures, a practice he continued

until he retired in 1859.1

Extension lecturing was a common phenomenon by the

1870's, and not just in the Last. "From the beginning of Cali-

fornia University, in 1874, members of the faculty were expected

to go out from Berkeley and give lectures in the city of San

Francisco."2 But Johns Hopkins University seems to have been

the first. American institution to incorporate extension lecturing

into its normal pattern of operation. Daniel Coit Gilman,

Johns Hopkins' first president, recounted his rationalc for pro-

viding public lectures beginning with the University's founding

in 1876.

In order to illustrate the activities of other universities,
and to secure the counsel of eminent scholars in respect to
our development, the decision had been reached already that
academic lectures on various important and attractive themes
should be opened to the public, and that the professors
should come from institutions of acknowledged merit estab-
lished in the North, South, and West. The usages of the
ColNgQ de France were in mind. Thus the instructions of

libia., pp. 299 and 300.

2Herbert Baxter Adams, "University Fxtension and Its
Leaders," American !Ionthly Review, III (July 1891) , p. 608.

1:3
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a small faculty were to be supplemented by courses which
snould be profita'lle tc the enrolled students, and enter-
taining, if not serviceable, to the educated public.

Cad. course included twenty lectures. They were given in
a hall that held about 150 persons, and the hour was
usually five o'clock. Ladies and gentlemen attended,
without enrolment (Jr fees, as well as the students and
professors of the University. The lecturers were access-
ible to all who wishes to confer with them, and many among
us then formed friendsh ips which lasted until the ties
were severed b'. death.'

But while Johns Hopkins' commitment to extension lecturing was

an important, early step toward the establishment of university

extension at institutions across the country, it was a small step

compared to the pervasive influence of Chautauqua.

The Chautauqua Institution

The Chautauqua Institution, a massive educational system

which developed out of the Sunday-school Teachers' Assembly

chartered in 1874 to train Sunday school teachers, provided the

point of focus for the final impetus toward university-based

extension in the United States. The Chautauqua Institution was

remarkable not only for the broad range of high quality programs

it provided for its large audience during the summers at Like

Chautauqua and during the winters at home, but perhaps more

importantly for the group of academic giants it assembled for

years. This group included William Tainey Harper, Melvil Dewey,

Herbert Baxter Adams, T.C. Chamberlin, and rlobert G. Moulton.

1 Daniel Colt Gilmar, The Launching of a University
(ew York : Dodd, lead, and Company, 1906) , p. 61.

20
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Two of Chautauqua's many divisions, the Chatauqua Liter-

ary and Scientific Circle (C.L.S.C.) established i.i 1878 and

the Chautauqua College of Liberal Arts chartered by the Regents

of the University of the State of New York in 1862, seem most

directly connected to the evolution of university extension.

Bishop John Vincent, who founded Chautauqua with the help and

financial backing of an Akron, Ohio industrialist named Lewis

Miller, described the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle

as an organization which

. . . aims to promote habits of reading and study in nature,
art, science, and in secular and sacred literature in
connection with the routine of daily life (especially among
those whose educational advantages have been limited), so
as to secure to them the college student's general outlook
upon the world and life, and to develop the habit of close,
connected, persistent thinking. It encourages individual
study in lines and by text-books which shall be indicated;
by local circles for mutual help and encouragement in such
studies; by summer courses of lectures and "students'
sessions" at Chautauqua; and by written reports and exami-
nations.1

The Chautauquan magazine provided some of the stuff of local

group meetings and individual study for members of the C.L.S.C.

during the larger part of the year when Chautauqua was not in

session on its New York campground.

Students who completed the four year program were

awarded a certificate of completion.2 Although the va;:t majority

1John H. Vincent, The Chautauqua Movement (Boston:
Chautauqua Press;, 1886) , p. 75.

2Herhert flaxter "Chat-augua: A Social and Educa-
tional Study," P,Tort of the Commissioner of Education for
th Year 1894-95, Volume I (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1896) , 1004.

21
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of those who enrolled did not complete the full tour years,

the impact of the program was immense: more than 225,000

readers joined the C.L.S.C. between 1878 and 1894 with 10,000

new readers enrolling every yearl and, according to the esti-

mate of its Principal, J.C. Hurlbut, who reported on the pro-

gress of the Circle at its fourteenth anniversary celebration

in /892, the C.L.S.C. had been responsible for the distribution

of ". . nearly 2,000,000 copies of good books" to the American

citizenry.2

The more elite counterpart of the Chautauqua Literary

and Scientific Circle, ". . . the highest form of tne Chautauqua

movement" as Vincent put it, 3 was the Chautauqua Cdllege of

Liberal Arts. The College was authorized by the New York Regents

to grant degrees ". . although that /iWas7 rarely done and

never except in cases absolutely worthy of recognition. "4 The

College offered its course work during the summer assemblies

but it also offered correspondence study throughout the rest of

the year. Compared to the C.L.S.C., the Chautauqua College of

Liberal Arts was very small; Chancellor Vincent reported that

405 students were enrolled during the summer of 18945 and that

ifhla., p. 1001.

-Ibid., p. 1008.

3Vineent, Ch tutaulua 'ovement, p. 169.

4Adams, Chautauqua, P. 1031

Iii 1. . 1027.

2
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only two degrees were conferred that year.'

England

England of the nineteenth century also evidenced a

rising concern for the education of working class people. A

number of institutional patterns emerged to meet this newly

recognized need; among them were the mechanics' institutes,

workingmen's colleges, and university extension.

The Mechanics' Institutes

The first mechanics' institute was begun in 1800 in

Glasgow with a series of lectures presented to a group of

workingmen by Dr. George Birkbeck. The purpose of the mechanics'

institutes, in the words of a participant, was

to supply, at a cheap rate, to the different classes of
the community, the advantages of instruction in the vari-
ous branches of science which arc of practical application
to their several trades or occupations.

Lectures and demonstrations typically supplied the instruction

for the members of the institutes and, in most institutes,

libraries with reading rooms provided information and social con-

tact as well. Those interested in access to the libraries and

and admission to the lectures periodically paid fees for the

Irbid., p. 1032.

2James Hole, Hi(jht, 'lore Lic'ht (London: Longman, Green,
Longman, and Roberts, 1860, reprinted in facsimile London:
tApburn nooks Ltd., 1969) pp. 54 and 55.

23
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support of their institute, but contributions from patrons were

also solicited and, in fact, relied up -n for the continuing

operation of the institutes.1

By 1850, 610 institutes with 102,050 members existed in

England and another g2'with 18,031 members had been established

in Wales, Scotland, and Irelen.1,2 but the original goals of the

institutes were generally not reached. The middle class sup-

porters of the institutes had been overly sanguine in their

assumption that mechanics and artisans were well enough prepared

to study advanced science. When the workers' deficiencies early

became apparent, the goals of the institutes were adjusted to

meet the abilities and interests of their expanding clientele.3

The changing emphasis and audience is described by Harrison thus:

Classes seldom paid their way; and in any case the majority
of clerks and shopkeepers who frequented the institutes
wanted not science and the discipline of stud", but the
opportunity of acquiring a little of the cultural elegance
which they had noted as a peculiar adornment of their social
superiors. Thus by the forties the emphasis in most of the
institutes had shifted completely to literary or fashionable
topics, both in lectures and choice of books for the library.
Science was not always completely abandoned, nor was the
struggle to maintain classes, especially in elementary
subjects and chemistry, soon given up. But th-2 main weight
of the emphasis in the institutes was now quite differently

1J..C. Harrison, Living and Learning, 1790-1960
(london: loutledge and Kogan Paul, 1961) , p. 58.

2 J.W. Hudson, The History of ?Ault Education (London:
Longman, crown , Green, and Longmans, 1851, reprinted in facsimile
London: Woburn Books Ltd., 1969) , p. vi.

3Harrison, Living and Learning, pp. 62-66.
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placed from where it had been twenty years earlier.1

The mechanics' institutes, though their original goals were modi-

fied, remained an important source of information and education

for the working people of Great Britain and, perhaps even more

importantly helped to breed a demand for education among the

adult population.

The Workingmen's Colleges

But the movement toward popular education for adults

during the nineteenth century was not motivated only by the

desire of the middle and upper classes to help mechanics and

artisans do their jobs better by learning the scientific prin-

ciples behind their work. The nineteenth century was also a

time of political upheaval, especially in France and Germany.

The common man and the politics of the common man was on the

rise. Robert Ellis Thompson, a professor at the University of

Pennsylvania, looking back from his vantage point in 1891 saw

that

forty years ago there was great disturbance among the
working-classes in England, responsive to the revolution-
ary agitations on the Continent. More than one plan was
put forward among them, and parties formed to bring in
the millenium by express speed. At one time serious fears
were aroused as to the safety of English society and its
form of government.2

lIbid., pp. 67 and 68.

2Robert Ellis Thompson, "The Fountain-Head of Univer-
sity Extension," University Extensio. : A Series of Articles on
Phases of the novement (Philadelphia: The American Society
for the Extension of University Teaching, 1891), p. 9.
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In response to this apparent threat and to what he considered

the misinformation of many of the workingmen involved in the

radical politics of the time, Frederick Denison Plaurict and a

group of his friends from Oxford and Cambridge joined with some

of the workingmen to form a workingmen's college in Low on.

The intent of the organization was to pass on to the workingmen

the best of what the Oxford and Cambridge men had learned in

their college careers and most likely to inculcate middle class

political values as well. The workingmen's college was immedi-

ately successful: . the first workingmen's college was

started October 30, 1854; and by the end of November it had

one hundred and thirty students."1

University Extension

James Stuart, the creator of the Cambridge method of

university extension teaching, also noted that the lines between

the classes in England were becoming blurred in the last half

of the nineteenth century:

A leading characteristic of the present day is undoubtedly
the breaking down of privilege, or rather the extension
of the advantages hitherto enjoyed by the privileged to
the community as a whole. In education this is the order
of the day no less than in other regions.

libid., p. 10

2James Stuart, "The Origin of University Extension,"
University Extension, III, July 1893, p. 418.
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Popular education for adults sponsored by the University had

been discussed as early as 1850 by the Oxford Commission, but

suggestions for extending the services of the University to

those not enrolled in one of the Colleges were rejected. Never-

theless, the movement toward education for the masses of working

people continued without the support of either of the two great

universities until Stuart, then a young instructor at Cambridge,

successfully petitioned his University in 1871 to establish an

extension program. The program began in 1873.

Stuart described his first experience in itinerant lec-

turing out of which his method of university extension grew in

the American periodical University Extension:

In the autumn of 1867 I was engaged to give a course of
lectures in astronomy to ladies in Leeds, Sheffield,
nanchester and Liverpool. These lectures lasted for two
months, and I traveled the round of the four places each
week. There were in the four places about 600 pupils.
With the object of making the lectures as educational as
possible, and remembering that the pupils had not been
accustomed to take notes, I accompanied each lecture by
a syllabus which was intended to be a sample of the notes
which they should take, whose skeleton might be filled up
by tem afterward to recall the thread of the lecture.
Further, in order to avoid the difficulties of an oral
examination, I adopted a plan of setting printed questions
to be answered in writing at home. The answers to these
were transmitted to me by post, and I returned them the
following week with corrections and comments.1

Stuart's system of extension lecturing, comprised of

five characteristics, became the basis for university extension

work in t:ngland and, for a time, in the United States as well.

'Ibid., p. 419
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The first characteristic was itinerant lecturing which allowed

one lecturer to serve a relatively large geographical area.

The other four characteristics--the syllabus, exercises, the

discussion class, and the final examination--are described well

by Richard G. Moulton who become one of the most famous extension

lecturers in both rngland and America.

The course of instruction is laid down in the syllabus- -
a document of perhaps thirty or forty pages, sold for a
trifling sum; by referring for details to the pages of
books this pamphlet can be made to serve as a text-book
for the whole course, making the teacher independent in
his order of exposition of any other text-book. The
syllabus assists the general audience in following the
lectures without the distraction of taking notes; and
guides the reading and thinking of the students during
the week. The syllabus contains a set of "exercises" on
each lecture. These exercises, unlike examination ques-
tions or "quizzes," are not tests of memory, but are intended
to train the student to work for himself; they are thus to
be done under the freest conditions--at home, with full lei-
sure, and all possible access to books, nofes or help from
other persons. The written answers are sent to the lecturer
for marginal comment, and returned by him at the "class."
This class is a second meeting for students and others, at
which no formal lecture is given, but there is free talk on
points suggested to the teacher by the exercis2 he has
received; the usual experience is that it is more interesting
than the lecture. This weekly routine of lecture, syllabus-
reading, exercise and class goes on for a period of twelve
weeks. There is then an "examination" in the work of the
cour,e held for students who desire to take it. Certificates
are awarded jointly on the result of the weekly exercises and
the final exAminaticn.1

Stuart's five part system of extension lecturng was adopted by

Cambridge Lniversi in 1873, by the London t?niv,.rsity rxtension

Yxtonsi-al th
Univorsity of tho !uturc," rxtension: A
of Articles on Phase ta'' 71ovemont
Amorican Society for the ixtension of Univ..rsity ":eaching,
1891) , pp. 2 and 3.
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Society in 1876, and by Oxford in 1878. 1 It provided popular

education for the working people of England which was care-

fully planned and had serious educational intent. The exten-

sion movement in England grew rapidly after it received the

support of Cambridge and Oxford; between 1885 and 1908 nearly

half a million students were served at 577 centers by the

Oxford University Extension Delegacy alone.? Cambridge and

London were equally active in the movement.

Cross-Fertilization

The English and American popular education movements

developed concurrently in the two countries during the first

eighty years of the nineteenth century. The Cambridge system

of university extension perhaps c!oitomized the English experi-

ence as Chautauqua, in i.4_3 many forms, seems to have epitomized

the Nmerican. Roth countries had developed popular lecturing

independently of each other, but without a base in a nationally

rocognized institution, these single lectures and lecture series

waxed and waned according to the efforts of their promoters and

the someti.nes fickle preferences of their audiences. James

Stuart's creation of a five part methodology for extension

1 Joint Committye of University and Working-class lepry-
sentatives on the Pelation of the Nniversity to the Higher Edu-

cation of Worpeople, ()xtord (Ind Vorin(1-clo!--;s Education
(r,xford: Clorendon , 1909) , pc). 32 rind 33.
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teaching which was accepted by Cambridge and then by Oxford

provided a consistency not always found in the earlier lectures

and lecture series. And the association with the two old uni-

versities of England gave university extension a more respected

position in the educational affairs of the nation.

The leaders of the Chautauqua Institution, on the Ameri-

can side, modified the religious camp meeting by giving it

serious educational intent. They also perfected a system of

home study which allowed the students of Chautauqua to break

free from the time restrictions which were a consequence of a

warm weather program. Home study allowed Chautauqua to continue

during the winter months and meant that the influence of Chau-

tauqua could be felt throughout the entire year.

The leaders of the extension movement in England and of

Chautauqua and extension teaching in the United States were each

aware of the activities in the other country. John Vincent, one

of the founders of Chautauqua, visited England in 1880 and again

in 1886, taking special note of university extension there. He

returned committed to offering university c;:tension according

to the Cambridge system through Chautauqua. Nerb.2rt Paxter Adams

with the help of Willi:Am Painey Harper and othi!rs drew up the

prospectus for "Chautauqua University i:xtension" which was first

published in 1888.1

p. 602.
1:%dArs, hxtension," :,merican !Ionthly Poview,
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Richard G. Mou]ton,the experienced university extension

lecturer who had been brought to the United States by the Red-

path Lyceum Bureau, both contributed to the adoption of the

Cambridge system here and transmitted information about the

"Chautauqua idea" back to England. The report of the first

national conference on university extension held in America con-

tains the following comment on the reciprocity between two

countries:

A noticeable characteristic of the American promoters of
University Extension has been that they have given full
and free credit on every possible occasion to the English
originators of this movement. It is pleasant to remark
then the same quality in our trans-Atlantic cousins, who,
to mention only one instance, have always stated their
indebtedness to America for the Chautauqu2 idea of summer
schools, and the Chautauqua idea of home study.l

The first national conference on university extension was held

December 29-31, 1891 as the enthusiasm for the movement was peak-

ing in America. Two events four years earlier seem largely

responsible for bringing the Cambridge system of extension teach-

ing before a broad, American audience.

University 1:xtension at Johns Hopkins

Johns Hopkins University, which had offered public lec-

tures from its founding in 1876, again took a leadillg role in

the adoption of the five part system of university extension.

1"University I:xtension: A Stop Forward," University
Extension, 1, January 1892, p. 204.
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The first conscious attempts to introduce English Univer-
sity Extension methods into this country were made in 1887,
by i-adividu:!ls connected with the Johns Hopkins University.

The first practical beginning was made with a class of
young people who met once in two weeks, throughout the
winter of 1887-88, in the reading-room of a beautiful
modern church close by the Woman's College. After an intro-
ductory talk upon "University Extension" by a Hopkins in-
structor, the class was intrusted to a graduate student
. . . who gave a series of instructive lectures, accom-
panied by class exercises, upon "The History of the Nine-
teenth Century," withj!ackenzie for a text-book on the
subject. A working library of standard authorities was
collected by the joint effort of the leader, the class,
and the . . . pastor of the church.1

One of the organizers of this extension course was Herbert Baxter

Adams who became involved in extension teaching at Johns Hopkins

as early as 1878 and continued his involvement until his death

in 1901.

The American Library Association

Adams was directly responsible for the second event which

helped to speed the acceptance of the Cambridge system in America.

At the 1887 Conference of the American Library Association at

Thousand Islands, oiew York, he proposed not only that university

extension should become widespread in America but that

every gr(it public library should become, in its own local
field, a people's university, the highest of high schools
in the community. It should the roof and crown of
organized public instruction not only for existing schools,
but also for the graduates of schools, for stud; _pus persons

lifcrbyrt Ilaxtur Adams, "huhlic Educational Work: in
lialtimore," Johns 1:o:4: ins rniversity tuclies in HistoricA
and Politicl (IWAimore: Janus Hop ins Press, 1899) ,
.).-) 10 and II.
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already past the school age, whether in the higher or
lower walks of life.'

The challenge was immediately taken up by J.N. Larned, head of

the Buffalo, :Jew York, public library who organized a twelve

session course in labor economics with the help of some of his

fellow citizens of Buffalo and the advice of Adams. The course,

offered during the late fall and winter of 1887-88 in the

Buffalo library, drew nearly 250 people and was considered very

successful. 2

In January 1888, Melvil Dewey who was well acquainted

with Adams and with university extension through his own work

with Chautauqua took Adams' plan for the use of libraries as

university extension centers

before the regents of the University of the State of New
York, and at the University convocation in Albany, July,
1888, advocated university extension in connection with
public libraries. T year later he again brought the
matter before convocation. In Fe')ruary 1890, a committee
of New York colleges and universiLies urged the regents
to establish, under state supervision, a system of
extension teaching. 3

'Herbert Baxter Adams, "Seminary Libraries and University
Extension," johns Hop!:ins Studies in History and Political
Science (Baltimore: Murray, 1887), p. 461.

riartiod, "An Experiment in 'University Extension,'"
The Library Journal, XIII, March-April 1888, pp. 75 and 76.

3Herbert Baxter Adams, 'SLmmer Schools and University
Lxtension," !ionociraphs on Lducatior in the United States, TT,
ed. by i_cholas :.1urrvi :'utler (Albany, : :cw York: J.P. Lon
CDmpany, 1900), p. 24.
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The committee of colleges and universities broadened Adams'

original proposal for the use of libraries to include also

the use of colleges and universities as extension centers.

But regardless of the slight modification of the plan, pressure

was being exerted on the University of the State Qf New York to

formally recognize university extension as one of its responsi-

bilities. And by 1890, Nelvil Dewey was Secretary to the

Board of Regents.

The American Society for the Extension
of University Teaching

As interest in university extension quickened it the

United States, Philadelphia briefly emerged as the center of the

movement. Or. William Pepper, Provost of the University of

Pennsylvania, organized an association to provide extension lec-

tures in Philadelphia and to support the general growth of the

movement. The association, called the Philadelphia Society for

the lAtension of University Teaching, was established on JI:ne 1,

1890, with Pepper as its first President; by Decemher of that

year, its name wls changed to the Arerican :4ociety for tl-1

extension of University Teaching to reflect its broadening per-

s;,ective. Fflrtv coursof; wore offred by ti:k. f'ocit.ty

in Ph 1,i(_111,hiA during 1891 with an t(ig.rcgate at tendanc of

bg.M0:1,1 1 . who lci later i)..J(071_ tits' I i r:-;tT

lit:: :01 t ) CI" !tiC( .(11

AS ,.r i l 1 r.(1 f ormed
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general advisory committee including, among others, William

Rainey Harper, President Designate of the University of Chicago,

and Thomas C. Chamberlin, then President of the University of

Wisconsin. 1

Other cities were active in the extension movement as

well. W. r. Poole, librarian of the Net Library in Chicago,

also attended the Thousand Islands Conference in 1887 where he

heard Adams speak of university extension. Poole left committed

to including extension in the program of the Newberry which was

then being designed. The September 1, 1892 issue of The Dial

contains a letter from Poole reporting that the Newberry had

offered three extension courses with great success during the

winter of 1891-92; he further described the activity in extension

in the Chic :go area by listing five other extension centers

operoting concurrently in the city and suburbs.2

S>:1)t)ort for Extension-

On ,ay 1, 1891 the Governor of :!ew Yor signed into law

the bill which had result.,d from ri(!lv Iwwey's urging in 1888

a:1d th.!re,tf.tr. Th.= lAw authorizL:1 the spending of $10,000 for

1
''())

1 , i ,

Pxtension,' American '.1on: v

5 L y nn ,r1: l Il chisd.10,"

`r-L1,-r 1 , 1892, 131) ,ind 131.
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the establishment and promotion of a system of extension to be

offered through the University of the State of New York. None

of the $10,000 was to be used in payment of lecturers.

The intent of the New York act /1.ias7 simply to provide the
necessary means for organizing a State system of University
Extension, to suggest proper methods of work, to secure
suitable lecturers, to conduct examinations, to grant
certificates, and to render such general assistance and
co-operation as localities may require.l

While the Wisconsin legislature had appropriated funds for the

support of extension lecturing as early as 1885,2 New York was

the first state to establish a system of university extension.

The University of Chicago

At the same time that the bill establishing extension in

:;ew York State was nearing signature, William Rainey Harper was

engaged in final preparations for the opening of the University

of Chicago which opened its doors with Extension as one of its

three major Divisions. The second issue of The Quarterly

Calendar published in Fall 1892 contained this description of

th Lxtnsion Division:

Lniversity Extnsion seeks to bring a liberal education
within the reach of those who, for any reason, cannot

iLerpert 1xt.:,r Ad-Iris, "rni.'ersity 1:xt i.on in America,"
he Porn:7, Xl, July 1891, p. 519.

rt'eh Jac;Ison Turner, "Lxtension ".'aching in Vis-
con:;in," liver:;ify :.:f-nion April 1892, p. 313.
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pursue studies in residence. It aims to meet the wants,
not only of those who have never pursued college and
university courses, but also of those, who, having com-
pleted such courses, desire to review them, and to avail
themselves of the results of recent research. By encourag-
ing regular reading and study, it aims to widen the intelli-
gence and enlarge the sympathies, thereby promoting the
better employment, as well as the enjoyment of leisure.1

of the three instructional departments of the Extension Division

described in the same number of the Calendar, two are especially

important to the evolution of university extension: the Lecture-

study Department and the Class-work Department.

Lecture-study strongly resembled university extension as

it had developed in England; in fact,Pichard G. Moulton, perhaps

the most famous English extension lecturer, was hired away from

the American Society for the Extension of University Teaching

in Philadelphia !;arper t( lend direction to the University cf

Chicago's Lecture-study program. While Lecture-study credits

could be used, within certain restrictions, toward a degree at

Chicago, the program was ". . intendec: rather to interest the

student, and to direct and inspire him t(.. higher reading and

study, than to furnish information. "2 Th(! audience for the

Lecture-study :)rogram WA:-; M ant to he 11

. university graduates

and artisans, banL,rs, law:,,rs, physicians, teachern, and

graduates of :a (.hools."3

't rr.H,'ITAIt': of ivart -2 l ',' CA) w(14,1-:

it;' iiti n, 1, !'

3
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Class-work, on the other hand, was meant

to offer opportunity for thorough college work to those
whose limited leisure prevents residence at the University.
For this purpose it will organize afternoon, evening and
Saturday classes. These classes are designed especially
to aid those students who are looking forward to a college
course or to graduate work.1

President Harper and his associates attempted to meet a social

need through the Class-study Department by offering their

University's regular academic program at times and in places

more accessible to working people. The University was careful

to preserve the qualit!" of the courses offered through the

Class-study Department by using the faculty of the University

to teach them. Not all requirements for a degree could be met

through the Class-study Department, but the University of

Chicago, perhaps following the lead of the Chautauqua College

of Liberal Arts which Harper had also headed, offered courses

required for a deg through the Class-study Department of its

Extension Division rather than offering only extension lectures

which were largely peripheral to a degree. This represented a

major break from the Lnglish tradition of the extension lecture

and probably signaled, as much as any other event of the time

the Americanization of university extension.

The courses offered by the Class-worL Department ".

were scattered over tht entire city and in few suburbain towns.

Only 12g :student:: tool ,v1vAntd, of the cour in 1892-9J, the

, 32.
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first year of the University's operation, but by 1896-97 more

than 1800 were enrolled and ". . . the large majority. .

were teachers of the public schools of the city."1 To serve

these teachers, the University created the College for Teachers

in 1898. The College, located in downtown Chicago six miles

from thy: University's main campus, grew rapidly and ". . . at

the end of the second year of the work, the name was changed

to 'The University College,' 11,-.?cause the name formerly used was

understood to indicate that the work proposed limited itself

to the training of teachers."2 Through the establishment of

University College, the University of Chicago set a pattern

which would become commonplace in metropolitan areas in the

first half of the twentieth century. University College was

the first "evening college" in the United States at which credit

toward a degree could be earned.

The University of Wisconsin

In the early 1880's, a parallel system of university

extension was developing in Wisconsin. The first step in the

Wisconsin system seems to have been taken with the formaliza-

tion of the Farmers' Institutes in 1c185.

Thu F,::::1,!rs' In:;titut(.5 !-;e(_m to have originated in the

1-The (-)1 chic,J(_jo, Prt.idk:nt's PooT't:
July 192-Julv 1902 Whi..1,;G: flivr:-;ity of Chicago
Prss, 1903), 146

p. l viii.
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conversation of the late Hiram Smith, a regent of the
University, practical farmer and public-spirited citizen.
Suggestions dropped by him resulted in the drafting of
a wise bill by Charles E. Estabrook, recently Attorney-
General of the State, and this bill became a law in 1885.
Under the law as it exists at present /in 18927 the
University is given $12,000 annually for conducting
Farmers' Institutes. . .1

In addition to the Farmers' Institutes, lectures of a less

"practical" nature had been given around the sLate for some time

before these lectures were re-organized according to the Cam-

bridge method.

It was not until /18927 that this side of University Ex-
tention work was entered into systematically by Wisconsin,
but the germs of the movement had existed for some time.
There had been, of course, many lectures given about the
State by individual members of the faculty, and work had
been done closely allied to the Extension movement. In

January, 1888, the Contemporary Club, of Madison, acting
on the suggestion of the late William F. Allen, professor
of history in the University, arranged a course of free
lectures upon the history of the Northwest.2

A syllabus and a reading list was developed for this course.

And in 1889 a second course on the history of the far west was

offered as was, in 1890, a third course on the history of Ken-

tucky and Tennessee.

During the winter of 1890-91, Frederick Jackson Turner,

who had given Extension lectures while a student at the
Johns Hopkins University, conducted courses of six lec-
tures upon the Colonization of North America at two
centres in the State. At the close of Decembr, 1890,

President Chamherldn delivered an address before the
State Teachers' Association at Madison, upon University

1Turner, Mxtension Y('acnin(j in p. 313.

-Ibid., p. 315.
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Extension, in which he indicated the intention of the
University to enter upon the work. The interest in
the movement was increased by the address of Dr. H.S.
Adams, of the Johns Hopkins University, before the State
Historical Society two weeks later upon the Higher
Education of the People.

The University issu,A circulars at the opening of the following

academic year announcing courses of six lectures each to be

offered by ten members of the faculty. These series were very

successful, with forty-seven centers visited the first year and

requests received from seventy-eight centers the next. And in

1892, the University received funds from the legis17.4ture ex-

pressly for university extension.

The Demise of the Cambridge System

The proponents of university extension in the Cambridge

fashion held forth great expectations for its peteotial affect

on the American people. Some of the socialistic anj moralistic

flavor of the extension movement in England and of the political

fermimt on the Continent carried over to the United States. As

ilerbert 13axtor Adams put it in his panegyi c to extension in

1887:

Alitagonism between the classes and the masses /i1, .11q1and/
has lieen brol:en down. Capital and labor have joined hands
for the elevation of society. The attention of entire
communities hils l)een directd to the hurninq questions Of
our tin ,. Public rading, instad of !wing frivolous and
desultory, has led into profitahh, fild.

cnergy has i.on conct.ntrated upon particular suhl-cts

. 3.16
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for sufficient time to create some mental and moral
impression. sow, my notion is that these same results
can be accomplished in America. . .1

But such happy results were not forthcoming. University exten-

sion lecture series, which seemed destined to become an integral

part of university education in the early 1890's, were almost

dead by the end of the century,. And the depression which ended

the nineteenth century almost certainly hastened the demise of

the English variety of university extension in America by

reducing the funds available for public lectures. Even Adams,

one of the extension's earliest and most fervent promoters, had

realized by 1900 that the movement had failed, University

extension, he said,

. has been tried and found wanting in many parts of
this country and Canada. The state universities of the
west and south, for public reasons, early entered their
state fields and some still hold their own with varying
degrees of honor and success; but as an educational
movement, university extension in America cannot be said
to have accomplished all that its friends at first hoped.'

but while Adams, who was nearing the end of his life, must have

felt that his efforts in favor of extension had come to little,

university extension did not disappear. in America. The start

made by the University of T°isconsin in providing university

teachin(T for the resis, nt:-; of its state constituted a n(;

!)atter'l followe'l state institutions in tht' als to .()Pie.

:Lir./ Li hrtiri s t). 41
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And more importantly for this study, the University of

Chicago with the establishment of the University College

began another tradition which would provide higher education

and college degrees for many thousands of working people in

urban are in the twentieth century. English university ex-

tension had indeed failed in America, but American university

extension, which would succeed in the twentieth century even

more dramatically than English university extention had in

the nineteenth, had just ;Jegun to take shape.

4,3



CHAPTER III

THE RESURGENCE OF EXTENSION AFTER 1906

The Progressive Movement

At the turn of the century, Americans could look back
over three generations of progress unparalleled in
history. The nation had advanced, in Jefferson's
prophetic words, to 'destinies beyord the reach of
mortal eye.' The continent was subdued, the frontier
was gone, and already Americans were reaching out for
new worlds to conuuer. From a small struggling republic,
menaced on all sides, the nation had advanced to the
rank of a world power, its hegemony in the Western
Hemisphere undisputed, its influence in the Eastern
everywhere acknowledged.1

But in spite of accomplishments and progress since its Civil

War, all was not well with America. Prosperity had been

achieved at enormous social and material cost. Children and

women were exploited to reduce the cost of production; machines

produced efficiently but killed and maimed thousands in the

1Samuel 1.1iot norison and lionry Steele Commager, The
Growth of the American Q.epuhlic (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1962), p. 440.
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process. Slums and disease stunted and crippled thousands

more. Wealth seemed destined to become more and more focused

on the few and the personal othcs of simpler times proved

inadequate to guide an expanded scale of enterprise based on

mechanization and mass production.

Against the evils which were the unhappy by-products of

progress arose a protest with a "distinctly moral flavor."

It took the form of an agrarian revolt, and in that form
attempted to adapt the principles of Jeffersonian agrar-
ianism to the facts of a modern industrial economy. It
demanded the centralization of power in the hands of a
strong government arl the extension of regulation or
control over industry, finance, transportation, agricul-
ture, labor, and even morals. It found expression in a
new concern for the poor and the under-privileged, for
women and children, for the immigrant, the Indian and
the Negro. It called for new standards of honesty in
politics and in business, the reform of political machi-
nery, and the restoration of business ethics. It formu-
lated a new social and political philosophy, which rejected
political laissez faire and justified public control of
social and economic institutions on the principles of
liberal dome:racy.'

The Progressive novement, as the protest was called, resulted

in major advances in social, economic, political, and education

spheres. Attempts were made and programs instituted to give

working people legal recourse against the power of corporations

which were often monopolies. The income tax helped to control

the pyramiding of huge fortunes and to distribute the we Filth of

the nation over a broader segment of its population. :(_form

442.
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movements, especially in the cities, attacked the corruption

of the bosses and achieved, temporarily at least, the appearance

of change. And education at all levels consolidated the gains

made in the last half of the nineteenth century.

General Extension: The University
of Wisconsin

University extension which had nearly disappeared in the

nineties reasserted itself in new and more pragmatic forms. The

economic anC social well-being of extension's constituency became

the central focus of its re-birth; the more purely academic,

lecture-discussion approach which was central in England did not

reappear to any significant degree in America. And as the multi-

dimensional extension program of the University of Chicago under

Earper had been the epitome of the earlier development, so the

re-organized Extension Division of the University of Visconsin

under Van rise and Rel)er became the touchstone of the new move-

ment. As James Creese put it, perhaps a little too enthusiasti-

cally:

In the entire history of university extension, no event
had more critical importance than t` e re-establishment of
the :,xtension i)ivision of the University of Wisconsin by
President Charles rls. Van Nise and Dean Louis E. fleber in
1906-07. The revival at Wisconsin led to restoration of
partly Wanuoned extension divisions in universities all
over the ccuntry, ,It :)rivatelyiendowed institutions as
well as at tat( universities.

IjAMS Creese, Lxtensio:1 of rflivrsity "Cachinq
C:ew York: A(lricAn 55oJi It1e11 for Adult iducliition, 1941) ,

p. 98.
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Van lase, who had been an extension professor at the University

of Chicago for eleven years while also a faculty member at

Wisconsin,' echoed the concern of the Progressives for merito-

cracy in educational opportunity in a speech to the National

University extension Association in 1915.

It should be the aim of University Ixtension . . . to find
the way for the boy and girl of talent, whatever the place
of birth, whether to tenement on the east side of New
York or the mansion on Fifth Avenue, so that the states
and the naticn may have the advantage of his highest effi-
ciency and at the same time make possible for him the
fullest and largest life.

Van His° went on to include "the ordinary individual as well as

the man of talent" within the proper audience for university

extension work. His concept of extension was much broader than

Harper's had been ten years earlier. Van Hise intended that ex-

tension at the University of Wisconsin and at other institutions

should attempt ". . to carry light and opportunity to every

human being in all parts of the nation; this he felt was ".

the only adequate ideal of service for the university.

Louis E. Reber, the man whom Van ;!ise chose as his Dean

of Extension, had been Dean of Engineering at Pennsylvania State

College before coming to Wisconsin. Perhaps the fact that both

Van Uise and Pebcr were engineers by training partially accounted

1C. Rtrtlev ;1-ittan, In cust of Mcwledge (New York:
Association Pr,ss, 1955) , 192

(gin ivcrs i t i on. Proct,kci i no
of the rnivcrsity rxtt_msion Conftr(mce-TTTIT:;;on,
Wisconsin, 19i5), :). 24.
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for their fresh and practical approach to extension which was

not encumbered either by a liberal education bias or by the

earlier assumption that university extension offerings had, in

some sense, to be "university level." Reber not only accepted

Van Rise's definition of the proper audience for extension but

broadened the definition of the services extension would per-

form in Wisconsin. In Reber's own words:

Right or wrong, you find here /in Wisconsin% a type of
University Extension that does not disdain the simplest
form of service. Literally carrying the University to
the homes of the people, it attempts to give them what
they need--Le it the last word in expert advice; courses
of study carrying University credit; or easy lessons in
cooking or sewing. University Extension in Wisconsin
endeavors to interpret the phraseology of the expert and
offers the benefits of research to the household and the
work shop, as well as to municipalities and state.1

It was in these terms that the "Wisconsin Idea" was defined and

colleges and universities across the country, especially public

institutions, joined the new extension movement.

The activity in extension after 1906 outstripped anything

seen in this country or in rngland before the turn of the century.

Creese reports that between 1906 and 1913, twenty-one institu-

tions re-organiea their extension programs which had been

neglected or discontinued during the "lean years" and twenty-

eight universities entered the field for the first time.2

Crattan provides t list of nineteen institutions which ostailished

`'Crease, P. 55.
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extension divisions between 1908 and 1919; all but two of the

nineteen were publicly supported. 1 The discrepancy between

Creese's figures and Grattan's list is rrobably accounted for

by a difference in the criteria they used for including or not

including certain institutions: Creese seems to include any

institution which began to engage in extension activities or

wilich re-entered extension work following Wisconsin's re-organi-

zation while Grattan includes only institutions which officially

establish y' extension divisions for the first time following

Wisconsin's lead. No matter which authority is used, however,

it is clear that a dramatic upswing in extension activity

occurred between Tdsconsin's re-organization and the First World

War.

Cooperative Extension

But the pattern of extension activities which took shape

after Wisconsin's v',gorous re-entry into the field was more com-

plex than simply "general extension," as the Wisconsin idea came

to be called. Agricultural extension had been growing paralel

to both the university extension lectures of the nineties and

the emergence of general extension epitomized by the Wisconsin

program in the first decade o!: the twentieth century. Coopern-

tive extension, or Agricultura; extension, sponsored through the

cooperative effortl f.deral and country governments and

1Gr.ttt,an
'

). 189 and 190.
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the land -grant universities, seems to have developed out of

the Farmers' Institutes which appeared in the United States with

the Lyceum Movement of the 1830's and 1840's.

Lycea held in farming communities of Connecticut early
took on an agricultural flavor. Immediately after the
Civil Var a Kansas agricultural society began to sponsor
something somewhat similar called a "farmers' institute."
The idea caught on around the country. Between 18E0 and
1890 farmers' institutes were established sn a more or
less permanent basis in 26 states, some under the aegis
of locil clubs, some under state associations, and some
under ).and-grant colleges. A typical institute met for
two or three days. Daytime sessions were devoted to
lectures and discussions on practical farm problems, the
evening to "culture" a:Al entertainment. Conductors were
adjured to "shut off partisan political statements."
By 1899 institutes were reported in 47 stat.?s, with 4
total attendance of 500,000 farmers anti their wives.

A number of factors conspired to create the Cooperative Exten-

sion Service from these largely local activities. Among them

were the political power of the large number of farmers involved

in the institutes, the increase in technology and mechanization

on farms which required a concurrent increase in specialized

training for farmers, an,.! the rise of the idroqressive Movement

which had its roots in rural America.

The Cooperative Extension Service was cretcd with the

siqninq of the Smith-Lever Act by President Wilson in May, 1914.

The Act pro,,,ide,: at least $10,000 ner year for each state

presentation of a satisfactory plan. Statos with larger rural

1,1eodure '.'hannon la rence A. :7choe ni id, r'n ver-
si (*tow Center for Appiied :'.esearch in
lAucation, 1PC., 19(6) , p. 10.
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populations received proportionately more funds. Land-grant

colleges in each state were required by the law to create an

agricultural -...xtension division separate from any general

extension division they might have. The Office of rxtension

Work in the Department of Agriculture provided federal leader-

ship.1 Cooperative ext.nsion was designed to offer wide-

ranging services not limited to academic subjects just as

general extension; but cooperative extension was to sev.ve a

more narrowly defined audience with activities fccused on agri-

culture and problems related to agriculture. Because of its

federal fulding and coordinated leadership, the Cooperative

Extension Service rapidly became the largest and perhaps the

most powerful agency for adult education in the United States.

The 1:N/ening College

In addition to general and cooperative extension, a

third pattern of extension gained strength and direction cal:1y

in the century. This was the evening college described in the

preceding chapter through its prototype, University College at

the University of Chicago which grew out of the Class-study

)artment of the .-ivision of Lxtension. University College,

i'nlike the Class-study !)epartment ". . received its students

1 .1:alcolm S. '<nowles, The Adult ;:duca"ion:lovementin
the United St(ttes YorK: Holt, Idnehart and Winston, 1962) ,
pp. 42 and 43.
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as matriculants of the University,' 'out it differed from the

other colleges of the University in the breadth of its offer-

ings. The courses offered through University College were drawn

from a wide range of departments within the University and were

not limited to those appropriate for a single degree program e.r

a set of careers. "Potentially, its interests were far more

diverse than those of any particular curriculum pursued in the

Quandrangles."1

University College at the University of Chicago and sub-

sequently other evening colleges, stood in the middle ground

between traditional resident colleges and the earlier pattern of

university extension.

Thus, University College was both a device to draw Extension
closer to residential study and a vehicle to bear the in-
fluence of the University outward along new roads. The

mi:;ture of centripetal and centrifugal tendencies which the
College exhibited vis a product of experience. Unlike the
class-study department, which had been born of excogitation
(and then devoured by University College at its birth in

1900) , the College evolved through a process of adaption
to the environment.2

The environment to which University College was adapting consisted

burgeoning urban population, often prepared educationally

through the secondary level and much in need of further education

1 lichord :-,torn, Harper 's thiversity (Chicago:

niversity of Chic,igo Prt,s.,-;, 196(,), p. 200.

d 201.
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to compete successfully in a labor market which was demanding

more skills and more complex skills of its workers.

In describing his students, and probably the students of

evening colleges in general, Otis W. Caldwell, then Dean of

University College, painted a picture of a pragmatic, no-nonsense

group in a speech to the National University Extension Associa-

tion (NUEA) in 1916. "They are giving collegiate education a

chance to demonstrate whether it can make a contribution to the

betterment of their daily work..."1 Caldwell accepted the chal-

lenge presented by these students in much the same spirit that

Reber .accented the challenge to serve the citizens of Wisconsin.

Caldwell clearly felt that it was the University's duty to

adapt its courses, schedules, and teaching style to them.

The opportunity for service to the people who compose this
city which such a city college presents to a university
is one of the highest importance, and the ability of the
university to organize its academic materials and its
methods of procedure so as to meet these progressive needs
of busy working people is a true test of the university's
right to the confidence which up to this time the public
his placed in the University.2

The adptation to student needs at Chicago did not extend to a

full degree program, however. Just as the credit earned through

the Class-study Department had been limited first to one half

and later to one (!uarter of the credit necessary for a bacca-

laur ate degree, so University College was limited almost

:.tion1 r:niversi rxtehsion Asf-:ociation. Proceedings
(Chicago, 1916) , p. 52.

211-ild , I
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entirely to offering the first two years of the four year

degree. 1

But Chicago was not the only urban university to create

an evening division to extend the offerings of the day colleges.

Columbia University in New York City responded to a similar need

for part-time study in a similar fashion. Columbia had lcng

been involved in extension though public li2ctures and as early

as 1830 h.ac created an extension program for working people

called the "Eeiter.Ilry and Scientific Course." While this parti-

cular program did not fare well and was dropped in 1843, Columbia

continued in various other ways its service to the city through

offerings open to the public.2

In the early years of the twentieth century, a trend in

extension work became apparent at Columbia as it had at Chicago

and elsewhere: registrations and demand were shifting from lec-

ture series to regular collegiate courses offered in the exten-

sion program.

For some years the emphasis in Axtension7 work hci been
steadily shifting from the more formal type of public lec
ture to systematic courses involving preparation, class-
room discussion, and examinations for certificate or diploma
credit. By 1903-04 enrollment had reached 1,590, a figure
approximately equal to the entire number of full-time
students then studying for degrees in Columbia College,

1 Ibid., 1. 9.

2John Angus '3urrell, A History of Adult Education at
Columbia, Lniversity (::ew York: Columbia University Press, 1954),
pp. 3 and 4.
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Barnard College, and the three nonprofessional graduate
schools. . . . It was obvious from the experienc- of
Summer Sessions and Extension Teaching that the day was
past when instruction of part-time students could be
viewed as merely a gesture of community service, depend-
ent upon annual resolutions and carried on by improvised
measures.

In April, 1904, President Nicholas Murray Butler proposed per-

manent status for Summer Session and Extension Teaching at

Columbia. Nis pro,rnsal was approved and went into effect on

July 1, 1904.1

The Association o[ Urban Universities

As other urban institutions of higher education came

to recognize the growing opportunity and need for service to

their communities, a number of individuals from urban insti-

tutions and the leadership of the National Association of

State Universities (NASU) began to explore ways to solve the

special problems of urban institutions in an onlJnized manner.

Initially it was thought that the urban institu'ions might

unite with the :;ASU but "after mature consideration. . the

conclusion was reached that the interests of both State and

city institutions would be best served by forming a new and

separate association representing urban universities anA

collogos, particularly those coc,)erating in municioal affairs."

Invitation to a conference in ',7ashington, D.C. scheduled for

`overaher 9 and 10, 1914, wru svt.t to rc,prysynt;Ativ(!s of urban

lihia,, pp. 8 and
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institutions interested in service to their conmunities.

Twenty-five individuals attended the conference, twenty-two

from urban institutions, two from the U.S. Bureau of Educa-

tion, and the Commissioner of the Massachusetts Board of Edu-

cation. Fourteen institutions were represented at the confer-

ence, although sixteen institutions are listed as charter

members of the new association of Urban Universities.'

Thus by 1914, what Knowles calls the "third tributary"

to the modern concept of extension had become enough of a force

in urban education to generate a national association focused

on its particular problems and the problems of the urban insti-

tution as distinct from those of the state and rural institu-

tions. The evening college, according to Oyer,

. . came into being as a result of the demands of urban
people for educational facilities offered at a time when
they could take advantage of them, and of the demands of
industry and business for specializd training for their
employees.2

1"The University and the tlinicipality: Summary of the
Proceedings of the First Session of the ilational Association of
Aunicipal Universities," U.S. flurea of Education, Eulletin,

38, 1915 (%:ashington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1915), pp. 5 and 6. :4.P. The Commissic,ner of 1..ducation mis-
takenly calls the new association the 'rational Association of
Municipal Universitis both in the title of the Bulletin and
in his letter of transmittal which stands r.s its preface. The
Association of trhan Universities, however, is the correct name
of the organization, however, as is indicated in the tex-_ of
the r,ulletin on page six.

John P. Dyer, IIory Towtrs in the "arket Place (IndiAnA-
_

. .

:;obhs-'!errill Comprv, Inc., 1956) , p. 38.
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Charles W. Dabney, President of the University of Cincinnati

and first President of the /v4sociation of Urban Universities,

saw the parallel between the service that could be provided by

urban extension through the evening colleges and the service

provided by the state institutions through General and Coopera-

tive Extension.

The service of some of our great State universities is a
splendid illustration of what can be done by such insti-
tutions to promote the agricultural, industrial, political,
and social, as well as the educational interests of their
States. In manner, the university mind is becoming
the city mind, and the city itself is becoming a university
for training it own servants. Now, the municipal univer-
sity is needed to develop this city-mindedness and to
organize this study of the city's problems.1

Two reasons for the advent and growth of the evening

college as the third: pattern of extension in the United States,

and the pattern ?eculiar to the cities, have already been sug-

gested: the concentration of large numbers of working people in

the cities which provided an ample population base for extension

activities and the increasing need for new knowledge and skills

vhich paralleled Cie increasing comlexitv of the technology

employi in business and industry.

thin' reason for the qrowt.:; of credit work in the

vening (.:,_,Ileqes was the impact of i.a!)lic education at Jie

sondar level on the American people and emecially on the

:)eo;)le ..ho live,' in Citi(!S. the average American com-

pleted r,1,1tivt!1y few years of :(:!lool in th, first decatle

of Li:- centur',.--.!bout ve the av:ra,ie in

1 rniver:lity and the i pa 1 i (").

J1
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the cities was substantially higher. And the higher educational

attainment of city people provided an expanded potential for

part-time higher education. George Wheeler, Associate Superin-

tendent of Public instruction of Philadelphia, referred to this

phenomenon indirectly in a speech before the Association of

Urban Universities in 1919.

Evening education has developed wonderfully in recent years
in all of our great cities, not merely in the number of
students but also in the grade and the variety of the
work. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that although
nearly all evening education was formerly of an elementary
nature and largely concerned with giving to illiterates
some knowledge of the three R's, the enrollment is now
made up of persons studying subjects of secondary or
college rank.'

Many of the subjects studied in the evening colleges were

directly related to the students' jobs. Teachers were an early

audience for urban extension; University College at the Univer-

sity of Chicago, after all, was originally called the College

for Teachers.

Pusiness su'yjects were popular as well and the evening

colleges t,erformed a :social service to the husiness community

in this subject ar(m. James 1:gburL, who was made director of

the Summer ssio::s :.xtension Teaching at Columbia when

the two programs were combined in 1910, reported first offering

business subjects through extension in 1911. My 1914 these

business courss !lad greatl', increased in numer, and /i'clhert's/

1As:3ociAtinn
Loston, 191(1), 33.
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report for that year speaks of the School of Commerce." Two

years later a School of Business was created to meet the need

for courses and a degree in business and business courses passed

out of the control of Extension Teaching. 1

This cycle recurred elsewhere and in other, almost always

professional subject areas. The evening college would present

a special curriculum not offered by its host institution to meet

a professional need; the curriculum would he refined through

experience ane an audience would be nurtured; finally, the new

program would form the center of a new divisioh focused solely

on a particular career or group of careers and on serving a

particular professional audience.

But to characterize all evening college programming as

a coherent, organized process which results in innovative pro-

grams responsive to the evolving needs of its clientele would he

to ignore the basically eclectic nature of the evening college.

Evenincj college ,:rograms have always been, and are still, a

potpourri of courses borrowed from the daytime programs plus a

sprinkling of offerimis developed from tine to time to meet a

special need of the part-time, working student. The following

description of the development of the program at Columbia seems

to catch with accuracy the flavor of evening college pUlnning.

Proceeding with judgment and caution as extension w.s obliged

1Burr 11, L urTh i , .;p. 44 and 4 5 .
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to do, and resorting constantly to a trial-and-error
method, gradually during its history it managed to offer
a sound and well-organized curriculum of studies. Many
courses, as we have seen, some of them unbelievable from
our present -day point of view, were tried and withdrawn.
Elometimes they were discarded because of severe criticism
from the aciiderlic hierarchy, though this was rare, because
all courses had to have the approval of the department in
question, the -Arector, and of the University Council.
nore often courses were withdrawn for the more mundane
reason that they were financially unsuccessful. Coursys
that were from the beginning successful have remained.'

As evening colleges were accepted and as the number of

part tire students enrolled in them grew, colleges and universities

began offering baccalaureate and master's degrees through their

evening colleges. Students who earned degrees through course

::or!: taken in evening colleges were expected to meet all of the

roguirements as students enrolled in the corresponding

daytime programs. The evening college students simply took more

time, often more than twice os much, to earn the credits neces-

sary for Liloir . And because of the eight to ten years

or !lore of nirt-time 3tudy need_`(: to earn a baccalaureate at

cou:)1cd with ti! suhstantial value of a high school

(!i.7 lwla in t:le mart deffree can.lidatos in the years before

th_ Acc,Junted for a relatively small fraction

:,,tudents.

",ile most intitutions were content siply to make

cnn17:-;e wore and the r lelecAoureate pro(1rams available through

Lr
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part-time study in the evening, a group of Roston institutions

formea a consortium to serve part-time students and created a

special dec!ree program for them. President Lowell of Harvard

ronorted in 1910 the establishment of ". . a permanent commis-

sion on extension courses, containing repre:entatives of Harvard

anu Loston univ,Jr6iLios; :lassachasetts Institute of Technology;

1;oston, Tufts, V.A_lesloy, and Simmons Colle(les; and the Museum

of Fin- 7\rts. commission arrawied for instructors to give

courses " . it:entical with or equivalent to those offered in

the several institutions." In addition to maP.ing the courses

available' to part-time students in the N3ston area, Parvard,

P,1Loliffe, Tufts, ond l!ellesley offered a special degree for

extension students: %lie Pssociate in Arts. The degree re.luire-

monts were virtually identical to tliose at the four institutions

but two concessions wcre made to the extension students. First,

t".0 :)roqram w(ts opcn to all who v,ished to join it and, second,

(;radil,ito:; (7) the ',royram w..ro allowyci to ..nter graduaty study

LarvarA and other institutions.1 The Associate in Arts program,

very small grou:, st-dents; hctwe(n 1913

wh-n th4.! Asociaty in Arts WA!: awardy(I and 1937, only one

hunched fifty studernts earned tle degree. ;:tit of the cAle hundred

fifty, at Least forty-two went OH to (ollplete their master's and

six earnt.;i joe!tr.,Ati.

I O.

1 2 111,1 1 .
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Vorld War I

Just as the new patterns of university extension in

the United Stltes were beginning to exhibit a sense of stability,

identity, and purpose, the Pirst World War made new demands on

their creativity and resiliency. General extension and the

evening collecys in particular felt the impact of the War almost

immediately.

Virtually overnight in 1917 university rjeneral extension
ooffed its civilian garb and left its state or regional
orientations to ^' le national effort. special corres-
onr!ence courses we. ailtten,for soldiers .and sailors.
'fed Cros nur:iinq classes were offere0. Post-graduate
medical 1-fresher training entered extension's curriculum.
From extension's presses came bulletins on such topics
as food conservation, women in industry, and fuel conser-
vation. Package libraries on "causes of thu Great War"
made their contrihution to anti-Gorman propaganda.
Fxtension leaders went on leave to supenise special
training schools set up by the Vmergency Fleet Corporation
and take charge of the American i:xpeditionary Force
Thivrsity in France.]

The demlnd for new !)rogrims cause(' hy the national emergency and

the drain on both adrlini!ltrative and teaching staffs of the

xteni_on clivisions an,1 .venin,r colleges were not the only chal-

tit,n:.; ion fdced dur in(' the r The draft which provided

tH, cL:)ow.. r for th,. -101) i 1 i -tat ion of the '.-71s t ionary

For.'(! 11so t.-iur.7t.i) t_he col leg sLudent 1.)c.):iy ;)oth i n

ArC1 t)rnfTrOM:-; .tern :;:; t_11 country. iver!--',0h of younu

f.ro:71 co 11 s j rlci un rs t e!-. into t t ec.!
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BERODPFANARAMIE

in substantial finoncial problems especially for the private

institutions which relied on tuition revenue more heavily than

the state institutions. ',ince the evening colleges were mainly

creatures of 71rivate, urban institutions and were revenue goner-

atinq, tho decline in enrollment owing to the Nar was felt most

keenly at the private institutions.

01.! Uar lid not last Long ant' little ;)ermanent

darlaoy done to the colleges and universities from the tem-

porary decline in civilian students and the loss of staff. In

fact, the vet!rans returning from Vurope created something of

a renaissanco, s)ecillly for part-time proaroms.

!.ith the return of the veteran:.; in 1919, i:Ntension Teaching
/at ColumlAa/ was ore;)ared to receive civilian students,
and there was a ,Yreat rush of men and women to the classes.
It is rather rImazlnr!, as one looks !,ack, to find in what
numbers the students came. here was no G.I. rill; the
students paid their own fees vrom the six or seven
thousand student:; enrolled in 1918, the following years
')rought son- t:.ousam!s ,.tor, so that :)}7 1923 there were
sixteen or seventeen thousand men 111(1 women in classes. 1

Hirt_ i n !I1H nil t o rik!(1l for rtin(r( of

nil i civil training conn, to t :;.en:--; to hAvt.

e C:t i tr-0t only of :,ot(litio 1 student : -; who (...nt.t.ry(1

vsni col 1 n r, -ord r.; t

;.)11t__ 01 ,1-7,L r)Tc, jn r,;(-):i llt to t. 1( (,'

r, -1' , .
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The American Association for
r6ucation

f:.'rederi(:_'k

REST COPY MAILABLE

f:(...ope1, who became PresidLnt of the

Carnegie .:orpord'ion in 1923, had been impressed by work

of extension, es,ecially in Crcat nritain, durinq and after thu

r. f:pon retu:min to the United states, he was distressed to

larn how iztirlc infofiation was availaile about extension and

(,:ult education and set out to rectify the situation. lie con-

vinced ( :arnegi(. Corrmration, early in his presidency, to

include adult ion in its list of concerns. And since lack

of information 1:),Iut e:iiication seemed to he a problem, the

Carncie (orooriltion under ':eppel attempted initially to discover

tit:: state oc th,2 Art. !our r''tion'il meetings were held in 1925

-:1.1 1926 to ritHor opinicH from adult educators on how to create

t
Itroncl rioveiient in Lhe !.rite'' fateq. The American 1,ssoeidtirin

For ,,Ault ,A;11(tion organizod at a conference in Chicfjo

th(' r, . jc r outomc n the regional

10

1.i1111- t)1(. p.drs of its .,xit(7rw

,i1 :H) t_ 1. , i ;I; r,tiry o

: t Ih A co':-r-ftt 1-1,)v-mnt_, it did

/ )1().1C. I -ill :iul t .:t; f 1(4

it t :Hirt r-, t t t , )11' :
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of the National iduration Association, for the creation of what

may prove to be a stronger national organization: the Adult

:'ducation Association of the U.S.A. One of the major faults

of the AAAE :;cerrl:; to have been its autocratic approach to leader-

ship. The organization was dominated for its entire life by a

single individual, its Executive Director, who was consistently

supported !),, a small rxecutive Committee. In addition to what

proved to he a dysfunctional approak:h to leadc.rshi, the Ai \AL

relied too heavily lot- the first fifteen ye.rs of its existence

on the Cr:It!gie Corporation for income. When Carnegie withdrew

its suiTort, the As;ociation was unable to broaden its base of

stuTort unough to save itself. Thus the first incursion

a major founation into the field of adult education in the

tAlitod r,Lite:; '':AS not an overwhelming sucees:,,,--a lattern which

w(iuld 1)e rtTeated ,rwrter of a century after the orqtlization

t. 011a 1 i n 1 t ',
t ell . .1 t 1(11

.X7 r..;! )1.

Yr, it .()r1 O t 114. '!', 1 .1(.,1(!f.r ,twit

.111,11 t. t r)11 It_ (al:, 1. it.: ,it 10(1).1 1

t

11..,)t
(or

1. ( : ,.) .t t! t t ro t_. I(
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extension proqrars. J.J. Pettijohn, while director of the

!-xtencion ilivi3ion at the University of Indiana, joined with

1,ouis !1A2er of Yi:iconsin an -1 others in forming the NUEA. The

now Association net in 1915, 1916, and 1917 before the War

irAerven.

pot:1 2(',)r and Pettijohn accuptecI positions of national

leaLiLrshi) curing the ?Ter, 'elier with th:2 Department of Labor

Pettijohn with the .:tireau of (..ucation.1 As director of

Of-fice of -icational L;tension in the Eureau, Pettijohn

r,.'ceivod funds for r)(''. attmpted to set up a nziti.onal 2roqrz.ri

of extension. Whil the Uar endei and th:, '1H"A resumed its annual

confernces in 1919, rettijohn proposed the continuation of the

rashington off ic in affiliation with thy' 7IurA. His proposal

accei)ted the offic continue:1 under a separate charter:

Inc. ilut the attem;)t nationol coordination wos short-

vtt,.1 at. its 1();:.() conferene to recommend to

!nc. ths liscorAinuation of the Ynhin,;ton

;.);: n't wos

i I ro I t t

rl 1 i ii :
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lost whatever impetus it had gained through its important contri-

;Aition to the ;(ir effort. Shannon and Schoenfeld describe the

ItWentiOS w; A Uime of retrenchru for general extension.

i'dCf_la with on inns)ita!Ae climate, general extension turned
inw,ird on it!;elf ill a number of ways. it became less a
move1m21t and more a cult, and like all cults it became
more conocrnc'l with how it uid things than what it did.1

11(A4 Wir; fia!)iling in extension. Some talked of

using the ('xandin(e medium of radio for cxtcnsi.)n work but the

;UrA was unl;)1(' to s-ttl,! on a sLatement of policy so, as an

or,janizItion, i L did aothing." Ceneral extension did not come

alive ,Igain until the country was on the brink of another national

'r.2reencv, CIL creat Depression.

n!vorhorotions of the 1)29 economic crash were detected
(!uic!:ly dn1 1 i ll hy extensionists, and emergency exten-
(ion programs ,Int(2dated the .:caw i)eal by a good two years.

were off-caus classes for high school graduates who
couldn't ,Ifrord Lc) (7° away to college, special correspond-
ence courses for the unemploye, and package libraries on
refinancin mortqa(!es and similar topics. Some states pro-

extosion :;cholarships for the indigent. With the
(!:vynt oF onothor. 'oosevelt, (n once again come into

own. Liiiv-rity ,,rotv:;sor tool: off for U,..iThin,;ton to
H,)co n in a "Ira in trti!;t' f- !Aresientiol

eime to the e,171:)un to :;timuLito exten:;ion

,n- (_:or -v.. to the tinivoriti(-:; ,;;;C:

C-1

Or 1 -,:".)

ca-J. to

ill oth rH; ho;, to t;,
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boredom and despair arising out of their unemployment by going

to school. And the schools, particularly the evening colleges,

scum to have met each need and served city-dwellers rather well. 1

The state institutions, most of which were members of

the ',AUEA, became involved ir. coordinating the statewide WPA adult

,education programs and providing ilistruction in literacy, general

adult education, vocational education, workers' education, and

parent education. And while some members of the 11JEA expressed

concern that the extension divisions were cheapening themselves

providing programs which were not university ION/el, the institu-

tions continued to offer a splendid range of services in spite of

reduced budgets anJ, in effect, trained themselves for the demands

which would be placed on them during the Tiqar to come.2

World Tar It

The involvement of extension in the 50cond World War was

similar to its involvement in 1917 and 1918, only more so. The

F,tates joined the conflict relatively earlier than it had

in t!io First Uorld in because of Pearl Harbor with a (reater

e:fthusiasm. yx.tii::;ion, in fact, antici:)ated the declaration

u: war by ort' th-n a yyar.

Hliversity (11(ral extc!nsion went to war early. ft recruited
non 'y, and mision in 1940. money came throu(;h

c)ificc of rducation--millions for (rnergyncv

1511.1-1 11, colum!.1 77.

Lorizor,s., 20-2
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manpower training. The men--and women--came from all
walks of life; in just one year, 900.000 people had cone
through the courses. The mission was that combination
of fear, high strategy, imperialism, and missionary zeal
which 11enry ft. 1,uc was to call "The American Century."

crash of bombs at Pearl Parlor turne6 the university
into core of a cant) than a campus, and it was to general
L2 tension that ,)residents and generals looked for know-
now in operating special training programs for many types
of uniformel :,ersonnel and in promoting all manner of
home-front ''.'rives, "1

Four major innovations which were particularly important

in the evoLution of s')?cial baccalaureate programs for adults

resulte,:i f'.mm the adatation or colleges and universities to

th,_r consoc:uencs of Ya,-. rirst, und,er the pressure of time

tie assumption that four years of full-time study (or part-time

multiples of four years) wor essential to a baccalaureate degree

was called into question. Acceleration hccae a key word in

academic circles. ;W,,:rt .1. Hutchins had already begun to

challeng; tie :!ordnant pattern of und-rgraduate education at the

university of Chica(7o hefor(' the Yar, but the :)ressur of the

anJ the concril%tion on youDtr, rfl It' : tudciit,s pf

.3/'in his a:Troach to the at of the notion or):i

irultn.Hts

:,)r wor

ir (. for A(2,74.1. '," it

U1U0i.

!0!1:; On the ,;roun:s t:1,11 1.1,,n .11:d

:: r.i it :.:t ( )11,

T. ,7unt1 lit n t 1,;,- ork

11 1! ' b.") r RI I t W1 1
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women were 13ory important in the drive for victory than manufac-

tured goods. Vle argument ran that if the schedules of industry

accleraty,: to iiroOuce more (foods so the calendars of

anl univ,,rity programs coul0 be accelerated to pro

duce train'. ,.eop ie. 1 And the modification of orograms in

highq7 o:ucltion to meet the special needs of students in a

cmyrency eens to have ma0 the modification of pro -

jrams for adults in :wacetime less controversial.

econ.i, programs in higher education wore opened to a

audi11,7o t -ver. )afore. oxam7)1(:, -a new division

for ymergnc,,, training was created at the University of Michigan

late in 1942 .1r11 a,!ults, including those who are not high-

school qralulty but that Ire (:ualified to take courses offered

in th division for Y-1(,rgency training" were specifically included

One of thy qrou 3 who wen' e he recruited for trainin,:,2

',flowing 1C,ult:; ()Lh(.rwis(. won-1(1 not have heen acceptable for

t(7:". C f-() /71 11 cr..dYnt int ,rOgrtum--; ghe r Lion

h,:vt :11 t"r) con!;(.(lut.nc.'fl: t cont. id(lict and

IL ,,c1:; odult:; nt_t.rt!(: t ;Ind of otiirf;

-1,nn wt.rt :if.i(Mt(.n(q! awl colh-qs

nA through ,.::Hyrii]nce that formal cre+i n-

LiAls r t unly I-t ctor n f;u,.(7t.:-;:: in highr

I
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A third innovation arot; from the remarkable range of

training provided through the military and from the educational

opportunities which wer. available to military personnel but

which were not directly related to military duty. The former

activities 'ere typiclly part of military training and involved

such stO)lert matter as electronics, aviation, mechanics, or

communications. Me latter took at least two forils. These edu-

cation e::periences were prcyjrlms offered through extension in

its !)roadc.it snse: the i:nited `';fates Armed Forces Institute

(L;;IAFT), cc'l le(' or university proorams offered on campus, corres-

pond,'nce coursos n fere.i at remote locations, and the like.

nr they wcre .rinces from which milit,ry personnel learned

:Alt which not connett.l to the procjraris offered either by

Lhe military or thy 0(. estahlishment.

Tho lost category 3:.ens the most (:ifficult to explain.

A contorlry dk'scribed these experiences as follow';.

n (tont. ra 1 , ric 1 tidc,1 are Lhof-A which have
noi(!ont,) 1 aenerol ((ducat_ lona 1 Val

r '1 it ivo 1 or1.11 J1C, 1 in
ch,lricter - -that is, those wnich cannot ,(, uni-
fY)1-17 on ,1 ,.)rirArily for thir

th- of the indivi-
t1,11 m,in or worin. cdt«jory firnt of ,Ill,

(:)!,k,rvAtion ,1:11 of th(. in
count. rit,3 ,t:tH t Hiro rave In both

, r conk-Jot t h
1-,i7 Irh much '.,hJt

h,tv- had they 11(.C. nohool.
".ri-;1,.. 11 .,()t;onli (714 t

coLult t i 1 ('up-;t
t r ioul x-1y i

t.11,1:1
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learned through books. In this . . . category may he
included too the more definitely military experiences
beyond thos.! qainel in the formal training programs--
experiences gained while on the job, while performing
technical duties and solving military prohlems.1

VArious methods for evaluating each of these hinds of

learninc; for college credit were developed. Perhaps the most

widespread practice was the awar6ing of a set number of credit

hours of undifferentiatd cr(.dit, "blanket credit," for a mini-

mum period of vii1 it,Ir.y service. 1:lanket credit typically could

1)(.' used only A.; !lective credit.. While this approach was easi)y

1PPlieC., it w(ls not favored by some educators because it did not

allow for distineti,ms to he made between the quality and content

cif one s(_!rvico 'ierson's experience and that of another.

Other institutions developed systems for the assessment

Of service erienees which were grounded on the inLlividual

11 .1Lion of eAch derson's recerOs im(1 (_xpc.riencL. f;uch systf,lit

'(-71-inn51 to blanket c1.1it out proved to be 1,oth

i,meric,in Council on :::111(.7.1tio1l, 1 11

lii t- 1:k -1! t o !Ion!, !it ,(7 r, ivi t..111.1f3 tO T-' ('I t

I i ;;;)-)ri(l()r('H CCA)i)(sra ::t-L1(.1',7

it' (.-t rvi <7( Cii rt

'!;11 1 t i r1 t :;(,-c.11 t t 1-

r;i(>n!; !)rovi(' ii!oH
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by colleges and univer3ities for more than twenty years.

thirc. rJAho(i of assessing service experiences, by

written examinations, was ;)referred by the Advisory Committee

to !!SAPI. The difficulty inherent in this method was that

Most institutions of hi(her ec!ucation did not have either the

n.Jrscnnel or the necessary for the development and

st-Indar(!izAtion f)f such exaiiiinatiol:s. Thus tie Fxamination

:-)off of r!-:FT ; a .4/ it as its duly to construct its riny of those

e%aminations as possi!)1e.1

While .ach of these methods of assessing service experi-

ences were usoi cyj many institutions, with SOMO institutions

usino more than one method, the point is not so much which method

was us L1 by hich institutions or which method was best, but

rather the fact that a major C,lancje had taken place within insti-

tutions of higgiler education which allowed service experiences

Ln at All tor creit Low(Ard de(irees. Although

,,xcetion!;, rin5;t H1!ltitutions twfory the Yar to

'it: .!Lt-mtio:1 :rim 1y f.)11 th(.ir prot!rtn:-; t. ht rt.qui re-

:,1c:tts t-ho.'', seco:ldrily on nec.ds

t t'

't t ,Jr .ir
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accomplishments of their students. Such individualization of

programs and, in many cases, modes or instruction became the

hallmark of special !,accalaureate programs for adults.

Finally, the T. rdll itself seems to have had a major,

if indirect, impact on the establishment of special baccalaureate

i'ro:jrams for cc.:ults. The impact was major in that "eventually

some 12 million veterans took advantage of the education sub-

sidies of the 'C. F. 'lin of nights,' and the college population

increased by over a nillLon."1 But the impact was indirect in

that the veterans did not demand s-Jecial programs for themselves

but simr)ly acted as the mature, experienced persons that they

were and thus reminded some academics and convinced others that

adult students wre not the same as adolescent students. Before

lone, the School of (leneral Studies at Prooklyn College was

ready to act on this difference between adult and adolescent

and crate t:le first special baccalaureate prowam for adults.

..eri:;011
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Cir,11";"::t IV

LnIrw.r, Eoucmro FOR ADULTS

'Jniver3iti College, ',lie University of Chicago

iiutchins and the Chicago Plan

flohert '!avrurd Yutchins was perhaps best known in the

it:Iirties for his re-organization of the ,Iniversity of Chicago

for the Chic igo !'.l In for undergraduate education. The

r--orgunizatiwi sec'm:-; to have ).een un attempt to create an

snvironm.snt At L!'e finiversity which would encou:acie the faculty

to conv.2re one Another across departmental lines while

tono1-1- of (:.(::lartmentol c:iairmen and their virtual

control over ',111.(!-L; in 1 ,urdain.1 'The h is -1(10 i'ln wiir; 11l

it_Ak.jript t.o ,fr out of niicr(;racluat ,,du(7ati()11

(chica(!o:
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and to replace it with a general education grounded in the

study of the world's great literature. 1!utchins' approach to

undergraduate education was designed as a four year program but

could 5o shortened by successful completion of comprehensive

examinations Wiich were available to students on demand. Further,

the Chicago Plan moved undergraduate education forward two years

so that it began in what usually was the junior year of high

!ichool and ended following the sophomore year of college.1 The

Chicago Flan drew almopt (nntinuous fire from the educational

leadership of the time both inside and outside .the University

of. Chicago.2 And while parts of the Plan were emulated elsewhere,

it was not, taken as a whole, a successful innovation. The re-

organization, on the other hand, was widely accepted within the

University; many of its features remain in effect today.

loth the re-organization and the Chicago Plan were, in

large part, a reactior to vocotionalism which ftitchins felt was

corrupting universities. Professional schools were, in

hi:, view, an apropriate part of the university only if the

faculty dn::, :t_..udk.nts in t!i.t professional iicliools we're primarily

Ii; i(1. 1q0-1q4.

Vii, :oi:itt_!(: (fit tht: ;Irtielt.s st,euch agaimA
tho of chL.a(--.)',; College ,rograri un(:er l'atchins can

:Hund -Countrit,it P:Icholor's
:rec" Jul' 1g42, 5(-)3-601
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concerned wiLh thu intellectual problems of the professions.

riTainin(T fnr orofessions by teaching the "tricks of the

trado" was had for the professions because of the narrowness

of the training receivcd, :),1d for the university because faculty

merirs c -; 'r thus ,.!iveriel from the :mrsuit of truth and were

rendered unable to converse with one another owing to their

increasinq s:1(ciAlization, and bad for thu siudunts because

they were ;, ing taucht ln anachronistic view of the profession

which would 1.iyty be inapplicable by the time they entered the

ictic, of 1)rofe!.ssion.l According to I:utc...hins, "all that

can be learned in a university is the general principles, the

fundamentll propositions, the theory of any discipline."2

And if :ititchins objeete!_l to the effects of vocationalism

on th;, tilversit and particularly on the professional schools,

his oh,j,ctions w, r:. re.--('oub i)1 his reaction to the service

!Au..._7tea or th, nniversities:

,t O)t- Mil 1..t. t i V i t to o
, i (t)t)11 t. 1 t..() (lo te; I t t

.; IC. --; 'pc.; C011c'fpt 1t.)11 ()I ,1 1111 i t i,(e()/-di t.o

,1 tin i L' r.. I t t 1 I I ( 1 t i t ilk
i t ; 1 t ) t. r ! ( t 1 t :;t

ti :,, ; lt i r

t 1, ,chil 1.:; jr)'

(7'71i , I '1I1t.'1. t 71'; I,
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giving then rournes in the afternoon and evening. Yet
it is apparent that the kind of professors that are
interested in these objects may not be the kind that
arc interesteu eieler in developing education or advancing
knowleL:qe. :',ince a university will not be able to have
two hinds of professors and at the same time remain clear
as to what it is about, it must follow that extension work
can onl,: confuse thL institution.'

Just as Hutchins disdain,A vocationalism because he felt it

diverted the university from its only goal, the pursuit of truth,

so he disdaine(1 the service function of the university whether

expre :;sed through general extention, cooperative extension, or

cvcning colleges. In light of. Hutchins' narrow construction of

the role of the university, it is perhaps ironic that he played

an important prt in the creation of special baccalaureate pro-

grams for adults, all of which were created as part of extension

programs.

The Cireat Poos Program

The nart Hutchins played in the creation of special bacca-

1aur,...nte programs for adults stemmed both from his commitment to

gerorA -duc,Itior it the undergraduate level and from an intyr-

,st he susegu-rtly (Hvelopd in adult education. The general

,(lucation curriculun which Hutchins instiqated in the College at

the Yniversty W. Chicago included, as early as the. Autumn Quarter

W. 1(130, g,.neral honors course taught by Eutchins and hifi

Fr id and r,,,ntor *(Jr-ti:.1-r J. Adler whon rutchins had brought

Ind 7.
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to the University of Chicago from Columbia.' The course was

meant to explore some of the great intellectual questions raised

throughout history through the reading and discussion of some

of the world's hest literature. The Adler-Hutchins great books

course was not long limite0. to students in the College. Since

Adler and Hutchins believed that everyone could benefit from

such a course, they offered it in many of the subdivisions of

the University.

For over ten years, into the 1940's, Hutchins and Adler
taught the great books in various parts of the university.
Besides the original General Honors class, .University High
School, and the Law School, there were courses at one t.me
or another in the Humanities Division, ')epartment of Eda-
cation, and most significantly for the adult development
of the Groat Rooks nrogram, at University College, tho
extension division of the University of Chicago. . . .2

The work Hutchins 'lid at University College seems to have been

both a cause and an (A:fect of his growing interest in adults as

students and particular 1v as students of the great books. As

utchins encountered more and more resistance to his administra-

tion among the faculty in the early 'forties, he seems Lo have

turned his ittention from the University's central programs to

the gret boo;is :,rograms off(:ryd through ilnivf.rity College and

to the work of 1ncycloT,!sclia Pritannica. f'irst great hoos

proram offt.rt.d Col 1('m. had a; i; curriculum

-u()!-,1(1, "Yh,. (1 1 uhli:;1,.d

Ph ()! c'11(' ,,1c), p. 2')0.
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a reaeling list which, over a five year period, progressed from

the Greeks to the present. But the program met with little

SUCCQS3.

University College at that time was a conventional

evening college offering regular course work through the depart-

ments. non-credit lecture series, and programs in the liberal

arts meant to supplement the training programs of some of the

downtown professional sc!lools such as the Art Institute and the

American Conservatory of Music. Old-timers who were understand-

ably protective of their programs and their positions dominated

tho administration of University College.

Perhaps because a new administrator was needed to en-

liven the programs of !]niverity College, perhaps because

Hutchins wanted someone cho understood the goals and methods of

his and Adler's approach to the great gooks, Hutchins appointed

Cyril O. Houle to the committee to study the future of University

.:ollege and al::;o made him Acting Pean. Houle, who had studied

under 'Wier and rutchin!;, Vi(t A young Ph.0. from Floyd Peeve's

e,:ucation ')rogram in the l'epartment of Education at the

1

t I i \Ty -y (Lr p.rogram into (-t

whic!: older l)ool: with t mots modurn r}:,

. th, n,-1 that ccqlparh:on N.tWot'n the two would

t h 1
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enhance the discussions." Interest in the offering increased

as the quarter progressed but, as the demand grew, Houle re-

assessod the format and decided to discontinue the pairing of

older and newer works. And in each case the newer book was

dropped from the reading

by the next year, 1945-1946, University College was a
har: iii,jur of Lhe CraL liooks program to come. The total
involvement required the addition of an administrator. .

to spend half-time on the growing demands. Three different
series were given, three years of chronologically arranged
re3dings--the Declaration of Independence to Marx, Homer
to Tawney, kind rippocrates to William James. The first
one, For new students, filled twelve sections; three groups
took the second year's rcadings, and one the third. The
number enrolled almost doubled from the 361 of the prior
year to 667. The

2
sixteen sections. . . called for twenty-

five instructors.

As the great books seminars at the Downtown Center of University

College prospered, a parallel program of discussion groups was

started in thg, f-ity's libraries.

. The Chicago Public Library was playing a crucial role
in the expansion of Chicago's program--in the extension of
it out and beyond the confines of the Downtown Center
of the fliversit,:. As a result, the fall of 1945 saw, in
addition to Hie h67 participants there, some. thirtt_on hundred
others rieetin in ihirti-four meeting places in and around
the citv.3

Ana thf, growth ._.ontinued. by net year, Wii-ersity CollegL

-r:r(-)11eCI i.ier than thousan,! ,treat hooks studets, the PuLlic

, p. 288.
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libraries of Chicago more than twenty-seven hundred, and three

other cities in the middle west an additional five thousand or

more} The great books courses begun by Adler and Hutchins at

the Lniv:!rnity of Chicago had been expanded into a movement and

the movoment was given legal standing with the incorporation of

the Groat nooks Foundation in Chicano on July 1, 1947.2

Ylw P-Hc Program at rhicncro

In the fall of 1946, lloule offered another variation

of the groat books courses called the basic Program of Liberal

1:ducation for J\ailts. The assumption underlying the Basic Pro-

gram, perhaps the assumption underlying the great books courses

in general , was that many people have mastered all the specialized

knowledge they need to mal:o a living but lack the knowledge they

nc,__1 to live a critical life.

:!(Jst of them aro already proficient in the activity by which
the.: earn their livelihood. In nome sense most of them are
exn-rt., and the problem for the-1 is not primarily one of
earning a living, but chiefly that_ of improving the quality
of thic

urgent or a6ultr-; is for the knowledge which will help
them to Aell with personal problems i-.nd social issues,
anii to realize therlselves :e; inc:1i\,idual human Y)41ii.nqs.3

ir;a1.):

o r , t

(('`hr _71,ro '
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The Basic Pro, rim consisted of three tutorials or discussion

classes carried on in small groups and a !leminar which had as

its go,il tho synthesis of what had been learned in the tutorials.

clA3ses net sim hours a week in the Autumn, Winter, and Spring

ouarters over .1 foul vear .eriod. Although th, prpgram did not

(!e,;re stu:iehts who comDleted the cours received

cr-dit tho.;e that completed the four-year sequence

ivC!(1 (I C ' rt liate in th'. Lireral Arts. The faculty members

Who t:-..t uuht in t ')ro(tran were specially tr.:lined both in the

hoc : ; (1 i C)11 inethocl developed bv Adler and rutchins

tile! in wor;:itv.; with adult students. t\t1.1 ea(..11 faculty memher

.!::11 t 0 I : I rts

or :wr art :117.0tien.1

rogrart ri,;ardiesn of his

YY, :Tfy;rtm yith lift., students the Autumn

:;(i t.(-) e enr(,11ment of three hundred fifty

:,)ur 1())0'!:. roule h.td ho!wit that the kasi

r ' r

: t

tut-, it,, ,aral e 1 t (

, t t rhiV.

,I 1 I.": 1I.' : ' (1, i It

I :.-*
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!'7orld War IT and Its Impact
on rxtension

The Association of _University
Lvenin9 Collges

Just before the War, thu deans and directors of the

cAming colleges formed a new, national association which they

hcHN.1 would help them to focus more effectively on problems

puculiar to thtiir form of uxtension. The new association grow

out of the Association of Urban Universities (AUU) w:lich had

since 1915 provided a forum for the municipal and private

institutions of the cities to discuss their common concerns.

The AUV had been lor(ely an organization of university presi-

dts in its early years hut had, over time, become dominated

by .ht2 deans directors of ti:( ,2vening colleges. Consequently,

the concerns of Cie As-ooiation had !en narrowed to those of

the ev,,ninf (!ollr,; ro ther than to those of the universitie.;

tho 1939 m(wting of

. . . t '10 1. ,t(Lt-:; (It.cikly(1 tc) rv.ft'rt to I i r:-;t 11('il) l ond
virtudlly retwire th:It in:;litution:( he reprenented hy

in:;t.1,! of tlteir i'vening co111.,1,.
lItter, ::en!;in(; their virtual domiuotion of th,

.1lotlt to (*orv end, net. informally over
1,H tIt f 1r ho(l (ot, to form .111 or(!oni-

Lotiop. t!t-ir ,%:;:;ocidti(:t of

i t t !i; (.ro 1 I .

(

.'kt 1.t ) t ;

'An, i it (0 I Tt t v .it 1 1

,(t )11.: , I :1
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after its formation the United Ctates entered the War and imme-

diately after the War the slow, steady growth of the evening

colleges gave way to a torrent of G.I.'s. In the five years

after the War ended, enrollments in evening colleges doubled.

The Growth of Lveninj Colleges

The 6ramatic growth of the evening colleges in the

post-war years elicited a nearly frantic resifonse from the

deans and directors. While the AULC provided an opportunity

for discussion of common concerns, the discussions c.-:!ntered,

almost without exception, on administrative questions--the

"nuts and bolts." An occasional presentation was made at annual

meetings on the 1-roadr purposes or goals of the headlong acti-

vity in the evening colleges, but when such a paper was read,

flyer i'eport.;, "it listed with great politeness;, and then

;.:10 ,eans and directors would return to the administrative pro-

I );( in,' Ind t l'ot (1 rour:It or;

't'rn ti,r ,it1(1 t t (it 'mil

:.;:t : :Th

I: r (*( I 1.

tll

,!()NI i,1 (I ,11..1.1();;nht in

; t ()
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needs of the returning veterans, lost out to the first priority

of keoping the colleges running. Yet the Association of Univer-

sity College's played a substantial part in the development of

s:)ecial baccalaureato programs for adults. At least two pheno-

m(s.,a seem to have made the involvement of the Association and

its mombers in the creation of these new programs possible.

Virst, the odueational community seems tc have been

engagod in a ro-asnossmont of the place and worth of speciali-

zation in hiq'ier ot:ucation. And thanks to the Uni,,ersity College

of Lit University of Chicago and Cleveland College of Western

Resrve rniversity among ethers, the evening colleges and their

"Nssociation JO _ned in the discussion. Liberal or general educa-

tion as defined by Ilutchins, while it certainly did not threaten

tie popularity of s:,ocialized study, was re-appearing in the liter-

lture and re-iAinini l !.(isition of honor at least in discussions

at ann:ial m_.etLngs rt.t in most programs. zany influential

ci -ons, yducators, and public officials seemed to feel that k.di-

and it I 1 1 r.t 1 t 1(in , coul(1 prodliCt' Lilt` WUrId-

ti:1, t:: i t1'7 that ;''t to ;.,r. vent Nor 1.(1 1 I I .

hi., fiCh

iwrifYi of timf., 1ViNg th famil::

coti;) r t t I 1 , i 11

e r h , 11 1ii 1 1 , 1)1 .1,:g I 1 i i ror c)(.711 t ;cat ii
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Commission became v!ry intresteit in t. Ford Foundation and

its activ i t t.s enriched condition.) Thus the

Fourvilt ion ''. .inticipating final settlement Of Federal
i;st,ite r.'1 receir,t (Airing 1949 and 1951)

of i..ncont ro;:i t.11. ,Fitt : -; of 'Ir. IT.,nry Ford find r . 1.:(.1sel Ford

in h-loar...s sof- t ici nt. to permit The Ford Foundat on to under-

4. (1. re,1 t i,rorjram.

towAr thf I(

endeavore(: to set new goals

.:..Elent of which they coulc: 1.1..;burse some of

tho 2 1'1 ).stabli 111:V2n t C f Peace,

.1, ;)(.mocrhc,,,, the :A_rencithcni !lc of the Pconomy,

;.U.1,7ht ir,i in .1 -nocrht ic flociety, and Individual Ilehavior and

-wer,z Announced in :evcml,er, 1049, by the Study

Comnit !: P.owan '',aither, Jr. who 1 atei- :)ecame

1.rs (): t* !'w.iiHat henry Pord I
T per:--7u.i(1ed Paul. I:of tman,

() t t

1.

);ler'.1c Coot,rat t4.: ion which wa:;

1 1 (' t 1,,m(ntat_ion thu

r') ..t.:;;: I:. if '(i i r)llni;(1t i . f t .11-11 ('11()',;f

I 1 ( -t !'

1
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The Ford Foundation

The .filature and ox7wrience of the people chosen to

distribute the row v generated by the Ford Foundation seems to

hive matchek: the ,icale of the expenditures re(luired. As lobert

711aely, later a Vice-President of the Fund for Adult education,

put it:

It was a clu :sty. of big pec)le, big people, iuig time oper-
ators, 1,0 minds. (I'm both raising and ss:offing a hit.)
They were oin time operators tut the point is that they
had a Job to (10 which mwant spending money and they knew
how to send it. They :,tarted off.

Ii iat they started wis eleven independent funds which tey felt

would serve the interest:: of the Foundation in the five program

areas mentioned earlier. The five program areas all were intended

to improve socie-ty through economic stabi i i ty the a(!va !went! n

of clyrnocracv. it .;uccess relied heavi ly on the efficacy of
r)nk, of the fund:; cre,.itt!ti was the Fungi for Adult Pduca-

tion mi (th t ha\ e twen more! accurately (2,11 led the "Fund

: or iii.:)cral .1..(hi I t " :zei,ort of- t :'t.tply tor t 11,

i orJ Fou:1C.Attnn Prour,ln, (!ocu-,

t Ctrl ' t 1 t t 1 , nel .1!.;

I 1 1 rt .L10171:11. '11(.1 1 11(1 i tiro 1 11i (11.1C,A 101i t 1011
ir. .1 H_-.-.ncr.it th- hy
ry,:yict ion t on 17 Tilf t r t l tH.fi t th i nk .1nd .ct

.1! . 1.1oct-
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Foundation should find and assist programs of study in
the schools and colloo-s which emphasize the breadth and
richness of the studf,lit's educational .:xilerience, and which
Airct thy stui.rnt's lttention to Nt,!, rather than to an
immediate vocitien, and to hi r(-fTonsthility as a thinking
and acting citizen of democr,.:2y.3

Ti bias toward liheral rlucation was clear; the bias against

vocationalsm Was equally clear. And while! it might be surprising

that tile` initial :!e.)ort was so much in favor of liberal education,

it was not at ail sur.)risinq that the work of the Foundation

under !'offma:1 sin(il, 1 out liberal edecation for support since

:!utchins !:off,na's export on education. 2

':'ht.' bias of the Fund for Adult Fducation was further

assured with thy choice of its first. Presik:ent, C. Scott Pletcher.

had ',./orlIvd for 1!o f [man at -:t.t.,(1(!1,aP.,_r. ilc worked
t')r o IrLin war 17(71 i f wh,,n lo fmaii ht:aded t hat

tit With Put thin!;. Ik.citust Hutchi ns and
)11 th i tannica

1:1.1 p , chf r (lot into f i Irrw,
u;. W,!! t ()I

rilms whk.n he 1.4c,w,14' Pre:A_d4rnt of ttv Fund r(ir
Adult: r:ucition. '1,1ny woplt. thought ,;off man pickcid
Fl -tch..1- hat. it vAs rutchins W!A6 Het:14'0 Fh.tchi.r

hit tF 11(.'1.4,(1 .owt:hody who ,.,,,u;n't A /0()
!

11, t IT)o LOS L: '.01( :;( 414 dr 1 , !..orqH)oki./.

I. 1:h I T i I. tn hi 1'14.t-t.h1.r hAd

1::
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!ANAILs mov.!(1 swiftly as the Ford Foundation re-organized

to rlet its nt'w chnllonqe. Hoffman assumed the presidency early

in 19';1. Pun(' for /Alit rducation under the direction of

C. Scott ltchcr cr(!ated on April 5 of the same year. The

comritLei2 on Liberal ,:ducotion ct. the Association of University

..v ninq ('oll.(jof-; .)rosynte(l a proposal to the PAP for a Center for

the Ctudy of r,i'wr1 .Hucation for Alults (CSLEA) which was funded

tor t.h(e f;tuC.y._ fiibera
or l'.clu t.:.;

i,ea for such a (:enter was, in fact, discussed as

arly as the '10v, 1051. hundred adult educators

(1,1t:ireci in ColumlArs, qhio, 13-15 to dissolve the old

i on for t rduca t ion and the NEM s Depart-

or !.11 t- Hill,.Atio,1 in favor of a rc, h-,7oadly rcpres(ntativy

01 Inn t A,JuIL !,(!uc,tt ion i'iscciation of the Unit( 1

.t. t tht, confcc, ow(tinq took !Jac(' (0'.

,,t ('-ctit- lor -,(!tilt ucit ion' which i ncltpl«.(1 ,

), t)

rt

r!)

.1 t

1"- t r«i. r: , «v( 1.t1,_1 Col lvo«__!,

;;;')/- .!hn r.hoff, YL!.!:tern

11:r v«,r!: i 1««1«.,

f'1, mi not « : of t h it r'1 +i Hi
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social prOilems through liheral, adult education. 1

Pa0en, who had to leave the meeting carly,

cHucted 111-r in J totter to thy proposed focus of the Center

as C 'scri'.0 in --tt(mgill's minutes.

In ,1-11:,ral rr -,011 of the opinion that the most general
function rif (.A.r /Center for Aoult 1'ducation7 is to
xerci.;e int-11,,tuol leadership in the ficlOs of adult
education Litt Ir, not vocational and not recreational.

I conceivi! that the initi,11 focus of its attention would
be on institution'; of higher learning which presently
have intllectnal leadership in continuing education and
Ltat. ,,it of attention and study will come sound
COWMUll rwr,i71 :;.

Please do not !'elieve that T an against community programs.
. . . 1 an mc.rely against that compltx of pn,blems as the
point at w!iich Ci',V should start. sound community pro-
graim may ultinately he the most influential contribution
CAI, can ma ,:.2

l',ardt-n's objections ai:)arent: ly deserihed more accurately than

mintit what the Committee on Liberal rlducation of

t!ic th rater, which finally was named

1 r ; i 1 1, "Tlie '(,111) r lc) r Adult Ilkitic',!t_ ion :
' h ; i r .ct ('I n I t Cent.. .1 h)1 Atli: 1

It , r n. ,-;111 l'i.±t.n.:1 11 ' i nut not_ (Lit )'(1, itii ,i-)! 11,1.. t hit t t,,,c,t ii(i On 4..11 (!I 114 ' 1-(-1)()T" tk

)1.1:"I'1.1: ; (), "ty 1 1-1 5, t_11(. (2orlf(retwe ,it
)',1 1 ' I11, it irin 1O1 -; 1.,1;-; forn.d. 'rhree vhings

; :
r,. 1,', t_ r jeer. i 11,1 t.o ;(71( t.- rts r;

H It , 19 :)1 , t h!: t t r t w;t1;ii".
rt 1 . s 1 r ( 1 1 1 171' 7 1 C 1 t t r i11(;

P. 12); anti it :A'orns unli1:e1v
, ! ,it t 1; t 111(1 , (1

,it r').` i t (.4 i e.'to
4'. 1 C (-4) I L114-0 ) 1- 1 :k

rot'l ri t () t' tf f .11111f
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the Center for the Study of Liberal Lducation for Adults, was

oriented mcre toward the programs and methods of evening colleges

thin towark.i eo;ziunity education.

T;Ie authorship of the proposal for th(2. CSLUA is credited

to i:arian :111ke who, at the time, was heading University College

while :).aci Cyril o. ;!oulo was in Lurope on a Fuli)right Fellow-

ship.' James '.;hi:)nle of the CSLLA staff speculated further on

the origins or the proposal in a memorandum written in 1953.

it is interesting to speculate about the source of the ideas
in the proposal. Apparently it was Blake who in-
spired the projct. To sr)onsor it, he must have turned
quite naturally to a few kindred spiritsl-the ixceptions
to the average dean--and this meant /men/ lik,! John Barden
of Cleveland College. The proposal seems to reflect max/
of their. attitudes and interests--they were not cautious,
but bold and ima;linative; they were ready to experiment and
were hindered !)y a lack of time, staff, and funds. One can
see reflections of the Basic Program /at University College/
in the proposal--the use of discussion, special curricula
for adults, a staff drawn largely from Cleveland and Chicago. 2

elst...here that lAake sounded mit the

.,):;!;i:,, lit; of grant to xpanc: the Pasic Program

1t1 rnivkrsit:.- Col 1-1- dntl t.O i nit other lihoral (,ducaLi On

:,rogr.ir...-; ''hic,f.to. ,11.! :lowver, did not resp( Id f-avorohly

t r

. 1:.1.1!Y"

ku.k. the rund did not r, to gr,int in

cYril ry 1973, p. 1.
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support of programs at individual'institutions. Thus Blake

sought and received the support of his colleagues at the Associ-

ation of University Evening Colleges for the CSLFA proposa1.1

CSIXA: 'he Farly Years

The Cnter was initially funded for two years at a level

of $73,000 the first year and $82,000 the second.2 John Diekhoff,

a :"ilton .scholar from Western Reserve, was named first Director.

nieMioff had hcen involved in the design of the Center through

his association ':ith John Barden of Cleveland College and through

his participation on the Committee on Liberal Education of\the

Aurc.

The proposed work of the Center was focused on four

points, two of which s,,en to reflect the particular interests of

Bc.rden, tAekhoff, and others on the Committee on Liberal

f'ducat:.in and two of which seem to reflect more the interests

of t.:1=: Punk' for Adult rducation. The former two points involv,.d

crtion of i,;eus:;ion (;uids for both short and long-term

licral , I c,ition proor:Ims which could ;,c used in already exist-

inl eveninvi i,rogrAm:: well as the study of the discus-

:nal 171,thod in tlw !my, 1f str(-njtaenin(j e.raining :)rograms f()r-

1i:;caion I- (0'1, Me lAtt..r. two point ineludtql the :;tudy of

1,i in.:, `,;11 )t- rducA-
t!,,,:l or :,,_1!,11L:,;: A 1! 1Aorv," (-1 71.1.('(,rApnt'(!)

' r," r!
rt f,t,.tt
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organizational factors which might help community educational

prolrams to :Licc,-(1 and the study of how such programs could be

operated without financial loss.

development of "packaged programs" dominated the

first two ,:ears of the Center's existence, but while Diekhoff

and his staff were trying to sell the evening colleges on their

di;cussion guides, Center had started moving in another

Aiructien. -urinq 1951-52, the csLrA starf ma0e a detailed sur-

y of nine colleges to learn more specifically abut

in whicli Cle Center was working. Many of the findings

.%." rt.! :liscon:-70rtin(_t, if not surnrisinq. The evening deans, who

were ')ortra':e,t L- Plake and the Committee on Liberal Education

n the !irn7,c)1 fi,r Lie Crie.!\ as creative, dynamic individuals

who lickyd only ',Lid,p,t an0 staff to mount great experiments in

not m.osure up.

. . h Cynt,.r C:i1(:ov(.ryA--or demotr,T!tod--that most
not. Hst waiting for d boost. They wkrc un-

cAntious, often unimaginative And rt,sentful of
outs1,1, 1nt. r r 11ce. Vhy were insecure in the acAdemic

to the profit-lo!;s 1(!d(pr.2

-ir uncertAinty, or lack of imaqi-

1CW, bUt. !)"(V. thf.y loo till:

11, t tr. 1:,t_tH):;1_():1 into thir domAin of authurit.,

I J,11 .; 1 t 1:;L:)1 y of
( AL-, t ()t Htu(. it_ tw. ft)t- 1,itt t

1,±))7)

t
t
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and because liberal education programs had not drawn students

to them in the pa!-;L, the deans generally did not accept the dis-

cussion guides. ''hose that did accept them did little to make

them work. And, to be fair to the deans, the Center did not go

out of its way to promote the use of the packages once they

were created. Whipple bluntly reported, in the uncirculated

version of his history, that as the materials were being taken

to the field in 19-)2, "public statements by Diekhoff spoke of

en2ouraging ITt.spon at ten universities. nut he was putting

')est foot forward an unhappy situation--their reception

can only be (.iescrihed as a total flop. "1

C.C1,1:A: The V+,.1 rs

raced with tho c,uiet. r. jection of the discussion guides

and with the approach of the end of itti initial two year grant,

t(t C11,t11 marL(,Cly. John Oiekhoff, feeling

hal (.7ontri: what ht cr)uld, ,icc(.0A,ti a new position as

pro'ts:;or c,f ttmileation and dintctor cif the Office of Institu-

p:.al. f:,;t ,:rch tt !rant t,r col l",To John f-chw(.rtman, who had

t 1- issistant to the Prosi(1(tnt

ot 1 1' i in (..t,;o to n t_aft- on

nt; ,i'('Ort t Ho. tf :; f:,,c(trldt -t ')1:,t ,

t , ,
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IEST Con NAME
Schwertman was very different in his orientation from

Diekhoff. While oiekhoff viewed educational problems primarily

as a teacher interested in the process of learning in individual

students and in providing appropriate materials and leadership

to make that process more productive, Schwertman was more inter-

ested in how institutions operated and how to make their opera-

tion more effective. As Blakely put it:

/TIchwertman7 Was interested in the sociology of things.
The sociology of the university. The sociology of why
adult education is low man on the totem pole. Why the
deans and directors of adult e ;ucation were treated diffec-
ently. Po began to have a lot of meetings .and to produ.
a lot of literature that helped the deans and directors
pay attention to the things that they were really interested
in. , lot of them really wanted to broaden their activities
but you can't roade your activities by exhortation or by
having a frrf packaged programs produced. You've got to
study the processes and relationships of th( university.
So the change fft;irted right there in the Center. . .

In .1 short document he prepared for the fund for Adult Lducation

and the Ccntr's hoard of 1irectors in the Spring of 1956,

7rie,i tour shift!; an the focus of the Center which

n' felt hid oi-errs,(i in its fir:. 1-;7, years of existence. The

".

liherAl art.:

to Lo. croductin of packaged curri-

t -r to cory.:ern itself also with the quillity

in t./(.nin,: coll(JJ(.s, and with the

,!.:(0--:,!;(.7, of wily, t a:7u t rn V11)(
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The survey mentioned earlier, Patterns of Liberal Education in

the 7vening College, provided information about administration

and teaching in the evening colleges and increased the concern

of the Center's staff for both. 1

The second shift suggested by Schwertman involved the

broadening of tho Center's focus from the evening college to the

. total university as an instrument for the liberal educa-

tion of adults." The .,turfy of the effects of urbanism and the

social-psychological needs of adults gained in importance in

this phase of the Center's life.'

The establishment of the first special baccalaureate pro-

gram for adults seems Lc) have been speeded by the third shift at

4SLEA. The Center in this case moved from its concern ".

for regular credit courses and sequences to a concern for new

programs and concepts that did more than merel} parallel the

undergraduate degree programs. "3 It was at this time that

Schwertman began to speak of degree programs 'explicitly for

adults"4 (until George Barton, Jr., one of 11-_s colleac!uc,s,

corrected diction by suggesting that the phrase should he

1Center for the f',tudy of Liberal Pdvcation for Adults,
P,Ittorns of LP.,ral :-ducation in the Fvening College (Chicago:
Center for Cle Stu:1y of Liberal alucation Eor Adults, 1952).

"Schwertman, "Brief Ilistory," p. 2.

3 Ihii.

,ts,--;ociaLi_on of Univer-...,it': Evening Co1lecTes. Proceodimm,
XVI, 1c15, 4, 1-). 60 anci 61.

9 '7
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"especially for adults.")1 The Lxperimental Degree Project at

Brooklyn College became the first degree program "especially

for adults" partly as a result of the consultative help provided

by Schwortman and his staff, a small grant from the CSLEA, and

the support of the Center in securing a substantially larger

grant from the wund for Adult Edocation.

The fourth shift in the focus of the Center resulted in

a broac:ening of the clientele with which the Center worked.2

"he Association of University Evening Colleges had acted as the

parent organization for the CSLEA at a time when the AUEC and

the ';ational University T:xtension Association were unofficially,

but effectively estranged. In 1955, the NUEA approached the Fund

with a request for a "Center" of its own to serve the general

extension divisions of the state universities. Sensing an oppor-

tunity to unite two major forces in the adult education movement,

the FAC, refused to support a separate oranization an-3 instead

sug(josto:i that the center might serve both orcTanizations. The

rmard of the CSf, was expanded to include both members from the

:J and :':embers from the ;Lii:A at a meeting in Atlanta in 1956.3

Thus t'lc 1J,came a potential force for Uringinc2 together

the overin(f colleges of the urban universities and the general

extension (iivisions of the state universities by providing

" it .ic-i1 (11-1(7. , p. 15.

.t. ,
r t_F1 <<< , riff I:is to Ty , " ) . 3.

lq, 1973, ):). 12 dnd 13.
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services to both and by arranging discussions between them

across long-standing barriers.

The time between 1952, the year that the discussion

guides ceased to be the CSLEA's primary activity, and July,

1956, probably represents the Center's pinnacle of influence.

The organization ccrta.inly made important contributions to

adult education thereafter through its expanded publications

program, its consultdt-ion on programs with various institutions,

its leadersip conforencr2s, and its other activities, but the

Center under Schwertman's direction and with the full support of

the FAE seems to hive had a flair which caught the imagination

of many individuals both inside and outside the adult education

enterprise. Schwortman's apparent charisma and energy seem to

have accounted for much of the Center's progress during this

time. Whipple describes him as a man full of productive paradoxes:

On the one hand he was a practical man of action. At the
sam.' time he was philosophically inclined to take the long
view, and, most importantly he avoided closure like the
pla,:ue. On -the one hand he had a kind of boldness which per-
mitted to experiment with new ideas, and on the other
hand : -inl of humility which made him uncertain about and
constan'll: searcning for answers.'

But what_ the long-Lerm potential of the CSLEA under Schwortman's

guidance might have !.e'en cannot he known. He was struck by

lightning and kiiled qt his cottacie in the Indiana Dunes late

ca 1. , D. 1 3.
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in July, 1956.1-

CSLEA: The Declining Years
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clst likely Schwertman could not have avoided the ulti-

mate demise of the CSLEA any longer than his successor A. A.

"Sandy" Liveright did, since the Center seems to have died more

as a result of external forces than of internal problems. While

the CSLLA was enjoying its heyday in the early ififtis, both

the Ford Foundation and the Fund for Adult Education were experi-

encing many difficulties. According to Blakely, Paul Hoffman

accepted the presidency of the Ford Foundation in 1951 on two

conditions: first, that ho would he able to choose his own people

for his staff and, second, that he would he given a'"free hand in

implementing the recommendations, of the Report of the Study for

the Ford Foundation on Policy and Program. 2 Hoffman succeeded

in choosing, for the Ford Foundation staff and the staffs of the

early Funds, the people with whom he wanted to work, but when he

moved toward the establishment of the Fund for the Republic,

trouble began in earnest.

Ideoloqically, i;offman wanted the Fund for the republic
establish to make civil liberties respectable and that

1 Robert Abrens, Interview, June 6, 1973, p. 4.

2 Blakely, June 19, 1973, p. 2.
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meant that you had to have a group of people who really
believed in civil liberties and would c,c) soul( bold things.
He got agreement in principle from the trustees but every
time he would put up the kind o7 yeople he wanted to be
on the board they would veto him.

In addition to apparently thwarting Hoffman in h s attempts to

create - Lund for the Republic which would have had the courage

to challenge the suspicion of the times, the trustees also

apparently objc
(

ted strenuously to Hoffman's prcposal to diver-

sify the portfolio the Foundation. Hoffman wanted to broaden

the base cf the Foundation's financial support so that not all

of its incom would come from stock in one company in a single

industry. flore of the Foundation's trustees, especially

H. Rowan Gaither, Jr., and the Ford family disapproved of the

diversification since it would have put large blockl of Ford

stock, which had been owned first by the and tnen by the

Fourdation, on the open market thus increasing public control

of the Ford :lotor Company.

A major confrontation between iioffrnan and the Poard

occurred in 1953 at a meti,7ig in Pasadena, California, at the

Huntington !:otA. According to Blakely, who was at the Hotel

waiting to LtLend a meeting of the FAL,

Uoffman came out furious and T. remember him saying, "I was
fooled by a hook," referring to that qtuoy2. . He took

1, ,Lciu., p.

-7:coort of thc -Itudv for the Ford Foundation on Poli2y
1:1,1 Pro(Trim
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his job thinking that he was really going to be able to
do something with the money by following that sort of
plan, but things were closing in."-

Shortly thero,After, Hoffman resigned from the Foundation to take

the presidency of Bncyclopc!dia Britannica Films and H. Rowan

Gaither Tr named ',resident of the Ford Foundation.

ill addition to what seem to he the two proximate causes

of Noffman's leaving the Foundation, other factors appear to

have made the accomplishment of the goals stated in the Report

more difficult, it not impossible. These were the McCarthy days.

The liberal bias of Hoffman and his staff, as Well as the involve-

melL of the Fund for Adult Lducation in the education of labor

and liberal education in communities through its "Test Cities"

program, brought the Foundation and the Fund under attack and

investigation. Both the Cox and Reese Commlttees of Congress

investigated foundations, among them the Ford Foundation and the

Fund for Adult iducat on. First Reese of Tennessee, then Cox

oi Georrjia demanded that the Fund for Adult Education explain

its activities. Three members of the FAT: Board were accused of

heinq communists, as was Sandy Liveright who was by then ocl the

stiff of the CS:,I.A and would follow Schwertman as its Director.2

:;one of f-he a,2cusations wer verified nor did the investigations

establish an wromi-loing, but the suspicions arcused by the

112,1a, _,.1y, Tune 19, 1973.
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attenuant publicity seems to have had a chilling effect on the

)older attempts of the Foundation and the Fund for Adult Educa-

tion to strengthen democracy through liberal adult education.

Within two years of Hoffman's resignation from the Founda-

tion, the Fund for Adult Education began to experience problems

with their funding which had ben set up more or less on a

year-to-year basis. First, the FAF was offered what would, in

effect, have peen a terminal grant by the Ford Foundation, but

turned it down. Ford reacted by offering another grant which

did not have the same finality. The second offer, which carried

the Fund into the 'sixties and left open the possibility of another

Grant, was accepted. Another grant, however, was not forthcoming

and 'L7,e decision to liluidate the Fund was made in 1960. During

the next two years, FAL made a number of terminal grants, and

051_,LA was one of the major beneficiaries." The liquidation of

the Fund for Adult Education left the CSLEA, in its own view,

almost alone in the field of liberal edult educatio:1 and ".

almost as the sole force available to the university in the arca

of adult education."2 The liquidaLion also left the Center with

nc regular .3ource of future income.

In its fiNal grant the Fund expressed the hope that the
Center \.!ould find other sources cf financial suppol-t that
would permit it to continue. . . The same heli of that
the Center should continue was stated and restated by the

i)
lit. 1,. 4 7.

. Cr,ticAl Calance, p. 46.
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Board, staff and practitioners in the field, but after
1962 it was necessary `,,D reassert the principle over and
/over/ again hecause he Faith was constantly cnallenged
by the practical question: where can the Center find
core support.'

CSLEA had called itself a "quasi-independent" agency:

independent because of its funding but partially dependent for

ideas and acceptance on the AUL' and later on the NUEA as well.

But in its attempt to survive, the Center was compelled to

compromise its "quasi-independence" in a number of ways. For

example, i i 1963 CSLEA negotiated an agreement with the Ford

Foundation allowing it to spend the terminal grant from the

FAE over a longer period of time than initially had been agreed;

it sought and received a grant of $150,000 from the Carnegie

Corporation; and it gave up its independent status in favor of

an affiliation with Boston University. But all of these solu-

tions were at best temporary; the Center still had not solved

i t.5 long-term funding problem.2

One mljor factor which complicated the Center's financial

exigency was the substantial growth of its staff and the con-

current shift of the largest share of the Center's costs to

salaries from items not related to personnel. In the mid-fifties,

the core staff of the Center averaged about six and its basic

badt was about $100,000 per year; by 1960-63, the core staff

iWhipple, ":7SLLA: A History," pp. 57 and 58.
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had increased to fifteen and the budget exceeded $250,000.

Whipple contends that the increase in staff was ". . not a

reflection of Parkinson's law" but rather a response to the

magnitude of the problems in adult education which the staff

was attempting to solve.1 Some of those interviewed, however,

contended that the leadership of the Center seemed unable to

effect a reasonable turn-over in staffing in its later years

so that as new skills were needed on the staff, more staff

members were added without thedeletion of less needed positions.

Also in an attempt to raise operating revenues, members

of the staff engaged in more outside consulting tnan they had

formerly. Since they were selling their services and since

the Center desperately needed the revenue, not all of the con-

sulting was directly related to the advancement of the Center's

purposes. Similarly, while the affiliation with Boston Univer-

3ity provided a horns for the Center, it alAo required that the

staff of the Center spend one-quarter of its time in service to

the Yniversity. [loth the consultiEg and the affiliation tended

to diffuse rather than to focus the efforts of the Center.

Finally, when faced with the terminal grant from the FAF

in 1962 and with the realization that it would have to reduce

drastically its level of expenditur and consnqucntly the size

of its staff, the Center, with the concurrence of its Board,

made a paradoxical decision: CSLLA would not curtail its program

1
, p 58 .
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but would attempt to accomplish the same amount of work with

fewer staff members and a smaller budget. This decision, of

course, did not Lead to a solution but instead compounded the

Center's problems.1

At a meeting on October 29, 1966, the Board of the

Center decided to engage an outside consultant to study

state of CSIXA and to make recommendations for change.

Idveright, the Director of the Center, concurred with the

decision. Robert B. Hudson, who had been involved in the dis-

cussions between the Committee on Liberal Studies of the AUEC

and the Fund for Adult Education sixteen years earlier, accepted

the task. During the Spring and Summer of 1967 Hudson proceeded

to review the accomplishments and problems of CSLEA by analyzing

materials prepared by the Center staff, by talking with both

curreut and former Board 1embers, and by interviewing more than

s.eventy practitioners and experts in the field of adult educa-

tion.- lie concluded in his report dated August 25, 1967, that

both this sampling of professional opinion and the written
record, combinr2d with a general background acquaintance
with some aspects of adult education, lead me to the con-
clusion chat a center is needed.'

His recommendations, if accepted, would have resulted, however,

in a substintialiy changed organization. His recommendations,

T:). 59

---obert P. Pudson, "Center for the Stuck,' of Liberal
:'duc,Itio:1 for Adult: Consultant's report," August 25, 1967,
pp. 1 and 2. (T:pewritten)

3 [bid., p. 3.
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in summary, were:

1. that the name of the CSLEA be changed to the National
Center for Continuing Higher Education to reflect the
wider scope which he felt the Center had already adopted
an.0.vhich it should continue to serve.

2. ". . . that the Center undertake to be an energizing
force and to provide an intellectual input to the whole
field of continuing higher education--a force and an
input that currently is available to it from no other
source."

3. that the Board of the Center recruit its members from
a wider base, including representatives from the aca-
demic disciplines and public members as well as admin-
istrators of higher adult education.

4. that the staff of the Center be made up largely of
persons on short to medium-term appointments; that
the only long.. term appointments be a small core of
administrators.

5. that the sponsorship of the Center be expanded beyond
the UflC and the NUEA to include other national
organizations such as the American Alumni Council and
the Association of Communit7 and Junior Colleges.

6. that the Center re-establish itself as an independent
body.

7. that funding be sought for the new Center from fed(Iral
sources, major private foundations, and participating
organizations.1

Tho roard of the CSki:A chose not to implement the recommenda-

tins but instc!ad Cocid(?,d to terminate the Center at the end of

its seventeenth year. A. A. Livoright, who had directed ti.e

Center for more than ten years, accepted a faculty position at

(,=n:rc,cuse eniversit,;. staff members concludes. their

;ionslli in movod on. James Whipple, Asscci3te Director

111.i(j., 5-7.
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of the CSLEA for most of its life, stayed on through August

1968 to look after the final details.

The Center continues only indirectly through its publi-

cation program which was assumed by Syracuse University. In

its lifetime, CSLIA produced hundreds of monographs, reports,

and newsletters which were widely read in the field. The Center

also provided encouragement, advice, and small sums of money

for programs at score- of institutions. Among these were the

special baccalaureate programs for adults at Brooklyn College,

the University of Oklahoma Syracuse University, Goddard College,

Queens College, and Roosevelt University. The role of the

CSLEA in the establishment of these programs is described sub-

sequently.
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C1TAT'TrR V

PUrIY(7, UNDLLETU, ROOSLV=

Introduction

i7ach of the four programs included in this chapter

resemhle the ot:Iers in that all employ primarily classroom

instruction as their moae of delivery and all follow the

same a::ademic calendar as other program; at their institu-

tions. P.ut the pr':_)grams differ one from anotiler as well and

ono of tile major points of difference ;ecns to he the extent

to which focult '':embers are involved in the planning and rati-

fieati,n of Cw :i;)ecia1 haccalaureate pro(Trams for adults at

th-ir institutions.

The !xpsrimntal !)eq/oe Pi-oject for AJult into

heinq It irooklvn l'ollege through the efforts and !oith the

support a director of extenr;ion who had lecn Presidnt of

the Colleo's raculty 5-enate as well as a rcsected economist,

a kThan of faculty who had repeatedly demonstrated his commitment

103
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to iilnovation in the College's programs, a nresident who ex-

hibit-d a spec:tl concern for adults as students, and a faculty

planning committoo made up of individuals who commanded the

allogianc,, of rainy of their fellows. The 1`,C: Program at Queens

colle,:e was planned, on the other hand, by a group of younger

faculty members who were less well-known to their .colleagues

C.an their count,,rparts at Brooklyn, a director of extension

w:,() was hiqhly rnspected by other faculty ner'iers and who sup-

ported the PCY. Program once convinced of its merits, and a

prosiC.ent who was primarily committed to upholding traditional

standards throug:1 the continuation of traditional practices.

Aindeloin's'5egrec Completion Progra51 arose almost

exclusively through the efforts of a single individual who had

th,J unwavering support of his presic'ent, but at undelein

faculty participation in planning and ratification of the adult

de(jie_! program was virtually non-existent. Md the Bachelor of

ceneral !-;tudis program at Roosevelt University resulted from

LNO eFfort:i; of a persuasive director of extension supported by

her ucan of faculties and presiuent as in -iiindelein's case,

littto or n( faculty involvement_ in planning.

ae cans( 7u(2ncus of the- varied levels of faculty in-

volvt-';-.1,_.nt aro ipparent loth in this uh,-;pter and in Ulu next.

1'.i t' :looms to It: tilt (Th r, faculty rieribu-!rs

involvokl in the planning and do:;it.:n of thu program and the

r- rc th.. Iwo vk,(1 u 1 ,1;,-2s, the less
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resistance t.h, program seems to have felt within its academic

community. Further, the greater the faculty involvement and

the ..nore pretigious the faculty involve:I, the more coherent

and daring the design of the program seems to have been.

' :`wit su:istantial faculty involvement and the involve-

r3,2nt of prestigious faculty members tended to reduce resistance

to the special accalaureate programs on some campuses is not

remarkable. "tit iat faculty involvement and especially the

involvement of leaders of faculty opinion seems to have

led to programs which were both more internally consistent and

more daring nay ?he programs at Brooklyn College and the

University of Oklahoma appear to he the clearest examples of

the latter phenomenon.

TIroola,Lp College--The 1.)Torimental
'af,(7re Project for Adults

It is difficult to know at exactly what uoint to start

de3cription of the development of a new educational program

inee innovations in institutions cif higher (.dueation, perhaps

in all institutions, seen connected in a more or less direct

line to many earlier innovations. U!.,/, if any, new programs

mak(' their appearances full-hlown on thee fl(bor of the institu-

tier-1s L-Tislatur, without much shapind and re-shapin,i in dis-

ccssions ieforehand. The Pxprimental begree Project for

,

r,:t of t :;i)t(- 1 1),1 .11.1uri. 1 t t, 1,ro,tirams for

111
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Although liernard l.. Stern, then ,)%ssociatu Director of

the School of Ceneral Studies at Prooklyn Colleqe, said at a

Conferency in "arch 1963, ". . . that the program at Brooklyn

required six months of planning,"1 he also frankly admitted in

an extensive report on the Project written four years earlier

that the regulations governing the Project ". . were extensions

or modifications of existing rules and practices." He hastened

to add, however, that the combination of the extended and modi-

fied rules had ". . pushed educational practices well beyond

customary college patterns. "2 The Lxperimentar Degree Project

for Adults was thus both new and old. Perhaps it would be use-

ful, before recounting the circumstances through which the Pro-

ject i tsolf was established, to describe Brooklyn College and to

examine the regulations and practices on which the Project was

based.

brooklyn College, founded in May 1930, is the third

ol(.Iest of the five colleges of the municipally supported City

University of ;ew \Pork (CUV/). ht.fore the Fall of 1930, students

in tare ;loroilelh of Itrooklyn who took advntagy of the program of

1
P,k_.ort_ of the "Conference err :;pucial FA.grev Progriris

;;Lon:;ored hy the center for thy :-:tudy of Lilwrol Fducation for
Adults in Cooper:ifion with the D(rt_mnt of bc,f(mf. and Air
Uhivcrsit:, !axwell. Air Force Base, i,lahama, .larch 25-26, 1963,"P 5. ClimeoaracHe(1)

2
I;ernard ! .ern and 1:11:;werth Mult Fxhyri-

-- ProL;:-; of Western
190) , u. 24.
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: elucat ton provided by ;:w Yorl: 'Iv were served by

hranches of Ci ty College and Hunt-:2r Coll q-je which of tercel

fres'man and sophomore coursew)ri: In Brooldyn; to complete

their Pa':calaure-te .;agrees, upperclassmen commuted to City

or Iluatcr on -ar attan. Both the earlier branches of its

two :areat institutions and the early sessioas of Brooklyn

ColIcHe utili.7.ek. rented space in several office buildings and

lofts in Lhc.:. !:orough Lail section of Prooklyn. Permanent faci-

lities were not to-ady for occupancy in the llatbush area of

Brooklyn, the ColLege's current location, until Pall 1937 when

the Colloge was -orceC to open late because of delays in the

construcLion of its new campus.

'111e two crit:,ria for admission to the new College were

an hi(111 school average and residence in the City.

rut unli most new institutions of higher education, Brooklyn

iid not ;,Ltild a student body one class at a time over

its i rst four years; 2800 Day Session students and 5000 Evening

;;(': -;s ion ;tudy:As were inherited its firs year from the City

Coll,go and Lunti.r College extensions.)

1:0()};1 :n 1 leg offered evening cia:;:;(,s for part-time

.;tudents, most of wh72m were adults, from its first semester hut,

;,s is tr ae at so many institutions, th- Fvening f;es:;ion,

Col -1,yo, of the Ci tv ty of York ,

" ort . .tor the Corrii.!--7Hi ern Hu--; t 1 t ions; of qhk. r
Association of Col lk,-;e:-; and ;;(!condary

h 0 I " tii 1(166, 11,. 1-3. (riim(,o1:-aph(.,1)
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accorJing to Parry D. Gideonse, Brooklyn's second President,

received neither equal attention nor equal budgetary support

compared to the r)ay Session. President Gideonse, who led the

College from 1939 to 1966, was committed to giving special

attention to the Lvening Session and to evening students. His

unusual interest in the Evening Session at I;rooklyn may be

attributed to his experience both as a working graduate student

at Columbia University and as an evening instructor at Columbia

and City College. During the years of his administration the

Evening Session, later re-named the School of General Studies,

clearly benefited from his consistent interest and active

support.
1

Initially the Evening Session enrolled only two cate-

gories of students: matriculants who were working toward a

Bachelor of Arts and non-matriculants who either were taking

individu-al courss without a long-term academic goal or were

Lainl cours,_ : in the hope of proving themselves and thus being

allowd to matriculate. In the of 1n41, however, the

i.vL2ning :,ssion at lrooklyn College added a third category by

a terminal, two-year program called first the Associ-

ate in ,`rts dipinma and later the AsImciate in Arts dogree pro-

Yhis program WaS meant to provide a liberal arts educa-

tion for high school graduates whose records :lid not warrant

1:vans Coulton, Citv college in :7,ctiion
;Hri)er ani Trothers, 95.
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admission to the baccalaureate program and for adults who

wished to take a liberal arts program which offered a clear

goal in fewer than the seven cr eight years necessary to earn

a v. A. through part-time study. The Associate in ,.rtes program

Was an early exam; do of the willingness of sns to provide pro-

grams to meet the special needs of various student groups,

especially adults. 1

'::he response of Brooklyn College
to the War

As the Associate in Arts program was being instituted,

the War began to have its effect on Brooklyn College as a whole

and on the ::v.2ninr; Session in particular. Between Fall 1940 and

Fall 1944, the number of male students in the Oay Session de-

clined from 3,411 to 1,468, In the ''vening Session the drop was

even more dramatic: 3,868 to 862.2 rsut the decline in numbers

o!' male students during the War was matched and exceeded at

Brooklyn as elsewhere by the influx of veterans after the War,

in the middl.,? and late 'forties, and many of the reterans attended

the hv,Jininq :session. After the Mar, total enrollments in the.

H,-ty E7ession at Broo;:lyn grew by approximately 1500, from 6,199

in Pall 1945 to 7,734 in Fall 1948. During the same' period,

however, the iNening Session virtually douh14(1 in size,

5. JacobsOn , i and 1)av (71( t uchen , !;ow

Scarecrow Prcss, File., 1970) , pp. 49 and 50.

Coulton, Yitv College, pp. 160 apA lhl.
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recording an increase from 3,406 to 6,728.1

A number of the regulations and practices upon which

tne Experiment(A. Degree Project for Adults was based 4Ore res-

ponses to the roeds of draftees, vorans, and persons displaced

by the War. Other regulations and practices antedated World War

II but were revised, broadened, and used more frequently owing

to the special circumstances resulting from the War. Stern and

nssall state in their report that

four major adaptations of existing college regulations /had
by 19597became significant features of the Experimertal
Degree Project: modification of the established tutorial
service, increase in credit for informal study and off-
campus experience, substitution of a more completely inte-
grated general education curriculum, and removal of the
foreign language requirement.'

In addition to these four adaptations, they describe at length

the practice of extensive counseling and testing used from the

beginning of the Project both to screen applicants and to place

students in programs designed especially for them.3 The origins

of each of these regulations and practices is explored in the

following paragraphs.

Aitorial :services. standard proredures were changed in

sveral ways ". . to expedite the almision and Jidjustment of

the veteran to academic life and to spevd his col le'ge career to

11hid., pp. 166 and 167.

-torn and Adult Vysoorlt,co, 0.

3Ihid., pp. 29-40.
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a satisfacton, termination." A policy statement dated November

13, 1944, formally initiated these changes o the four campuses

of the City University. For example, veterans were allowed to

register for courses at any time durin-I the year. And since

veterans were able to enter classes which were well underway,

a tutorial service was established to help those who registered

late to catch dr by the end of the term. In addition to providing

a means of accelerating veterans' programs in this way, "Veterans

Workshops" were begun to provide group support for those who

found adjustment to college life difficult and'needed help in

their studies. 1

A tutorial service had, in fact, ben instituted inform-

ally even before veterans began returning in great numbers, but

in its earlier form .it had been set up to assist draftees to

hasten completion of the courses they hao already bewin when

their call came. once the faculty rc.cognized the benefits to

the veterans anl draftees which resulted from the tutorial ser-

vice, the same service was extended to the entire student body.

The faculty of Brooklyn College thus accepted a tutoriol

service more than ton years before the establishment of the

'7xperimental 1)egree Project for Adults and, perhaps because the

Lir-crest single group of students who took advant ge of the ser-

vice were veteran, many faculty members seemed to connect tilt.

l':culton, City Colle,le, t).
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tutorials and the independent study the tutorials required with

the strong motivation often found in adult students. This may

have made faculty approval of the Experimental Degree Project

less difficult to ohtiiiii.1

Counseling program. Faculty members, administrators,

and other staff riemb:)rs had always been available to advise

and counsel students in t1':1! Day and Evening Sessions of the

College, but the 'Jar created a demand for a new kj.rid of counsel-

ing which could help veterans assess their prior academic accom-

plishments and find their proper place in a college program.

Fortunately, the federal government recognized this need and

provided funding for the counseling proaram.

,1any vetorans, unlike most high school graduates who

wont immediately to college, had matured in the service and had

expanded their :r.owl,.dge and understanding. Tn preparation for

their wrtime dutie:i, the G.T.'!: acquirk.d many new s/j11:;, fore

of w!lich wcr. t potentially rel(vant to the requirement:, of a

hac,:alAur,!Ate doqr(e.

it::4t,in(.0:;, tor*

Purther, milit.lry personnel, in many

e of traditional coursework offered

trouoli Arme d rortte!-: t i tut (t TAI' ) ch

:)rovid,y1 corr(!:--;pondc.nc courses ,And ;Ludy quidt,s. Varionfi

ofce.rd c:rocrimf,--, not r('1,1t(.,d tO

mtlit,ry Fiuty te vtt both At hot. alai ,tirottA.

t 1" I
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When the f.I.'s returned, however, the schools which

they chose to enter were left with the task of evaluating and

accepting or rejecting work done through 1/SAFI and at other

institutions as well as possibly assigning credit to the edu-

cational advances which veterans, during their service, had

made on their own, outside formal educational programs. Brook-

lyn College was willing to consider toward degree requirements

both work done through USAFI and other institutions and informal

learnimj occomplished independently. A special counseling pro-

gram was 1-.11 to the appropriate evaluation of Elie student's prior

learning.

':ore than 7,000 veterans were hulped between 1945 and

1947 by the counseling office established under Veterans Adminis-

tration funds. .nd apparently the worth of the counseling pro -

qram had been so well demonstrat .1 hy the time the federal sup-

port began to be wit:Iirawn that rrooklyn College decit'ed to

continue the f:;ervice en its own.

The of Prooklyn had hecome Aware of the federal.
pro:tram And lindertood het ter its values through the benefits
derived !), the LIthers, sons, and daughters who had served
in the Arm, .d fortes and hAd turned to it for miidance after

r t. wa:; n.ttirA I , ore , that:. there
deve1oDe(i ! r)2 l 2 is !;t r./ f-or nonvet,,rAns--

youn people, And children. It seemed lo,;icAl to
tot.th,.r fAcilitie'-; at hAnd And th,, exi,ren:;ed

-ommunity wiThef;.1

lf; the cat t tutoriA I ;(

1 1 '3

(1. 11.1 1 }) '11 l,rOa(1 ied from
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serving only Araftees and veterans to serving the whole student

body, so the coul'eling program, when it war; re-organized in

:.overiber 1947 as the Prooklyn College Testing and Advisement

Center, was acened to the entire community of Brooklyn. With

the establishment of the Center another !)asic ingredient of the

1 Ax2rimental :)egree Project for Adults 't.is creed.

Exemktion Examinations. '['he War also provided the

i:T.Ictus for the estnhlishment of a system of exemption examina-

tions at BrooLlyn. !iv 1948, an Office of Exemption Examinations

was established to monitor the system. Prior to that year, an

informal procedure had grown up, probably at the instigation of

the veterans' advis_,rs and with the concurrence of William R.

Caede, the Dean of Faculty. The informal procedure involved the

department chairmen or their designates making judgments about

Cie ,:ompetence of students in subject matter covered in specific

courses. 'Ian.: of the students helped by this procedure were

imiqrants who had attended universifilss or other institutions

of hi:01er learninii in rurope hut v!'o lz! 11.,.'n forced to flee
rifler with no cre(0.ntials attest:re it educational hack-

qrounds. Irt-rvi l(fr mr,.. of t.hv evalu-

this: infrflAt Arrarl

-:; t h t !-t 11(..nt tuw
: t have f;orrw ludr!rnent ,

t 1 lAito ,-..ycount that it's 1,rehAt ly t('11, twlvt', or
1, tc) thy :iublect.

(!ur

12)
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their service and felt that they had, either through USAFI or

on thir own, mastered material similar to that taught in

courses offered by the College. Similar conversations were held

with the veterans to determine whether or not what they had

learned was sufficient to meet a course requirement.'

As the large number of veterans caused the informal

arranIument by which displaced persons and veterans could re-

ceive credit their prior learning to he used more and more

frequently, the College moved to make the arrangement formal

and to create a system open to a broader range -of students. Un-

like the tutorial service and the counseling program, however,

the faculty moved much more slowly in opening the Exemption

exam' nation Program to the whole student body. When it was

formally instituted in 1950, the Program was limited to students

in the College of Li*eral Arts and Sciences who were enrolled

in the Experinental Curriculum.2 Exemption from a required

course was allowed if a student passed a written examination,

s imilar tc a course final, with a grade of "C." if the student

flassed the examination with a grade of "B" or ")\,' he was both

yempted from the required course and given credit for the

1Interview with Ellswerth 1,7iy 5, 1974, p. 5.

2,
.he 1:xperimental Curriculum was a croup of interdisci-

plinary courses ch is an altornativo to the general edu-
cation requirements. Tt will he discussed in more detail in
tho folloino tion.
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course on his permanent record. The examinations, though, were

limited to the required courses and to students in the special

program. Initially, elective courses were not included as they

often had begin under the informal arrangement.
I

In 155, the Vxemption Examination Program was opened

to all matriculated students in CLAS, in 1956 to all matriculated

students in SGS, and in 1958, elective courses were included in

the Program. Examinations for required courses were available

before each Fall Semester and at other times by special arrange-

ment to students with at least a 2.75 grade point average. Study

guides for the required courses were prepared and sold in the

College bookstore as an aid to successful preparation. Examina-

tions for elective courses were offered only by special arrange-

ment and on the recommendation of a faculty adviser.1

All credit awarded initially through the informal proce-

dure and later through the formal exemption system was restricted

to individual courses °Tiered on the Brooklyn campus. No so-called

"blanket credit" was awarded for informal or off-campus learning,

save the few hours allowed veterans for their military service.

Pnd the service credits that the veterans received could be used

only as electives and riot toward either their distribution or

their major requirements.

1:ach method of awarding credit for learning which did

1 "Brooklyn College Staff Pulltin," December 1,
1958, up. 2' and 27.
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not take place on campus--the informal arrangement, blanket

credit for veterans, and the Exemption Examination Program- -

seems to have had an effect on the design of the Experimental

Degree Project. The informal arrangement seems to have contri-

buted the practice of using interviews to evaluate prior learn-

ing, especially the prior learning of adults. Blanket credit

for military service carried with it an implicit acknowledge-

ment that the classroom was not the only place for academically

relevant learning. And the Exemption Examination Program with

its study guides seems to have re-affirmed in the minds of many

faculty members the utility of independent study, at least for

highly motivated and able students. But the aggregate impact of

the three procedures over time was probably more important than

the impact of any one of them since the three as a group seem

to have helped faculty members at IlrooLlyn College become accus-

tomed to and comfortable with the practice of validating with

credit learning which did not occur in the classroom.

The Experimental Curriculum. The Staff Bulletin carried

an announcement in its October 1949 issue of a "New Experimental

Program" which would be offeres beginning in Spring 1950 to a

cross-section of the 320 members of the freshman class in the

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Part of the announcement

read:

'The Experimental Program was designed% so that the block s
of 25 students in each of 13 I:nci lish sections also meet as
the same croup in 13 corresponding S.ocicil Science s.e'7tions.
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This organiz;Ition will allow a greater measure of inte-
gration between the two courses. To each of these block
patterns of ;:nglish and Social Science sections is attached
a counselor from the Department of Personnel Counseling
who will coo2erate with the two teachers in an effort to
evaluate each of the students enrolled in the program. A
further purpose of this arrangement is to enable these stu-
dents to make a satisfactory adjustment in their freshman
year.

The Bulletin went on to describe the Exemption Examination Pro-

gram discussed in the preceding section as an integral part of

th,i total VxperirTmtal Program. And although independent study

w.s included as ,1 third component of the Program, independent

study does not seem to have been a central part, of the Prcgram

since the reading of only four &11itional books per year was

required and no provision was made for measuring the effect of

t!ie extra reading on the student.1

The initiation of the Fxperimental Curriculum in CLAS

seems important to the evolution of the Experimental Degree

project in at least two ways: i(!eas and people. The idea of

crossing disciplinary boundaries in curriculum design was "in

the air," according to Missal l. The Experimental Curriculum in

FLAB was the fir:;t attempt at Prooklyn to make operational such

curriculum. Further, rernard "lissall, and

'ymnur Fogel Who constituted three (ivarters the committe

char(i,.d With designing th Lxperimntal !wql.ec Pro-

ject for Adults, ioinkd in creatin,1 111(1 teaching three of the

1"rtmol: ('01 11,1e ta!t '1Arch 1, Prm,
h.

12i
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courses in the Experimental Curriculum. Stern helped design

and teach the Litoraturc and Communications course while Missall

did the same with its pair, the Social Science course.' Fogel,

a biologist, conc._,rnd himself with the Science course.2 Not too

surprisingly, the three 1;iter seem to have fallen hack on this

earlier experience when their initial approach to the special

baccalaureate program for adults proved unworkable.

The Experimental Curriculum, incidentally, was limited to

freshmen and sophomores in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

for its five provisional years, Spring 1950 through Spring 1955.

Although many inftivations, the Exemption Examination Program for

example, were first introduced i CLA:; and only later into SGS

apparently be::ause of a bias against adult students this was not

the case witl: the I:xporimental f',pengler indicated in

his Tenth Annual !eport that "Pecause of technical and staffing

difficulties it was considered prudent to postpone the scheduling

of the3e courses in the School of c;eneral Stuc:ies." And his pru-

dence was apparently well grounAed in fact since the Curriculum

di3continued shortly afte it wos finally introduced into ;;CS

in "all 19)6 b,,c,use stivi-nts (ming to classi,:1 in the evening found

it im!,os:;ihle to rer:ister in the paive(I sections which were offered

3in sequen,77e over a two ye i r Deriou.

1±174,

Steer:: I , .\,111 1 t , 7.

entlr, "Tenth :,nrnl :)urt of the rector
IVO-1960,"
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The experience that Stern, Missal', and Fogel had with

the integrated courses of the Experimental Curriculum thus in-

volved mainly seventeen, eighteen, and nineteen-year-olds and

not adults. But Missal' had also had substantial experience with

veterans whom he counselled first under the Veterans Adminis-

tration program at Rrooklyn and later as Supervisor of the Divi-

sion of 'ounselinq and Guidance in the Evening Sessions. Soon

after Ldwin H. Snqler was appointed Director of the Evening

Sessions in Fall 1949, he brouiht Bernard r".ern on as his Assis-

tant. Stern had been Supervisor of th2 Division of Liberal Arts

in SGS.1 Thus the ideas and the people vhich would result in

the Experimental Degree Project were assembling.

Poreign Language "equirement. During the crisis caused

by the War, the Prooklyn faculty, as in the other examples cited,

reacted with what seems to have been a characteristic flexibility

to the need of many veterans for a modified foreign language re-

quirement.

U;ien hardship would result from delay in graduation because
a veteran had not condleted the required level of foreign
language triining, it became possible under faculty regula-
tions for the :).4r1 of vacuity tc waivt_e part of the require-
ment. Long o'rio(;s commonly elapsed between the three
years of _Oh school foreign lanquauc training and its
resumption in college. Despite special aids, it was common
for the veteran to start a new language in college. In
such cases the usual rule would have required three years of
foreign lAngua(je. ,lany veterans wouH have been ohliqed to
sf.ay in college beyond the ordinary period if such a rule
were applied.

1::(1win P. (:-;!).'ngler, "Fourth ThnuA1 !!,.port of the Director of
Sc:lool of (;onerl Proolyn C())1(,7,', 1953-54." p. 34.
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Tut since the faculty allowed an exception, the veterans did not

have to suffer. Stern and Missall felt that'through this and

the other variations in the regulations, precedents for flexibi-

lity were established and the faculty demonstrated a recogni-

tion of the difference between adults and adolescents as stu-

dents.1 These precedents and that recognition served the School

of General Studies well when the time came to propose the Experi-

mental Degree Project for Adults.

Establishment of the Project

The Oevelopment of business and industry befor-a the War

had begun to exert a new pressure on men and women for further

education and the technological advances made during the War, if

anything, increasd that pressure. Colleges and universities,

especially those in urban areas, had become more adaptable during

the crisis and tended to continue their adaptability after the

war was won. Educators and their students looked with renewed

interest to the liberal arts in an attempt to re-assess the mean-

inc of human life and in the hope of finding a key to world peace

L'Irou,11 ,ireator understandinc of human nature.

iNening colleges had experienced almost frightening

(;rowth the veterans returned. :ome leaders in the evening

,701leges saw, because of the new visihility of their organiza-

tions, the possibilit,,, of an important and changed role for the

1torn du l ri(,nc,,, pp. 20 and 21.
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evening colleges within their institutions. They felt the

evening colleges could act not as mirrors of the day session

but as a major force for improving the quality of life alld

strengthening the civic responsibility of American citizens.

lend the. Ford Poundation was ready with millions to spend for

the achievement of similar goals.

The initiation of the Experimental Degree Project for

Adults was not, however, the result of the need the nation might

have for a new definition of humanity, nor of the grant money

available from the rend for Adult Education, ndr of the ideas

and charisma of some creative person. It was each of these

things and more. As Peon Jacobson put it in her thoughtful

analysis of the organizational dynamics which resulted in the

creation of the Project:

The story of the special baccalaureate program for adults
begins with a dream. Itut it is not a story of a dream
come true. father it is the tale of a dream altered,
modified and temt),,red by the interplay of organizational
forces in the world of reality.1

Go ng l,eond Jauobson's sociological bias, the design of the

J'rooklyn program was also substantially modified in its early

:1;; A resAlt cif the competencie:: of the :students who %acre

.(:miffed to it. -he competencies the students had were found to

1.), Ali' f-e rrnrk tilt competencies the (1(.sictt.r:; of t 1 program

expected them to have which signalled the nt.t.d for modifica-

on tht_: or ,Ippro,ich th.. proortn.

;(15, ::1-;;It r.(1 . 91 .11,1k; (12.
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If the Pr00% lyn program was the conseguence of a d7eam,

no mattr how ,uttered, it was a dream enjoyed by at least two

men. Edwin H. Spengler, professor of economics made Director

of the LA/ening Sessions, was excited about the potential for

offering a new variety of adult education in the evening colleges.

He head, by 1949-1950, become involved in the P,ssociation of

University livening Colleges (AUEC). He held the respect of

President Gideonse and Caede, both of whom had repeatedly

demonstrated their interest in and support of the Evening Sessions.

And his responsibiiities were modified,in 1950, 'in a way that

increased his influence:

At a meeting of the Board of higher. Education on Monday,
April 17, 1950, it 1 :as voted to establish five (5) Schools
of General Studies to replace the Evening Sessions and all
ENtonsion ;)ivision!; in existence the City Colleqes.1

Thy new: schools of cwheral fltudie:: were given jurisdiction over

all coursework offered in the evcninrj lor degrees, over all course.;

or prolr,:ris I oadi n,; to corti ficatos and diplomas, over non-

1/41k2,!ret, n,j adult. education courses, and over all non-

ricAl,itod Ludt t ostler ructured his expanded staff

ovyr t le s11,1rn r an.1 ',7t.pternhor 19'M t n(./ organization at

Brooklyn to f unct ion. "3 ';'he re-orl:;inization seems to

Trookl%'n :Taff Cull 11, VI, "ay 1, IWA, p.

tr

3, "Pir Annual 16.port of the ,)irt.ctor
,f Ccn,,r1I Preolvn Collle, 1950-51,"
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have been timely since the School of General Studies in Fall

1950 counted ". . the largest evening enrollment in the history

of TLrooklyn College. "1

sns and the CSL.TA

Perhaps because of the growing success of Brooklyn's

evenim.; college work or 'because of the impetus often engendered

by a e-organization, Spengler and some of his colleagues began

to talk in 1950 and 1951 about how they might ". . break away

from the orthodox baccalaureate degree" and offer a curriculum

designed more specifically for adults. No concrete move was

made toward a special curriculum at that point, however, because

Spengler feared that the introduction of such a radical idea

might have drawn a strongly adverse reaction from the faculty of

the College as a wholc. And an adverse reaction so early in its

life might have jeopardized the very existence of the new School

of Ameral Studies.2

The other part of the dream materialized in 1952 at a

eetinci of th(, k:hen Siwnril(!r r. et, for the first time!, John

Schwrtrit, th-h n- 1)ii74ctor of th:: 0nter for the F':t_udy

of rdt.lation for (cfmr

I 1, p .

h. rtman apparently

2Irtervie4; with Ldwin f7iwngh.r, ';nvt.mlwr H, 1973,
*n. 1 ,w,(1 2.
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had heard of Spengler's slanting of courses in Brooklyn's even-

ing college toward an adult audience by at to modify

the instructor's approach. Schwertman and Spengler, in the brief

conversation they had that day, talked about the possibility of

a grant to support the development of a special degree program

for adults. !:o details wore discussed then, but Schwertman and

another staff nem,)or of the Center came to Brooklyn shortly

thereafter to explore the pos3ibility of a special program.1

Ellswertn Missall, who was one of those included in the

initial discussions with Schwertman, recalled him as ". CI

rather compelling, fascinating, and attractive person, highly

articulate and very knowledgeable, imaginative about the things

we 'Jere dealing with. "l TL appears that Schwertman's dynamism

as well as his potential for encouraging the und for Adult Edu-

(7ation to support the p rog ram, may have influenced :pentiler to

i proposing the special program which he had lu-sitated to

proyose at an e'irlier time.

hefer*' the proposal coin be submitted to the rund for.

AoulL :.docAtion YlA (':'LEA, ;:pengl.:r had to 1 licit support for

t from President Ci:leonse and Hean caoe, but given thc'ir

te:hrd the !lng college and thq. .ducation (if adults,

their sup:1ort WAS readily obtained. 1 1, pr<Tosal w then taken

I is >

.;a11, 1074 20.
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before the Committee on Long Term Curriculum Development which,

as its name might imply, had jurisdiction. After remarkably

brief deliberation, the Committee approved the proposal in prin-

ciple with the provision that the Committee would directly over-

see the development. of the program should the proposal be funded.

On the recommendation of the Committee on Long Term Curriculum

Development the Faculty Council approved the proposal, 1 but not

without "numerous, violent objections" from the floor. Since the

program, was approved by the Faculty Council on an experimental

basis only, the program w7r. given the name "The Experimental

Degree Project for Adults. "2

The grant from the Fund for Adult Education arranged

through the Center for the Study of Liberal. Education for Adults

early in 1954 was particularly important to the development of

the Fx7wrimental Project. The re-oroanixtion of the Ford Founda-

tion had not, at that time, percolated down to individuc.1 insti-

tutions but was still focused on the creation of the eleven inde-

pendent Funds and on the suhsidiarics of the runds. Years later

'lean Jacobson nett,t, tha

to he fitt,tn. ci 1),1 foundation T)articularly imprk:ssive
in 1953 wh..n finnci tl sm)port for ::T,rime,ital or demon-
stration pr,H.(-ts .;,-is difficult to .- sure'. (:ooperative
:csearch progrAms finance(A by Ult. Office of i ducation

icoh:;on, 7:ight nd ft v, pp. 9o-')8.

1973, 4.
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or other governmental agencies were at that time relatively
unLnown. (*rants b%, the private foundations--Carnegie,
2oc.feller, Ford, etc.--were also relatively scarce . . .

1

The grant auqht the at of the faculty of the College in a

spe(7ial way: it meant that outsiders were willing to invest in

the program's development. This realization enhanced the credibi-

lity of the pro.;ram and, further, the grant made the development

of Lilt: .,rer,v1 a proctical possibility in the face of the School

of ;eneral ::Ludic:' budget which contained no funds for experi-

mertation. As lissall bluntly put it:

It llway_s was e scramble for cash /in the school of General
Studies/ so I think it's fair to say that if the Chicago
group aadn't stepped in and so id, "Look, here's X thousand
dollars--try ond ciet this thing started," it probably
wouldn't hove gone.4

The project grant was ap:Iroved in February 1954 by the full Board

of the Filed for Adult Iducation after what appears to have been

extraordinary scrutiny. grant was made for one year only and

carried no commitmoni from the Fund f()i- renewal .3

Dos 1.m i no tho rO ('t

fil.tort the (_;r tnt was announced, Spongier had appointed a

com.mitto to Leqit. to work out tiu cietail!; of the, 1>ro(7ram.

kept tho cGmmitteo rernan! 11/,.lyn Feymour

Fogel, and rilswerth St(.rn, the ('hairman, was Associate

1Jaco;)son, tititt and )(1,, p.
,

"AV 1q74, .

sc)e, a:.,;

1 3
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Director of the School of Ceneral Studios and had been involved

in the development of d communications and literature course for

the earlier i:xl'erimental Curriculum. Evelyn Raskin had had exper-

ience ". . as the administrative and policy leader in the office

of -xenption Fxaminations." Fogel and lissall both had developed

courses for the Exwrinental Curriculum, Fogel in science and

issall in social science. !lissall, in addition to his work with

the Lxperimental Curriculum, had been !-:upervisor of the Division

of Counseling and Guidance in f';(; and after tf. War had helped

evaluate veterans' informal learning experiences. for possible

credit.

The cormittee apparently took its assignment very seriously,

meeting at least once a week for an extended Planning session2 and

its members se. to have worked well as group:

We had really a free-flowing committee, very excited and
challenge,! hy the problems that were presented to us and i

don't rec_il any time when we didn't in a group fashion, re-
solve whatyer the problem was that was there. Now some of
us may have 1),n more important in the resolution in this
case thin in another but it was a highly cooperative, joint
venture. 3

John Schwt!rtman, h then Oirector of the Cf;1_,EA, joined in the com-

M Lec s ut_'1ih rat tons with lilt'.'. His main con t r ibut I

Itftern rind :;::a 1 1, 1 t ;.>:I)(.r i 1.twe , 7.

2'!i:;sa11, '1av 5, 1')74, . 2.

3

Ihid., 199.
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according to issall, was to provide the encouragement ".

that would really give us the spirit to move on more vigorously. ul

When the grant was announced, the planning group was re-

named the Committ 0 on Admission and Vvaluation and by February

20, 1954, the Comnittee began involving other Crooklyn faculty

members in the Project by sending each of them a letter announcing

the Project and requesting help in identifying adults who might

be potential. ctudents in the program:

With funds made available by the Ford Foundation, an exper-
imental project is being launched in the :7chool of General
Studies which enable a select group of adults . . .

to achieve the baccalaureate degree on the basis of ability
and demonstrated achievement rather than the mere accumu-
lation of credits. For some adults this could present an
opportunity for somewhat accelerated study. The program
is aimed primarily at a mature adult group, preferably over
thirty yearq of age, whose unique background and experiences
seem to entitle them to special consideration and curriculum
planning to meet their individual needs. Members of the
community at large, as well as students enrolled in any
degree or diploma curriculum are eligible for consideration.
We believe that the results of this experiment may clarify
many ,i..oblems inherent in liberal education for adults.

IL.,on acceptance into this e::perimental program by the Com-
mittee on Admissions and Evaluation, diagnosis will be made
of the academic preparation required by each of the students
For the baccalaureate degree. This diagnosis will result
from coan.:;,ling conf_erences, diagnostic tests, and other
methods of ap!)raising a student's record. Each student will
then be directed into a program of studies which may include
special tutorial servicc.,s, independent study, exemption
exaNinations, classroo or seminar attendance, a formal thesis,
or ,omprehensive examinations. The student's progress will
he evaluated and translated into equivalent college credits.
When he has domon:;trat(,d to the Cormittee that he has achieved

,sducation, he will he recommended for the bachelor's
deree.

135
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In order to initiate this program, the Committee is request-
ing each member of the Brooklyn College staff to recommend
one outstanding candidate for consideration.1

The recommendations were due in two weeks.

Eaving begun by looking for students with the help of the

Collecle staff, the Committee spent the rest of the month vetting

goals for the Project. By March 10, the members had agreed

. . that the objectives of the program would be answers
to these cluestions:

(a) What differences in method are desirable for
adults to -,.chieve the existing goals of the
baccalaureate degree?

(b) Would such different methods result in any sa%;:.ngs
in existing educational costs?

(c) Would such different methods result in more
valuable and practical benefits to the adults
than the existing methods?

They also chose four sets of examinations they would use 1) in

the selection process, 2) for diagnosis after selection, 3) for

measuring achLwement, and 4) for evaluating the students' move-

ment toward becoming liberally educated. Each of the instruments

in the total battery was already available either at the College

or from national testing services with the exception of two instru-

ments for evaluating movement toward a liberal education which

had been part of the evaluative design of the earlier Experimental

1 Letter to the Staff_ of Brooklyn Collenc from Bernard
H. ;tern et. al., February 20, 1954. (7qmecarapheCO
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Curriculum but which had not yet been constructed by the faculty. 1

The initial group of students for the Project was selected

in late Spring of 1954 and, since the Project was not scheduled

to start in earnest until Fall, the students were given a brief

orientation and an independent study project to complete over

the summcc. By Fall, it was apparent to the Committee that some

revision of the program was needed. The assumption had been

that the first group of students selected would most probably

earn the equivalent of the first two years of college by exami-

nation2 but, in fact, of the thirty-two students who attempted

to complete a prescribed course in Classical Civilization over

the first summer, only six were able to pass the exemption exami-

nation which was given just before the start of the Fall term.

The problem seemed to be that,

although many of /the students7 displayed a firm practical
grasp of a subject like economics or sociology, their
understanding of the theoretical aspects of the field was
weak. Left to bj own devices in studying a subject,
they floundered.

In spite of the initial problems, h. .wer, an enthusiastic announce-

ment of the program, which provided much the same information

about the program as had been included in the letter to the staff

1. Brooklyn College, School of General Studies, Ford
Project in Liberal Education for Adults, Minutes of Meeting,
March 10, 1954," p. 1. (Mimeographed)

2Spengler, November 8, 1973, p. 4.

3 Stern and Missall, Adult Experience, pp. 95 and 96.

1:17
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quoted earlier, was prominently placed in the October 1954 issue

of the Staff Sulletin.1 Ocanwhile, the Committee on Admissions

and Evaluation surveyed student opinion to determine what was

wrong. They found that

the students/ wanted more 4;:.-(,up study and less independent
reading. They wanted to meet with their tutors at more
frequent intervals, preferably weekly. They recommended
setting up interdepartmental, integrated tutorial seminars.
They were hungry for more personal contact with the faculty,
for more "instruction", for less of the "detailed" and
more of the "comprehensive".2

In response to the students' suggestions, two experimental tutorial

groups were organized for Spring 1955, one on "V.arth Science" and

the other on "Normal-Abnormal Psychology." These tutorials, which

were in effect special courses taught for the highly intelligent,

well-motivated, mature adults who had been admitted to the Pro-

ject, were very successful. "fly capitalizing on adult experience

anu abilities, each of these groups telescoped into one semester

of an area of study normally covered in a full academic year.

Secomi (!rAnt

1.;i th thy introductio:1 of (In.up tutori,Als, the students'

n#,'1 for quid,ince i n tlwir studies Ind their lack of theoretical

kw)wledge set.q.;'0. w ();1 thy wAy to Lt.ing remY(1ied, but another

p rob', wst.; , , f ctcinq t Comm t .10' r nt f r(Ati t.,t

collt.Ty Liff VI, oetob r 1, 1954,

1
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Funl for Adult flducation was scheduled to expire in June and

the Project could not go on without additional outside funds.

The Center for the Study of Liberal Lducation for Adults had to

be convinced that the Project was visibly successful before it

would agree to a renewal of the grant.1 And 'Schwertmans

tendency to take a more radical approach to curriculum and aca-

demic regulations than the SGS staff or the Committee, receiving

a renewal of the grant was not a foregone conclusion. The pros-

pects for renewal, in fact, seem to have been somewhat clouded

by the revision of the design of the Nogram, since the creation

of the group tutorials, which were in fact courses, made the Pro-

ject more like the L-gular degree program in SGS rather than

more experimental.

The very fact that the Project had begun on a one year

grant seems paradoxically to have dictated that the Project not

deviate too far in its design from the regular baccalaureate

offered by SGS wcause the student; in the program risked being

faceLl with the di:;continuation of the Project and their return to

the regular offerings should the grant not be renewed. To pre-

toct the student's interests, the Committee was virtually com-

pelled to define Lie requirements of the Project in terms of

credits and courss so that the Project would w compatible, in

.1 aco1 1;():1 , lttht nl C1:1`,',

13
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the event of its discontinuation, with the regular baccalaureate

program.

The faculty of the College also acted as a constraint on

the design of the Project. The Committee assumed, most probably

accurately, that the Faculty Council would not stand for an

experimental baccalaureate program which departed radically

from established patterns. The Committee thus round itself

facing a dilemma, similar to the one it faced when it wrote

the initial proposal, as the application for a renewal of the

grant was being prepared. On the one hand, the CFLEA and

the FAE demanded visible success from the experimental venture

at the end of its first year and success clearly meant that

the program had to to workable for its adult audience, that it

had to be considered an improvement on the standard evening

college of ferings, and that it had to attract the attention of

other institutions. on the other hand, the students' need for

.lore faculty contact, the constraint of the faculty of the

College a:; a whole on experimentation, and the pressure exerted

:iimply by the fact of a one year grant militated against the

velopment ct diftern ATJ:)YO01 to the liberal

elu(71tion of alulttl.

!tern arou,'(: in h is rport on the first year of the

11,7 and 108.
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Project that one year was only enough to launch the Project's

students but certainly not enough to guide them toward their

gitoals. Pe pointed out that, should the program be discontinued

after its first year, only three of the thirty-two students

who had begun the program would he able, by even the most liberal

reckoning, to complete their degrees by the term of the grant.

Stern then concluded:

The Committee believes that the full benefit of the re-
sults of the experiment cannot be reaped in only one year.
It is also convinced that the project is already proving
to be of great concrete importance to the clarification

irc;rovement of liberal education for adults. It is
on these grounds that the Committee strongly recommends
the renewal of the existing grant for an additional year.'

The FAT:. apparently agreed that the Project indeed needed addition-

al time to consolidate its gains and renewed the grant for a

year wit:1 an increase in funding from $15, 000 to $19,000.2

With the renewed grzInt, the Committee set about re-

signing the project to take into account what it had learned

rom the first group of students. And while the focus of the

'i.-oject remained on an alternative to the first two years of

t:le baccalaureate, the group tutorials rather than independent

:;tudy anti Lestir! rceiv,'(1 most attf.ntion.

Iflernard F.tern, I,aunhirv, of t)egree-neeking
:lults at iirooklyn College," July l9541, p. 7. (Mimeographed)

1,'ProoklYn Collo je f'Itaff Pulletin," VII, October 1,
1955, p. 7.
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7.e-designing the Project:
The Second Year

When it was discovered that the students in the Experi-

mental Degree Project lacked the theoretical knowledge which

undergraduates typically acquire from the general education

courses taken in their freshman and sophomore years, Spengler

and the Committee had to ask how to provide this knowledge

w'thout dampening the enthusiasm of the students. "To make

/the Project/ more palatable and interesting for these adults,"

Spengler and the Committee, true to their typical strategy,

recruited a team of highly respected faculty members to study

the problem and make recommendations to solve it.1 By the end

of the summer of 1955, the team had determined that four speci-

ally designed seminars should meet the needs of the adults and

had set about designing them.2

A second group of students had, in the meantime, been

admitted tc the Project and the first group still largely lacked

the theoretical base which was to be provided by the yet unde-

signed seminars. I;ut, fortunately the Experimental Curriculum,

begun in 1950, ...11ared some qoa7s with the sminars being pre-

pared for the Experimental Deciree Project and the courses from

the earlier experiment were, of course, already available. In

1 Spengler, November 8, 1974, tip. 4 and 5.

1_
-aacohson, i rht and )av, pp. 109 and 110.
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the interim, then,

it wa, possible to start courses with a number of the
characteristics ultimately desired. These interim courses
were modeled after some integrated courses already found
in the "experimental curriculum", and they incorporated
others that ordinarily were separately presented. By
such selection and amalg4mation an approximation of the
objectives was attained.

In addition to the subject matter borrowed from the Experimental

Curriculum, the group tutorial method which had successfully

been developed during the Spring Semester 1955 was employed.

The four seminars recommended by the team were in the

areas of communication, humanities, social science, and science-

mathematics--the same four course areas incluled in the Experi-

mental Curriculum. The Committee and the curriculum team felt

that if

a curriculum for adults were constructed around these four
fields and the group tutorial method with which we had ex-
perimented were used for instruction, it would be possible
to achieve the goals of general education by capitalizing
on adult experience and abilities, enriching adult study,
and, within limits, accelerating those adults who possessed
special competence in given areas of knowledge. This could
be accomplished by (a) reordering the materials in the various
fields of knowledge to meet adult needs and (b) stimulating
the adults to do for themselves much of the work which the
teachers think they have to do with younger undergraduates.2

The new seminars were, however, not meant to change the goals or

requirements for a Brooklyn College baccalaureate degree in

Any flubstantive way. The seminars were designed to be an alter-

1Stern and Missall, Adult Experionco, p. 22.

2Ibil. pp. 103 and 104.
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native method of meeting the general education requirement--

a method perhaps more appropriate for unusually experienced

and capable adult students.

A meticulously worked out description of the humanities,

social science, and science-mathematics seminars was ready for

consideration by the Committee on Long Term Curriculum Develop-

ment by early spring, 1956.1 Edgar Z. Friedcnberg, who coor-

dinated the curriculum development project, prefaced the nearly

two hundred page compendium as follows:

These documents are separate; they are the works of
separate groups of individuals. But these documents
share a common characteristic which should be fundamen-
tal in curriculum development, although it sometimes is
not. This is a concern for cpistemology- for the kind
of knowledge whj.ch characterizes each of the major areas
into which human experience is classified by academic
convention. The group which has worked in the humanities
is concerned with the properties which experience takes
when expressed tilrough the arts, and with the relation-
ship of this to the generalized truth of the sciences.
The scientists are concerned with the consequences of
their method; with the problems and disparities presented
by the more complete formal theoretical development of
the natural sciences as compared to the social. Each
document is characterized by an awareness of the meta-
physical character of the disciplines with which it deals
and of the problems of relationships between them.2

The curricula were well received by the Committee on Long Term

lit is assumed that a description of thy communication
seminar was also ready although no description with a similar
date was found in the archives.

2
Edgar Z. Friedenherg (Coordinator) , "Planning a Curri-

culum in Liberal education for Adults," rebruary 1956, p. 1.
(:.:imeographed)
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Curriculum Development and were recommended to the Faculty

Council for approval.

On April 17, 1956, the laculty Council accepted the new

courses w&th apparently no changes or serious objection: the

mood had changed since the proposal for the Project had been

attacked from the floor of the (2ouricil. The minutes, which

..escribol the problem the seminars were to solve as ,.,f11.1 as

the propose6 solution, read:

The following proposals are made as a r-:sult of studies
conducted in the Experimental Pgree Project for Adults
over the past two years. These studies show that for
many degree-seeking auuits life experience has already
achieved some of the goals of liberal education, such as
skills, ulderstanding and personal and social maturity.
When their life experience is equated with college credits,
however, it is found that they usually !save the equivalent
of numerous specialized elective courses, but nct all the
required core courses. Regular elementary classes are
geared to the level of young :xople and are not suited to
the needs of adults with well-formed intellectual goals.
Attendance in such classes can be tedious because many
of them have already mastered much of 'Ale b=tsic content

and can, therefore, be accelerated. They also require mere
adult- oriented teaching techniques which are possible o 1.1

when courses are planned specifically for their needs.

The following seminar courses for adults are proposed as
alternative e(luivalents to all prescribed courses in the
core curriculum for a baccalaureate degree. Oily two area
currently prescribed have been omitted: Health-Physical
Education and A)reign Languages. The first of these need
not be required of adults because of their age. Many
adults are already proficient in a foreign language, and
they will he encouraged to do advanced wort in that lan-
guage in regular courses. 1-let for the other adults there

has been a long interruption in foreign language study
sinee graduatitm from hiW, !,choral. The recessity for :iro-
longed elementary stu.iy in mastering a new foreigr lan-

guage makes it desirable tc maky such study elective for

them, particularly in view of their need for conserving
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time at their advanced age.

These seminar courses make it possible to capitalize on
adult experience by instruction in small tutorial groups
conducted by panel:: of Faculty members, supplementing
considerable independent study. The courlec. are suffi-
ciently comprehensive and integrated at a sufficiently
high level of scholarship to permit adults to build on
what they have learned from life experience.'

Brief descriptions of the seminars such as one might find in a

college catalog were appended for the information of the Council.

Two advantages of the seminars were mentioned in the

proposal to the Faculty Council: that the seminars would be

taught using the group tutorial method which had proved especi-

ally effective with adults and that the life experience of the

adults would be built upon in the seminars. A third and major

advantage implicit in the proposal but not singled out for

mention was 9lat adults in the Experimental Degree Project

could, by taking the four seminars, complete all of their re-

quire.] courses in a two year period. The sane requirements

could not normally he met in less t:lan three to four years by

SGS students who were not in the Project. The justification

for the acceleration inherent_ in the design of the seminars was

Lased on the hijhly selective admissions policy of the Project

and on the favorable results of the first two group tutorials

held in the Spring Semester of 1955.

Acceleration of rate at which subject matter was

I Droolyn College, "Minues of the Meeting of the
Faculty Council !!eld on April 17, 19')6," p. 2.

14&
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covered in the seminars benefited students in the Project by

reducing the time required to earl,. their degreeG, but the

result'ng pace was grueling. Students in the Project typically

were advised to register for the Humanities and Communications

Seminars durifIg their first semester. Ten hours of classroom

a:Aendance per vek were required for these two courses, c.11

of it during the evening. In addition to classroom work,

students in the seminars were expected to study a minimum of

twenty-five hours per week. Thus, while sadents in the Project

could complete their required courses in less time than the

average student in the School of General Studies, they were not

engaged in a less rigorous program. The curi-iculum for re-

quired courses in the Project was at least ar, demanding as that

of the regular program; students in the Project were simply

allowed to take advantage of their unit:ival ability and experi-

ence.

Yhe Special Baccalaureate Degree
.----rogram at Droolyn College

,,.!ith the approval of the four seminars in communication,

humanities. social science, and science-mathematics by the

Faculty Council, the final curricular component of the Exp

mental Degree Project_ was put into place. As of Apr'i 1956,

the basic design of the adult degree program at ooklyn College

contained the following parts:

1 TA should he noted that the of tht. Irooklyn
program remains the :-.v today.

47
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1. A special admission process including the comple-
tion by the adults of an extensive application
which was then screened by the Committee on Ad-
mission and Evaluation. Following the initial
screening, those adults remaining in the pool of
candidates were tested for aptitude and achieve-
ment. Candidates with satisfactory test results
were interviewed to assess further their potential
as students. Finally, approximately thirty stu-
dents were admitted in the Fall of each year.

2. Four seminars in communication, humanities, social
science, and science-mathematics which had been
created especially for the adults in the Project
were offered in lieu of the core curriculum re-
quired of all undergraduates at Brooklyn College.
Through these seminars, adults in the Program
could complete their core requirements in two years.

3. Assessment of relevant life experiencC took place
during each student's first year in the Project.
The initial concept of meeting the core requirements
through independent study and exemption examinations
had been discarded in favor of the four seminars,
but students were still encouraged to petition depart-
ments for credit in elective courses for which they
felt their life experience had prepared them.

4. Individual and group tutorials were available to stu-
dents whD were nearly qualified for life experience
credit in an elective area but who needed some addi-
tional study in tae area before credit could be
awarded.

J. The requirements for a major and for elective courses
not credited through life experience were met by
taking regularly scheduled courses offered in the
School of General Studies. The total number of semester
hours required for the compl.Aion of a baccalaureate
degree either in the Project or in the regular program
of SGS remained 128.

The Experimental Degree Projects for Adults differed from the

regular prooram in the School of General Studies only in that

it offered an alternative means of meeting the core or general

education requirements and of earning credit for prior learn-

ing to a carefully selected group of highly talented adults.

14e/
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The differences, however modest as they may seem today, were

approved by the faculty of the College only after careful re-

view and with some initial skepticism. Dean Jacobson suggested

that the acceptance of the program was an example of "innova-

tion through cooptation," arguing that the faculty accepted the

proposal for the program and its subsequent design elements

because ". . members of the day faculty /were invited% to

serve in both a consultative and a decision-making capacity in

association with sc,F staff in order to advance recognition of

innovation. .1
The strategy of cooptation served the program

well for a number of years after its creation.

In 1956, for example, not only were the four seminar

approved but the program moved toward fiscal self-sufficiency

when the Board of higher Education, on recommendation of the

Committee, voted to allow SGS to charge special fees.

/These fees7 provide for diagnostic testing, a portion of
the counseling, and some of the instructional costs for
individual and group tutoring. It is anticipated that
this prow:am will he self-financing, and cost analyses
that have made thus far show that it will be possible
for the College to continue the Project when the subsidy
is removed. The present grant is viewed as a financial
contribution toward the costs of the experimental acti-
vities of the Committee on Admissions and Evaluation for
the Project.4

And grants from the FAT:: continued through 1958 for a total of

of four years and $63, 000. Since then the program has been

Jacobson sZight and Day, p. 90.

2"Broolyn College Staff Bulletin," VTII, December 1,
1956, j). 6.
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virtually self-supporLing as predicted) although it still

depends largely on the compensation of faculty members at

overload rather than annualized rates to keep the instruc-

tional costs at a minimum.2

Another example of the beneficial effects of coopta-

tion of day session faculty on the Experimental Degree Pro-

ject occurred in late Spring 1957 when the Committee on

Course and Standing and the Faculty Council authorized ar in-

crease in the number of credits students could receive for

informal study. The original regulation, established in 1952,

read that

4.n exceptional cases, at the discretion of the Dean of
Faculty, students who have pursued academic study on an
informal basis /could be7 eligible for credit for courses
on the basis of examinations, up to a maxi:rum of 32
credits.

The regulation was extended specifically for the benefit of

the adults in the Project with the following resolution:

it resolved that upon recommendation of the Dean of
Faculty, with the approval of the Committee on Course and
Standing, mature adults who have pursued informal study

eligible for credit for courses on the ;asis of exami-
nation in ex,:ess of 32 credits.3

In t,iis .'ASIJ, the chnge in regulations had the effect of liber-

alizing rem)ers' interpretation of what constituted a

1 -iiernard IL Stern,"flighth Annual Report of the School
of Gener,11 Studi!s, r;rooklyn College!, by the Acting Director,
1957-58," p. 2.

;ovember 8, 19-3, p. 1.
3Brooklyn College, ":linutes of the 'Iyeting of the

Committee on 'nurse lnd Standing, Dycemhyr 3, 1958," p. 7.
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creditable experience and thus the practice of awarding larger

amounts of life experience credit became more common.

And in 1g58, "by action of the Faculty Council the

experimental status of this program. . was dropped and the

more permanent title, 'Special Baccalaureate Degree Program

for Adults' was adopted."1 But also in 1958, the coalition

which had been responsible for the creation and good health of

the program began to come into conflict with a wider body of

influence in the College. The judgment of those who were over-

seeing the operation of the program began to be challenged.

As the Committee or Course and Standing assumed the

responsibility.for reviewing requests from the Committee on

Admission and Evaluation of the Special Baccalaureate Program

it also began to question Bernard Stern, the Associate Director

of SCS who was responsible for thc program, about the uniformity,

from ciepartment to Oepartment, of the procedures for evaluating

life experience, about the criteria used in determining whether

or not a particular experience was worthy of credit, and about

the relationship of the exemption examination program to the

less formal procedures employed in assessing life experience.2

The interest of the Committee on Course and Standing

r. Spengler, "`:inth Annual Po!)ort of the Director
of the :;c loot of General Studies, Prooklyn College, 1058-1959,"
p. 9.

-P,roo:.lyn College, "!inutes of tin_ Meeting of the Com-
mittee on Course and Standing, :ovemi.)or 5, 1958," p. 3.
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in the crediting of life experience led the Committee to charge

Professor Stern with the preparation of a guide ". . for the

assistance of Departmental evaluators, subject to the approval

of the Committee on Course and Standing, to assure uniform

stamiards of evaluation." Included in the charge of the Com-

mittee were nine inquiries about, for example, how much time

should be devoted to assessing a student's mastery of a course,

how much weight should be given to a student's own statement

of his experience in a subject area, and whether any limitation

should be placed on the number of credits awarded to a single

student within any given department. Stern's guide was to

answer each of the nine questions. And in addition to the guide,

the Committee on Course and Standing stated its wish to review

the criterii used by the SGS Committee on Admissions and Evalua-

tion for recommon(ling life experience credits for students in

the Program.1

_e!:11 suhmitted the quidel.i net; for the evaluation of

life experience a; the Committee on Course and !;tandinq had re-

,!ue!lted ill the tempest that had lwf.n hrewing over the

most controv4,rsial (.omponnt

gram died down.

I tH. kaccillaureate Pro-

In f-wr, in 11)5'), the Program seem,'d on the

verge of A furtht.r el.d of it:; design. As the Staff

i.ul lei! n reported:

1!-iroo;11n "'!inut. o! the
C)m:nittee cn A!1(i 1),L.t.mht'1 4, PIVci," pp. 7
and P.

1 -4
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The success of the program for the first two years of the
curriculum now suggests the need for opveloping more fully
the features of enrichment and acceleration for the second
two years, including the functional major and pre-profes-
sional preparation. Development of such a curriculum,
especially for the senior year, may have vital significance
not merely for adults but also for the College as a whole.
To study the problem, and to prepare a curriculum plan, a
special committee had been appointed. The committee will
address itself to the fundamental question: "What are the
aims and objectives of the last two years of a liberal arts
college education for selected adults and how may these
o'ojectives best be achieved.1

The committee appointed to create the new curriculum was, as

usual, blue-ribbon and the work went ahead with alacrity. With-

in the year the "capstone" seminars were designed and approved

by the Committee on Long Term Curriculum Development and the

Faculty Council.2

Not all went smoothly, however. The question of pro-

cedures for awarding credit for life experience was raised

again early in 1960 in the Committee on Course and Ftanding.

This time, under the leadership of a new Dean of Faculty, the

concept of credit for life experience did not receive the same

strong support it had enjoyed under the earlier Dean, William

Gaede. In a lengthy memorandum dated hecemhor 2, 1960, the

new Dean narrowed the guidelines for awarding credit for life

experience. more than fifteen credits w> re to he awareed in

any one department, oven more stringent limitations were enacted

Broolyn Cn lip tc Staff Bulletin," November 1, 1959,

n, a: ,! Day, pi 1 14 Ind 11>.
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for particular courses, and no credit at all was to be allowed

for performance courses in music and certain honors courses.

Further, the record keeping system was made more stringent and

the possibility of requiring, in the future, formal exemption

examinations in addition to the assessment through interviews

was left open. The memo had a chilling effect on the faculty

evaluators' enthusiasm for recommending credit; the liberalizing

impact of the 1958 ruling which made poss:.ble the awarding of

more than thirty-two credits for life experience was largely

reversed.

The administrators anu Committee charged with responsi-

bility for the Special Baccalaureate Program appear to have

taken heed of the message which seemed implicit in the new Dean

of Faculty's December memo: no substantial changes in curricu-

lum or procedures were proposed or made in the Program between

1960 and 1970. The "capstone" seminars which had been ratified

by the Faculty Council were never instituted.2 Those in charge

of the Program seem to hivie accepted the status quo and, except

;:or an increase in the number of students admitted each year

which was approved in 1965, 3 seem to have opted for continuing

a successful program as it was rather than risking further

;)t). 115-117.

-interview John Quinn et. al., February 27, 1974,
tape two, 9.65 minutes.

3. Mlddle St, Les ,port, ' p. 121.
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restrictions ')},/ proposing further innovations.

The Special liaccalaureate Degree Program for Adults

achieved during its first seven years an acceptance and stability

within Brooklyn College, that, in spite of a few difficulties,

is remarkable. The Program, mainly because of the high quality

and exceptional performance of its student body, became a point

of pride for many members of the Brooklyn faculty and served to

inspire other institutions to follow its lead. Both Queens Col-

lege, another of the city colleges of New York, and MundelPilbw

College in Chicago patterned their program to some extent after

the Special Baccalaureate at Brooklyn. Both are treated in turn,

although not as extensively as Brooklyn College.

The Changed Flivironm.:mt

Before describing the origins of the Queens College pro-

gram and recounting the events which led to its creation, it might

he useful to note that the environment in which hither adult edu-

cation was operating had changed substantially between 1954 when

Erooklyn College initiated its baccalaureate program for adults

and 1963 when Queens began accepting students for the Adult Conti-

nuing Education (AC!:) Program. Brooklyn College ,,tool alone when

it developed the Experimental Degree Project; Queens College, on

the other hand, had not only Brooklyn's experience to draw upon

but also t.l )at of the Associate in Arts program for adults at

Syracuse Cniversity, the Bachelor of LibP :al Studies program at

the ',:niversity of G',;lahoma and the Adult Degree' Program at

6oddard Collele.
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If it were possible to caps .re in writing the true

complexity of events, the description of the development of

the program at Oueens College would oe intertwined with the

aforementioned three programs as well as the programs at Munde-

lein College and Roosevelt University which were emerging at

this same time. As it is, however, each of these programs of the

early and mid 'sixties is treated separately and the reader is

left with the task of cre,Iting for himself some of the excitement

of this period of innovation in higher adult education when it

appeared that special baccalaureate programs for adults might

become the focus of a new movement in higher adult education.

Queens College--The Adult Continuing
PAucation (ACE) Program

Queens College, second youngest of the five undergraduate

colleges of the City University of New York, was founded as a

liberal ruts college on April 6, 1937, and began its first ses-

sion it' October of that year. Its campus, located on a fifty-

two acre site in Flushing, consists of a square of older build-

ings which exhibit a :loorish influence and a potpourri of more

or less modern low and high rise buildings.

When the College was only a year old, afternoon extension
courses were offered for the first time. The adult exten-
sion program grew until in 1950 the designation School of
General Studies was used for the first time. Special curri-
cula leading to the Associatu in Arts and Associate in

156
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Applied Science degrees for the equivalent of two years
of full-time study were introduced in the School of
General Studies in 1952 and 1953. Since 1960, the
school of General Studies has been offering the degrees
of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science.'

enrollment in the School of General Studies increased rapidly

in the late 'fifties and early 'sixties. Whereas there were

only 304 matriculated students in the extension program in

1952, there were 1,945 ten years later. In fact, the total of

matriculated, non-matriculated, and non-credit adult education

students increased by more than three hundred per cent between

1952 and 1962.2

In the late 'fifties, a number of younger instructors

who were augmenting their salaries by teaching in the School of

General Studies on an overload basis, became increasingly aware

of the problems of their adult students. At that time the

open admissions policy currently in effect at the City Univer-

sity had not been instituted and, consequently, not all high

school graduates in the City who applied were accepted into the

Liay sk-,ssion. As a result, it appeared that the adults were

1-=?ing effect i vely squeezed out of the School of General Studies

by younger students who had not meet the entrance- requirements

for the day session And were using evening session as a

Ljueens Co llege, School of General Studies, Bulletin,
1963-1964, p. 27.

James E. To;)if,, "Annual !report, School of General
Studies, July 13, 1963," o. 1.
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possible route to matriculation.

Ralph W. Sleeper, one of the younger instructors who

was supervising a required social science course in SGS, recalls

discussing the adults' problem as early as 1958 with Glenn W.

Uoward, Director of. SGS; Carl E. Hiller, Assistant nirector;

and Peter Meyer, a counselor. While they were all concerned

with the plight of the adults, an institutional response was

somewhat :slow in coming. But in late fall, 1961, Howard

appointed a committee to review the Associate in Arts curricu-

lum, which vpts the degree program primarily serving adults in

3GS. 1 The committee was ". . . to prepare recommendations for

an Associate in Arts degree curriculum which /WOuld7 be suited

to adults seeking essentially an integrated, liberal program

of studies to be completed in the equivalent of two years of

full time study."2 Sleeper was made chairman of the committee.

Dy February 1962, Sleeper had prepared a lengthy memo-

randum outling some of the ". . considerations to which the

committee may wi7,11 to address itself."3 While he indicated

the memorandum that "the transferability of courses to a bacca-

laureate degree at Queens College should not be a criterion for

linterview with Ralph W. :71eeper, December 6, 1973,
pp. 1 and 2.

2Glenn W. Howard as quoted in a Memorandum from Ralph W.
Sleeper to the Committee to Review the Associate in Arts Curri-
culum, February 7, 1962, p. 1.

3Palph Sleeper to the Committee to Review the Associate
in Arts Curriculum, February 7, 1962, p. 1.
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the acceptance of a course in the A.A. curriculum,"1 an issue

on which he later reversed himself, he included a brief descrip-

tion of an "Adult Institute" which would have as its purpose

I 1
. to serve all adults during the period of educational re-

entry." More specifically, he saw the functions of the Insti-

tute as follows:

a. Screening, testing and counseling all applicants on
a more appropriate level than has heretofore been
possible.

b. Placement of students in appropriate one semester
classes which will orient them to college work and
which will cover in varying degrees of, intensiveness
and speed the basj-: information and skills of the
prescribed program in all three divisions of the
college. Where possible the courses zhould follow an
interdisciplinary approach. (The "core" seminars at
Syracuse University in the social sciences, humanities
and natural sciences may be suggestive or what is
needed in the institute.) Such programming has already
been proven effective in making the most efficient use
of teaching time and relieving the more mature 'tudent
from "learning" in elementary courses what he already
knows. In any case, all institute courses would be
designed to meet the adult at his own level of exper-
ien-!e and preparation.2

Since the ACE Program was finally designed as a replacement for

the general education requirement of the Bachelor of Arts degree

at Queens which (lave special attention to the problems of return-

ing adults, Sleeper's idea of the Adult Institute as expressed

in this early memorandum to the committee seems to contain the

central notion of the ACE Program as it was later approved.

--11) 1. , p. 4.

1J9 9
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But many issues remaini2d to be resolved and it is not at all

clear that sleeper had the final shape of the program in mind

when he wrote the memorandum.

The report of the Committee to Review the Associate in

Arts Curriculum was ready for the approval of its members by

April 4, 1962. The report recommended the apiointment of a

second committee to be drawn from the three divisions of the

College and ". . charged with the preparation of detailed

curricular pr -)posals for a program to be kn'wn as the Auult

Continuing Education Program." The new program was to he

limited to persons at least twenty years old, was to utilize

advanced standing and proficiency testing ". . to spare the

adult student from 'learning' what he already knows," and was

to rely on interdisciplinary courses to the extent possible.

The committee had clearly reviewed precedents set at other

institutions in its deliberation. Tn fact, the report frankly

stated that "the actual conclusi(,:is of the /curriculum7 sub-_

committees bear a striking resemblance to adult courses already

in successful opration at Brooklyn and Syracuse. "1

Finally, the committee, in a reversal of sleeper's

initial position, recommended the artiuilation of the new Associ-

ate in Arts curriculum with the general education component of

Cie nueens Co l le tip bacclaureate.

1
:alph ::'Iceper, "/Vinal Peport of/ of the Committee to

Peview the Associ:Ite in Arts Curriculum, Ai,ril 4, 1962," p. 1.
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The committee feels that it is less than realistic to
assume that many adults will voluntarily accept the A.A
degree as terminal. Mr. M2.yer's 1959 survey shows that
90% of matriculated students (for all degrees) wish to
achieve the haccalaureate. We must therefore think of
the A.A. as a possible, indeed probable, stepping stone
toward the baccalaureate. Allowing for the fact that
many will fall by the wayside, those who complete the

degree with high standing should he moved along into
the baccalaureate degree program with no loss of credit
and with as many of the baccalaureate requirements com-
pleted possible. In other words, the A.A. degree
should be regarded as adequate preparation for the adult
student, enabling him to begin his concentration and
advanced electivL work immedia' (y.1

In concluding the report, Sleeper added that a hulk of the exper-

ience at oth,2r institutions as well as some of the work of CSLEA

supported the recommendations of the committee. In lieu of

appending all the evidence to each copy of the report, he sug-

gested that those interested might review the materials in his

office. Among the materials he listed in supvcrt of the com-

rittee's recommendations were reports on the programs at Brook-

lyn, Syracuse, Oklahoma, and the University of London; reports

and I;tudies from CS:JA; and correspondence with A.A. Liveriqht,

.irector of the Center, in which Liveright indicated interest

in the (1,.volopments at ()Awe ns and hinted that funding might be

forthcoming for an adult degree program.2

The new comnittee was appointud, again with Sleeper At

its head. And as the new committee talked about the proposed

L.) (.. , ti. 3.
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Associate in Arts for adults, it gradually changed its focus.

As Sleeper put it, "More and more we began to think of this as

the front end to a regular degree program."1 The committee

ultimately recommended to the Advisory Council of SGS that the

Adult Continuing Education Program be designed as an alternative

method of meeting the general education requirements for the

baccalaureate rather than an Associate in Arts program for

adults which v.Juld be compatible with Lo.ccalaureate require-

ments. The Advisory Council concurred and Sleeper was asked

to write a proposal incorporating the committee's recommenda-
.

tions.2 The conclusions of the committee thus thrust the

Oueens' program more in the direction of the Brooklyn model than

in that of the Associate in Arts for adults at Syracuse.

On October 23, 1962, Sleeper described the proposed ACE

Program in some detail to President Stoke of Queens. The occa-

sion for his memo was the need for special fees for the Program.

The School of General Studies is licw making plans to offer
a group of basic courses for adults in the Fall term, 1963.
These courses will parallel those presently offered to all
undergraduates in the "prescriw.d program" leading to the
iaccalaureate 1,egroe. They will comprise a rapid and, we
hel ieve, a more effective means of matriculation for the
Adult sttich than we now offer.

"'a this end se,,ial devices will he employed: sequences
of r,..Auired ccurses that are now stretched out ovel- several
semesters will ho consolidated and intere,ifiL; required
courses will he taught on an intordisriplinar.: hasis, using
at times, two or more faculty members and a "seminar"
approach; cla.;s size will he held to f iftt.en wherever
posibl. .

I -1
)

3.

) ' r r, , 1 () 7 3, !:.
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Additionally, students admitted to the program, which we
are now calling the Adult Continuing Education Program
(ACE) , will be required to take a special battely of
placement tests and exemption examinations.

The memo went on to request special fees for testing and evalua-

tion of the students for the special courses. Sleeper cited

the precedent set by Brooklyn for both fees and program as

justification for the special fees. 1

A little more than a week later, Sleeper presented the

plan for the ACE Program to the Advisory Council of SGS and

announced that the specific curricular proposals were taking

shape: both the science and social science sefiinars had been

approved by the appropriate departments.2 And on December 11,

1062, the full proposal, which included a foreign language

sequence, unlike the Special Baccalaureate at Brooklyn, was

brought before the Advsory Council for debate. The three

seminars in arts, science, and social science were approved but

the question of the proposed foreic;11 language sequence as modi-

fied for the Program was deferred.

During the debate both the Bachelor of Liberal Studies

!)rooram at OklahGm and the "aster of Liberal Arts program at

Johns Hopkins were invoked by a faculty member other than

Sleeper as evidence in favor of the approval of the ACE

Inalph W. Sleeper to Harold Y. Sto!le, October 23, 1962.

`Queens College, "linutef; of the Meeting of the Advisory
Co:Inc1.1, School of' Gcner,A1 1, 1962," p. 2.
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proposal. 1 This seems curious since neither the Oklahoma

program, which will be described in detail in the following

chapter, nor the Johns Hopkins program bear any marked re-

semblance to the ACE Program either in curriculum or in intent.

Perhaps this is simply an exampli of the efficacy of citing

outside sources when justifying :IOW programs.

After clearing the Advisory Council, the ACE proposal

still had its most difficult test before it: approval by the

Faculty Council. Just as the faculty at Brooklyn had found

credit for life experience the most troublesome point in the

Special Baccalaureate Program, so the Queens faculty tended to

balk at approving the crediting of "life achievement." Sleeper

seems to have employed substantially the same political stra-

tegy that had been effective at Brooklyn, but, since Sleeper was

younger and less well known at Queens than Spengler had been at

Brooklyn, Sleeper needed someone else to play Spengler's role.

Fortunately, the new Director of SC!;, James E. Tobin, resembled

Spengler in the respect he commanded from other faculty members.

Tobin had gained a reputation for promoting and upholding high

standards when he was a member of the English Department at

Queens and was known to be skeptical about the ACE proposal.

Sleeper recalled that when he asked Tobin to support the proposal

'Queens College, "inutes of the Meeting of the Advisory
Council, School of Ceneral Studies, December 11, 1962, "

rp. 1 and 2.
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before the Faculty Council, Tobin questioned him thoroughly

about the pro(7ram and apparently found merit in the proposal.

With Tobin's support and his own private discussions with many

members of the CoAncil, Sleeper saw the proposal through the

Council successfally, althouah he admitted that the debate did

not go smoothly especially on the point of credit for life ex-

perience. rut once approved by the Faculty Council, the Board

of hiaher Education quickly gave its assent and the recruitment

of students began.1

The Design of the ACE Program

At its start Fall 1963, the ACE Program consisted of

a special admissions process and three interdisciplinary seminars.

The admission process included three steps, very similar to those

at Brooklyn:

1. Prospective students completed a six page application
form which had been adapted aOost without change from
the form devised at Brooklyn.'

All applicants for 1963-1964 were asked to take certain
Area Tests from the Graduate Record ,:xaminatiov attery
which related to the areas covered by the seminars.
The followinu year the newly constructed "Comprehensive
College Tests," later re-named the Collec7e Level Exami-
nation Progrom (CUP), Were adopted and have been used
continuously to the present. These achievement batteries
were iht,!!.: the(1 to ascertain th students' level of prior
lcarnin1.3

1 Perembci t,, 1973, pp. 3 and 4.

'-.Letter with attached mock-up of an ap:)lication form from
Peter .1e'itr to !a1ph !':10ep,.-r, Januar.: 22, 1963.

3flail1 W. ,-;lecr, "Annual "L7.ort, \dult Omtilluinq Educa-
tion ProrLY :kcademic Year 19-)4-6')," fir). 1 and 2.
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3. All applicants for 1963-1964 were invited for a
personal interview. In 1964-1965, however, Peter
Meyer of the Counseling Officc devised a group
interviewing procedure which, he felt, both accom-
plished the goal of the individual interview--to
assess the student's academic promise--and allowed
the student to be viewed in a setting which simulated
a seminar.I The group interview remains part of the
selection process.

The selection processes at Queens College for the ACE Progr:-.:m ,and

at nrooklyn College for the Special Baccalaureate were almost

identical, yet from the beginning the selection process c-.t. Queens

does not seem to have been as inherently discriminating as the

process at Brooklyn. That is not to say that ,the first class

of the ACE Program was not a carefully selected group: only

about thirty of the 224 applicants were admitted for the Fall

1963.
2

But the intent of the ACE Program, the design of its

seminars, its limite( utilization of "life achievement credit,"

and its tremendous growth in enrollment iii its first ten years

of operation all seem to add up to a much more egalitarian bias

than is demonstrated in the Special Baccalaureate Program at

BrooLlyn. Perhaps a hint of the more popular bias at Queens can

ye found in an o trly statement about the NT Program which

:-;lee,,cr made to the bean of the extension program at New York

rniversity:

,-)ne of the thin-r: t! t we hi(1 in mind in d:;igning /Ely'
ACV Program/ was; the hope that it could fwcomt. a "normal"

1r'
. 1.
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program for adults. To that end it parallels, much more
closely than does Brooklyn'y program, the regular under-
graduate degree curriculum.

,'lever has the Brooklyn program claimed to have been anything but

a highly selective program for remarkably well-qualified and

highly motivated adults.

The more egalitarian bias of the Queens program also

seems apparent in its initial seminars in the arts, science,

and social science. While the Brooklyn seminars were meant to

compress as much material into as little time as possible there-

by enabling students in the Special Baccalaureate Program to

complete all their core requirements in four semesters, the

Queens program took a less accelerated approach. The proposal

presented to the Faculty Council in December 1962 indicated

that

the 36 credits of the ACI: Program are distributed as
follows:

Arts Seminars 1,

Science Seminars 1, 2, 3, 4

Social Science :;eminars 1, 2

Two semesters,
creclits each .. 12

Pour semesters,
1 credits each .. 12

Two semesters,
6 credits each .. 12

Total.... 362

1 1ph W. 'r to 1<us-ik11 .W. Smith, ?larch 26, 1963.

`Yueen:; "chool of (:tnerr>1 Curriculum
l'ro:)osal for the Adult Continuing IThicution Program, /1wcemher,
10()1/," P. 1
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The comparable seminars at Brooklyn were:

Humanities 10.2, 10.3

Social. Science 10.2, 10.3

Science 10.2, 10.3, 10.4, 10.5

two semesters,
8 credits each .. 16

two semesters,
8 credits each .. 16

four semesters,
4 credits each .. 16

Total 48

And in addition to the seminars in the three broad areas of sub-

ject matter, a fourth seminar in communications was included at

Brooklyn which brought the total number of credits typically

earned in coursework by Special Baccalaureate students during

their fIrst two years to 56.1

Further, Brooklyn's program was based on the assumption

that ". . the products of a liberal arts education can be

found in active, creative, and responsible itdult living" and

that ". . the equivalence of life experience to academic credit

can be measured and expressed in concrete form:12 The consequence

of this assumption was that students in the :;pecial Baccalaureate

Program, on the average, concluded their first two years of study

not only with fifty-ix credits elrned in thi. seminars but also

with an :additional sixteen credits award< .? after the assessment

of their life xperience.3 :tudent at (dueens, on the other hand,

1
:s, tern and Adult Experience, p. 106.

p. 3.

!',C t.s G eTort, " pi,. 125 ttld 126.
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!ore awarded yen average of 6.6 credits for life achievement

and thus tended to complete their first two years having earned

.Lout forty-two credits.'

The smaller number of credits awarded to students in

the is Program seems to be the result of two factors. First,

the admission requirements for the ACE Program were and are

not as stringent as those at Brooklyn and thus it may he assumed

Ciat Brooklyn admits a slightly more accomplished student who

has had more relevant experience for which he may receive credit.

Second, ,d of equal importance, awarding credit for life

ac:iievement is not as central a component of the ACE Program

as awarding credit for life experience is of the Special Dacca-

laurt.ate 2rooram. The first question asked to guide the inquiry

of t.L_! Committee on Admission and Evaluation of the Experimental

1).,(Jree Project at kroo;.lyn was "Pow much does adult experience

count?"2 The Comitt(.0 which designed the Acr Prog ram seems,

on the other hand, to have been primarily concerned with the

:;eiliars and, while credit for life achievement was included in

the proposal as a component of the Progr.im, Drocedures for

assessing 1 i ft et hip v me rit were not developed until student

had h,,,n adni tLed and th,' Frei' )i-ogram was unrway. And ini-

tially credit for a(aievement was to 1,e award(!d only t:or

:'chwarcz-, -tt.meh ():1 the :cr Program written
th:livt,r:;ar7 1()N, /P)73/, p,

is -a 11, it

16J

:t' . 3.
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satisfactory performance on w-itten examinations--a more formal

procedure than the interviews at Brooklyn which were calculated

to put adults at ease. 1 however, by 1966, a revised procedure

based on the assessment by departmental personnel of portfolios

prepared by the students was put into effect, but even then the

number of credits that could be awarded for life achievement was

limited to twenty -five.2

The 'ueen:; Program, then, although it hears a striking

resemblance to the Brooklyn special Baccalaureate on the surface,

seems to have been designed from a different set of starting

points and this Uifference in assumptions has led to wide vari-

ances in practices at the two institutions. The differences in

approach to the question of crediting prior learning are cer-

tainly plain, but the conception of the total program at Queens

is probably even more siroificant. As its current Director put

it in the report he wrote at end of the Program's five year

probationary :)oriod:

".'he AC1: Pi-out-am/ (-.)ti a :-;p(,ci (.1(,grvc program but rat her
t)rodrarl which enables the adult student to begin the

regular program in a special way. 3

All of the other programs studied conceive of themselves as com-

a lete decree irograms for adults (vt.n though many ( them utilize

"AnnuA1 ''k'port, Jun,' 1953, p.

Joset)11 "Annua l Hort, A(1u1L Continuing
1:juc_4Lion Pro,Tram, Yo,ir Junt, 27, 19h6,"
p. 2.

3 --
,1*/-:1,'st rort OIl t he Acr progrAvl

tht. Curric,Alam Cominitt, -Arch 11, 1968," p. 10.
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in their designs courses offered by other divisions of their

institution; the nueens Program stands alone in considering it-

self an introduction to a baccalaureate program. But perhaps

this should not be surprising since the Queens Program was the

direct outgrowth of an Associate in Arts program for adults

which was first intended to be terminal, then intended to be

compatible with the baccalaureate, and finally was made a part

of the baccalaurate.

Growth of the ACE Provram

The ACE Program at Queens stands out from every other

Program studied because of its large enrollment. dearly 1600

students were enrolled in the ACE Program in 1973 and almost

4J0 students were being admitted each semester. 1 Roosevelt

',Juiversity's Vachelor of General studies program is the second

largest program, era:oiling more than 1100 adults each semester2

but tic oueens enrollment statistics are not wholly comparable

to Poosevelt's nor to those of any other program studied.

inc(s the' mu-ens Program vi(, is itsf.1t not as a special

haccalaurolt, froi;ran but rath'r as an introduction to the

re(jular _OA', it inrluch.s in it statistics as its own

tho.;e ; nrol led in courf-;. 1;. Every other progr,-)rn

.hwdrcz. Tenth drniv(-1_;-Lry p. 13.

"Tt.nth Y0,1.; 1.%)11 1973,"
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includes in its statistics all students who arc working toward

the baccalaureate under its auspices whether or not those stu-

dents are enrolled during a particular term in courses offered

by the organization responsible fo:' the special baccalaureate.

Thus, if Queens used the same basis as the other programs for

collecting its enrollment statistics, the ACE Program could

almost certainly claim a student body in excess of three thou-

sand.

rAit such size was not part of the plan for the ACE Pro-

gram from its beginning. In his report after the first year

o f the Program's operation, Sleeper incluucd this projection:

It would seem that we will nearly reach the optimum size
for the ACI: Program in Spring 1965 when we estimate that
one hundred and fifty sttents w11 he enrolled.1

S leeper's projection was, in fact, quite accurate and remained

50 through the 1967-1968 academic Year; about seventy new stu-

d nts were being adritted to the Acr Program each semester. In

Fall 1068, however, admissions rose sharply to 134, remained

relatively stable for two years, th,q1 rose sharply again during

thee 1070-1971 aad(i.Aic ye
2ar. Tiw explanation for the sudden

expansion of the Proqram seems unusually straightforward.

Thee ACE Program was instituted undr a President who

iccording to :loopor, W(l!; Openly skoptical about it owinil to

1 :?eport, 19h1-64," r).

t tenient ,
1
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his traditional attitudes about academic programs and the stu-

dents they should serve.1 And while Sleeper did not share the

President's attitude about traditional programs and audiences,

he was content to keep the Program relatively small. But with

ii new nresident and a new Director for the Program, the attitude

changeu. In President Murphy's words:

From the time I arrived at Queens College, I heard much
more about A.C.N than its size would have seemed to dictate.
The community spoke of ACE work with such enthusiasm that
I asked its administration to expand enrollment and educa-
tional opportunities. I hope that this expansion will
continue and wi41 enhance not only our own ACE Program
but also its impact on educational innovation elsewhere.'

The new Director, Frnest Fchwarcz, concurred enthusiastically

with President rurphv's request for expansion and began increas-

ing enrollments as rapidly as budgetary resources and recruit-

ment techniques would allow. Schwarcz made it a point, however,

to maintain admission standards as they were before the start

of the expansion, reasoning that the quality of the student body

would remain the same regardless of its size if the criteria for

talc selection of students remained the same.3 1:xperience seems

to have horn him out, evri though the 1;ercentaq of applicants

admitted has risen slightly.

At 1(':1St a porti,-)n of the community' positive response

1.)ec,.:-111,L.r 6, 1973, p. 4.

Josepa Nurphy as allot t.'1 in "ACV pit 'Pen" (the Tenth
Inivers,iry Pul)lication of the :NC;: Progrm), !!al;' 1973, p. 1.

3 C 7"1. r 6, 1973, p. 1.
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to the AC:: Program about which President Murphy spoke in his

letter can he accounted for by the efforts of Joseph Mulholland

wha directed .ICI' from 1965 through early 1967. Mulholland felt

that the Program should be expanded to include a broader range

of the racial and socio-economic spectrum of Queens. Schwarcz

cit.:scribed :lulholland's contribution in his 1968 deport:

Since the very beginning of the ACE Program it was strongly
felt that it should also attract adults from the disadvan-
taged communities who are potentially good students, but
who may have built-in fears of the college environment. In
September of 1966, the first such group called "Advance-
ACT:" . . . was organized by Mr. Joseph Mulholland, and 35
adults were admitted to this program. Of these, 17 are
still in the ACE Program.1

After nearly two years as Director of ACE, Iulholland left that

position to concentrate on special programs for racial and cul-

tural minorities. From his initial ;:lification of ACE came, in

the late 'sixties, the "i:XCELL" program designed for militant com-

munity loaders and "i1PACT" which is focused on minority workers

in the civil service. 73 with Advance-iWt:, both of the later pro-

(7rams proviC.eJ s:wciol seminars which were intended to give the

t group :idditionl support to help them makL

a qood stirt in - haccalaureate program. And in all three special

i,rograms, the minority stud,:nl_s welt (MCOUrcli to join the

mAin:Itroam of tf reqalar hacalaureate pro(rram as soon as pos-

::ible.

hrourTh Hvanc,-.1%CL, I :CM, And PIPACT, the Acr Program

7 .

, "flt.flort to the Curri-ulum Committ," pp.

1973, 4.

1
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has acted not only as Co special beginning of a baccalaureate

procram for the adult student body at Queens but has also pro-

vided the leadership and the model for programs which encourage

minority studnntq to take advantage of the educational opportu-

nities at Oucens College. This is unusual because th::: special

baccalaureate programs for adults have not, as a whole, been

zluccessful in attracting minority students. Of the programs

studied, only Queens and Roosevelt have succeeded in recruit-

ing substantial numbers of minority students into their adult

den re:! programs.

Plaboration of the ACE Design

Those responsible for special baccalaureate programs

for adults seem to make the design of their program more ela-

borate for one of two reasons: either because their program

is too small to supriort itself financially and they hope that

an elaboration of design will attract more students or because

their program has grown large and can generate a reasonable

number of students for more activitie:1 than those included in

the initial (:estqn. An ex ample of the former case will appear

tn the no%t chapter. The ACI: Program at (:)11(.tns College is an

_!xlmnle of tho

The initial (Isign of the AT Program, as approved by

the acuity Council, included a special ,lmi prock,dure,

three' intA2riscip1inary seminar;;, and, by L t .,i,:cona year,

:'roce.lure:; th. :;:-;e;; sme nt t H ,t 'l1it..vt't'lt. -alt f irst
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elaboration would have been part of this simple design had

the F.tculty Council not voted to have it deleted from the propo-

sal. The committee which shaped the ACE Program determined

early in its deliberations that the Queens Program, in contrast

to the Brooklyn Program and others, would retain a language

requirement. Sleeper wrote:

The committee is aware that adult education degree programs
at other institutions waive the mathematics and language
requirements entirely. This step would seem to weaken the
baccalaureate degree considerably -- although it is admittedly
a step which is easy to rationalize. However, the committee
is not prepared to recommend that this step he taken if the
means for adults to meet these requirements can be manTOFe
realistic than they are at present.1

The mathematics requirement was included in the Science Seminar

and a modified language requirement, limited to twelve semester

hours, was written into the proposal, but the reference to the

twelve semester hour limit in language was deleted during the

debate in the Counci1.2 ACt; students were thus held to the

same rive semester language requirement as any other undergra-

duates at. Ouofns.

As the Lommittee had anticipated, the ACE students had

difficul m,s,,ting the lanqua(Je requirement probably as much

_!,-1L1:-;e of tLe long timL! th(_!y h d IA.('n away from lanquac, instruc-

tion As hcCill'i0 Of thY block many :tudirits, hoth older and

3.

'mmicott,t, to 10,v tv, thy' Apri , 1962,

Proi-o:;1 tor T,(*I'
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younger, have against learning another language. But little

could be done to romedy this problem until the Program had

gained in enrollment and proved itself. The time seemed right

by 1967 and Schwarcz, when he was appointed Director, re-

asserted the idea of a special sequence for ACE students. He

proposed a four semester sequence involving four hours of in-

struction per week to classes composed solely of. ACE students.

The proposal was approved &rid the ACE language sequence was for

a time much preferred by the adult stuOents. But the language

requirement in the ACE Program became, perhaps understandably,

unpopular when r)ueens College abolished the language requirement

for regular undergraduates. Paradoxically, the special language

sequence was required of ACE students after it had been discon-

tinued for the other students, but the ACE language requirement

too was dropped in 1973.1

Three other elaborations of the ACE design, disregard-

ing a combined Arts/Social Science Seminar offered only once, 2

include weekend seminars, introduce in 19(7, "mini-courses"

introduced in 1969, and tutorial groups introduced in 1970.

The weekend :;evtinars, which were pro!,osed by Sleeper although

developed by :;chwarez, are hased on the Oklahoma model of inde-

pendent study followel h int(nsive periods of instruction and

(:ollaboration. st.minars arc duplications of the thrt!

Isrhwrcz, T-)cc-Tnr (,, F)73, n. 3.
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interdisciplinary seminars but are scheduled on weekends, a

time attractive to many working people and housewives with

small children, rather than on weeknights.'

The mini-courses, unlike the seminars, are based on

subject matter, often or current.intf.!rest, which may be used

toward meeting clecuive requirements. The scheduling of these

courses during breaks in the regular academic calendar, such

as Christmas and pring vacations, allow the adult r4tudents

to use their discretionary time to greater advantage and to

accelerate their progress toward a degree by increasing the

number of credits they can earn within a calendar year.2

The creation of a system of tutorial groups in 1970

further elaborated the design of the ACE Program. Although the

system of tutorial groups is one of the newest parts of the

design of ACE, it calls to mind the monitor system developed

in nineteenth century England to provide elementary instruction

to poor chil,iron. And, not too surprisingly, both the old

monitor system and the "new" tutorial groups were devised to

multiply the number of students zi single teacher could supervise

in order to brill(' the cost of instructing the indivicival student

down. The PCi: tutorial groups are structured in three levels:

:,rofessor, tutors, and ACE undergraduates. The professor sets

1 Ibid., p. 1.

2 T hitt .
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assicaments, mutts with the students at least six times a term,

and determines the final grades for the course. To provide

personal attention sand direction for the large number of stu-

dents in the professor's "class:H.1a group of tutors who are

ACE graduates actively engaged in graduate pros.,ams, make

themselves available to the ACE undergraduates both for tele-

phone and face-to-face consultations. Of course, the key to

the success of the tutorials lies in the ability of many mature

students to work on their own. The greater flexibility of time

the tutorials provide as compared with regulaKly scheduled

courses is a major benefit to the ACE students which encourages

them to work independently in this fashion)

The relative success of the ACE'students as well as

faculty recruitment and pay policies and further elaborations

of the design of the ACE Program which occurred after 1970

are discussed in the final chapter in comparison with the same

issues in some of thy: other programs studied. But now the

foc'.s of the study turns to the creation and development of the

C.ogrue Completion Program at Mundelein College in Chicago which,

in fact, was concurrent with the emergence of the ACV Program

at Queens College.

pp. 3 and 4.
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Mundelein Colleqc--The Degree
Completion Program

Mundelein is a small, women's college founded in 1930

by Sister Mary Justitia Coffey and sponsored by her religious

order, the sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary (BVM's).

The ctuster of buildings which make up its lakefront campus on

CIL: far i!orth side of the City of Chicago had, in the 'sixties,

only one distinguishing architectural feature: a fifteen story

tower known as the "skyscraper" which housed all academic offices

and classrooms.1 Two-thirds of the students at Mundelein during

its founding decade were of Trish extraction, but by 1962, more

than half came from a Slavic heritage and Italian-Americans were

aearinq with greater frequency as well. Two Mundelein students

in three were the first in their families to attend college and

to most common career aspiration of the students at Mundelein

.ws public school tQaching:2

Thu initial curriculum of the new college was a replica

of that offorud at the University of Illinois in 1930. Faculty

c(Immitteos 11,10:J !wrIo chanTs in the initial curriculum over the

ars but L!wso changes did riot make Vundelein'i. curriculum dis-

tinctjvc. In tp.n,ral Lve -!urriculum, particularly for the

j.nor;t1 education of :lund(!lein sludentli, tended to follow the

11:undcicin Col1uge, raculty t:anual, 1973 !ievision, p. 1.

orhert j. Hruhv, "Truth and Consegurinces," Febr4tty
/

, 19t)5, p. 7. (nim.:.00raph,,0
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standard patterns of the 1930's, 1940's, and 1950's."1 Munde-

lein College, in short, seems to have viewed its mission as

providiag a traditional college edUtation for the daughters of

the Catholic, ethnic communities of Chicago rather than as

attempting innovations either in curriculum or in teaching

methods. But in 1957, with the appointment of Sister Ann Ida

Gannon as President, Mundelein began to lose some of its in-

stinct for 'following.

Mundelein.had been autocratic in its administrative

structure from its founding; the President set policy based on

her ovn convictions and whatever advice she requested from her

staff.2 President Gannon set out to change that structure from

autocrati-: leadership to democratic involvement of the staff

in decision making. But even though President 'Cannon and the

ieauership of thu roman Catholic church, then headed by Pope

John XMII, were opting for a more democratic decision making

proce3s, such a draF 7 change could not be accomplished by

decree.

President; cannon drew up a ten year program for change

sh!.1 subdivided into two five year !dans:

In 1957, Mundelein began a i,rogram of development which
was aimed at strengthening the faeulty,improving its level

1 .Iu t. 4.

wlth ,:ocher t, J. Pruh,, netobvr 22, 1973, p. 4.
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of education and expanding its facilities to meet the
demands of contemporary education.4'

The first five year plan, 1957-1962, involved only staff and

faculty which had b(en part of the institution when Sister

Cannon took office; no new positions were created either to

identify the needs of the institution or to meet them. For

the second five years, 1962-1967, President Gannon decided

that the College had to understand itr-lf better if it was to

set a wise course of action .for the years ahead. To help the

College understand itself better President Gannon created a

Vice-Presidency, filled it by appointing Norbert J. Hruby,

and authorized him to conduct an "Institutional Analysis" to

specify with some objectivity what nundelein College was both

from a student and a faculty point of view.

Nruby, who had previously worked at Loyola University

in Chicago and at rniversity College of the University of

7hicoolo, prcparL'd three sets of extensive questionnaires with

ihe help of seven faculty committees. One questionnaire was

designed for the students then enrolled at l'undelein, another

for the faculty, and the third for the alumnae. The response

of the faculty was irregular but the students and alumnae res-

ponded in large numbers: ninety-seven per cent of the students

.:nd thirty-four por cent of the alumnae completed the exten-

1Mundelein Colleoe, "Program for Academic and Physical
Development, 1957-1967," p. 1. (Mimeographed)
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sive questionnaires as did virtually all of the husbands of

the responding alumnae.1 The cross-tabulation of the evidence

qathered through the questionnaires and its subsequent analysis

constituted Lhe base of the data on which further developments

were grounded. Among these further developments was a program

designed to make degree completion a more realistic alternative

for th. half of Mundelein's alumnae who had not completed their

degrees either at Mundelein or elsewhere.2

Design of the DCP

The Degree Completion Program (DCP), as the special

baccalaureate program for adults at Mundelein was first called,

is virtually identical in design to the Special Baccalaureate

Degree Program for Adults at Brooklyn and the ACE Program at

Queens. The design of the DCP at Mundelein includes these

components:

1. A special admission procedure which relies heavily
on a lengthy application form much like these used
at Brooklyn and Queens Colleges.3

2. A group of interdisciplinary seminars in humanities,
natural science, social science, and communication
which :stand in lieu of the standard general .cluca-
cation requirement and are open only to adult stu-
dents.

1Hruhy, "Truth And Consequences," pp. 3 and 4.

2Interview with I:atharine Byrne, October 19, 1973,
p. 1.

311indelein College, "Application for the Degree Com-
pletion Proqram," 1965. ("timeographed)
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3. A proceiure, based on portfolios prepared and sub-
mitted by the DCP students, by which the adults
may receive credit for life experience, although as
at Queens College few credits are actually earned
in this manner.'

4. A provision for completing the remaining degree
requirements in the regularly scheduled offerings
of the College.'

The distinctive feature of Mundelein's program, which was in-

stituted more than ten years after nrooklyn's, is not its de-

sign but rather the process through which the program was

planned and approved. Mundelein was in a transition from

autocracy to democracy of governance as the Degree Completion

Program was being instituted and the planning and approval

process of the 'WEI seems to reflect, from time to time, an uncer-

tainty about which form of governance was in effect.

();:igins of the 7)CP at Mundelein

The Degree Completion Program seems to have started

from at least four points. First, President Gannon, in her

multi-faceted effort to renew the College, was determined to

attract a more diverse student body from a wider .geographical

area than the north side of Chicago. She felt greater diver-

10n the issue of credit for life experience specifi-
cally, the record at Ilundelein shows that between 1965 and
1969, the assessment of life experience accounted for four
per cent of the total semester hours earned by DCP students.
!:atharine Byrne, "Report to the Faculty Senate, October 14,
1969," p. 1.

2:!unaoloin College, "Announcing Degree Completion Pt-o-
ut-am," /19637. (TrItial brochure: for the DCP.)
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sity would provide a richer environment for learning by in-

creasing the range of views represented on campus and would

also create a larger pool of potential students from which

the Colkge could draw. Whether she initially included adult

.omen within hpr concept of a more diverse student body is

not clear, but she certainly wanted to break free from the

narrow:less that rundelein risked from a student body recruited

largely from a single religious persuasion, a small geographical

area, and a limited socio-economic range.

Second, whether or not PrI3sident Gannon initially con-
.

sidered adults as one of the groups which might provide diver-

sity, the Committee on the Organization of the Conc..., one of

the seven,commiLtves that helped Ilru!:y construct and analyze

the questionnaires used it the Institutional. Analysis, included

a concern for alumnae both in the questionnaires and in its

report:

/The Committee on the Organization of the College! believes
That onc:o having admitted a student to the community,
:.undoloin College has a continuing responsibility to her
whether or not she chooses to exercise that option. 'Speci-
fically we believe that Mundelein should offer in every
plausible ubly continuing stimulation to her alumnae--and
inci(lontally to other mature women who choose to put in
with us--not only through such worthwhile Alumnae Associa-
tion activities as "Back to College bay " - -hut through rigor-
ous formal means.

ny "rigorous formal means" the Committee stated later in its

report that it meant, among other things, ". . a Degree Com-

Program for the benefit of that large number of former

:.undclein student:T. (:hict other ex -al ammo of other collcqt.:1
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universities) "rho did not earn degrees."1 According to evi-

lance presented subsequently, the Committee does not seem to

have generated this recommendation without substantial coach-

ing From Hrul 7, but regardless of its source, a recommendation

for a special baccalaureate program was stated clearly and

forc.2fully at the conclusion of the Institutional Analysis

and was enthusiastically supported by President Gannon. 2

Third, the position that Hruby held at the University

of Chicago's University College just prior to becoming Vice-

President at Mundelein seems to have contributed ideas which

yore used in th creation of the DCP. The Bi.tsic Program was

still flourishing as Itruhy joined the staff at University

College and while he did not pattern the DCP after the Basic

Program, (ruby claims to have placed special emphasis on

counseling in the design of the DCP because of the needs of

adults for counseling, a need which he felt was largely unmet

the University c 3ollege programs. His interest in a special

curriculum and teaching style for adults, however, seems to

!lave Leon LntonL:ifiud owing to ;iis experience at University

colloge And this interest carried over to the design of thc

OCP.

1:;orbert liruby to Sister Vary Ann Ida, Pr. nus!.,11
Barta, Sistt..r -dry c)onald, Sister Pan/ Ignatia, Mrs. Betty
natula, and nichards, D-?cember 30, 1964, p. 1.

2:.iorbt.yrt Pru'oy, 0ctober 22, 197.3, p. 1.0.

3 Ibid., p. 8.
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Pruivi seems to have been particularly sensi-

tive to the (liffieultics women were having when they attempted

to hcgin or complete a baccalaureate program after they married

and had a family. Ee had watched his own wife struggle for

years after she had returned to college to complete her. degree.

A3 he remembered the experience:

Dolor(!s on.; 1 2re married in the middle of her sophomore
year in college during World War 11. After the War was
ove: and our first child was old enough to be not actually
underfoot, she went to work trying to complete that bache-
lor's degree and it took her eleven years to do it with
the most contumelious treatment from the typical educa-
tional institution. All the bad things that happened to
my wife I waL; resolved to solve by other means.

The Leys to his solution seem to have been a counseling program

d,signed especially for mature women coupled with a new sut of

.general education requiruawnts constructed, scheduled, and

taught with mature women in mind. 1

Creation cif the ',C1'

As was m.intioncd earlier, the establishment of a degree

completion program was one recommendationgumanating from the

Institutional Analy3Ls organized and carried out by Hruby at

Th.2 :;even committee:i set up to ailvise and the

executive eommittoe on the design of the questionnaires and to

aaalyzu the resultant tesponses met May 7-9, 1964 to present

their findings and to make their recommendations to tht' executive

p. 7.
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Committee, the faculty, and the administration. The executive

committee then spent the summer of 1964 gifting through the

138 recommendations made by the committees and devising a plan

of action ..1

In September 1964, a Committee on Continuing Education

was appointpd from the membership of the newly formed Academic

roaLd--a body composed of the chief administrative officers of

the Colleue, elected members of the faculty, and faculty members

aopointed by President Gsnnon--to design and implement the degree

completion program. 2 The first meeting of the. Committee was

called by Hruby, its chairman, .for November 12, 1964 and featured

a visit by Roy 'linnis, an adult education specialist from the

U.S. ')ffico of Education. Hruby seems .to have been attempting,

by bringing in an outsider for the first meeting, to broaden

the perspective of the Committee's members on adult education

and to determine from rlinnis whether or not the Office of Uduca-

tion had Fund;; to support the development of programs such as

the degree corpus: ion program.3 While he may have advanced toward

his first goal, Hruhy was not able to win financial support for

lilruby, "Truth And Consequences," p. 8.

2Office of the President, "The Reorganization of
::undvlein Colle(;e," rloptembor 29, 1964, p. 2.

3-,orbert Pruby to the Corataittee on Continuing Educa-
tion, Nevunher 10, 1964, p. 1.
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the program either from the USOE or from any other external

source.1

The Committee on Continuing Education did not meet

again until January 1965 but in the meantime Hruby prepared an

extensive memorandum recounting the recommendations, of the

Committee on the organization of the College, which had xecom- ,

mended the adult degree program, and stating rather specifically

his own view of what the shape of the degree completion program

should be. The memorandum, released December 30, 1964 in anti-

cipation of the January meeting of the Committde on Continuing

Lducation, included the following statement under the heading

"Design of a Degree-Completion Program for Ex-Alumnae:"

Many American colleges and universities remain unconvinced
that there is anything special about a degree to be Thom -
pleted" by an adult. Proof of that statement lies in the
attitude of the personnel in the admissions offices and
deans' offices of these schools. Adult applicants are
treated no differently than regular undergraduates and are
held to the same regulations as regular undergraduates- -
just as though there were no difference between adults and
a6olesconts! No recognition is given to the fact that
persons of mature years, having lived longer than young
people, hive learned some things in direct consequence of
having lived longer. They have, in short, what Brooklyn
College has come to call "life experience"--a commodity
which soine adult eOncators believe may have academic value
and should be recognized in the course of admitting acul.t
students to a degree program.

There is a second conviction strongly held by most adult
educators, viz., that degree programs for adults ought not
he simply more or less accurate carbon copies of the regular
baccalaureate degree programs offered to adolescent under-
graduates. The candidates for adult degrees, because they

lUruby, October 22, 1973, p. 13.
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are adults, have different needs, different (and usually
much richer) backgrounds than adolescents can possibly
!lave, different (and usually much stronger) motives to
study. Accordingly the mode of teaching differs greatly.
(And the rewards for teachers, it may be noted, are very
great indeed! Ask anyone who has ever taught adult
classes about the difference!)

Having certain convictions, then, I must warn you that I
shall try to persuade you, on the basis of my previous
experience in adult education, that our degree completion
program (1) ought to take cognizance of the applicant's
"life experience"--(2) ought not he the same as our regular
undergraduate curriculum (not even the new curriculum just
described by the Committee on Liberal Studies and Speciali-
zation!)--and (3) ought look to different teaching techniques
which have special relevance for adult students.1

Hruby indeed had convictions and he seems to have convinced the

Committee on Continuing Education to accept his position or, put

another way, the Committee did not object to his proposals which

became more specific and elaborate as the Spring of 1965 progressed.

When the Committee on Continuing Education met on January

8, 1965, its members accepted the goals set by Itruby in his Decem-

ber 30 memorandum ard agreed to discuss first the establishment

of a special counseling service for mature women who were con-

sidering a return to college.2 But apparently the Committee was

not moving at the pace which Hruby felt was essential if the new

program was to be launched in Fall 1%5. Tn the hope of picking

up the pace of the Committee's deliberations, Hruby scheduled an

1Norbert Eruby to the Committee on Continuing Education,
December 30, 1964, pp. 3 and 4.

21:undclein College, Committee on Continuing Education,
"linutes of the leetinq of January 3, 1965," p. 1.
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unusually long meeting of the Committee.

With time rai idly running, this meeting /5h January 257,
intentionally scheduled on a free day in order to allow
more open-ended discus3ion, may be one of our last opportu-
nities to luxuriate in abstractions and generalities.
. . . This meeting may be a long one (the noon adjournment
mayturn nut to be optimistic indeed), but it ought to be
of crucial importance.1

1!o sever, the movement of the Committee toward a plan for a special

degree proram appears still to have been too slow for Hruby's

needs. While the Committee met during 1.ebruary to continue the

democratic involvement of the faculty in the affairs of the Col-

1.ge, the administration moved to expedite the 'planning process

and to bring it to a swift and satisfactory conclusion.

In a memorandum to the Committee dated March 1, 1965,

(ruby announced the creation of a new Division of Continuing Edu-

cation by President Cannon and his appointment as its first Direc-

tor. Le then susr)ended meetings of the Committee and assumed

the role of sole planner of the new program.

The immediate implications of /iiiy7 appointment would seem
to be these: (1) that the principles of reciprocal res-
ponsibility ond responsiveness now operating between the
Academic Pean and the Committees on Liberal Studies and
Specialization, of which she is chairman, can now be esta-
blished between the Vice President /1fruby/ and the Com-
mittee on Continuing education, of which he is chairman;
(2) t:iat the Committee on Continuing Education can now
direct its mandate for action to the Vice President- -
and that he in turn can call upon the Committee and the
rest of the faculty and administration of the College for .

the ro.source:; necessary to sot up the new division; and

1Norhert Pruhy to the Committee on Continuing Education,
January 19, 1965, p. 1.
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(3) that the current series of meetings of the Committee
may be temporarily interrupted in order that the Vice
President may put together a tentative plan based on past
deliberations.

Specifically I propose that the Committee on Continuing
,Education not meet for the next few weeks, during which
time I will Iraw up a plan of action for your examination.
I think that I have detected a fairly clear consensus
!tmong the members of the Committee and that I am now in
a position, both as chairman of the Committee and as the
administrative head of the Division, to work out in some i

detail a blueprint for 1965-66, subject to your criticism.'

The historical autocracy of the administration thus reasserted

itself at least temporarily owing to the need for decisive action.

And no'complains nor criticisms were li.;t:ed froi the faculty mem-

bers on the Committee on Continuing Education.

In drawing up his plan of action, Hruby relied on a

number of sources of information -and advice. his ideas about

an adult degree program for Mundelein seem, as he stated, to have

been formed partly from his. previous experience in adult educa-

tion at the University of Chicago and Loyola University, but

they wore also influenced by his reading and refined by a visit

he made in April 1965 to Brooklyn College and Sarah Lawrence.

Hruby knew of the programs at the University of Oklahoma and at

Goddard College as w11 as the Special fiaccalaurc!ate Program at

Brooklyn and the counseling program for women at Sarah Lawrence.

Fowever, ho chose to visit only the latter two programs reasoning

1'!orbert iiruhy to the Committee on Continuing Education,
'larch 1, 1965, p. 1.
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that their metropolitan setting would be more relevant to

rundolein's situation than would the comparatively isolated

environments of Coddard and Oklahoma.1

Prom Esther itaushonbush at Sarah Lawrence, I!ruby

. learned the critical value of the key counselor" who

could offer a wide range of services to women Who were thinking

aboutorcturning to college. Raushenbush's --Tproach to counsel-

ing mature women included not only providing information about

alternatives available at Sarah Lawrence but also offering

personal support, information about employment, career planning,

and in many cases, referral to programs at other institutions.2

Sr enciler at Brooklyn College gave Hruby the details about the

procedur.3 for awarding credit for life experience which had

been in operation in the School of (;encral Studies for more than

tun years.3 Hruby returned from the trip oven more convinced

than he had been from the literature that those two innovations

should be included in the design of the degree completion pro-

gram at undoloin.

on April 5, 1965, Uruby announced to the Committee that

he had hired Ilyrne to serve ". . as counselor-

instructor in the Division of Continuing Education, effective

lItruby, October 22, 1973, 17.

2Thid., p. 7.

3Ibid.
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April 15." And although the Committee on Continuing Education

had not yet developed a program apd had riot, in fact, met for

more than a month, [ruby was able to describe Mrs. Byrne's

duties as follows:

Byrne's first task will be to orjanize the counseling
service on which the Continuing Education Division is to be
built. Toward this end she will meet with Mrs. Cooper
(placement director), Miss McDonough .(my secretary), and
me on April 14 to lay plans for a fact-finding program
in the areas of educational possibilities and vocational
opportunities for mature women in the Chicago metropolitan
area. Hopefully, this indispensable information will be
in hand by mid-May, at which time the first mailing piece
announcing the opening of the Division's degree-completion
program will he in the mail.

But he had not forgot the Committee as he was evolving the design

of the program. After informing the Committee of his planned

visits to Sarah Lawrence and Brooklyn, he concluded his memo-

randum with an assurance to the Committee that it would have an

opportunity to deliberate on his plans.

We shall resume meetings of the Committee on Continuing
Education in early May, at which time a number of deci-
sions will have to ipe made. Meanwhile I shall try to keep
you fully informed.

Again, apparently accustomed to heing more often told than asked,

no faculty member objected, at least for the record, to Hruby's

autocratic decisions about the Division and its future program.

Nearly a mont:. after his announcement of the appointment

of Mrs. Byrne and two months after he suspended the meeting- of

1Norbert Pruhy to the Committee on Continuing Education,
April 5, 1965, p. 1.
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the Committee, Hruby called the promised meeting of the Com-

mittee on Continuing 1AL:cation. Pall was only four summer months

away and Hruby was in a hurry to have his proposal reviewed by

the Committee so that news of program could b released to

the public. His memorandum announcing the meeting conveyed a

sense of urciency and implied that he did not anticipate extended

deliberation:

A critically important meeting of the Committee on Conti-
nuing Education will be held on Thursday, May 6, at
9:00 a.m. in Room 102.

In preparation for this meeting you will receive within
the next twenty-four hours a detailed memorandum describ-
ing the proposed form of the new Division of Continuing
Education and its educational program. Please read the
memorandum with great care before coming to the Thursday

. meeting so that appropriate discussion and decisions will
be possible.'

The two page memorandum, dated Nay 3, 1965, described the counsel-

ing and admission process, the evaluation of previous educational

experiences, the curriculum, the faculty, tuition and fees,

physical space, and publicity.

Counseling received greatest emphasis in the proposal

since Hruby considered it the foundation of the program. Both

the liberal acceptance of transfer credit and credit for life

experience were recommended and Pruby promised that "a tull

explanation of the Brooklyn method of evaluating 'life experi-

once' fioould7 be presenLeu at the Thur:;day meeting." No elabora-

1::orbort Eruby to the Committee on Continuing 1:ducation,
nay 2, 1965, p. 1.
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tion was preclented on the curriculum for the program save to

say that it would include only subject matter in the general

education component of the Mundelein baccalaureate program and

would ". . . the form of sominars and study discussion

groups in the hallanities, social sciences, communications,

natural scienc,!s, it arts, mathematics, and psychology." No

new faculty positions wore proposed and all teaching in the pro-

gram was to be considered part of a faculti member's regular

teaching load. Tuition was set at a pro rata share of the

full-time rate and a separate fee, not specified 1, the propos(

was recommended to cover the cost of evaluating previous educa-

tional experiences. A modest request for two classrooms for the

program was included and Pruby confidently suggested that the

program would need only to be announced, not advt-rtised, to

attract applicants.1

Ilruby's proposal was ratified by the Committee on May

1965 without amendment; by May 18 brochures had been printed

And were in the mail. Later in the month, Sister Cecilia Bodman

accepted the assignment to plan the Eirst semester for the pro-

gram and by the first week in Juno two other seminars were

being planned, one by Russell Barta and one by Hruby himself.2

1:orbert 1T.ruby to the Committee on Continuing Education,
nay 3, 1965, pp. 1 and 2.

-::or:)ert hruhy to the Committee on Continuing Education,
,tune :3, 19 65, Fr.). 1. and 4.
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As tho Pall 1965 term opened, the confidence liruby had

placed in the potential or the p.rogram for attracting students

was proved justified. liruby wrote in the early Pali:

As you may hove heard, tile Degree Completion Program of
the Division of Continuing Education is attracting a
sizable clientele of impressive quality. As of this date
we have 119 paid applicants for admission to the Program.
Of this number more t%ar one hundred should survive. the
screening process and be admitted to Mundelein College us
degree candidates. Meanwhile another 25 or so mat ire
students who have been specie or parttime students at
the College have been rubsumed under the DCP in order
to benefit from tlic special covnseling services and other
prerogotives of the Program. Thus, as lundelein College
enters upon its thirty-sixth academic year, it does so
with a student body of a significantly different mixture.
Vat only will we have more out-of,-;.city and out-of-state
resident students than ever before, but we will also have
a student body ten per cent of whom are mature women! It
is difficult to guess what effect these two important addi-
tions to the student population are apt to have on life
and learning at Mundelein, but it is fairly certain that
whatever the effect it will be of major ptoportions.

The initial success in numbers that the Degree Completion Pro-

gram enjoyed continued through the end of the decade and conti-

nues today. In 1965 about 100 women eatolled in the new program.

aogirtration in 1966 :showed a fif-:y per cent increase and

by 1969 more than 25() women enrolled in the program. Relatively

few of the DCP students, as they were collet:, were former Munde-

lein students; in fact, both in the firsL r;,,mester and thereafter

only about half of the adult women in the DCP were even Catholic.2

111....

1orbert Hruby to the Faculty and Administrators of
nundelein College, September 28, 1965, p. 1.

2::atharine Dyrne, "Report to the Faculty Senate," October
14, 1969, p. 1.
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But the Degree Completion Program clearly helped President

Gannon meet her goal of diversifying the student body at Munde-

lein and also provided additional tuition. revenue.

:lundelein College, then, in marked contrast to the

process at both nfoohlyn Colletic aad Quet.lis College established

a special baccalaureate program for adults with very little

faculty involvement in the planning of the actuel program and

no formal approval of the program by the faculty at large or by

its representat]ves. 1 Thu College had been caught up in a move

toward the broader involvement of the faculty in the leadership

of the College between 1957 and 1965 as demonstrated by the

faculty development program instituted by President Gannon and

by faculty involvement on the committees of the Institutional

Analysis led by Hruby. But either because Pruby felt pressed to

launch the program such a relatively short time after the results

of the Institutional Analysis were in or because Mundelein had

not yet incorporated democratic involvement of the faCulty in

decision mzking into its ethos, the Committee on Continuing

Education did not shape the design of the Degree Completion Pro -

cram to any noticeable ext..ent nor was the program reviewed by .

a faculty legislature before it was offerei because in 1965

no faculty legislz-.ture existed at Mundelein.

I Interview with Sister Cecilia Bodman, October 17,
1973, p. 2.
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Yet the faculty sooms to have accepted the program

including its provitsion for the awarding of credit for life

experience without serions to other program studied

resembled Mundelein in this respect; Queens and particularly

Brooklyn experienced a backlash against credit for life exper-

ience after their programs had been approved and were in opera-

tion. In cont;:ast, the faculty at Mundelein seen to have been able

to accept the autocratic iAsfitution of tf:e Degree Completion

Program even thorigh the prOgram was instituted long after Presi-

3annon had begun her ten year plan to make Mundelein more demo-

cratic. And in the case of Mundelein the acceptance of the

autocratic decision to have such a program did not work against

the program. No faculty backlash ever developed.

At Roosevelt University, the last of the institutions

studie.i which ere -ated an adult degree program based on a resident

model, the faculty was not formally involved in the planning

process leading 4_o the special prograw either, although the

faculty at ;oosevelt had the opportunity to challenge the pro-

posal for the program in the University's Curriculum Committee

and on the floor of the Faculty Senate. But the lack of faculty

involvement at Roosevelt duriag the planning phase of the pro-

gram led to a very different leaction to the program than had

been experienced at Mundelein. PQrhaos the major difference was

that Roos.2volt, unlike Mundelein, had been created at least par-

tially out of the democratic and egalitarian ideals of its

founders. Democracy, had been incorporated Into the University's

19
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Coilqtitution and :loosevolt's faculty had traditionally resisted

autocracy with great vigor.

'Zoost:vett Univrsity--Th(' lIacholor
of (1.'noral F:tudLos Profiram.1.%-.....

!c)e.ikavolt. Univrsity is ur')an, prvate, and young. The

toliversity was estalished in 1945 as Thomas Jefforson College

but iL5 name was .:hanged to noosevelt rollegu shortly after the

Coll('cir) was chartered uoon the death of Franklin D. Roosevelt.1

Roosevolt ifnivon;ity, when its special baccalaureate degree pro-

gram tor adults '.:as instituted, consisted of th.ree colleges and

t*ree divi,;ions: the College of Arts and Sciences, the College

of Business AdminLstration, and the Chicago ;Wsical College;

t'.) Labor ',duc:Ition Division, the Graduate Division, and the

1)] vision of Continuiw; T'ducation.

The .;!u(..nt. pit :'ooveli. resembled from itP

eArlicst Lays a cros.; section of the metropolitan community mea-

s.,:rod 1-,y race, by fq:h.lie oriqin, and by age. Host of its .

students work to support themselves while going to school and

LnL', to c!nroll on a )art-Lime bass; a larq proportion of the

sudents have tra;iferrQd to 9oosevit from other institutions,

r:irticularly from Chicago's publicly supported junior colleges,

and are upper-division students when they enter Roosevelt. The

'raniol H. Perlman, "Faculty Trusteeship: Concept an
1:.Nperionce" (Unpubiished Ph. 11. Dissertation, University of

Chicago, 1971), P. 1 0.
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fa,

Univeisity's "campus" has boon, for most of its life, one large

building, tho Auditorium Theater building, designed by Adler

and Sullivan in the late nineteenth century and located on the

lakefront in downtown Chicago.

Roosevelt iniversity was founded in the spring of 1945

ater a series of di;putes between the staff of the then Central

YCA College and the College's Coard of. Directors. The disputes,

wiich centered on ciuestions of academic freedor and admission

requirements as well as on the financial control of the College,

cuimiiiat. -d in a vote by the faculty and adminigtration in which

theN expressed their lack of confidence in the Board of Directors.

A' ter the vote, the President and more than sixty per cent of

his faculty resigned from the YMCA College and proceeded to estab-

e

lish ::oosovelt collet;o.
1.

Lreation of the P.dult flducation hivision

1111111:e most colleges and universities which offer even-

ing courses, Roosevelt College did not create a separate admiris-

f.:ativ2 stru,:turo to oversee i evening program. Instead Poose-

v.,lt was organized in 1945 into two schools each of which offered

degree vcograms both in thts day and in the evening. The same

curriculum and faculty were used for both. tiater when Roosevelt

College became ;:oosevelt Pniversity through the addition of

taster's programr,, schools were renamed colleges but the

1 Thid.
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single time schedulo remained.

Edward J. Sparling, ,loosevelL's founding President, and

some of his assiatvs at the YMCA College carried a strong

interest in nonerodit adult education over to Roosevelt: College.

But because of the extremely lilaiLed budget of the new institu-

tion and perhaps because non-credit adult education programs

were already available in flowntowl chicago through the University

of Chicago's University College, no move was made in the early

years of Roosevelt College to create an adult education program

separate from the degree programs already of feted. By the late

'fifties and early 'sixties, however, the financial condition of

noosevelt had improved and fewer non-credit adult education

courses were available in the downtown area owing to the discon-

tinuatioa of University College.1

At the same time that President Sperling was encouraaed

by the discontinuation of University College to act upon his long-

standing wish for an adult education program at Poosevelt, Roose-

velt's College of Business Administration was in the final stages

of e(-rning accreditation from the American Association of Collegi-

ate Schools of Pusinoss (AACSD). But the College of Business

Administration had for some years offered programs in Real Estate,

Foreign Trade, and :7ccretaria1 Practice. The AACSB included with-

in its criteria for accreditation stringent ratios requiring that

1Roosevel 1,niversity, "Academic Conference Minutes,
February 7, 1962," p. 2.
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the preponderance of courses in AACSli accredited programs be

taught by full-time Lleulty members and that the hIrgest: propor-

tion of full-timo faculty menhers in business hold doctorates.

Since the floal !'state, Poreign T.-ade, and 5;f)crutaria1. Practice

pro:Jrams were taut;ht almost entirely by !;,art-time faculty mem-

bers none of whom held doctorates, the programs either had to be

discontinued or ho transferred to some other division of the

University. ;Wlf A. Weil, then ,,.ran of the College of. Business

Administration and later. President of P.00sevelt, supported the

establishment of an adult education division Because it offered

a solution to his problem of what to do with the parts of his

program which could not be accredited by the AArSB.1

Weil also supported the establishment of an adult educa-

tion division because, as Dean of t :1 College of Pusiness Adminis-

tration, he was rf2stionf;ible for thc Lusiness courses44.fferod at:
,0

various off-campus extensions of the University. The administra-

tion of zhe Ilusiness courses offered through extension aad the

recruitment of student:i for those courses represented an adminis-

trative burden for 1:oil. The creation of an adult education divi-

sion carried with i.
I the piomise of ho1p in operating the exten-

sion program in business administration and this also attracted

lin fact, thr? DIvision of Continuing 1;ducation did assume
responsibility for the Foreion Yrode and Real Estate programs;
the Secretarial Practice program wcnt to the College of Arts
and Sciences. (Roosevelt ljniversity, "!linutos of the Meeting
of the Senate, january 16, 1963," p. 3.)
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T11. first official !Itep toward the establishment of an

uoulL .Niucat,:on ,:ivftion at Roosevelt wa:; rk:Ilected in the report

of a ComIlittou of I'ii' ractilty :;onatv on the ''future of Roosevelt

committt4! made u!) or t-11 acodomic tioans of the

University and !:ir,:(7tor or the Labor Uducation Division was re-

on !Ix,' 17, 19E:1. While the Commiitee recommended against

creation of 0 sup,:rate evening division it did point up the

potential noeC. Cor an adriinistrator to oversee "he offering of

cc:urs, ,3 at: rerot( location:I. The report stated' that

administration of extension work ...,.. . represents a
different and mor,, difficult problem /than the adminis-
tration of .n courses on campus? ~because of its separ-
ation in s.)ac :'roil the "campus" and its special clientele.
If extonsion or% were to he furthc_r^ developQe and enlarged
in scope a,1 is in numbLrc, th( prent administrative
cmparatus would not hy adequate, and <a Director of Lxten-
sion would be neyded.2

cilor tiy a I for the t. of Lill.' Cotquitt_co, President. Sparling

bet:;an to talk to !!obert Ahrens, an alumnus of the University

former Dirctor of its Alumni Of about the possibility

of his returning to Deo:.;eve t.o head a nt,w cdtat education divi-

sion whi,:h wou Id i nclude within :.;copc! both the off campus

exter.sion prog1 -at,1:-; onC, coUrof3 and activities offcrod on

3 When thc :;e 4fAionc, wen! occurrin la in 1961

I Interview with otto Wirth, :larch 22, 1973, pp. Li and 6.

2r!o0sovelt Hnivonlitv, "Tzcpor or hean:; creduza, keys,
'LcCallistor, and Wrth to the faculty ft:inato,
0:7tot,r 11, 1961,' !). 8.

31nterview with ' ;chart Ahri-n, Juno 6, 1973, p. 4.
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and 1.62, Ahrens was .Executive Director of the Adult Education

Council of Greater Chicago, an

support from the

organization which had received

vund for Adult rducation and which had enthusi-

astically endorsed the program:3 of liberal efucation common in

the 'fifties.

Both President Sparling and his Dean of Arts and Sciences,

Otto Wirth, lied taken special notice of Ahrens when he was a

student at floosc.velt in the 'forties and felt... that he had demon-

strated his ability in organizing adult education activities

while head of the Alumni Office at Noosevelt

the Adult. Education Council. But Sparling's

Ahrens to load en adult education program at

have gone much deeper. John Zchwertman, who

assistant

and director of

reasons for wanting

Roosevelt seem to

had been Sparling's

before joining the staff or the Center for the Study of

Liberal Education for Adult: 3, had alzio been Sparling's protege.

Schwertman had not only developed some of views on adult

eJucation from his as-;ociation with Sparling and others at Roose-

velt but :lad i.n turn contributed, estiec:Ily while Director of

the CSLE:" to Sparlinq's view of the field. Apparently Sparling

and Schwertma had dicussed, ove the years, the possibility

of making iloosvolt to Chicago what the New School for. Social

research was to ;,:ew York.
1 Thus ::chwertman's untimely death in

1956 came as a personal blow to Snarling and put an end, at

lTnterviews with ::olf A. Uei1, April 9, 1973, p. 3 and
Akrens, junQ 6, 1973, .). 3.
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least for a time, to his and Schwertman's dream.

When Schwertman loft Roosevelt in 1952 to become Asso-

ciate Director of CfLM, both he and Eparling soem to have

assumed that his dop:trture was a temporary one. gather than

replacing Schwortman by -ing a new assistant, Sparling asked

Ahrens to at as his assistant as well as the head of the Alumni

Office. The relationship between Ahrens and Sparling grew

stronger during the four years that Ahrens acted as Assistant

to the President and, following Schwertman's death, Sparling

seems to have transferred to Ahrens some of the feeling he had

had for Schwertman. 1

In early spring 1962, Dean Wirth brought Sparling's

dream of an adult education division closer to reality by arguing

in Academic Conference, the major academic policy making

body of the institution, that such a division could both fill the

void left by the discontinuation of University College by the

University of Chicago and provide an administrator to look after

Roosevelt's extension programs. The proposition seems to have

been somewhat controversial in the Academic Conference but,

after considerable discussion Mr. Wirth moved, seconded by
Mr. Watson, that the Academic Conference accept in principle
this idea of ostablishing an Adult Education Division at
Roosevelt University. :lotion carried.2

1Ahrens, June 6, 1973, pp. 4-6.

2Acaclemic Conference, Pebruary 7, 1962, p. 2.
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'Vivo works. later. ;.parling included a strong endorsement for an

adult education :iivi!;Aon in his report to tho Faculty Senate.

-he Acadetoic Conference . . . too!: under consideration the
important is!3ue (4 an adult. t diieati.on program at Roosevelt
Universi:y. It va:3 generallY .igreed that we should enter
this field awl t.hL a Director should be made available
and that in that position ho could serve as co-ordinater
of evening work as well as extension work. The Academic
Conference moved to accept in principle the idea that an
Adult Education Division be established at Roosevelt Uni-
versity.

Let: me state my position, that I strongly feel that the
need for continued education is basic to the importance of
an awareness of the traditions and fulfillment of the
responsibilities .of the inividual in a free society and
in a world oi growth and change. .

Here at Roosvolt we have more reasons that at most insti-
tutions for providing leadership in programs of adult edu-
cation. We share with all other. Institutions the aware-
ness of human needs and the nature of knowledge, but we
have the special nature of cur own commitment to education
in the heart of a great city. We have the background of
leadership in the field of adult education in our develop-
ment. Let me mention the contributions of John Schwertman,
deceased, and Roh-rt Ahrensthe latter who these past
years has done an outstanding job as Executive Director
of the Chicago Adult Education Council. /sic/

believe Roosevelt University has before it an opportunity
to serve the adult educational needs of the urban area. We
have an opportunity to build a constructive program similar
to what has been done et_ such institutions as Harvard,
Brooklyn College and Syracuse.

The-establishment of an Adult POucation Division would en-
rich our :)resont !rogram by re:aching out into the community
and into the various areas of educational, civic, and cul-
tural activities. Such a program would reach out to meet
the varied needs of in,lividuals and groups. Cooperative
efforts with other agencies can yield beneficial results
for all. There is thn field of home study to he investi-
cjated--there is the potential of institutes, conferences
and lectures carried on systematically and in a sustained
fashion. There is a challenge in rosidentjal education and
the possibilit, of the strengthening of programs for our
Alumni Association. We have an opportunity at this time to
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move forward in a field where there is a crying need for
services and the possibility of developing a comprehensive
and meaningful progtam of adult education.1

The enthusiasm that Sparling worked up over the possible

establishment of an adult education division was enough to carry

him forward without further. consultation. Three months after

his initial announcement to the Faculty Senate that an adult

education division should be established, he reported to the

Senate that such a division had been created in the budget for

the academic year 1962-1963.

There is . . . a budget allowance for the development of
an Office of. Adult Education and we have been fortunate
in securing the services of Hob Ahrens, Roosevelt University
Alumnus, former Alumni Director, and for many years the
Executive Director of the Adult Oucation Council of
Chicago to head this new office.

Some of the faculty were incensed at Sparling's unilateral deci-

sion to create the Adult: Education Division both because of a

resistance to the idea of adult education and because of a feeling

that the funds budgeted for the Division might have been applied

with better effect to other programs in the institution.3 Otto

W1rth indicated that the adverse feeling that resulted from the

decision ocing made without consulting the faculty was particu-

larly unfortunate !;ince I\hren had many friends at Roosevelt and,

11Zoosevelt university, "Ninutes of thn
Senate, February 21, 1962," p. 2.

2 Roosevelt t!niversity, "%linutos of the
Senate, 16, 1002," u. I.

3Weil, April 19, 1973, 7. 4.
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given an opportunity for discussion, Ahrens probably would have

been accepted-enthusiastically by virtually all of the faculty.1

,hile acting without consultation was not unknown to

President Spading, in this case the atmosphere which had been

developing in the few years before he created the Division may

have been a factor. Perhaps because of its impulsive beginning

and its liberal, if not somewhat radical ideology during the

late 'forties and early 'fifties, Roosevelt was initially and

continued to be very pok., 1:or the first fifteen or more years

of its existence. The young College's strong identification

with labor and its insistence on preserving freedom of expression

for individuals and political groups of all persuasions did not

convey a positive image to large, corporate donors, especially

during the McCar+.11y era. In its early years, the institution

was held together .by Sparling who was a charismatic leader and

by a highly committed faculty--academics who had resigned from

secure jobs to found an institution which promised to be anything

but secure.

But as the 'sixties approached, many changes were becoming

apparent: the founding President was nearing retirement age,

the initial commitment and idealism of the faculty had been diluted

by the addition of faculty members who had joined the staff for

perfectly acceptable , if less idealistic reasons than had the

founders, and the Financial condition of the University had moved

41.,1....

lwirth, "arch 22, 1973, p. 1.
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from a level of near starvation to one of mild hunger. In

this changed environment, key members of the faculty and adminis-

tration became ineroa3ingly unhappy with the style of leadership

provided by their Preident.1 ?he pressure and intrigue result-

ing from this unhappiness ultimately caused Sparling to retire

before he had intended and led to the selection of a new Presi-

dent who brought Zoosevelt to the brink of disaster. 2

In the face of the resistance to his leadership, it

seems possible that: SpArling was at least partially motivated

to create the Adult Education Division not only by his wish to

realize a dream of his owaand to leave behind a memorial to

John Schwertman but also to bolster his own position within the

University by bringing Ahrens onto the staff. Sparling clearly

felt he Could count. on Ahrens' support in his fight to retain

the Presidency. V'hat resultd in doing, however, was

to alienate further some meTilers of the faculty while not fore-

stalling his own imminent retirement.

The Initial Special Baccalureate Proposal

Robert Ahrens r()joine(4 the 7;taff. of. Roosevelt University

1Ahrens, Juno 6, 1973, p. 10.

2For an extensive treatment of the problems surrounding
the term of the second Pr(!sident oE !:oosevelt see Daniel H.
Perlman, "Faculty Trusteeship: Concept and Experience," (Unpub-
lished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1971) , pp.
230-245.
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in Aur!ust 1962 as 1)D-tutor of the 'Molt POucc,tion Division. His

first task: was to assume the management of the extension pro-

grams offered at CL. Sheridan, Great Lake:; Naval Training Stati,)r,

Fifth Army headgniirters, and Wauhethia. lie also began the rudi-

ments of a non-credit clult_ education program on the downtown

campus. But ono cat his major int.2rests from the beginning of

his tenure in this new position scums to have been the creation

of a special baccalaureate program for adults.1

The University of Oklahoma had, in 1961, instituted a

special baccalaureate program called the Bachelor of Liberal

Studies (BLS) which had been designed do novo by a group of

faculty members. The Oklahoma program unlike the programs des-

cribed previously was not a modification of an evening college

program but was based on a different set of assumptions about what

an undergraduate prom-am for adults should be.2 Of the models

then available, Ahrens seems to have settled quickly upon the

Bachelor of Liberal Studies as the model for the program he

wanted to e ;tablish at ,:ow;evelt.

in marked contrast to the procedure followed

at the UniverF;ity of o :lrlhoma where the proposal for the Bachelor
r

of Liberal. SLudies was the result of four years of deliberation

by a faculty committee, Ahrens did not involve any faculty in

lAhrens, Jun,! 6, 1973, p.

2An extendd k'ecrint'ion of the Oklahoma program may be
found in the next ch.lpter.
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the preparaton of.his proposal for the establishment of a BLS

at Roosevelt. Apparently assuming that t:ho fruits of the plan-

ning process at Oklahoma coud be transferred directly to Roose-

velt, Ahrens requk,sttAl that a discussion of special degree pro-

grams i:or adults t)0 placoJ on the agenda of the Academic Confer-

ence of January 4, 1(163, six months aftcr his return to Roosevelt:1

Ahrens then prop:.Ired a memorandum, dated January 3, 1963, in

which he outlined the MJS program at Oklahoma and suggested that

Roosevelt implement such a program in Chicago. 2 The matter, of

course, was deferred for further study since the members of the

Conference had hid but one day to consider Ahrens' proposal.

Thus began as pattern of deferrals which lasted more than

a year and which resulted in the death of Ahrens' proposal for

lack of action. Tile proposal nc.xt appeared on the agenda of

the Conference on Pel.ruary i5, 1963, but no discussion took

place at that mecting.3 On l5, the Dean of. Faculties,

H. H. Sheldon, reported to the Academic Conference on a meeting

lr.00sevelt University, "Hinutes of the Academic Conference,
january 4, 1963,' p. 2. Since Liu' I.iivision of Continuing Educa-
tion and Extension, the ne=.1 name for the Adult alucation Divi-
sion adopted flecember 7, 1962, hml no faculty of its own, the
Academic Conference had been designated to act as its curriculum
committee.

2
Robert Ahr.:,ns to the Academic Conference, January 3,

1963, 8 pp.

3-.Roosevelt University, "Ac)eni:ia, Acad(-mic Conference,
February 15, 1963.'7
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on the subjoct 01 Iwc7 1 degree programs held at Maxwell Field,

Alabama, which he and Ahreu.; had attended March 25 and 26, 1963.

As a result of his report, an Adviry Committee was appointed

at that meetiuq to !;tudv the po!::;ihili:y or a special degree

program at aiosevelL.1

The titiostion of ,1 s!:ecial iccalaurcate at Roosevelt

arose twice at ipe,t' lqs of Lhe AcadQmic Conference the following

October. At tllo Octobor 7 met-Ling, 'adult degree programs at

other schools were discw:sd, tke Advisory Committee on Adult

Degree Programs reported orally on its deliberdtions, and a

decision was made to ofwage in ". . a more extensive discussion

at a later dato."2 on ((,..tober 21, the question of an adult

degree program again deferred on the groundE that the Advi-

sorysory Commtttee mooting later in the day.3 Finally, the Advi-

sory Committee's reoc)rt was presented to the Conference on

November 4, 1963. In its report th Advisory Com.ilittec complained

of being rushL.d dud rcommondc.d that Ho actjo be taken until the

question of th.. need for an deci.ee program at TZooseyelL

could be studied Curther. Ahrens, how(yer, was asked to prepare

a 110W proposal 1(111] t. fk(:rc pro(!ram ". . adapted to the

1Roosovc:It ItnivelT;P:1, "rinute:1 of the Academic Confer-
ence , April 5, 1963," p. 2.

2Rooseyelt "Yintit,,!.; of Lilt. Acadomic Confer-
cnco, October '7,

3P.00sevcit tThnui.-:: of thk. Acdemic Con! (_'I'
once, October 21, 1903," p, 1.
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needs of Roosevelt tj,lvt.r1 ty."1 But Lefore Ahrens had an

o_porunity to act on this ch,illngo, President Sparling's

successor, who had tit :t :17 office January 1, 1964, abolished the

Academie Conferk,nce In .tu ,Ittcmpt. strtamline the organiza-

Lion of the Univ-rsitv. Thus ont: year and eight days after he

had initially sub:iiittcd it to the Conference, Ahrens' proposal

to implement thu (4slaho:na at_ Roosevelt was effectively

tabled. lAit the abolition of thc. Academic Conference was only

the proximate cause of the dirappearence of the proposal; the

proposal seem::; to have died well before January 1964 for lack of

support from and action by the Conference.

From the Pounder to his Successors:
A Transitional 1",riod

The time the ci:iapllear?nce of Ahrens' proposal

in January 1964 and the re-institution of movement toward an

adult deoree program i.ti fail 1965 was a tumultous time at Roose-

velt. Prusidcnt 1(,a officc in )ecember 1963; his

successor joined th staff in January 1964. P.y summer the suc-

cessor wa:3 at log(!erh:::Ids with most of the administration and

faculty and in ;uvoml-:.er 1964 Ii resigned. Nosevelt was deeply

unsettLed by Liu: of tht_,He eleven months and entered

1965 with many wounds to ht,al. cplf A. Weil, Dean of the College

1-.00sevelt: Univrsity, "Minut,'s of the Academic Confer-
ence, :-ovemher 4, 063," p. I.

f-;he io!, to of the Acadomic Conference,
January 13, 1964.
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of Busines,1 Administration, 11;:d :!ssumed leadership of the

University with thy titl /N."'ing Presd:..mt.1

:)ivision 0; Conti,,nini ':-.Oucation and Extensi'on had

grown suhst.aati.iii: ,:Ufi!l;' Its 1.1r2,:. Lwo 'fiat. !; ot operation

both by annexing alre,id': eistin progrms and hy creating some

programs of 1t....3 c)v(!r:,0e ii vc!lopment and offeriny

of programs in /,hr ens proposed a new Faculty

Council for Llif OIVI:;i0F1 in 1(ty 196A.2 The Administrative Council

approved and the Faculty Council was elected in fall 1964. To

bring it up to d,ILe, Ahrens hri,.!fed the Faculty Council in

January 1965 on the scope or the program of the Division and on

the Division prohloris. czivntes of the briefing road in

part:

!Ir. Ahrens revie /1A:e/ jvolopment of the Division since
its inception in -^;tig:ist, notinj that it had probably
moved Leo t!ic planin ;ti4go into the opera-
tional stag, !):1 i!at 1.1c y had lecri little choice on
this. The ::cozw of Liu.' Hvison Olc7 activities now
encomp( I) ichsion C,'IlL(.rs at 5th Army Headquarters,
Fort Shyvidan and (;reat Ft!los, 2) isolated extension courses
at Downer:; as arranged, 3) Conferences
and Pui,lic .',)r( ign Trade an,1 ::eal Estate Pro-
grams, 5) In:;:titiO. (on ivioms Street), 6) Conti-
nuing Wucatdo cnur:;os in data processing,

eLc., iii i spyHid program for, women (Discovery)
and 7) coopyr,liriv- proqrams with other agencies,
such d3 prom co-sponsored with thy
Chicago 1..ffinn, Con(iress oF Parents and Teachers;
and the '°1'/i ion co-sponsored With the Chicago
Chaprer, Acad,po,' of Arts and !ciences.

1Soe "P,.!cult.'); for a more extensive
tr.2at-.-2tont o .; 1.- ,y):.: ' :;

2 1?,005,..J0p. "Nlinut, 1/4)f LIP. Administnitiv(_,
Council, lay 1.4, PHA," !). 1
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Division 'UV: ,jrowth LU prog rams of conti-
nuing proC,-f;sioil.11 eth,t...tHm 11;! at alumni and others
and is vitilly. in C,mlopmetnt.. of now programsfor tho htudont. Presently, the
Division fool.; it to ,)rganize its present
gains and t.o rt.H ,..trolully for the future,
rather than Le%: at this time. The
director und the nivision
staff of ()Ht. ..;1.c1:8.!,try hy a clerk-stenogra-
pht_?r only I t: 1 1.. Lo d rigorous sche-
dule.of cmpnnitv part of the Division's
obligation to 1i-siding and cutting edge of the
Univorsit- n d Lo advance avenues of CO-
opvration with oth,,r The Division
must also in riinti in IL.: won: that it is obliged to
earn incor0(.. 0,Inal to (Jr srf-er than what it spends for non-
credit proguam, aad the crc.,iiit. L.xtonsion programs are justi-
fiod larwly to., Lie or II'' t. incomo they return as
well as tho p,rfoum.1

The Division Ahr,:ns ii.i ur .iNi wo; to many other urban,

a0u1 t education (; The nf Continuing Education

and Extension i!1 1.915 was part credit and

part non-cregit, rt munit scJ.,icy and part income generating.

Ahrens curt-ain l..- LL- scope and numhor Of his

of f eri ngs Link; h-
. I !.; 1,ci;intlin,; to upf,cf.: a loe1..

of suy,ort. for
i

t i on ir:-; who

A nu t .-t k.,110 11.1d ht ,(...11 piir L. ot

adninistritiv !;icond :)resident resigned

dur inej I ,.1
' J. depiirture of

thcir loader. ta;n agministrati.vt, staff LO-L

Acting U L i fill in Lhc of.

zimoi1.1 t.11,,r1 ,, III ririont_ pr(...)(jrum.

, t r.ichltv '(ii:.' 1. L

`II!: '.inuar-., 1 rti "

p. 2.
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himself in an uncomfoitahl.. bocausv ho did riot hold

Lne full titl.% 1 r...3idt-nt vei !,,td to be decistvu and because

some supportt.rs sAwrc bringing pressure

to her on tiu, :'Llrd or univer5.;ity to re-ins.!rt

Fparling into tL, m111 process. As Weil

described thu dil

This was a v,,cy difficult trin,;itioa period because either
Jim Sparlino hirlylf or H:; frietis felt that he should
move 1)ack info 7,011(7 !!1,1Ljnq role in thoinstitution.
In fact meml,ers of tho !ard of Trustees were approached
and asked whoLnur tht:y didn't think that ho would be a
good man to L chaticoHol. and tak charge of fund raising
and let Polf ;ie.L1 handle the internal. things. I was very
much opposed to that and made HO s..)cret of it because I
felt that eithor .1 was qoi n1 to be in charge of the total
operation or T didn't n,a11 w.int it oven on an acting
basis. I al:.;o ft.], thdt i rneon else was going to he
se-I:doted President, which I Ja 1 had to assume because
I accepted the Acting PreioA.ncy with the understanding
that I would n()t LIt. liiJency, but I wanted to at
least cro,:itt, i H.iuAtion 0 that whoever was going to be
PresidentLe wan't (loin(' hdve a former President, in
fact, doing :)r: ,AUnci for him. 1

In pursuit of :in Iwtwer, Sparling's return

to an acLivo vok ni-; total exclusion from the

administration of sotticd on the appoinL-

mont of I:oLc,rt_ d V.i -Pr,,:4inent For V:evelopment, hoping

Ltirubv Lu ;issurinq rcT1_osent:1-

tion or the:, o Fl t lev -I of: policy Forriation.-

!--1 .an C2(' i-; t. ) ri1 I ;}),11-.1.incl
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Cmeritus wiln hiihorary his member-

shit.? ou the is,oar.: 01

As ."\I' .r. ihto his new position in thc Duvelopment

Of ant',
i D Ls' on of

Continuing I 1u.i i_ it)ii I ; I 11...!( ( 111! It) .111 rt..!eting

the Division and " ill the extension centers.

ile rucruitod a yowl,: 111.o. k7,1H.ii,itA. from the graduate program

in adult educati()n itt of Chicago to help him.

Weil announced h.,.r io tho Administrative Council

in May 1"365:

Nrs. Lucy P,rin 1.-.rx will :Aslst in the Office of Continuing
Education jurind the sumer J!id is it candidate for Director
of that offir to replace "r. Thrt.ns. She has been teaching
in the Education Department and is ahout to receive hoc
Ph.D. in Adult rdiication tho University of Chicago.

Vrs. Pan; asuli.lk!,: Lilo Division on a part-

time bas.1.3 over L:,0 t-tlimmer arid hv August 20, 1965, had

2appointed her to succeo%; a-; ,,irector.

'rho Socond Pr000sal

Spec:1,11 1,acc:Ildur-;:tc procimms for allnits were still

T.,nerating ecitemen( in f:.:-:t-ns)on divisions across the country

in 1965. CSU'A hod i.nourivicillont of adult. dt.,gree

programs as ono oi its m.lior iscussion about existing

1Poosevcit-
Council., :lily t3,

2 Uolf
vorsity, Auqu:IL :0,

i.'

PI:.it:Htf: or th(., AcIrlinistrativy

t t lij e I t 't1-11.
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ptins for special

bacea I salrea It rotjr.!ii,:. Vt I darl. Lilo ;311111100 r workshops

in aduit ek.luettik,H '1, :! Iniv, rsitv ot Chicago. Thurman

White had :.t I)'.. gI ,tn uid publicity within

the adult educatio.1 e,)mmIntitY 'ol 1-!!4 establishment of the

Bachelor of Iii.L.:cat . Ind ,s in 196i at the University of

OLLahoma.

Svracuse

1.en made a Vice-President at

in reco'initil o Iii work in adult education,

which included th,' institution of ;.t special baccalaureate.

Directors of adult education divisions had apparently begun to

view adult dogre,, programs not oniy as another way to serve their

clientele but also A way to ro thcir operations more into

the mainstream (-it thci (h..t.1).:.%. (-ivanting institutions. It was in

this context that egar,. ho:.- first and only year as Director

of the Division ond r;xtension at Roose-

velt. It was also this cc.inLr.-:.J. th,A. she made the creation Of

3 special '...)a.ccalauicile :)Y:i'il:;AM 101 ;.tdults her first priority..

71arx acr in OdUlt auqreu programs as

originating at th.! Univer:iity of CLicago:

ii had ,Iont two ol Pkiv,..,rsity of Chicago
/17.;. 1.964;) on Ling carn«fie rcglowship
there and re.Ilizd thot 1 haci to I) 1'1t. some money. A pro-
posal for my di:;-rt:iti-r, ilf.t:epted and 1 realized that
1 hat', to hav, some to su,;Loin me while I. wrote the
dissertation, 1 got a OA.) 't.a,..-hing beginning education
courses down at Poosev,lt di,: that_ for year and during
taat time thowibt degree programs
for adults ant: wiLL

" toll.sed a lot

about non cre,1 ; i Iii JI. ot i t

21;)
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cour3s droun,! (.'ounf:rt; Ind he talLed a lot about the
Onahoma pr(p;c.!:.:1 ,unl I :,)und I ii. I wry, very interest-
ing.'

And aS silt! movd t.Hs il!..:(:tor3hip of Lhe Hivfilion at Roose-

velt i .1t;::1; pro,iram st.em to have become

more concrete.

. . About e was telling me about
!:)ecial (L'gre,' pr.(117, Itillif:J; Jut dt the University
/Cif Chic1go7 ,AlliL! 1 ''ir,!Thin,! my degree, nob AIrens7
was Lainkinr: progrc!Lu.-; for adults at
Poosovelt in colo/f.r.ltions with 0!:. to Wirth who was then,
T. believe, Dean o I.rL unt, fcionms about to become Dean
of Faculti. I r(..Af.imhr swing that T would like very
much to have job but th,2 only terms under which I
was interostod in ting it that the Dean of Faculties,
and the ))/.-eidefIL of Llk. University, and the other members
of the Administrtive Council (who were the other Deans)
would recocinie I. I. my primaraim in the Division would
be to establish i iogr,Ti."

nile she descrLheC r,.'spc,:if,%!s !;11,, r(.coived from the members

oE the Administnit_ive Council ruPIing from "benign but affec-

tionate contempt" 1) II e!J!,ii:,;ia.lm, she apparently felt she

Ltd the :31.1pport too;. the j(6.3

Within two rontils of: htviny become !drector, Marx had

defined 1-nc! prot:rtit,J w-ii ynulh to have written a pro-

posal for !:und.; to !!:_1!)1)(1 6.v.y!opment. She also had bequn

campai:in to educJt,

lintervit.. with
1973, p. 1.

3 I

I

(f I lie Administrati_v::

mar, , 7'10 rch 4 ,
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nhe 1:oosovelt could

ad1.11 t I (.)t he r oduca-

t 1011 1:1

. ; 11,. I11(..) I ,111t..111.rfl 1010 Wr(:)tc in

Cotlocp.s and ::,,,.(m(H1 r:

that

,:is0(.7iation of

m-worilodum ",trx arguod

t.1!- ';t1!.:!1(!! .1.!! :;,, /6'ffered
J)' tho Appan.nt need in
Chicago: tlkit or , !!!.,),;raril created ospe.cially for
the part-ti,o,. A 1,17ov)sal For funds to
croate suc:i f'uooram hw; i.1, drawn up and is now being
considerc.d hy of. the Loun(Litions of thecity.1

fortunatol,', funded Late in the fall by the

Suars Foundation For piod.-nt of S4,000.

With (act , Marx was able to

relievo hers,.P ,r ciui:les by hiring d graduate

student and frioild, oil] )..,(mt, to a:,:sist her on d part-

time 1,asis. P.ut ioink'd the staff in

cit:tt !1,!!), progri.imt:i curri-

rt: t Nc 'cu Counc j of

ruary iOnn,

culum t

the t

curri(.11Lum

tcr

;

: (--)

!

!

11.11'.7" 2'111i -.I! 4.. ..l) I -.. '

). ":.".:( )0, ,t!, I. ' i r , / ".. :

Pivif-lion ot: Co!Itir.:;!- :'.: -;:

P-46,"

':( H ir.'t1 I I (.(.)111),i I-C)11.11

colJeg,.. in chari.1.1:-

I

i I (.1.71 () A -I' .....!(), 1 q():) , p.

, I i . !
/1; Li- L,WIlity Coupcii,

-!.-,. ...:!.t !;:-. i (,:.: ,
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Thc () :.onv;.nt.ionality r.:obably arose front two

SonrCes: rir:it, 1)1(.0 Ft.1- h"d tflucat_k,d for thu most part

IA: Europe and t!nt:; nol Li ii i own (.: )'..'C committud to

unk.icnjr.tduat.. . ' 11 1 I -I I it -,1 I 0 I lit r n pattern

01 four yt...an.; t.)! 1-111;. t ;::1 :; );' :)( ir !)al. equi valc.!nt_.

, r I._ :11: (1( A..: I.() r.c.i 1 di:;:;ortation on

Li e -'!!iLE.had's view of education

for aduLt yduJt n. .1!:;r1.,.,(1 in his theory that

t.ht. rt.;t.uict; enjoym(ml. of a subject

matter v;::1_ich 10;11-Hui. th. cc, Lied this uncritical

enjoyment the c "roiAtic(4!. P.o1'.on(!(2, Whitehead suggested,

loads to attompt,; 1-dyncr to specific and reliable

knowledT: of thi, :uconi! staqu is focused on

ac:p.ii ring. 11.1 LIV, StIl a S tzuje in which

t2,trnor at. t(11.(Ht::-; rt1.1t,.. ht, Ic.arned in his cur-

r?nt 1 t2arnin.(1 !1;1::; 1.1 (..1.71r1 i.or

.z1 :t- 1. I t.)! 11)1i.i. (.7()1111) Le , the

CyC1.0 1.)(1.!: 1 1 3 I ! t i : It / 1 Pi, I 1' Lt r 2

Htt; :;td ir,i1(.!work in mind as

sh.! and T..:irth L:w ot 1. Studies progrilm

ZniCt 1:0 1.0W.L .1111 V111 1. & , 1 tt NG!: pi-o9 rzirq t_hrfq.

11.- !").- Yon(2,..ntr,it ic)n , nc.1 ti''

11U ":.;
tr

, : I't t.%;; i n

t:n i I.. t

(.)1 ; , ;

`,:iro 1.6 null i t. :. t (Co I umbi.1::: oh

1"..
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:. P..i..t. FILL` i.r t. r 1 I / 9651 LlIOSC:

I !:1
0

)!; .; 1

:31 (C!!.

. Lolled

: tit :-w i.1,(..(i :11.;

) .: . !, I c, n1. (.!::;.11;; .111(.1 OIi
,- ; ,. II... , atitql with

s.r. . :. , 1...

; ). 1 ; ;;.1,(.;.rit on would be
. , .11 ;1;: ;r;tivat procirtim now

t

3) "1 I t,.;.t i r;,; ;1':;" vic,u 1.k1 comi;11 thu Adult
t..1.1( 1; :.; ;; HrotirJun. 2

rudin)...nt-:try itw n Li vlo!:od r1ur.ing the winLer of
1165-1966 ft.;;;til', I o r a 1 }>cca1ureat

which ;.:i! : rt '11C(' ty-
i y....a(1,..,nt 1 t. 1)(i! i I.(3, 1.966.3

ran ! ! ;: ; ;! flaw, (Tic:rt.:3ot; from

H.;;!..,;:;;;; ... i !. ! i f:t. ,ific, I ropi

:3 t:- I i . t

11: 1...1.%;..

.); of

'.;::1 f'; !I ru ry ,

1, ; s!'. ; :.; L i IA.,' int 1 tik.!t-; t. i.,t 1

! t ! ; .; !1il (;, i .1111,11!, ,
;74,

...
41

;; .!,
'111 ;., if

. 1 : !,
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faculty members in thy College of Arts and Sciences,

in an .atteMpt to in Lheir supoft for the program, no further

mQotings were hyld wit!! thy Pactily Council of the Division of

Continuing Pducatin k!:;!1 Yu approval process was in

its final sta,jes.

As the s,,riw) ur(.iry_syd, two x.Thrnal forces seem to

have influen'yd in wnHh thy special baccalaureate pro-

gram was approvC ,i1v! Ii begun neao-

tiations with thy ixtrtion of the University of

Chicacjo which culninatyd in hyr accuptina a posItion as Program

Director at Chic.!go's Centyr Continuing Education. Her

resignation from !ok-.),: v,!1!, inncuncod by Veil in the Faculty

Senate on April 20, 1966--thu (ay after she had submitted her

proposal for a si.-ci:!t LiccaLlul"-Lo pro(!rdm to the Academic

Conforenc,'.
1 r.L of Chicago

and impon(lin.i re!InH! Hfl soom, undc!rstandably,

to havc compolloi; k,y-11 .1s:.;iduously toward the

accomplis:Imen:c o. 1 1 .) .Thicic !;!io :1:1(1 assigned first prior-

ity when she,

Education at

the Division of (7ontinuing

An1 dtlr;;.,; tt..n.lo of stu(1e!-It ii

r the w,11.. in Thy demnnui or thy .;y1-c-

tive Service lor rnn.H!:(1, 1nd gra.ie: to it.

).

20,
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in deciding whi!'n Mi 1. tHil!( t.o induct into the armed star-

vices inflamt-.1 th! i!ot;: liherstl ,tnd radical stu-

dent orvani.zatiow.;. t!i k. protest against the

rank took tho f!) yLLI. Pr-!;ident a(2mons-

trations at I ,)1 b;R,!!!,.:. of ih!.! (!h,lirman of the Univur-

sity's 6oard ot. 'I'I't.'': , nt.ion in tip- Pacu'it.: Senate

introducod hy orp (-) r Ii ...:Trf.:,,;.ntatives on the same

day that the :)ro.!of.;:. I ;"!...r (.- cl b;..I WZ,1 S deb Led,

1and a sit-in Jt tho im.(1;:n the nuxt day. Thu

official recort's rinfj, espocially tho,se of meetings in

April and 'lay , i n:. of Special

of the Administr it. v- .-,ca,emic Conference and th

pre-emption of the .1!;(101):; of t!-,0 r(.u1;_ir Ncetinqs of these

bodies to deal wiLH rs( rutlulting from

sLudent unro:-;t. e: :.!,*nlf? I,oyn fullv involved in the

11( 1(): ?Mt !FL t:3 CD I. t . : or of (411(:ri11 SLuti

rf..)g I;11 t: ;! l.r, I ; t I f 1' I I 11'.1..R., It. t Ii 11 I.

C7'; it. rk ;;;f

uivol v. ; t

ft---; 1( 11 c)

' ; 3

:.'f;kj.-3(....(
.11 1

1 ! f; ht. 1 ,t(P. () I"

! !!: I (1:1:; '01;1 i tiC)1'.1 I t: t.,((;

.. 1 )1 ( ) '
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Studies proqram t.0 haw, resulted from in-
formation ahou t: !, i r*._, ; iron rams wh i ch Mdrx

g the rod t 11%! 1 'n i ; t ing her doe tora 1 p To
g ram ,and part ! r -1..: it yin-1: hop ...11...t.c.nduct in

1964, oort..a in !, .1.. ,!:;,t)e.r.it..:11(::,.,,:i 'iii the
Gt..? rma n uni ye , (A Ulu Discovory
Program for Uui..n . t , r y s >: and '11 rx s
interest in Wout Lhe cyclical nature of
luarning. to honcfitted from Ahrens'
work toward a hat:(7.1.1i.itur(!c:Lt di- Itoosevolt both becaus(2
his work in this hA.d .:;:ipLiet on administrative and
faculty attitud,..3 ,..11Jout. tviu L L ;let; ce(. programs and because Marx,

by her own adm i fir; i on , t1 t J. not rev i (-w te ri als on other
special baccaLat:ro;11-, Elo:it of: which Ahrens had collect..t.d
at the Maxwo t' t. 10..' in If)1 niiJ whi.ch hu had lett_ tor

her uso when h chdL,J,'d ptfio;::.

The hdcht...itot of 1:1_!T !:11Y;1.,:2. prO(AVM Ot 1.'00Sovf,It

Cliffer3 from :;poc.1 1,1u rea t pYogramn At: L11(' uight
: in tThli 1.. !-ogr,11:1 provides for tht!

award i of a I) I

bioc1k1.3 or rt,tlir,.;,-nt-:

, Ili', t-; ! (Jur

10)! If t 111()1.1 C I.::

ic.:quirc(fi 1.1 '.1'.' i_ III u r! ti :t ; 1!tut Ii 1. i !!.1,

1.Th. ,7 :

1 .
( OS ? -Z
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the approaches employed at the other institutions each of

which either base the design of their special baccalaureate

programs on the earning of approximately 120 semester hours

or equate their special curricula to the typical 120 semester

hour model for the baccalaureate degree. Roosevelt's striking

departure from this practice owes its existence to Dean Wirth's

experience in the German universities where emphasis was placed

on the student's accomplishing certain major requirements with-

out regard to credits earned in classroom study or the amount

of time spent at the institution.

Some of the problems encountered in winning faculty sup-

port and acceptance of the BGS program at Roosevelt seem to

have been the result of a lack of clarity on this point in, the

written proposal as well as the lack of faculty involvement

in the preparation of the proposal. The overview of the program

provided in the proposal read:

The Division of Continuing Education and Extension proposes
to institute a degree program for adults in September, 1966.
The ,legree would be granted by the Division of Continuing
Education and would utilize the courses and facilities of
departments already established, so that the adult student
nas access to all the intellectual resources of the univer-
sity without regard: departmental lines. The unique
contribution of the. Diyision of Continuing Education would
be the conducting of the pro-seminar in which the student's
past experience, academic and non-academic, will be
evaluated, as well as the special liberalizing seminars
tnat must be taken in his junior and senior years. The
administration of the degree program would he kept in Conti-
nuing Education with standards set in consultation with the
departments.1

1Roosevelt University, "Adult Degree Program Proposal,'
/Flay 18, 1966/, p. 1.
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The blocks of requirements for the program--the Pro-seminar,

Concentration, and Integrating Seminars--were identified in

the proposal but a number of important relationships were not

defined. For example, no parallel was drawn between the Inte-

grating Seminars of the BGS and the general education require-

ments of the other programs. Neither was the relationship

between a Concentration in the BGS program and a major/minor

sequence in the other programs made clear. Further, the mechanism

for awarding credit for prior, non-academic experience, mentioned

in connection with the Pro-seminar, was to be left to the

departments:

We hope to have departmental tests that will determine
/the student's7 level of understanding of subject matter
that will give him credit for departmental courses that
he has learned by some other method. For example, if a
man has been an accountant for several years, it would
seem unnecessary for him to have to take accountipg 101,
and credit for that course could be assigned him.

Yet no workable system of credit for life experience existed with-

in the departments at the time of the proposal and no agreement

had been negotiated with the departments to create such a system.

The content of the Pro-seminar and the Integrating Semi-

nars was not specified as part of the proposal to the Faculty

Senate. Instead Marx, in her motion to approve the program,

included the referral of the problem of curriculum to the

Faculty Council of the Division of Continuing Education and

Extension. The Concentrations, on the other hand, were spelled

1ibid.
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out in an appendix to the proposal. Six Concentrations were

proposed initially in interdisciplinary areas entitled "Youth

Services," "Study of Urban Problems," "Languages," "Poliii-tal

and Economic Institutions," "Literature," and "Computer Tech-

nology." Each Concentration consisted of fifteen or sixteen

courses taken from the departmental offerings in the College o

Arts and Sciences, with the exception of the Concentration in

Computer technology which consisted of courses in computer

programming and operation offered by the Division of Continuing

Education and courses offered by the College of'Business Adminis-

tration. Most of the courses included in the Concentrations were

designated "upper level" which meant courses in departmental

sequences which were beyond the introductory level.

Curiously, the Internship in Community Service, which

apparently was the fourth of the four seminars mentioned in the

brief outline of the program presented to the Faculty Council

of the Division on December 2, 1965, did not appear in the pro-

posal to the Faculty Senate. Its deletion from that proposal

probably was an oversight since the Internship reappeared in

the first brochure used by the Division to promote the program'

and has been a degree requirement since the fall of 1966 When

the program accepted its first students.

1 Roosevelt University, "Continue Your Education:
Bachelor of General Studies Degree for Adults," Spring
1967, p. 6.
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The name of the degree to be awarded at the completion

of the program was changed during the debate on the Senate

floor. Initially, either a Bachelor of. Arts or a Bachelor of

Science degree wa:i to be awarded to students who met the re-

quirements in the special baccalaureate program, depending upon

the nature of their Concentration. But the opponents of the

degree program sur;qested that the graduates of the special

baccalaureate program would not then be distinguishable from

the graduates of the other baccalaureate programs of the Uni-

versity and since the special baccalaureate program was meant

to be a terminal degree,1 such a distinction was essential.

The name was changed to Bachelor of General Studies.

Finally, the admission process for the Bachelor of General

Studies program at Roosevelt, unlike the complex selection pro-

cedures developed for the programs at Brooklyn, Queens, and

Mundelein, was not mentioned in the proposal to the Faculty

Senate. Ln fact, the admission criteria used for the BGS program

were and are idcntical with the criteria used for admitting any

other undergraduate into the University: a score in the urper

fitic!th perc(ntile on the ACT, SAT, or qCAT examination cr a

minimum of twelvo semester hours of transfer credit from an

accredited instiLution of higher education. The simple admission

procedure and noos,,Ivelt's longstanding interracial character

1 roosovelt University, "Propo:4;11," p. 1.
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probably account for the large proportion of minority adults

in the' WS pro gram as compared to thu other programs studied.

Procss

As the final meeting of the Faculty Senate for the 1965-

1966 academic 'year approached, Marx had to gather a series of

pr,211minary approvals. She presented the proposal for the

special baccalaureate to the Academic Conference on April 19,

1966. The Conference set discussion of the proposal for its

next meeting, a month later, and indicated that the proposal

would also have to he approved by the Curriculum Committee of

the Faculty Senate and by the Senate itself.' On May 6, 1966,

the 'proposal was discussed by the Curriculum Committee of the

Senate and

. . . it was moved, seconded, and carried, that the Senate
approve in principle the proposed program and refer curri-
cular determination to the Faculty Council of the Division
in consultation with the departments concerned.2

Next the proposal was brought before the Faculty Council of the

Division oE. Continuing rducation and Extension on May 13 and

Clore received the endorsement of the President, five Deans,

nine faculty members, and five other administrators. The list

of those supporting the proposal was appended to the document

'Roosevelt. University, "Academic Conference Minutes,
April 19, 1966,' p. 2.

2Roosevelt University, "Proposal," p.
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distributed for qonate review on May 18, 1966.1.

The discussion cdf the proposal by the Academic Confer

ene which had been deferred from its April 19, 1966 meeting

te its next scheduled meeting on :lay 17 did not occur. Perhaps

because of the pressure created on the roans by student unrest

or because Academic Conference meetings toward the end of the

academic year often wore cancelled, the meeting did not take

place and the proposal did not officially receive the endorse-

ment of the Academic Conference.2 However, this omission meant

little since virtually all members of the Academic Conference

were also members of the Faculty Council of the Division and

as me" hers of the Council had had an opportunity to approve or

disapprove the proposal on May 13.

The debate on the special baccalaureate program for

adults in the Faculty Senate seems to have been substantially

more animated than any of the earlier discussions of the pro-

posal. Each person interviewed at Roosevelt remembered with

unusual clarity 'Ale bitterness expressed at the Senate meeting

by some of the faculty members who opposed the proposal. Daniel

Perlman, then Assistant to President Veil, was typical in his

c,.)mments:

I don't remember the specific questions. . but I remember

......m.11

1

2 lzoosevelt University, "Minutes of the Academic
Conference, Octo'ecr. 11, :966," p. 1.
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t .e tone and thrust and implications of the questions
e, on thouth I don't remember the specific questions.
1.!:ere was a groat deal of anxiety about this concept of
a separate degree for adults. It's not clear what the
motivation for the anxiety was completely although it
was couched in terms of being concerned about a watered-
down degreea degree that'd be given away. Most of the
faculty members were usee o el-linking of degrees as
something that was awarded when people accumulated a number
of hours--semester hours of credit--and this kind of mathe-
matical notion was absent from the. . . BGS program by
intention and this raised the anxiety level of a number of
faculty members who didn't see how you could award a degree
unless a student had earned 120 hours and their understand-
ing was that if a student had less than 120 hours, it was
a cheaper degree. And it would somehow thereby diminish
their status, that is, the status or the self-esteem of the
faculty members of the other colleges would be diminished
by the activity in the Division of Continuing Education
that.was going to distribute these cheap degrees.

There was some anxiety at that time too, I suspect, that
the Division of Continuing Education was going to set up
a competitive program that would steal students away from
the traditional programs and so there was some concern
about enrollments in the traditional courses and whether
they would be stable.1

A particular faculty member was mentioned by name by each of

those interviewed as the primary opponent of the program. His

objections eeem to have stemmed from a concern about how the

Bachelor of General Studies program might cheapen the worth of

a baccalaureate degree earned from Roosevelt. But he was taken

seriously by only a minority of his colleagues, perhaps because

he was well-known for his penchant for "upholding standards"

almost regardless of the issue at hand.2 The proposal passed by

1

5 and 6.
interview with Daniel Perlman, August 9, 1973, pp.

`Weil, April 9, 1973, pp. 11 and 12.
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laloe majolity and the Senators referred it to the Faculty

Council of the Division of Continuing Education for implementa-

tion.1

'I ie Early Yuars of the B(IS Program

Hien larx left for her new position in July 1966, respon-

ibility for the proilram, still in an embryonic state, passed to

,!orge Dillavou wilt) succeeded Marx as Director. Dillavou's posi-.

Lion was not ..2nviable since he was faced at one and the same time

v:ith the tasks of promoting the BGS program and recruiting stu-

d,!nts for it while attempting to construct a curriculum for the

Pro-seminar which wLs scheduled to be offered first beginning in

September 1966. In order to develop the Pro-seminar in time for

the Fall Semester, Dillavou turned to a tactic which was to be-

come commonplace in the program's early years: he hired part-time

faculty members, none of whom were members of Roosevelt's full-

time staff, and gave them their heads. The consequence was the

almost immediate creation of curricula for five sections of the

Pro-semii2aL all of which seem to have met the needs of the return-

ing adults who registered for them but none of which was consis-

tent either in contont or method with any of the others.2 Thus a

lInterview with George J. Dillavou, March 27, 1973, p. 2.

1
4.Interviews with Ann von Hoffman, March 27, 1973, p. 2

and Geiselman, Man :h 4, 1973, pp. 8 and 9.
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pattern of developing curriculum for the BGS program without

the involvement of the Faculty Council or members of the full-

time faculty of the University was begun.

T1 is pattern which had extended virtually from the

presentation of Ahrens' proposal through the construction of

the curriculum for the Pro-seminar after the-acceptance of

Marx's proposal appeared to be changing when Dillavou recruited

some full-time faculty members to design the curricula for the

Integrating Seminars in humanities, social sciences, and natural

sciences. The pressure to set the content and teaching style

of the Integrating Seminars was less intense than that to create

the Pro-seminars since the Integrating Seminars were scheduled

to come later in the program after the student's Concentration.

Given this longer lead time, faculty members from the regular

University staff were induced, by payment of stipends in addi-

tion to their regular salaries, to work on the development of

the Integrating Seminars.1

But in the planning sessions for these courses the

faculty members found that they had no cluar idea about what

these new courses should he and no vocabulary nor experience

which would allow them to talk to each other about designing

an "integrative" Integrating Seminar. In the face of this

1Dillavou, March 27, 1973, pp. 3 and 4.
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lack of direction and lack of vocabulary, the faculty members

rever:.ed to what they knew well: teaching survey courses

within their own %:ioci
1

plines. And the Integrating Seminars

wnich Man: and Wlrth had meant to be opportunities for

"qoneralization" in Whitehead's terms becaqie, in fact, a

st,ries of short survey courses offered one after another during

t: le same semester. Team teaching which had been part of the

intent of the designers did not materialize; faculty members

followed one another in the classroom without any extended

interaction. 2 And after the first offering of the Integrating

Silminars, the full-time faculty began to drop away--to be

replaced by part- timers.

The program seems, in short, to have suffered from the

lack of involvement of the University's full-time faculty, from

absence of its own faculty, or at very least from a lack

or time for planning. The stability, consistency, and deliber-

ate action often considered the hallmark of higher education

was largelv missing in the early BGS program. What was excellent,

and some of the early offerings seem to have been excellent,

ow...d its excellence to E;erendipity. What was confused and less

elan excellent could be attributed to the rush with which it

had been done.

iGeiselman, March 4, 1973, p. 12.

2von Hoffman, Narch 27, 1973, p. 3.
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And the spectacular growth of the program only com-

pounded the problems inherent in a truncated planning period.

More than one hundred students registered for the first five

sections of the Pro-seminarl and the number of new students

was less than ono hundred per semester in only one semester

between Fall 1966 and Spring 1970. By the Spring Semester

1970, the BGS program accounted for more than five hundred en-

rollments, roughly ten per cent of Roosevelt's undergraduate

student body.2

In recognition of the growth of the Division and in

acknowledgement of its degree granting powers, the Faculty

Senate approved the renaming of the Division in the Spring

Semester of 1969. The new College of Continuing Education,

however, was not given the same perquisites as the other three

Colleges of the University both because it had no full-time

faculty of its own and because of a residual distrust of the

old Division and its growing program. The problem of no full-

time faculty began to be resolved during the 1971 budget nego-

tiations when the first full-time faculty line was created for

the College of Continuing Education, but the long-standing dis-

trust of the Division perhaps resulting from its origin, perhaps

from its non-traditional and to some threatening program seems

slow in dying. And the continuing growth of the I3GS program in

1Roosevelt University, "Tenth Week Report, Fall 1967.

2Roosevelt University, "Tenth Week Report, Spring 1970."
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the face of declines in enrollment in the Arts and Sciences

program does little to speed the acceptance of the BGS among

Arts and Sciences faculty.

Summary

The special baccalaureate programs established at

Brooklyn, Queens, Mundelein, and Roosevelt resemble on another

in their reliance on classroom instruction as their basic mode

of delivery and their reliance on existing courses for a large

part of their requirements. The programs differ, however, in

the processes which were used to bring about their institution.

The Brooklyn Special Baccalaureate Program was created as an

experiment for a small group of well qualified adult students.

Its sponsors were or had been politically powerful and respected

faculty members at the College and the program was solidly based

on precedents set mainly during the War. At Queens, the ACE pro-

gram was developed as an alternative entry mechanism for adults

who wished to work toward a baccalaureate degree. The support

of politically powerful faculty members was enlisted by the

designers of the program at Queens but the more politically

powerful faculty members were not directly involved in the pro-

cess of designing the program. Also, the acceptability of the

ACE program was enhanced since portions of the program were

derived from the Brooklyn experience.

The faculty at Mundelein had had no tradition of
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involvement in either governance or program development at the

time of the development of the Degree Completion Program there.

A group of prominent faculty members was assembled ostensibly

to design the program but in the press of time, the Director

of the Division of Continuing Education (who was also a Vice -

President) designed the program on his own and the faculty did

not object.

Finally, the Bachelor of General Studies program at

Roosevelt was put together by the Dean of Faculties and the

Director of the Division of Continuing Education without the

formal involvement of members of the faculty. Owing to effec-

tive informal consultations with key faculty members, the pro-

gram was approved by the Faculty Senate which at Roosevelt is

an unusually powerful voice of the faculty. Some evidence

indicates that student unrest over the draft and the Vietnam

War which led to disruptions at the University may have dis-

tracted many faculty members from thorough consideration of the

proposal for the program and may account for the ineffective

opposition the BGS program met in the Senate.

The various levels of faculty involvement in the design

of the four programs seem to have led to substantially different

environments in which the programs found themselves after they

were established. The Special Baccalaureate Program at Brooklyn

enjoyed the public support of the College's administration and

faculty for the first years of its existence. Tt only encountered
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difficulties , the coalition of faculty and administration

which had enthusiastically supported its creati.on was dissolved

through retirement and normal staff turn-over. But owing to

its grounding in precedent and the unusually high quality of

its student body, these difficulties were short-lived and the

Special Baccalaureate remains a prosperous program in its

twenty-first year of operation. The Queens program has also

received continuing support fron. the faculty and administration

of the College but at Queens this is less surprising than at

Brooklyn. The ACE program at Queens, perhaps because it was

brought forth by a younger and less prestigious group of faculty

members, was not as daring in its design in 1963 as Brooklyn

had been in 1954 and thus by definition the ACE program presented

less of a target for attack. And the ACE program, more than

any other in the study, early developed strong support among the

citizens of the Borough of Queens- -a fact which has encouraged

the support of the College's Presidents.

The Degree Completion Program at Mundelein was not con-

troversial among the faculty of the College at its inception

and has not become controversial since. Like Queens, its design

dia not represent a radical departure from other practices in

higher education at the time of its establishment and the numbers

of mature women it has attracted over the years have helped the

College to survive in an environment which has been hostile to

many other small, denominational colleges.
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Roosevelt's Bachelor of General Studies program, on the

other hand, was relatively controversial when it was established

and :las grown more so sincn. The abbreviated planning process

Wlich led to the program and the lack of faculty involvement in

.that planning process have resulted in misunderstandings about

Cae intent and the design of thc program. Declines in the en-

rollment of the College of Arts and Sciences have increased the

tendency of some faculty members to try to find a scapegoat

for the Iniversity's financial problems and the audition of

faculty positions in the BGS program in the face of the loss of

positions in other programs has made the identification of that

scapegoat less difficult.

The programs at Brooklyn, Queens, and Mundelein have

long since become integral parts of their respective institu-

tions. In fact, the program at Queens has nearly become the

ordinary rather than the exceptional WI for adults to begin

undergraduate study just as the ACE program's current Director,

Ernest Schwarcz, had hoped. But the Bachelor of General Studies

at Roosevelt, even though it nas been the fastc.it growing pro-

gram at the Univority, has to enjoy the confidence of

many faculty members in other Colleges. Its integration into

the total program of the University after eight years of opera-

tion is fa i from complete.
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CHAPTER VI

THE INDEPENDENT PROGRAMS: OKLAHOMA,

GODDARD, SYRACUSE, SOUTH FLORIDA

Introduction

After the funding of the Experimental Degree Project

at Brooklyn College and the publicity that attended its early

years, other institutions began seriously to consider modifying

their evening college or extension degree programs to make

them more suited to adult learners. Planners at these institu-

tions spoke of how adult students differed from adolescent

students both in the amount the adults had experienced and in

what they had experienced. Their concern was how to design

programs which would allow adults to take advantage of their

longer and more varied live:; in meeting degree requirements.

Brooklyn had attem?ted to meet the different needs of

adult students with interdisciplinary seminars and a system

236
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of credit for life experience. The interdisciplinary seminars

helped the students in the Experimental Degree Project to

accelerate their progress toward a degree by packing more mater-

ial into a semester than did the traditional general education

courses. The system of credit for life experience allowed

students to challenge course requirements when they felt that

they had already achieved equivalent knowledge or skills out-

side the classroom. Many institutions which considered offer-

ing special baccalaureate programs for adults seemed willing

to wander no farther from tradition than Brooklyn had. Most

of these institutions did not carry their initial interest in

special degree programs to fruition. Some that did, such as

Queens College, Mundelein College, and Roosevelt University,

stayed very close to the Brooklyn model in both their instruc-

tional methods and their subject matter. But a few institutions

dared to go substantially beyond Brooklyn's example.

Two of these, the University of Oklahoma and Syracuse

University, created special baccalaureate programs which were

both unique in the country and had no clear precedents within

either institution. Goddard College established a program

which was unique in the United States but which grew directly

out of Goddard's other programs. Finally, the University of

South Florida transplanted Oklahorw' program into a new, yablic

institution which had virtually no history of its own against

which to judge its special baccalaureate program for adults.
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As the Oklahoma program, the first of the independent

programs, was being planned, interest in special baccalaureate

programs was reaching a peak. The Brooklyn program was nearing

its fifth birthday. CSLEA held its first Leadership Conference

devoted solely to the subject of adult degree programs and was

spreading the word to an even wider audience through its publi-

cation program. The Office of Education and the Department of

Defense were searching for ways to help military officers to

become not only honorable gentlemen but also educated gentlemen.

And higher education was expanding both on and off campus.

The University of Oklahoma--
The Bachelor of
Liberal Studies

The extension program of the University of Oklahoma,

unlike Brooklyn's, followed the lead provided historically by the

University of Wisconsin and not that provided by the University

of Chicago. Oklahoma's general extension program was and is

oriented to serving the people of the State with a wide range of

educational programs; the University, located in a relatively

small town in a sparsely populated state, has had little need

for an evening college. And since the evening college was not

central to Oklahoma's concept of extension, it is perhaps not

surprising that the special baccalaureate program for adults

developed at Oklahoma is not a modification of an evening pro-

gram but rather was designed to meet the needs of a dispersed

clientele.

Thurman White, then Dean of Extension at Oklahoma,
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used the clarity of hindsight to describe the four barriers to

ready participation by adults that the Bachelor of Liberal

Studies breached:

While educational institutions may have created a popular
desire for a degree, they have generally made it next to
impossible for the adult to be satisfied. A major barrier
is the ordinary class schedule. Very few adults are able
to meet classes during the day; many can and will do so
in the evening, and the successful evening college is
one institutional answer. Still left unserved or partially
served or inconveniently served are large populations of
degree oriented adults. A second major barrier to adult
participation in degree programs is the rigid prescriptive
requirements of most institutions. The adult is required
to enroll in a course and to attend class each time it
meets whether he already knows the material or not. Very
few adults can bring themselves to put up with such nonsense.
Here and there, advanced standing examinations do enable
knowledgeable students to leap-frog certain courses, but
most institutional efforts along these lines seem to do
little more than play peek-a-boo with the total problem.
A third major barrier is the rigid senior year resident
requirement maintained by most 7.-Istitutions. Very few
adults in military or industrie. careers are in one place
long enough to satisfy the requirement. Finally, adults
are frequently at at all interested in the course material
as organized and offered.-

But while the Bachelor of Liberal Studies provides an antidote

to these ills, the ultimate design of the program was not the

result of a logical working out of solutions to these problems.

The program evolved over a number of years from the persistent

efforts of a small group of faculty members. Kenneth Crook, who

1Thurman White in the Introduction to Jesse E. Burkett
and Paul G. Ruggiers (eds.), Bachelor of Liberal Studies:
Development of a Curriculum at the University of Oklahoma
(Brookline, Massachusetts: Center for the Study of Liberal
Education for Adults, 1965), p. vii.
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inadvertently started the movement toward the program, denied

that he and his fellows had any clear notion of where their deli-

berations would lead. Crook said, in fact, "It's a little

distressing to me how little I saw of the end when we started

out at the beginning."1

The Daydreaming Committee

The Center for the Study of Liberal Education for.Adults

under the direction of A.A. Liveright was in the habit of giving

small grants of money to encourage thinking about liberal adult

education on campuses around the country. The Extension Division

at the University of Oklahoma received one such grant for $2500

to support a faculty seminar during 1957-1958.2 Thurman White,

Dean of Extension at Oklahoma, organized the year-long seminar

around four events: two ona-day conferences held on campus and

two weekend, residential conferences held off campus at Roman

Nose State Park and Lake Texoma State Park. The residential

conference at Roman Ncse State Park, November 1-3, 1957, involved

about fifty faculty members invited by White. The agenda for the

Roman Nose Conference was (2en. Building had begun for the south

campus of the University and discussion revolved around how the

new facilities could be used for extension activities.3

lInterview with Kenneth Crook, March 6, 1974, p. 16.

2
University of Oklahoma, "Annual Report of the Extension

Division, 1957-58," p. 2.

3lnterview with J. Clayton Feaver, March 7, 1974, p. 1.
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Apparently White had planned that a series of committees

with specific charges would be formed at the Conference and

would continue to work over the year. As the conferees selected

the committees on which they wished to serve, Kenneth Crook, a

senior member of the Chemistry Department, suggested the formu-

lation of an additional group, a "Daydreaming Committee," and

offered himself as chairman. J. Clayton Feaver, who later be-

came Chairmanof the Executive Committee of the College of Conti-

nuing Education at Oklahoma, recalled Crook's whimsical sugges-

tion and the reaction of the group.

We formed /the Daydreaming Committee7 right there and I
don't know if there were a half dozen or eight of us who
jumped onto that committee. . . .We met in the fall and
. . . we spent just pretty much the rest of the winter
meeting once a week over at Ken's house, and we asked just
one question: What, if we had our druthers, would we do
regardless of whether it's feasible financially or what
have you? What would we do? And it was out of that that
grew this notion that we probably above everything else
we wanted to establish some sort of a degree program and
a degree program in the area of liberal studies. And the
initial suggestion was that it be on the master's level
and out of that. committee . . . another committee was
formulated to 0:udy this recommendation from the Daydream-
ing Committee.1

The recommendation of the Daydreaming Committee, and the recommend-

ations of some of the other Committees formed at Roman Nose, were

reported at the second residential conference at Lake Texoma in

April 1958. The recommendations of the faculty seminar as a

whole were then passed on to the President and appropriate bodies

of the University. TIv.; recommendation of the Daydreaming

1Feaver, March 7, 1974, p. 2.
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Committee for a liberal studies degree program was, at that

point, phrased in only the most general terms:

Among its recommendations the Seminar requested that the
President and the Extension Council of the University
continue to study the feasibility of a liberal arts degree
program for adults under the following conditions:

1. That the program maintain high academic standards.
2. That it be an experimental program.
3. That the program not weaken instructional activi-

ties on the campus and that it be financed from
additional funds.

4. That the salary rate for faculty, members involved
in the program be proportionately not less than
the rate for other academic work.1

In the fall of 1958, what had been the Daydreaming Committee was

reconstituted as the Degree Committee of the Extension Council

and charged with the responsibility of carrying out the recommend-

ations of the Daydreaming Committee. Clayton Feaver, as Chairman,

called the first meeting of the Degree Committee in November

and three yeprs of deliberations began.

The Degree? Committee, 1958-1961

Initially the Degree Committee did not seem to feel

compelled by a clear mandate. Asked if the Committee began with

any assumptions, Crooks replied:

I don't know where it started out; I didn't know what its
intentions were from the very start. They soon became the
workihg out of a plan for a liberal studied program.2

1
Jesse E. Burkett, "Some Problt.tms in Designing Experi-

mental Degree Programs in Liberal Education for Adult Part-Time
Students of the University of Oklahoma," /19587. Dictoed.

2
Crook, March 6, 1974, p. 3
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But even though the Degree Committee had virtually the same

membership as the Daydreaming Committee which had remained

d:54e

doggedly unstructured, the Degree ommittee seems to have

generated a sense of direction q ickly. One explanation for

this new sense of direction was the addition to the Committee

of a 'Iew member of the Dean of Extension's staff, Jesse E.

Burkett. Burkett had come in 1957 from the School of the Air,

the mass media arm of the Extension Division; to Dean White's

office as director of Extension Research.1 He had been sent

to the Uniartit44 of Chicago, White's alma mater, to attend a

summer workshop foisadministrators of adult education programs

which was directed by Cyril 0. Houle. According to Burkett the

trip was as much to use the University's library and to look into

the comprehensive testing used in the College of the University

of Chicago as it was to attend the workshop which was less focused

on adult degree programs than it was on adult education more

broadly defined.2

The Degree Committee began working steadily toward the

Bachelor of Liberal Studies, although the name of the program had

yet to be chosen, Thurman White did not attend the meetings of

the Degree Committee except occasionally. Yet virtually everyone

interviewed who was in a position to know assumed that White was

1"Annual Report, 1957-58," p. 2.

2
Interview with Jesse E. Burkett, March 5, 1974,

pp. 2 and 3.
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present in the person of Burkett) The "vague idea" for the

special degree seems to have been White's as early as 1956 or

1957.2 White identified Burkett and brought him into the

Dean's office where ha could oversee the elaboration of White's

"vague idea" about a special degree as well as other projects.

And, as Feaver put it, Burkett followed through in the Degree

Committee with meticulous attention to detail:

. . . Jess was in on the development here right from the
beginning'. I used to, used to kid Jess who was the big
"honcho" on this and for some reason or another /he7 let
me be what they called Chairman pro tem. I said that this
is a great arrangement--the expert serves the Chairman.
And he functioned in such a remarkable way. He took notes
and I often kidded him saying he knew what we were saying
and what we should be saying and what we would have said
if knew what we should be saying.3

But this is not to say that Burkett was intrusive; the Committee

deliberated at its leisure with Burkett writing the minutes,

ready to lend a broader perspective on the state of the art of

special baccalaureate programs and comprehensive testing when

it seemed useful.

Burkett did set some of the tone for the Committee,

howr.ver, with an extensive working paper he developed at the

University of Chicago during the summer of 1958 and shortly

thereafter. This paper, forty-seven pages in length not counting

its bibliography and extensive append.:x, offered a number of

lInterw-ews with Cecil Lee, March 7, 1974, p. 2; Crook,
March 6, 1974, p. 3; and Feaver, March 7, 1974, p. 6.

2Crook, March 6, 1974, p. 1.

3-Leaver, March 7, 1974, p. 1.
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frameworks for approaching liberal studies or general education

for adults and dealt with many of the design issues of a

special baccalaureate program for adults which could be offered

largell, as independent study.1 The paper was ready for the

Degree Committee as it held its first meeting in November 1958

and ultimately became the core of the Proposal for the BLS pro-

gram.

Paradoxically, Oklahoma's radical departure from the

model for adult degree programs which Brooklyn represented is

simpler to describe than was Brooklyn's approach. Perhaps this

is true because the Extension Council's Degree Committee did not

start from precedent at Oklahoma as the Experimental Degree Pro-

ject's planning committee had at Brooklyn. Oklahoma's Committee

was able to start fresh from a notion of what an adult student

was, what liberal education was, and how an adult student might

best be able to earn a baccalaureate degree within the normal

constraints of his life. A description of the Oklahoma program

follows. Special attention is paid to the deliberations of the

Committee and its rationale for the various program components of

the Bachelor of Liberal Studies.

The Design of the BLS

The Bachelor of Liberal Studies is a program in which

adult students earn their baccalaureates largely through non-

1Burkett, "Some Problems."
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credit, independent study. The program, in its earliest form,

offered no opportunities for specialization but rather focused

entirely on the problems of man in the twentieth century as

viewed through the social sciences, natural sciences, and human-

ities. Students in the BLS program proceed toward their degrees

through three cycles of independent study, comprehensive exami-

nations, and residential seminars in each of the broad areas of

subject matter. The cycles in the three subject matter areas

are followed by the preparation of an integrative paper, an

integrative residential seminar, and a final comprehensive exam-

ination. Faculty supervision is provided during the periods of

independent study through three faculty advisers, one in each

subject area, by seminar directors during the residential seminars,

and by a faculty adviser during the preparation of the integrative

paper. All advisers and seminar directors are drawn from the

regular faculty of the University by invitation of the Executive

Committee of the College of Continuing Education. Virtually all

faculty members involved in the program are compensated on an

overload basis.

Independent Study. The Degree Committee, as it began

its weekly meetings, seems to have agreed that, whatever the

design of the special baccalaureate program would be, the dominant

mode of study for the degree would have to be independent study.

Both the relatively isolated location of the University and the

typical life style of adults led the Committee to this conclusion.
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Thus the Oklahoma program promised, from the start, to be sub-

stantially different from the Brooklyn model which assumed that

its students would be able to come to the College whenever

necessary for guidance by the faculty and support fix= other

students. The decision of the Degree Committee to use indepen-

dent study as the basic learning mode in the BLS program seems

to have been underlined by the invitation the Committee extended

to Dr. Samuel Pauw to address its first meeting. Dr. Pauw

discussed his experience at the University of South Africa with

the use of correspondence study in degree programs and the use

of comprehensive examinations to validate a student's competence.1

Liberal Studies. The ultimate decision to focus the

degree program solely on liberal studies, however, was not as

early a point of agreement among members of the Committee.

Burkett in his working paper outlined three possible foci for

the special degree program. He proposed:

An experimental degree program for adults leading to the
Bachelor of General Studies /sic7 and including three
possible variations in curriculum.

A. A curriculum consisting entirely of liberal
education requirements distributed among the
following areas: (1) Communication and Criticism,
(2) The Natural Sciences, (3) The Social Sciences,
and (4) The Humanities.

B. A curriculum in which the liberal education content
comprises at least half of the program but which
permits some degree of specialization in two or
more of the liberal arts fields.

lUniversity of Oklahoma, "Meeting of the Extension
Council Degree Committee, November 11, 1958," p. 1.
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C. A curriculum in which the liberal education content
cor.)rises at least half of the program and in which
technical or professional studies comprise not more
than one-fourth of the program.1

Nine months later, the Committee discussed the question of varia-

tions within the curriculum of the degree program and reached a

consensus that study of technical and professional subject matter

should not be included as an option in the program.2 By June

1959, when the Committee summarized its findings and recommenda-

tions, the possibility of specialization even within the liberal

arts had been deleted. 3 The Committee had settled on four areas

of study for the degree: social sciences, natural sciences',

humanities, and an integrative area encompassing the three other

areas.

Of the possible approaches to organizing a curriculum

in liberal studies (at least six were considered)4 the Committee

decided to use a problem oriented approach and to limit the

curriculum to the study of twentieth century man. The cho,ce

of man in contemporary society as the overriding theme of the

1Burkett, "Some Problems," p. 45.

2University of Oklahoma, "Meeting of Extension Council
Degree Committee, May 5, 1959," p. 1.

3University of Oklahoma, "The Degree Committee's Schedule
of Activities, Preliminary Findings and Recommendations,"
/June 19597, p. 4.

4University of Oklahoma, "A Proposal for an Adult Program
Leading to the Bachelor of Liberal Studies Degree at the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma," April 1960, p. 9. (Mimeographed)



program resulted from a suggestion by one committee member,

Gail de Stwolinski, that the curriculum be organized around

critical periods in history during which the relationship of

man to society and man to his physical environment could be

studied. A second committee member, Rufus Hall, modified de

Stwolinski's proposal by agreeing with her notion of using

historical periods but suggesting that the contemporary period

would be of greatest interest to the adults who would populate

the BLS program and that study of the present would inevitably

encourage study of the past for the evaluative perspective it

could provide.1

Two weeks later, the suggestion again was made that the

program might focus on contemporary man and that ". . . the

study of Man in the Twentieth Century could comprise the entire

liberal studies curriculum."2 In support of that suggestion,

Clayton Feaver, the Committee's Chairman, proposed ". . . that

such a curriculum be based on two approaches: (1) A 'Central

Problems' approach and (2) A 'Central Learnings' approach.r3

He defined central problems as those issues of critical impor-

tance to the welfare of contemporary man and central learnings

1University of Oklahoma, "Meeting of th9 Extension
Council Degree Committee, March 24, 1959," pp. 1 and 2.

2Ibid.

3University of Oklahoma, "Meeting of the Extension
Council Degree Committee, April 7, 1959," p. 1.
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as the knowledge available to help solve the central problems.

After considerable discussion, the Committee tentatively accepted

the proposals and each member agreed ". . . to identify 'central

problems' he would recommend for the curriculum and to .vork on

the 'central learn&ngs' for the natural sciences, social sciences,

and the huma_ities."1 Attachments to the minutes of subsequent

meetings of the Committee chronicle the acceptance of central

problems/central learnings within the twentieth century as the

basis for the curricular design of the BLS program.

Comprehensive Exarninaticns. Given the flexibility he

hoped the special baccalaureate program at Oklahoma would allow,

Burkett considered comprehensive examinations essential to the

design of the program. In his working paper he indicated that

. . . examinations offer about the only solution to the
problem of establishing degree competency for adult degree
programs wnich propose:

1. To give the adult the benefit of his prior exper-
ience and self-education.

2. To permit the adult to compress the traditional
time requirements and thus complete a degree
through part-time study in a reasonable number of
years.

3. To allow the adult to make optimum use of the
wealth of methods, agencies, and experiences
available for his independent learning.

Burkett went ox. to suggest the use of two kinds of examinations:

lIbid.

2Burkett, "Some Problems," p. 27.
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1) comprehensive examinations constructed by the faculty at

Oklahoma to measure student achievement of the specific goals

of the program and 2) nationally standardi-.:Jd examinations,

such as the Graduate Record Examination, to compare BLS students

with students in other programs.1

During the summer of 1958, while he was attending Houle's

workshop, Burkett visited the Examiner's Office at the Univer-

sity of Chicago to learn how comprehensive examinations were

used in the C.11ege. Later, when Burkett and Feaver were attend-

ing the conference on adult degree programs sponsored by the

CSLEA in January 1959, they met with Benjamin Bloom, University

Examiner at Chicago, to discuss the use of comprehensive exami-

nations in the Oklahoma's program which was then in the earliest

stages of planning. 2 The information gathered at these two

meetings as well as the technical assistance the Committee re-

ceived from consultants both from the University of Chicago and

the University of Illinois seem to have been key to the success-

ful development of the tests used in the BLS.3 And technical

assistance seems to have been all that was necessary. The members

of the Committee, like Burkett, seem to have assumed from the

beginning that examinai-ions were needed to validate what the

1 Ibid., pp. 27 and 28.

2Burkett, March 5, 1974, p. 6.

3Ibid.
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students learned independently. The question was not whether

to use examinations but rather how to construct valid and

reliable instruments. Crook summed up the feeling of the Com-

mittee about examinations when he said:

the comprehensive examinations. . . were our best guess
as to some way to rate the students and also I think to
give an aura of respectability to the program among our
colleagues who were doubters. That is, if we can say,
"Now here is an examination that the students did so and
so on; how would you like to give this to the majors in
your department?" So I think /the motivation behind the
creation of the examinations7 was rating the students and
having something "objective" to show our doubting col-
leagues.l.

A large pc_tion of nearly every meeting of the Committee

during the spring of 1959 was taken up with questions of how the

examinations would fit into the design of the program, what they

would cover, and who would write them. When the question of

comprehensive testing came up at the May 5, 1959 meeting,

Dr. Crook suggested that tests establishing the candidate's
qualifications for the degree should include four compre-
hensive tests jr'. (1) the social sciences, (2) the natural
sciences, (3) the humanities, and (4) an over all examina-
tion which would test the student's capacity to apply inter-
relationships among the disciplines and to demonstrate his
capacity to integrate knowledge from the three major fields
of stuey.2

A slightly more elaborate system of testing was suggested at

the following meeting which would have incorporated shortened

forms of the area comprehensives into the system as pre-tests

to be used for counseling and advanced placement early in the

'Crook, March 6, 1974, p. 10.

2"Degree Committee, May 5, 1959," p. 1.
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program. A Graduate Record examination was also suggested as

a final validating measure.1 But the pre-tests were not de-

veloped and instead placementin the program is determined by

the student's performance on early independent study assignments.

Residential Seminars. The mention of residential semi-

nars scheduled periodically through the program appeared first,

as did many other components of the program, in Burkett's work-

ing paper.2 Burkett had suggested two kinds*of residential ex-

periences: one for orientation and another for instruction and

integration of what the student had learned.

The Orientation Residential would serve the following pur-
poses:

A. Administration of tests to evaluate adult experi-
ence following by counseling and placement in the
program.

B. Orientation to the resources available for pursuit
of the degree program.

C. Orientation on the use of the special materials
furnished the student for pursuit of the degree
program, and on the use of such agencies as the
public library in adult learning.

lUniversity of Oklahoma, "A Possible Testing Program
for the Adult Degree (bachelor's level)," p. 1. Document
attached to the May 12, 1959 minutes of the Degree Committee.

2Burkett denied in his interview the assertion that his
working paper influenced the Degree Committee to any great ex-
tent. "The Committee didn't pay an awful lot of attention to
that as a working paper and it just gave them a point of depart-
ure but after working on it for two or three years, many of the
things they came up with were very similar . . . because there's
just so many ways you can slice this." Burkett, March 5, 1974,
p. 3.
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D. Orientation of the degree stuuent on the compre-
hensive testing program for evaluating degree
competency and on programs required for the degree.

. . . Integration Seminars:

A. As residentials of from 4 to 8 weeks of continuous
conference to be held in the adult study center.

B. Seminars meeting weekly for two or more hours for
a period of one or more semesters.4*

In the final plan, the orientation seminar was reduced to an

occasional informational meeting but the "integration seminars"

became a major feature of the program. One such seminar was

planned as the culmination of each area of independent study

and a final seminar was planned as an integrative experience 4t

the end of the total program. Putting the fact of his own

recommendation in his working paper aside, Burkett indidated that

the residential experiences

came as a result of this committee of scholars raising the
question /that/ regardless of how much a person kne:,
as@uming he could develop cognitive information to the
nta degree apart from any residential experience, how long
does the University want him before they confer their
residential degree on him. And, of course, this--after
weeks of discussion--boiled down to the fact that we need
him thirteen weeks.2

The thirteen weeks of which Burkett spoke consist of a three week

seminar at the end of each of the three independent studies in

the areas of social sciences, natural sciences and humanitizs and

a four week "inter-area" seminar meant to integrate all three sub-

ject areas through the exploration of a central problem. These

1BurketL, "Some Problems," pp. 34 and 35.

2Burkett, March 5, 1974, p. 4.
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thirteen weeks are the total residence requirement of the BLS

program.

Finally, the Degree Committee included the residential

seminars in the design of the Bachelor of Liberal Studies for

pragmatic rather than theoretical reasons. The Committee felt

that it could not free the adult students in the program totally

from residence at the University and yet, because of the wide

geographical distribution of students for which the Committee had

planned, residence had to be concentrated into periods which

adults could fit into their life style, and this meant, practi-

cally speaking, into their vacations. The tradition of the

Danish folk high school which played such an important part in

the development of the program at Goddard College, described

later in this chapter, played no part at Oklahoma.1 At Oklahoma

the residential seminars were organized to satisfy the faculty's

wish that the students spend some time in residence.

The Faculty. The faculty role in the BLS program which

most closely approximates the usual faculty role in American

colleges and universities is that of the seminar director.

Seminar directors work in teams of two to present the four resi-

dential experiences of the BLS program. For the larger part of

the pr(jram, the independent studies, individual faculty members

act as academic advisers and correspond,pnts to the students who

pursue their mastery of subject matter with the adviser's help.

11..e, March 7, 1974, pp. 4 and 5.
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Crook described the adviser's role well:

. . . We felt that there had to be some substitute for the
guidance and occasional help with difficulties that an
instructor in a regular course should, and T think does
furnish. And since these people were going to be non-
residents, there had to be some substitute for regular
contact with the instructor. So, correspondence and an
occasional face-to-face meeting with students via this
adviser system seemed to be the best solution to this
problem that we could come up with.'

The Committee decided that t14c advisers and seminar direc-

tors would all be full-time faculty members of the University

chosen for this special responsibility by the Executive Committee

of the College of Continuing Education.2 With very few exceptions,

both advisers and seminar directors have been hired on an over-

load basis. The reasons for hiring regular faculty on overload

rather than establishing a separate faculty for the College or

hiring regular faculty within load appear 4.o be multiple. Feaver

indicated that

we don't have a huge faculty and more than that, oux salaries
are . . . fairly modest.. And I think tha: it was a gimmick
to attract faculty that we wanted.3

Crook, on the other hand, gave three reasons for hiring from the

regular faculty on an overload basis and his reasons were slightly

less pragmatic than l'eaver's:

1Crook, March 6, 1974, p. 6.

-The Dearee Committee became the Executive Committee of
the College of Continuing Education when the BLS program was
approved.

3
Feaver, March 7, 1974, p. 14.
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We were consciously trying to meet objections that we knew
would be raised and this was one of them. That is, that
if this /program7 was done by regular faculty, then there
would not be the danger which some people envisioned of a
second and by inference, inferior faculty built up down
here. A second reason was that if the general liberal
studies approach was of value then perhaps the people who
did it would carry back some of that value to their regular
teaching. And the third one was that this sort of a sys-
tem would attract those members of the regular faculty who
were genuinely enthusiastic about the idea and would con-
sequently be of maybe better quality than if it were done
by the chairman of the department assigning one of his
people. . . that he thought he could get along without
the easiest.

In a vein similar to both Feaver's and Crook's comments,

White pointed out that, by starting the program with full-time

faculty members from the rest of the University who were paid

on overload, the University faced a substantially lower risk

in offering the new program. If students did not materialize,

the University had no long-term financial :ommitment to the

program.2 But since students have indeed found the BLS attrac-

tive, the initial risk of which White spoke should have been

greatly reduced after the program's first few years.

It may be that continuing to operate the program on an

overload basis rather than developing a full-time faculty for

the BLS helps to maintain the program in a favorable financial

posture from which it can be used to subsidize other ventures.

Or perhaps, as White contends, the involvement of faculty from

1Crook, March 6, 1974, p. 5.

2Interview, with Thurman White, March 5, 1974, p. 12.
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the University at large has made the special baccalaureate

program a ". . . part of the mainstream of the institution."1

At any rate, the BLS program clearly is fully integrated into

the total program of the University and enjoys an enhanced

stature from that integration and from the faculty acceptance

of the program out of which the integration grew.

The Audience for the BLS. Since the BLS program was

designed to serve a group of students not setved by any other

degree program in the United States at the time, the Degree

Committee discussed at length, beginning as early as January

1960, how to select the pilot group for the program.2 The

Committee had concluded, by reflecting on the typical constraints

adults experience in life, that an audience existed for a pro-

gram such as the BLS, but the practical question was where to

f4nd this special group of adults. As the program moved closer

to its initiation date in spring 1961, the Committee

turned to the discussion of recruiting adult students for
the pilot group. The following sources of clientele were
identified and discussed: civilian and Military Personnel
at Fort Sill and Tinker Air Force Base, FAA personnel,
participants in business and industrial programs of Exten-
sion, wives of faculty and of other professional people,
leaders in such women's organizations as General Federation
of Women's Clubs, League of Women Voters, Business and Pro-
fessional Women, etc.: participants in evening college pro-
grams of other institutions in this and neighboring states.
The Committee discussed at some length the possibility of

1 Ibid.

-University of Oklahoma, "Minutes of the Extension Council
Degree Committee, January 19, 1960," p. 1.
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admitting four to six residence, /iic7 undergraduate stu-
dents of the University to the program. These students
would be matriculated for a regular degree program at
the University of Oklahoma, but would take the BLS program
as a kind of honors program in addition to their other
academic work. The admission of these students would
serve only as a research factor in testing the suitability
of the BLS for an undergraduate clientele and funds would
teed to be provided to pay the tuition of the small group
of residence /sic7 students participating.'

The Committee also expressed an intention to inform alumni of

the University who had not completed their regular programs about

the BLS program.

Two groups, in particular, struck the Committee as pri-

mary sources of students: women and the military. As Burkett

said, "We got worried it'd be predominantly a women's program"

since many women had leisure time, were potentially interested

in a liberal arts degree, and had either not begun or not

completed a degree earlier in their lives.2 The military, on

the other hand, was putting pressure on its officers in the

late 'fifties to complete degrees as one of the criteria for

promotion. While the liberal studies bias of the BLS would not

necessarily have been the first choice of the officers, who

tended to be more pragmatically oriented, the minimal residence

requirement and the flexibility of independent study was parti-

lUniversity of Oklahoma, "Minutes, Extension Council
Degree Committee, July 12, 1960," p. 1.

2Burkett, March 5, 1974, p 11.
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cularly appealing because of the officers' frequent transfers

from L.e duty station to another all over the world.1

In the process of identifying potential students, the

Degree Committee invited representatives of business and industry,

libraries, civil service, and of course, the military to come to

the campus to learn about the program. The military commanders

at Fort Sills and Tinker Air Force Base, in fact, were so anxious

to make the program available to their officers that they both

visited the campus repeatedly and invited the members of the

Degree Committee to spend a weekend at Fort Sills as their guests

to discuss the implications of the program for the military.2

The attention the Committee received from the military seems to

have caused the Committee to overestimate the military's real

ability to provide students. The Degree Committee, in July 1960,

considered restricting the admission of military personnel to

sixty per cent of the BLS student body.3 The Committee's fears

of too many military men in the student body were not confirmed,

however; the military has never accounted for an unusually large

p-oportion of the student body of the BLS program.4 But the

student body of the BLS was positively affected by another major

1Feaver, March 7, lr 4, p. 9.

2White, March 5, lc_ 4, pp. 9 and 10.

3.3Degree Committee, July 12, 1960," p. 2.

4Burkett and Ruggiers, The Bachelor of Liberal Studies,
p. 94.
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factor in the development of the program: a substantial grant
41V

from the Carnegie Corporation.

Outside Funding. As with most university adult educa-

tion programs, and with all but one of the special baccalaureate

programs studied, the Degree Committee at Oklahoma assumed that

the BLS would have to support itself financially.1 The Committee,

with this in mind, discussed potential sources of outside money

for the program and enlisted the aid of the Dean's office in

their search. But, for a time, it appeared that the BLS would

have to rely on University fund3 at least for its start. In

June 1959, at a meeting of the Degree Committee,

Dean White indicated that although there would be no grants
available from the Fund for Adult Education, that the
Extension Division would have remnants of grants which could
be used to finance the completion of the degree program.2

But no grant funds were then available to underwrite the initial

offering of the program.

However, White and Burkett pursued their contacts with

. the foundations and by mid spring of the following year had sub-

mitted a committee report on the BLS to the Carnegie Corporation

for its perusal. Florence Anderson, in her response on behalf

of Carnegie, ev:.1--;ed a mild interest in the project but added

that

the Corporation has no program at present which might include

1Crook, March 6, 1974, p. 12.

2University of oklahoma, "Meeting of the Extension
Council Degree Committee, June 13, 1959," p. 1.
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support for the pilot phase of this undertaking . .

/but/ it is possible that we may consider supporting
some activities in this area in the future.1

And in this case, the future boded well for the BLS program

since in January 1961

Dean White distributed to the Committee copies of a letter
from the Carnegie Corporation to President George L. Cross
announcing approval of a grant for the pilot project of
the BLS Degree Program in the amount of $61,000.4

The grant funds were used, beginning.in March 1961, to

support with full tuition grants the first seventy-five students

in the BLS program and to provide partial support for a number

of other BLS students as the program progressed. The grants,

which made the program tuition-free for its first group of stu-

dents,3 offset the operating expenses of the new College of Conti-

nuing Education which had been created in spring 1961 bY 'Presi-

dent Cross on the recommendation of the Council on Instruction

to oversee the BLS program. The grant also indirectly paid the

faculty members who acted on an overload basis as advisers and

seminar directors in the new program. The Carnegie Corporation

grant. assured the successful beginning of the first of the inde-

pendent special baccalaureate degree programs for adults.

1Florence Anderson to Thurman White, March 7, 1960.

2University of Oklahoma, Minutes, Extension Council
Degree Committee, January 3, 19E1," p. 1.

3"Report on the Bachelor of Liberal Studies Program,
University of Oklahoma, 1963-1964," p. 1.
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Summary.

The Bachelor of Liberal Studies program at the Univer-

sity of Oklahoma was designed between November 1957 and March

1961, initially by the Daydreaming Committee and later by the

Degree Committee of the Extension Council. The program was and

is intended to serve a wide range of adult students and unlike

the resident programs presented in the preceding chapter, the

BLS offers no major or specialty within its curriculum. The

BLS curriculum instead is divided into four broad areas of

subject matter: social sciences, natural sciences, humanities,

and the "inter-area." All the curriculum in the BLS program is

centered on "Man in the Twentieth Century."

Completion of the area studies in the social sciences,

natural sciences, humanities, as well as the final "inter-area"

is measured by comprehensive examinations. A fins: raper treat-

ing some topic in depth is also required. Th. _mprehensive

examinations are prepared for largely by independent study.

The only residence requirement of the program consists of the

three area seminars which are each three weeks in length and

the inter-area seminar which is four weeks. Faculty for the

program, who act either as advisers during independent study or

as seminar directors,are selected from the full-time faculty

of the University by the program's Executive Committee and servo

on an overload basis. The program in 1970 counted more than

one thousand students at the various stages of the program.

The first sevelty-five students in the program were
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fully funded by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation in the

amount of $61,000. The program enjoyed another, much smaller

grant in its history. The CSLEA provided thc: "seed money" for

the year-long faculty seminar from which the program developed

and, in this way, the $2500 from CSLEA seems to have been at

least as important to the development of the program as the

Carnegie grant was to its first years of operation.

The creation of the BLS in 1961 rekindled some of the

excitement that had attended the establishment of the Experi-

mental Degree Project at Brooklyn in 1954. The initiation of

the BLS was particularly encouraging for the CSLEA. The CSLEA

had been helpful in the design and initiation of the program

at Brooklyn but had been espousing, as its primary concern,

non-credit adult education. The non-credit character of the

Oklahoma program seemed to endorse the CSLEA's wish for a new

kind of university adult education not dominated by the credits

and courses of the evening college. Brooklyn had taken a great

step forward by providing a system of credit for life experience

for its students but Oklahoma had gone farther by creating a

virtually time and space free dOgree program for adults with a

curriculum focused on the problems of modern man. The BLS was

truly a degree program "especially for adults."

And it was in this context of excitement that the CSLEA

provided a small amount of money and a large amount of encourage-

ment to Goddard College as Goddard began working toward the
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establishment of its Adult Degree Program. But, paradoxically,

the visits to other programs that the CSLEA funds made possible

convinced the planners at Godda_d to design their program based

on their unique, local experience rather .n to jc.in the inci-

pient national bandwagon which was beginning to roll toward an

adult degree movement.

Goddard College--The Adult
Degree Program

Goddard College was established in 1938 as a sma13,

liberal arts college. Its physical plant is a tastefully con-

verted, two hundred acre country estate known formerly as Great-

wood Farms which borders on the village of Plainfield, Vermont.

The College is the philosophical offspring of Goddard Seminary,

a high school founded in 1863 in Barre, Vermont to provide an

education for the children of liberally-minded leaders in central

Vermont. But Goddard Seminary fell on hard times and, after a

brief metamorphosis as a junior college for women, Goddard's

liberal spirit was moved to a new physical location by its Presi-

dent, Royce S. "Tim" Pitkin, who became the founder and first

president of Goddard College in Plainfield.1

PitRin, who while a graduate student at Columbia Univer-

sity had become a disciple of William Heard Kilpatrick, wanted

I-Goddard College, Bulletin IX, 4 (January 1944)
pp. 24 and 25.
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Goddard to be a liberal arts college, but a liberal arts college

with a difference. Pitkin and the group of adviters whom he

gathered around him to plan the new college determined that the

curriculum of Goddard would be focused on what Kilpatrick had

called ". . wholehearted, purposeful activity proceeding in a

social environment."1 According to Evalyn Bates who was one of

the first two graduates of the College and who remained on its

staff for more than thirty years thereafter,.

the new College was designed to provide the student with an
educational situation in which he would face the real pro-
blems of everyday living, in which preparation for a voca-
tion would be regarded as a part of living and not as an
end in itself, in which the life of the college and the
community would be so integrated as to break down the
barriers which usually separate school from life, in which
students might see life as a whole rather than as a collec-
tion of unrelated parts, in which the provision of educa-
tional opportunities for adults would be an integral part
of the program of the college.2

Unlike the liberal education at the University of Chicago

under Hutchins and Adler in which the method was sensitive re-

hearsing of the great ideas of the past as they were put forth in

the great books, liberal education at Goddard attempted to put

into action the ". . school of life, of actual experiencing"

which Kilpatrick had been espousing.3 This learning-through-

1William Heard Kilpatrick, "The Project Method," Teachers
College Bulletin X, 3 (October 12, 1918), p. 4.

2Evalyn Bates, "Development of the Goddard College Adult
Education Program," (Unpublished Master's Paper, The University
of Chicago, 1957), p. 14.

3William Heard Kilpatrick, Education fof. a Chnnqing
Civilization (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1927) , p. 112.
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action came to be called the "Goddard idea" and led to Bates'

definition of liberal education at Goddard:

Liberal Education can . . . be thought of as the process by
which the individual changes himself through the formation
of independent opinions, the freeing of himself from pre-
judice and narrowness through broadening and deepening his
knowledge, his skill, his understanding, his appreciations.
This does not require a particular subject matter content
but rather a particular approach to subject matter. Liberal
education at Goddard is regarded as the process through
which the individual moves along toward this broadening
and deepening, motivating him toward higher levels of
achievement as an individual and as a member of society.1

But while the process of learning rather than subject matter itself

was stressed at Goddard from its first days, courses were still

a major part of the curriculum, especially in a student's first

three years of study. Goddard students typically enrolled in

three courses per term and did not engage in any extensive inde-

pendent study until their senior year.2

The Experiment

Beginning in fall 1959, as part of an "Experiment in

Curriculum Organization" funded by the Ford Foundation, Goddard

began moving away from courses and toward independent study as

its primary method of teaching and learning. Independent study

seemed attra'_;tive to the Goddard faculty because it allowe6 the

student to create learning situations which were directly and

intimately related to his own interests and encouraged the

1Bates, "Development," p. 9.

2Goddard College, "Report of the President of Goddard
College for the Quarter Ending September 30, 1960," p. 4.
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student early in his college program to gain the sense of

independence and self-directedness that epitomized the Goddard

Idea. In the new scheme, independent study was not reserved

for the senior year but recommended to the student in his first

year,

when he is looking for and eagerly expecting a study ex-
perience quite different from that of his high school
years and before he has become habituated to the teacher-
dominated lecture or discussion class routine.

And through independent study, the faculty hoped to evolve an

"apprenticeship relationship" with students which would

. . require the student to give more attention to his
purposes and plans for study in a given field and allow
the teacher an opportunity to operate more as a consul-
tant and guide than as a person who gives directions and
provides the answers.

To accomplish the goals of the experiment, first year

students were given the opportunity to commit two-thirds of

their academic programs to independent study which involved a

half-day meeting once a week with the other members of the

"clas:-." and allowed ". . for independent study with a faculty

member other than the teacher of the course in which the student

enrolled." The subject matter for these independent study

"courses" was not set ahead of time but rather was set the

students in consultation with the faculty based on th:.! student,i:'

individual goals. Evaluation occurred from time to time as

students, with faculty assistance, Lidgod to wliat extk,nt.

students were meeting the goals they had set for thei:selves.1

lIbid.
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The Experiment in Curriculum Organization continued for

six years, from 1959 through 1965, and resulted in a largely

course-free program at Goddard for its regular undergraduates.

The Experiment demonstrated that young undergraduates could

both design their own curricula by setting their own goals and

could sustain themselves during long periods of independent

study. It was a short step from the Experiment to the applica-

tion of its findings to more mature students; Thus the Experi-

ment not only changed the primary mode of study on campus but

also served as the model for the Adult Degree Program (ADP) at

Goddard. The style of teaching that members of the faculty

evolved during the Experiment and the mechanics for helping stu-

dents set goals and evaluate their progress toward those goals

were both incorporated into the design of the ADP. But the ADP

had other origins as well.

The Danish Folk High School

At the University of Oklahoma, residential seminars were

included in the program's design for purely pragmatic reasons:

the faculty felt that the BLS students should spend some time in

residence and the University was constructing its Center for

Continuing Education under a Kellogg Foundation grant at the

same time that the program was being planned. The periods of

residence met a faculty (and probably a student) nued ar.'. the

Kellogg Center provided meeting space and transient residential

accommodations. At Goddard College, on the other hand,
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residential conferences were a part of the tradition of the

institution and were thought of as more than a convenient way

to bring faculty and students together.

During his graduate study at Columbia, Pitkin became

interested in the place of the folk high school in the social

and economic development of Denmark. After studying the purposes

and organization of the folk high schools, Pitkin concluded that

the impact of educational programs, especially short-term pro-

grams, could be enhanced by having the students remove themselves

from the regular pattern of their li 3s and concentrate on learn-

ing in a residential community. In planning the academic calen-

dar of Goddard, Pitkin included two two-month recesses during

the year, one in winter and the other summer. his idea was to

have the regular undergraduates work away from the College during

these recesses and to bring adults to the campus then for special

programs. 1 As Pitkin put it:

One of the ideas we had was to run a Vermont version of the
Danish folk high school. We knew we couldn't possibly run
a long period; we thought possibly we could get people to
come for a month but that didn't work out. We settled for
short periods: week-ends, two or three-day conferences- -
but always residential conferences so the people were there
overnight and they got to know one another. They were away
from their homes for that period, and they wouldn't be
thinking all the time about "I've got to 4o out to do the
chores, I've got to take care of the work in the house"
and what not. And, also it provided a situation in which
they could mingle in an informal way and not simply listen-
ing to a talk or engaging in general deb,:te.2

lInterview with Royce S. Pitkin, October 31, 1973,
pp. 1 and 2.

2 Ibid., p. 2.
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Initially, none of the conferences held for adults during the

winter and summer recesses were connected with degree programs.

The summer conferences tended to run to the arts and the winter

conferences to social issues, especially education. But as

the planning for t:e Adult Degree Program began in 1959, the

College's experience with residential conferences for adults

fit neatly into the vision of Evalyn Bates and the other program

planners.

Bates' Visit to Australia

The year before the Ford-sponsored Experiment in Curri-

culum Organization began, Evalyn Bates who was Director of Adult

Education and Community Services at Goddard as well as Assistant

to President Pitkin went as a Fullbright lecturer to the Univer-

sity of New England in New South Wales, Australia. At the Univer-

sity of New England, Bates became acquainted with a program of

teacher education which required teachers from all parts of Aus-

tralia to attend the University during the summer for supervised

study and to continue their studies independently during the

course of the regular school year. This experience seems to have

reinforced Bates' conviction that adult students could accomplish

much of the work of a degree program on their own. And while

the idea for the Adult Degree Program at Goddard did not arise

from her experienc:e in New South Wales, Eaten indicated that the

program at the University of 1,1c:w England ". . was a kind of

27
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pinpointing of what could be done."1

Planning the ADP

When Bates returned from Australia, she organized an

informal committee of four to work toward the establishment of

a special baccalaureate program-at Goddard.2 In the initial

stages of planning, the work of Bates' committee on the adult

degree program could not have easily been distinguished .rom

the work of the faculty as a whole. The Goddard faculty, still

small Enough to meet every Friday afternoon in President Pitkin's

living room, had just begun its Experiment in Curriculum Organi-

zation and, as George Beecher, Director of Educational Experi-

mentation, said, "At that time, everything was done in the total

faculty group."3 Bates reported that the committee on the adult

degree program met separately but H. . . reported on its work

from time to time or checked with the ,faculty about decisions it

was making about the developing plan."4

Progress toward tl-e ADP was slow, not because of any

noticeable opposition to the plan among the faculty but rather

because an adult aegree progrm was not the faculty's first pri-

ority in 1959 and 1960 and also because the deliberative process

lInterview with Evalyn Bates, December 10, 1973, p. 10

2Ibid., p. 1.

3lnterview with George Beecher, November 1, 1973, p. 3.

4Bates, December 10, 1973, p. 25.
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at Goddard was designed for consensus not speed. But by

December 1961, the committee and the faculty had apparently

come to an agreement on the general shape of the program.

Pitkin reported these prelinnary conclusions to Liveright of

the CSLEA in a letter he wrote asking Liveright's advice and

requesting funds to complete the plan.

We have been concerned with the increasing numbers of
students whose college careers are interrupted before
their undergraduate training is completed. It seems likely
that the normal course of institutional higher education,
for many women as well as some men, for the next decade or
so at least, will consist of one or two years of college,
interrupted by marriage, child-rearing, military service,
economic necessity, followed 1y efforts to complete the
requirements for the Bachelor.'s degree after the lapse of
a few years.

Our proposal is to establish a sequence of residence-
correspondence courses through which qualified men and
women whose college careers were earlier interrupted may
earn the Bachelor of Arts degree. Each course would com-
prise three par',..s: 1) two weeks of residence at the
College, 2) five months of individual study by corres-
pondence, 3) another period of residence.

The first period would include testing, counseling for
course choices, group meetings, use of the library, labora-
tories, and learning aids center facilities. It would
provide an opportunity for the student and teacher to
establish a working relationship and to design a plan of
study to be carried out independently at home. During the
five months between residence periods the student would
complete his plan of study, sending materials, written or
spoken, to the instructor for comrent as they are completed.
Correspondence might be extended to include communication
by the use of tape recordings and perhaps telephone con-
ferences between the instructor and the students enrolled
in the course. The final phase of the course would be a
second period in residence, probalAy for one week, to be
used for group reports and discussions on individual
studies, and individual evaluation sessions with the in-
structor.

Because of Lne way in which our undergraduate calendar is
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arranged, during the months of January-February ane July-
August our facilities, including some of our instructional
staff, are available for such a corresponderee-residence
program. In the past three years our faculty has been ex-
perimenting with independent study for undergraduates.
We have acquired some experience in helping students de-
sign plans for study which they carry out largely on an
independent basis. We feel prepared to extend this mode
of study to adults who would be spending the major portion
of their time away from campus.1

By December 1961, then, the design of the program had emerged

from the faculty and committee meetings, but some details remained

to be decided;

In the same letter to Liveright, Pitkin indicated a need

for modest support to determine more precisely what the audience

for the program was and to gather mailing lists of potential stu-
,

dents, to investigate what areas were of academic ...oterest to

adults, and to prepare and distribute recruitment materials. The

target date for the initiation of the program mentioned in the

letter was summer 1962.2

Pitkin met with Liveright and his Associate Director,

James Whipple, in early March 1962 after some initial correspon-

dence. Whipple and LiNderi5ht, at that meeting, apparently

attempted to dissuade Pitkin from initiating the program during

tne summer of 1962 and suggested that Pitkin and his colleagues

visit severll other institutions with special adult eduedeion

programs to broaden their perspective on the state of the art.

1
Royce S. Pitkin to A.A. Liveright, December 12, 1961,

pp. 1 and 2.

2 Ibid., p. 3.
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In his letter following his meeting with Liveright and Whipple,

Pitkin concurred with their suggestion that members of the

committee on the adult degree program visit other institutions:

in particular, the University of Oklahoma (the Center's showcase

at that time), Sarah Lawrence, and the University of Minnesota.

To cover the cost of these visits, Pitkin requested a grant of

$800 from the CSLEA.

Pitkin indicated that he had hoped the visits to tae

three institutions could be made ". . within the next two

weeks" and that the followihg week a meeting might be arranged

with Florence Anderson and possibly John Gardner of the Carnegie

Corporation) Whipple, by return mail, responded:

As for your plans, Sandy and I think you are moving a bit
too rapidly. First, we believe you have gone far enough
with your plans for a preliminary discussion with Florence
Anderson. It is our suggestion that one of the purposes
for this first visit to Carnegie is to ask advice regarding
ways to accomplish your purpose, or to perfect your plan.

Second, we think it is important to give some very careful
thought to plans for the visits to other institutions--
both as to where you go and what questions you want to
ask. I bolievure can be of some assistance in th!ct connec-
tion. F_rthe,:more, it is our assumption that suggLstions
will come as a result of your visit with Florence Anderson.
In other words, we would recommend not trying to rush
through a series of visits prior going to Carnegie, nor
to look upon the fi9t visit there as one for presenting
a specific proposal.-

This letter and the earlier letters from Pitkin to

1Royce S. Pitkin to A. A. Liveright, March 12, 1962.

2James B. Whipple to Royce S. Pitkin, March 16, 1962.
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Liveright suggest a curious interplay between the Center and

Goddard on the issue of the special baccalaureate program. On

the one hand, Pitkin and the Goddard faculty were satisfied with

the design of the program outlined in Pitkin's letter of December

12, 1961. And in that same letter, Pitkin had indicated that

the Adult Degree Program ". . . should be a self-supporting

venture, once it is well launched. "l His concern, at that time,

seems to have been finding a small sum to finish planning and

to launch the prograr. On the other hand, Liveright and Whipple

apparently were not satisfied with the design and seemed to want

to move Goddard more in the direction of the Bachelor of Liberal

Studies program at Oklahoma. And while Liveright and Whipple

were ready to give advice on the design of the program as well

as sources for funding it, Pitkin and his colleagues seemed to

want advice only on how to secure a grant to support the pro-

gram's initiation.

Liveright's objections to thi design of the Goddard pro-

gram were, first, that the six month study cycles proposed by

Goddard would be too rigid for some adults who might need more

time to complete their independent study projects and, second,

that the curriculum of the program and the program's requirements

were not clearly spelled out.2 fl seemed to be suggesting that

1Pitkin to Liveright, December 12, 1961, p. 3.

2A. A. Liveright to Royce S. Pitkin, May 4, 1962.



the more flexible study schedule and the four required areas

of study of the BLS program at Oklahoma met these objections

and should be adopted by Goddard. But Goddard had only two

periods of time during the year, six months apart, when adults

could come to the campus for residential conferences and

Goddard, through the Experiment in Curriculum Organization, had

developed its own style of individually determined curriculum

which it intended to use in the adult degree program. In short,

Liveright's and Whipple's suggestions about rethinking the design

of the ADP were largely, if politely ignored by Pitkin and the

committee at Goddard.

Pitkin, however, did accept the Center's advise to go

slowly on his approach to Carnegie. He met first with Florence

Anderson, who had been instrumental in having the proposal for

the BLS at Oklahoma funded the year before, to discuss the

possibility of an Adult Degree Program at Goddard informally

in May 1962. Pitkin recalled that

she was very supportive on the idea and she made several
suggestions about how we should present this /proposal7
to overcome what she knew would be some objections from
the rest of the staff there.'

Goddard's formal proposal to the Carnegie Co-rporation was

submitted in September 1962 and rejected the following month.

Pitkin reported this disappointing news to Livcright and asked

if he had additional suggestions about possible sources of fund.;.2

1Pitkin, October 31, 1973, p. 11.

2Royce S. Pitkin to A. A. Livoright, October 26, 1962.
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Liveright offered to speak to the Ford Foundation on Goddard's

behalf but added, "I am afraid I don't have any other hot leads

at the moment.'1 Later in the fall Pitkin, in fact, pleaded

his own case before the Ford Foundation since he had contacts

at Ford owing to the grant Gcddard had received for the Experi-

. ment in Curriculum Organization. But Goddard's luck with Ford

was no better than it had been with Carnegie: Pitkin's informal

discussions with Elizabeth Pascal at Ford held out so little

hope that he decided'against submitting a formal proposal.2

Hope for outside funding disappeared after Ford's un-

enthusiastic response to Pitkin's inquiries. But the faculty

at Goddard, led by Evalyn Bates, decided to proceed with the

Adult Degree Program regardless. The visits which members of

the committee had made to the other programs at Cklahoma, Minne-

sota, and Sarah Lawrence had not changed their minds about the

design of the program. Goddard had decided, as usual, to go its

own way3 and the ADP accepted its first group of nineteen stu-

dents in August 1963.4

Design of the ADP

The design of the Adult Degree Program at Goddard, much

1
A. A. Liveright to Royce S. Pit k'n, October 31, 191,2.

2Pitkin, October 31, 1973, p. 11.

3Deechor, November 1, 1973, p. 2.

4
Data provided by Registrar's Office, Cocidard

October 31, 1973.
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of which. has alveady been described, is and was from its beginning

remarkably simple. Initially, admission to the program was re-

stricted to adults who had completed satisfactorily at least two

semesters of college, were at least twenty-six yet.rs old, and had

been away from school for at least five years.1 The first pro-

gram activity after admission was a week-long orientation held

on the Goddard campus. The orientation was combined with an

opening seminar, also a week in length. During the orientation

week, students were counseled and tested in preparation for their

first study cycle. The opening seminar was led by three members

of the regular Goddard faculty. During the opening seminar, stu-

dents were helped to formulate independent study projects which

they were then expected to complete in the following five and

one half months of independent study. At the end of the five and

one half months of independent study,.the students were expected

to attend another week-long residential seminar at which reports

were made and progress assessed. A second six month cycle then

began immediately with another week-long seminar opening the

second cycle of independent study.2

Students were told hew many six month cycles would be

required for graduation in each of their cases following the

conclusion of their first study cycle. In the last six months

- Goddard College, Bulletin XXVIII, 4 (April 1963), p. 3.

2Ibid., pp. 4 and 5.
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of ills program, each student was expected to complete a "culmi-

nating study" which was a ". . . major piece of work planned

around the student's needs and interests, limited only by the

resources available near the student's home and at the college."1

At the end of the final cycle, each student was required to spend

three weeks in residence at the College and, upon acceptance of

his culminating study, received the Bachelor of Arts awarded at

Goddard's next regular commencement.2

The design of the ADP has changed very little since the

program began in August 1963. Students are no longer required

to have completed a year of college for admission nor is a mini-

mum age specified for purposes of admission.3 The opening semi-

nars of each cycle tend now to be much less structured than those

in the early days of the program. And the opening seminars have

no overriding theme such as "Science and Human Values," "Non-

Western Civilizations," or "The Individual and Society" as did

the early seminars.4 Inste&d a broad range of presentations are

made by the faculty members in attendance for the purpose of

helping students focus their interests on an independent study

project which they may then pursue with an appropriate faculty

member of the next six month study cycle.5

1Ibid., p. 5.

2
Ibid.

3 Bates, December 10, 1973, p. 15.

413,111ctin, XXVIII, 4, p. 6.

-)Interview with John Turner, October 30, 1973, p. 7.
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The most striking change in the design of the ADP has

been the inclusion of credit for life experience within the

options open to ADP students. At the outset, students usually

were awarded advanced standing for the two semesters or more

of college they had to have completed to be admitted to the ADP.

But ADP students who had completed, for example, two semesters

of college elsewhere, regardless of their other accomplishments,

were expected to complete at least six additional six month

cycles or three years in Goddard's Adult Degree Program. The

assumption, according to President Pitkin, was

. . . that the degreo of any college. . . means nothing more
than that one has spent approximately four years at that
institution doing what the institution thinks ought to be
done. And when you've said that, I don't think you can say
much more.1

Pitkin's point of view, which was shared by Evalyn Bates2 among

others, prevailed until 1970. But in 1970, the ADP began to

recognize "critical life experience" as creditable toward the

adult student's degree at Goddard.

The instructions given to students to help them apply

properly for credit for life experience begin with the paragraph:

In 1970, the ADP began to accelerate students toward the
B.A. on the basis of petitions describing experiences which
took place outside accredited academic institutions but
which were nonetheless thought to ue of significant educa-
tional worth. In the beginning our efforts in this direction
were hesitant. We had no clear criteria of what was and
what was not acceptable, nor did we feel confident about

1Pitkin, October 31, 1973, p. 14.

-Bates, December 10, 1973, p. 15.
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how much acceleration ought to be allowed for various
sorts of experience. We did, however, have two definite
standards which, !ibwever difficult of definition, we were
determined to maintain. We were not willing to accept
any experience which an individual thought worthwhile,
i.e., simply living was riot enough. And we did not pro-
pose to play God by trying to discriminate the intensity
of interior feelings known only to an individual which
could not be described through analytical language. For
example, we could not deal with cases having to do with
falling in love, falling out of love, bearing and raising
children, et cetEla. None of us who have served on petition
committees doubts that these experiences are, in a broad
sense, the most educational which people go through, but
neither were we sufficiently arrogant twbelieve we had
reasonable measuring sticks for them.1

Richard Hathaway, one of the counsellors in charge of assessing

life experience and a former Dean of the ADP, mentioned two

criteria by which he judges experience for credit: first, the

experience which a student includes in a petition for credit

must be of long enough duration to have had a serious dimension

and, second, the experience must be closely related to the

student's educational program at Goddard.2 This means thrt

walking through a museum could not be considered a creditable

experience simply because it would not last ion:: enough to have

had a serious: educational dimension. However, studying system-

atically in a museum of natural 1.istory might well be creddtable

for a student who is interested in the culture of primitive

peoples.

The key to receiving credit for life experience at

1Goddard College, "'no AdJlt Degree Program Critical Life
Experience Petition," May 1973, d. 1. (Mimeol:apAcd)

2Interview with Richard Nathawy, OctobJr
ep. 12 and 13.
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Goddard is the portfolio which students must prepare and sub-

mit for scrutiny. And the most important part of a portfolio

is an essay required of each student petitioning 42or credit for

life experience in which he must demonstrate both how a parti-

cular experience had a serious educational dimension for him and

how that experience fits into his program at Goddard. Further,

credit for life experience at Goddard amounts to a relatively

small proportion of the programs of those students who petition

successfully (although the proportion is larger than that typi-

cally awarded at Queens or Mundelein). Most students who petition

for credit successfully -re accelerated in their programs one or

perhaps two cycles saving six months to a year of work. Fewer

than five per cent of those who successfully petition are accele.--

ated more than two cycles.1

Program Autonomy

As the ADP was being planned and implemented in the

early 'sixties, many other things were happening at Goddard. The

Experiment in Curriculum Organization, begun in 1959, was moving

toward its conclusion. The size of the student body was on the

increase from a total enrollment of ninety-two students in 1957

to a peak enrollment of 921 ten years later.2 And the faculty

size was increasing in parallel fashion.

lIbid., p. 13

2Goddard College, "Report of the President. of Goddard
College for the Quarter Ending June 30, 1969," p. XVa.
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Goddard's physical plant was also expanding. Pitkin

proposed a construction program which would have created a group

of small colleges cltstered under the umbrella of Goddard. His

December 1963 Report included a synopsis of the plan:

To meet the criteria of an educational unit small enough to
be effective--as Goddard views effectiveness--and a business
unit large enough to be econoacal and stable. I propose
that Goddard College Corporation make plans for the creation
of three or four additional educational units for 250 each.
Each unit would have its own campus and faculty, determine
its own social policies, and develop its.own ethos, but
would operate under the Goddard College charter and be
guided by the policies of the Goddard Board of Trustees.
The new campuses would be developed on property now owned
by the College or at other convenient places nearby.1

The following year, construction began on the Northwood campus.

/41 Northwood and the original Greatwood campus were to be the first

of the "cluster colleges."

The faculty and students already at Goddard began choosing

which campus to join, Greatwood or Northwood, during the 1964-1965

academic year. In the fall of 1965, Pitkin's plan went into

effect even though the construction of ti. Northwood campus was

not complete and the Northwood students had to be housed temporar-

ily in Plainfield and the surrounding village',.2 Both campuses

quickly developed their own sense of identity and autonomy, the

one very different from the other. And Goddard College was for

a time two institutions instead of one.

But the creation of a new organizatior for. Goddard bz1,30a

1Goddard College, "Report of the President of Goddard
College for the Quarter Ending December 31, 1963," p. 4.

"Interview with Allan Walker, October 30, 1973. p. 5.
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on cluster campuses was short-lived for two reasons: enroll-

ment in the late 'sixties and early 'seventies declined sharply

from Goddard's 1967 peak and in 1968 President Pitkin suffered

a severe coronary which led to his retirement in June 1969.1

Nis successor reversed the trend toward autonomous campuses set

by Pitkin and rejoined the Northwood and Greatwood campuses into

one college. He also instituted a trimester system at Goddard

in an attempt to mike more effective use of the expanded physical

plant over a greater portion of the year. The new calendar, how-

ever, made it very difficult for regular faculty members at God-

dard to teach in the ADP because the two month periods formerly

used for the residential component were lost.

Even before the trimester calendar was initiated, the

first members of a full-time faculty had been hired for the ADP.2

The loss of the recesses during which faculty members attached to

the resident undergraduate program could teach in the ADP increased

the pressure for increasing the ADP's own faculty. The result

has been the creation of an autonomous administrative ',nit with

an independent faculty to offer the Adult Degree Program at God-

dard. The concept of autonomous cluster campuses on which the

undergraduate programs for resident students would be offered has,

in effect, been modified to create, in the case of the ADP and

1 Ibid.,
P.

9.

2Hathaway, October 29, 1973, p. 4.
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a small number of graduate and community service programs, the

concept of autonomous cluster programs which operate under the

charter of Goddard College but which are self-contained and self-

regulating.

The ADP, then, while it has not changed substantially

from its original curricular design has changed markedly in its

pattern of governance. It has grown from a program of nineteen

students which was administered from the President's Office by

Evalyn Bates to a fully independent unit within Goddard College

with its own faculty and administrative structure. Only Roose-

velt University, among the programs studied, has developed in a

similar manner, but Roosevelt's BGS program and its College of

Continuing Education has not achieved the total autonomy of

Gedda-:d's ADP.

Syracuse University - -The Bachelor
of Arts in Liberal Studies

Syracuse University is a large, private, non-denomina-

tional institution of higher learning founded in 1870 in Syracuse,

ew .17c,rk. The University has had a distinguished history of

extension and community service work in central New York State.

It formal extension program began in 1918 with an evening session

through which some of the credit courses offered during the day

on the University's main campus were also offered off campus in

the evening at a location necrer the center of the city.1 1.he

lAlexander N. Charterf-t, The Hill and the Valley (Syracuse,
Now York: Syracuse Universii:y Publicntions in Continuing Educa-
tion, 1972), n.
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story of the special baccalaureate progrm for adu is at Syra-

cuse, however, dates not from the beginnlyig of the cwoning

session in 1918 but rathor from the creetion of University

College by Chancellor William Pearson Tolley in 1946.

TolleIy intended University College to be tht conduit

through which the programs offered on the main campus on the

hill might flow down to the city in the valley and beyond. And

the first dean of University t.)11ege, Kenneth G. Bartlett,

clearly agreed with him. Bartlett stated in his annual report

for 1946-1947:

The nacre University College means that it is our function
to make most of the instructional faciliti.es of the Uni-
versity avilable to the people of certral New York through
the offices o.7 a single college. We are a catalytic agent
LJetween Tcwn and Gown. In the next few years, we hope to
offer such an attractive adult education program titat it
will attract one ip every ten in this area to some form of
learning activity.

While no evidence exists that Bartlett realized his hope of one

in ten, University College under his leadership and that of his

sccessors combined effectively the various extension programs

of the University which predated University College and generated

a remarkable number of new prcgrams, including special degree

programs for adults ;n the associate, bachelor, and master's

levels.

Syracuse Ascociate in Arts
for Adults

Alexander N. Charters, Dean of University College at

1Kennet1 G. Bartlett as uuoted in Charters, 11121
Vallcy, p. 24.
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Syracuse when planning for the Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies

began, came to Syracuse from the University of Chicago in 1948.

Charters had entered the University of Chicago in 1946 after the

War to earn his doctorate in adult education under Cyril O. Houle

and had joined Dean Bartlett's staff at Syracuse immediately

after earniag his Ph.D.1 While at Chicago, Charters Ind become

very fzmiliar with the Great Books Program and the Basic Program

in University College2 and, in fact, wrote his doctoral di;:serta-

tion on the extent to which certain mental abilities could be

developed through participation in Great Books discussion groups.3

The movement toward a special degree program for adults

apparently began early at Syracuse. The first annual report of

University College, written by Bartlett, contained a mention of a

special degree program for adults but no details:

We hope to announce shortly e. degree program designed es-
pecially for adults--a program which will permit the worker
who-could not go to college to pursue 3n education coinci-
dent with his work and family responsibilities--a program
designed for him, rather than a wariLe6-over campus program
designed fcr younger people.4

Charters, as Bartlett's Assistant, became involved in creating

p. 1.
1nterview with Alxander N. Charters, October 5, 1973,

2
ibid., p. 2.

3Alexander N. Clwurters, "Th EvaluL.tion o the 'i:ovelopent
of Certain Lspects of the Ability to Think by l'articition in
an Adult Education Program" (Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
The University of Chicago, 1948).

43artlett in Charters, Hill and Valley, pp. 24 and 25.
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that dcrfree program in 1949 and 1950--well before the Brrieklyn

Experiment and before John Diekhoff and John Schwartmar of the

CSLEA began speaking of "time off for good behavior" and "degree

programs especially for adults."

University College was &arching for ways to create an

articulated program of adult education at Syracuse in the late

'forties in contrast co the fragmented offerings of courses which

preneded the establishmeLt of University College. The trend was

away from individual courses and toward clusters of courses which

provided short, medium, and long term goals for adults. The

original Associate in Arts program for adults at Syracuse seems

to have been one outgrowth of that trend. As Charters said:

After I got /to Syracuse7 we started what we called certi-
ficates which were thirty hour programs and advanced cert-
ficates which were sixty hours. The feeling was that for
people to start out on baccalaureate degrees and take three
hours at a time, the goal was so far away that it was diffi-
cult for people to get excited about it. . . . It didn't
provide very much motivation.

So the certificates were instituted as stopping or at least rest-

ing places for the adult students and, as junior colleges with

their Associate in Arts degrees became more common, Charters

and his colleagues simply changed the name of their advanced cer-

tificate to "Associate in Arts."'

The Associate in Arts degree program for adults offered

by Syracuse in 1950, hc,e?,..vcr, was not an indoi:endr.mt Jtudy pro-

gram as the Bachelcr of Arts in Li.)eral Studies later w)uld be.

1Charturs, October 5, 1973, p. 7.
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TheThe initial Associate in Arts

was a more conventional kind of degree program. It wee:
classes. . . . But it As a degree program that had been
developed with objecti2s having ia mind adult students,
not eighteen to twenty-two year olds.1

Regardless of the intent behind it and its target audience, the

initial Associate's program at Syracuse was not a success for

very practical reasons. The staff of University College

. . . concerned with other problems, failed to promote the
degree, which did not find an adequate audience. The
major reason for failure in final analysis was probably that
the dean who developed and nurtured the program /Charters7
could not devote enough time to jt after additional respon-
sibilities were placed upon him.

'aut. just as the first Associate's program at Syracuse was fail-

ing, the Ford Foundation was expanding its activities, the Fund

for Adult Education was setting its goals, and the Center for

the Study of Liberal Education for Adults was being created to

help imiirove evening college and extension programs.

The Associate in Arts program for adults lay dormant

until 1958 when Jessica Boler, one of the program administrators

within University College, took an interest in reviving it. In

the process of bringing it back to life, the program was substan-

tially re-des::.gned and was taken before the cu.riculinA committee

of the College of Liberal Arts for its approval. (The earlier

2-Interview with Clifford Winton:, October 26, 1973, p. 2.

'.Charters, Hill and Valley, p. 38.

3Chartcrs, Cctober 5, 1973, pp. 3 and 4.
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AA program had been brought for approval directly to the Univer-

sity Senate from University College.) And as it did so often,

the C977A provided small sun of money, one thousand dollars in

1958 and two thousand dollars in 1959, to cover some of the inci-

dental expenses connected with the re-designing of the program.1

The second Associate in Arts in general education at Syracuse

differed markedly from its predecessor. While the first program

had consisted of regular courses taught with adults in mind, the

second had four blocks of requirements, two of which consisted

of regular courses but the other two of which were activities

dally designed for the adults in this program.

The new Associate's program began with a "core" of three

seminars, one each in humanities, social sciences, and science.

Each of these seminars was interdisciplinary in nature and counted

for eight semester hours. The core was followed by a period of

"independent study and creative work." Adults in the program

were expected to spend the equivalent of a three semester hour

course working on a project in their community, the equivalent

of a second three hour course creating a work of art or perform-

ing a scientific experiment, anJ the equivalent of a three

semester hour course reading with a faculty member toward ".

the Cevelopment of a public and private philosophy."

The third block of the program consisted of a fifteen

1Conter for tne Study of Liberal Education for Adults,
"Analysis of Center Activitios to Implement Policy," n.d.,
pp. 46 and 47.
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semester hour requirement taken in the classroom but involving

five courses selected according to each student's interests. To

make certain that the courses led toward some ;:dentifiable goal,

faculty concurrence was necessary. Finally, students in the pro-

gram were required to select four elective courses from the offer-

ings of the University; with the four electives the student's

interest could be his guide.1 The second AA program, unlike the

first, was assigned its own "Program Administrator" and seems to

have been quite popular.2 But in another sense, it seems only

to have been a means to an end, and that end was the creation of

a special baccalaureate degree program for adults.3

The Bachelor of Arts
in Liberal Studies

Since the University already had a special degree program

for adults, albeit on the associate level, Syracuse, with Brooklyn

College and the University of Oklahoma, had become the focus of

much publicity from the CSLEA. And when the CSLEA joined with the

Department of Defense and Air University to sponsor the "Confer-

ence en Special Degree Programs" at Maxwell Air Force Base in

March 1963, Syracuse as well as Brooklyn and Oklahoma was asked

to describe to the conference participants its e:.perience with

1Syracuse University, "Associate in Arts in Gencral Edu-
cation," n.d. This C.ocument Ls a twelve p,:,gc; Lrochurc describin(c
the second AA program.

2Charters, Hill and Valley, p. 33.

3Winters, October 26, 1973, p. 3.



the Associate in Arts in general education.' But Syracuse's

representatives at the ConferenceAlexander Charters, Dean of

University College; Clifford Winters, his Associate Dean; and

Frederick Kramer, Associate Dean of the College of Liberal Arts- -

were not totally occupied with giving during their visit to Max-

well Field. They were able, while at the Conference, to make

contact with Florence Anderson who was also in attendance and

that contact led to a $50,000 grant from the,Carnesie Corporation

to support the planning of the special baccalaureate prcq/m at

Syracuse.2

The Planning Process. Charters and his staff seem, ix

have learned a lesson from the planning process employed for the

development of the second Associate in Arts program for adults in

which they had involved faculty members from the College of Liberal

Arts. Immediately after Charters, WIliters, and Kramer returned

from Maxwell Field, work was begun on the proposal to Carnegie to

underwrite the planning of the special baccalaureate program and

from the first stages of developing the proposal, the Dean of the

College of Liberal Arts was included.3 When the grant was made

by Carnegie, Winters, who had been appointed Dean of University

1Center for the Stuay of Liberal Education for Adults,
"Summary Report of Conference on Special Degree Procir,=, Maxwell
Air Force Base, Alabama, March 23 and 26, 1963," n.d.

2Winters, October 26, 1973, p. 7.

3Charters, October 5, 1973, pp. 3 and 9.
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College when Charters was made a Vice President in 1964, created

an ad hoc committee to plan the program made up of well-respected

members of the Liberal Arts faculty and chaired by Frederick

Kramer who was reputed to be one of the most powerful members

of the University Senate at Syracuse.1

Encouraged by the success with which Oklahoma had created

a special baccalaureate program which was not based on courses

and the accumulation %,f credits, the ad hoc committee at Syracuse

set out to plan a program which would expand upon the inter-

disciplinary portions of the Associate in Arts and which would

be entirely free of regular course work. Planning for the spe-

cial baccalaureate program went on for two years during which

time the committee, with Winters acting in somewhat the same

role to it as Burkett had to the Degree Committee at the Univ=.1r-

sity of Oklahoma, initially determined the method and components

of the program and then split into subcommittees organized by

subject matter to design its curriculum.

Design of the BA in LS. The proposal foL the special

baccalaureate program at Syracuse includes mentions as precedents of

the Basic Program at the University of Chicago, the S:)ocinl

Baccalaureate Program at Brooklyn, the BLS at Oklaholaa, and the

Winters, Oct-Jbel: 26, a973, pp. 6 and 7.
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Associate in Arts program already offered at Syracuse.' Of these

four, the Syracuse special baccalaureate seems least like Brook-

lyn's program. The mode of delivery of the Syracuse baccalaureate

resembles that of the BLS at Oklahoma: independent study with

no fixed time schedule but with periodic residential meetings of

students and faculty. The curriculum of the Syracuse program,

on the other hand, owes more to the great books approach of the

Basic Program at Chicago than to the "contemporary man" approach

of the Bachelor of Liberal Studies program at Oklahoma.2

The curriculum of the special baccalaureate program at

Syracuse was outlined in the proposal to the University Senate

as follows:

1Charles Bachman et. al., "A Proposal for Establishing
a New Program in General Education for Adults to be Offered
Through University College and Leading to the Degree Bachelor
of Liberal Studies," April 28, 1965, p. 1. NB: The name,
Bachelor of Arts, had initially been proposed for the special
baccalaureate program by the ad hoc committee but had met with
resistance in the Curriculum Committee of the College of Liberal
Arts and, consequently, had been changed to Bachelor of Liberal
Studies. However, the Board of Regents of the State of New
York, not wanting to proliferate degree names in the State,
changed the name of the special baccalaureate program back to
Bachelor of Arts during the approval process at the State level.
The University Senate at Syracuse, then, complied with what
had been the original wish of the committee and approved the
name Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies for the program.
Charters, October 5, 1973, p. 11.

2See the description of the curriculum and the reading
lists appended to the aforementioned proposal, pp. 12-39.
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Level I

Level II

29t.

THE PROGRAM

The Humanities
Science

Social Science
Mathematics

The Humanities
Science

Social Science
Mathematics

The Humanities

Level III Science
Social Science
Mathematics

Level IV

Required:

The Humanities
Senior Essay

Electives*

Science
Social Science
Mathematics
Foreign Language

The Classical World
Introduction to the Physical and

Biological Sciences
The Individual in Society
Elementary Concepts of Modern

Mathematics

The Orbit of the Renaissance
Continuation of Study in the Physical

and Biological Sciences
The Community,and its Institutions
Mathematical Methods:

Option 1. Methods of Algebra
Option 2. Methods of Analysis.
Option 3. Methods of Geometry,

includ4ng Topology

-of

The Age of Reason and the Romantic
Revolt

The Evolution of Scientific Concepts
Society, Culture, and World Community
Mathematics in the Realm of Thought:

Option 1. Historical Development of
Mathematical Concepts

Option 2. Foundations of Mathe-
matics

Option 3. Technique in Applications

The Modern World of Arts and Letters

Selected Problems

*The student will elect two of the four options.1

1Bachman, "Proposal," p. 7. This Schema is a facsimile
of the corresponding page in the proposal.
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The design of the Syracuse program thus involved four

levels of curriculum which seem to correspond to the four years

of a resident, baccalaureate curriculum. The unifying concept

of the curriculum is history. Each of the four curricular com-

ponents--humanities, social science, science, and mathematics- -

were included at each level with the exception of the fourth

level in which the student's required senior essay stands in lieu

of either further work in social science, science, or mathematics.

Three levels of mathematics is required of all students in the

Syracuse program. No other special baccalaureate program studied

required an equivalent amount of mathematics and, in fact, most

other programs make it possible for adult students to complete

their entire program without studying mathematics.

The residence periods included in the design of the

liberal studies program at Syracuse resemble those at Oklahoma

both in duration and in scheduling. -The committee described

the required periods in residence as follows:

The program is essentially non-residential in nature. It
is based upon the belief that many adults have the capacity,
the desire and the stamina to pursue such a course of
directed self-study. Resident instruction and evaluation
are provided during a three week session each summer and
during week-end seminars at mid-semester and between semes-
ters. The total time spend on campus each year is thus:

In week-end seminars
In summer session

6 days
18 days
24 days

I- addition all students admitted to the Bachelor of Liberal
Studies course will spend an initial orientation session of
three weeks on campus for evaluation, placement, and
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program planning:1

The residency periods in the Syracuse program, like those at

both Oklahoma and Goddard, are scheduled to take advantage of

summer vacations enjoyed by many adults. The Syracuse design,

in addition to the summer residency period, included additional

brief periods of residency during the year to reinforce the

efforts of its students who were working otherwise without the

benefit of face-to-face interaction with faculty and other stu-

dents. These additional week-end residential periods seem to be

an improvement over the Oklahoma schedule which does not provide

the same interim support for its students.

Although not specifically defined in the proposal,

admission requirements for the liberal studies program were

apparently intended to be stringent owing to the difficulty the

committee felt students would face in their attempts to complete

a baccalaureate degree largely on their own.2 The proposal in-

cludes one brief statement about the general criteria for admis-

sion:

Of primary consideration in the selection of program parti-
cipants will be an evaluation of academic maturity and
strength of purpose and commitment to higher education.
Unique educational and work experiences will be given
desired attention in selecting particiDants.3

libid., p. 5.

2Ibid.

3 Ibid., p. 9.
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But beyond quoting federal statistics that ". . . there are

several hundred thousand adults at the present time who fail to

meet the degree requirements of their career fields in the

Armed Forces, the Civil Service, in industry and business" and

implying that preference in the selection process would be

afforded persons who could demonstrate a high probability of

working effectively on their own, no further mention was made of

the potential student body for the program in the proposal.

Problems with the BA in LS. Whatever the student body

the committee hoped it could attract to the new program the pro-

blem has been that too few students have enrolled and fewer still

have made their way through the program.2 The low enrollment,

given the fixed cost of a core faculty, has caused the expense of

the program to outstrip its income from its earliest days. The

current head of the program, Ruth Sisley, indicated that

the goal was sixteen faculty for about two hundred students.
That's a very good ratio of faculty to students. Seemed
well within grasp. But it never happened, never happened.
I think the highest we ever got with those sixteen faculty
may have been somewhere around one hundred students.3

The committee's enrollment projections have not, unfortunately,

proved accurate and, to compound the problem, both the design of

lIbid., p. 2.

`The program has experienced a drop-out rate of more than
sixty per cent since its beginning. Interview with Ruth Sisley,
October 26, 1973, p. 6.

3ibid., P. 7.
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the program's curriculum and thu basis upon which its faculty

have been paid did not provide the flexibility which would have

allowed necessary adjustments.

In the Syracuse program, since each curricular component

appears at .each.level of the program, a minimum of four faculty

members is needed to provide instructional services for each

student during each independent study period. In the Oklahoma

and Goddard programs, on the other hand, each student's progress

is followed by a single faculty member in each independent study

period. The Syracuse program, then, assuming the same rate of

pay per faculty member in all three programs, has inherent in its

design direct instructional costs which are four times higher

than those of the other two independent study programs already

described.

But the financial losses which the Syracuse program has

been suffering since its inception could be reversed if the

number of students enrolled could produce a faculty to student

ratio of at least one to twelve or if the faculty costs could

be dramatically reducad. Recent modifications of the program's

design may make it more attractive to adult students and thus

increase enrollments, but an increase of one hundred per cent

or more is needed to generate tuition revenue sufficient to

make the program self supporti.ng. It remains to be seen whether

such an increi(3e in enrollment is possible especially in New

York State with the proliferation of state supported external

degree programs. And while some adjustments in instructional
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costs have also been made, these seem too small to rectify the

financial situation of the program without substantially increased

tuition revenues.

The financial problems of the Syracuse program which began

to be recognized as the program moved into the 'seventies were the

result of defects in the original design of the program. The de-

fects seem to have resulted both from the perspective which the

program's planners brought to their task and from the state of

higher education in general and University College in particular

in the mid 'sixties when the program was being developed.

Prestigious faculty members from the College of Liberal

Arts were given their heads in planning the Bachelor of Arts in

Liberal Studies. They seem to have taken as their goal the modi-

fication of a traditional liberal arts curriculum to make it more

accessible to adult students. But they emphasized modifications

in the traditional delivery system more than modifications in the

content of the curriculum. Even mathematics was retained in a

prominent place in the curriculum on the stated grounds that it

was ". . . an excellent device for learning critical and construc-

tive methods" and because mathematics was ". . . useful, often

necessary, in contemporary thought."1 Too little attention seems

to have been paid to what adult students might have wished to

study and to what they would be able to accomplish on their own.

Further, the same highly respected faculty mt.:la:Dors who

1Bachman et al., "Proposal," p. 9.
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planned the program and shepherded it through the Senate were

engaged to teach in it. The reputation of these men clearly

assured a fair hearing for thoir proposal in the Senate but the

creation of a facu7.ty fo/ the subsequent program which was made

up of relatively h.ghly paid, full profes3ors resulted in the

unusually high instructional costs the new program faced. And

while the faculty members were compensated for their work in the

program in a variety of ways, both within their loads and as

overload, during the first year of the program's operation,1 the

pattern soon became extra payment as overload for work in the

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies. This assured the continued

involvement of the cream of the Liberal Arts faculty in the pro-

gram but also added to the financial burden of the program since

the professors were paid an overload rate based on a substantial

percentage of their annual salary.2

BA in LS: A Part of the Whole. The financial problems

of the Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies must be viewed, however,

in the context of the steadily increasing enrollments in Univer-

sity College during the 'sixties. University College enjoyed 1200

course enrollments in its second year of operation under that

name; by 1962 University College accounted for almost 11,000 en-

rollments at Syracuse.3 In comparison, then, even the overly

1Frederick Kramer to Alexander Charters, July 13, 1966.

2Sisley, October 26, 1973, p. 5.

3Charters, Hill and Valley, pp. 23 and 73.
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optimistic enrollment projections of two hundred studctnts for

the liberal studies program would have made little difference in

the total picture of the College and the fact that the projec-

tions were in error by a factor of two also made little difference.

The Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies program is not

now, nor was it when it was planned, one of the central programs

of University College. Clifford Winters, Dean of the College

when the program was instituted, denied that.the liberal studies

program was ever expected to be self supriorting. He called the

program, using marketing terms, a "loss leader" for the other

programs of the College and a "prestige item."1 But while the

College could afford to support this small and prestigious pro-

gram during the 'sixties, the University is apparently unwilling

to do so in the face of the financial pressures of the 'seventies.

nose in charge of the Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies program

have chosen to modify both the original design of the program and

to restrict the amount that can be paid to the program's faculty

for overload. Whether these measures will be sufficient to save

the program remains to be seen but at present and for the last

few years the program has been in dire financial straits.

Some of the modifications of the program's design are

treated in the next chapter, but first a discussion of the Bache-

lor of Independent Studies program at the University of South

Florida--another special baccalaureate program which seems to

,.....

'Winters, October 26, 1973, p. 9.
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be facing financial, hardship but for reasons very different

from those at Syracuse.

The University of South Florida--
The Bachelor of Independent

Studies IBIS)

The Bachelor of Independent Studies program at the Uni-

versity of South Florida (USF) is the second youngest of the

programs studied. Had all gone well in the process of its develop-

ment, it would have been one of the oldest special baccalaureate

programs in the country, but all did not go well. The University

of South Florida, located in Tampa, was founded in 1956 and wel-

comed its charter class in 1960 . In March, 1963, Russell Cooper,

Dean of Liberal Arts, and Calvin Miller, Director of Continuing

Education, attended the Maxwell Field Conference on adult degree

programs. They returned to USF interested in instituting a special

baccalaureate program ". . . which would allow mature individuals

to work toward a bachelor's degree almost entirely by means of

independent study."1 The new BLS program at the University of

Oklahoma was their model.

By full 1963, President Jchn S. Allen had been persuaded

to appoint an ad hoc committee to review adult degree programs

at other institutions and to design a program for USF.2 A pre-

1Paul R. Givens and Calvin C. Miller, "A Propc-3c.1 for
the Establishment of a Bachelor of Independent Studies Degree
Program at the University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida,"
March 4, 1966, pp. 3 and 4.

2Ibid., p. 4.
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liminary set of recommendations was put forth by the committee

in March 1964 and a fully developed proposal went to the Senate

in July 1965. But approval was not forthcoming in the Senate:

a motion to table ended the debate at least for the time.1

The Carnegie Corporation had funded both the BLS at

Oklahoma and the BA in Liberal Studies at Syracuse. Paul Givens,

one of the authors of the USF proposal, had hoped to find support

for his program as well but recognized the difficulty he would face

if he approached the Carnegie Corporation with a proposal which

did not have at least minimal support in the faculty. With this

concern in mind, he returned to the Senate in September 1965 and

argued for the approval of the proposal in principle so that he

could continue his efforts with the Carnegie Corporation. The

proposal was returned to the floor and the "concept" of the pro-

gram was approved.2

While Givens was searching for outside funding, he also

took the proposal before the State Board of Control, later re-

named the Board of Regents, for approval and received it. The

only change the Board effected was the change of the name of

the proposed program from the Bachelor of Liberal Studies to the

Bachelor of Independent Studies. "Liberal," it was feared,

might invite the wrath of a conservative legislature regardless

1Ralph C. Boston to Members of the BLS /sic] Adult
Degree Ad Hoc Committee, April 3, 1967.

2lbid.
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of the context in which the word was used.1 But the two approvals

meant little in realsily because neither Carnegie nor any other

foundation or agency agreed to fund the BLS. Givens and Miller

tried once more to make possible the initiation of the program

by resorting to the University's internal budgetary process in

spring 1966. The program was not funded, however, and the pro-

posal was allowed to become dormant.2

After a year had passed and Richard $rightwell, formerly

a staff member of the Extension Division at the University of

Oklahoma, had succeeded Calvin Miller as Director of Continuing

Education, President Allen, who favored the creation of a bacca-

laureate program for adults, was persuaded for a second time to

appoint an ad hoc committee. Brightwell, notoverly subtle about

his aamiration for the Oklahoma program, recommended to the com-

mittee at one of its first meetings ". . . adopting the Oklahoma

Bachelor of Liberal Studies degree program, adapting the material

for USF terminology." And at the same meeting, Brightwell sug-

gested bringing in ". ... a distinguished professor from Oklahoma

who had worked with their adult program, for consultation."3

Although theBIS program as finally proposed and approved

was virtually identical to the BLS at Oklahoma, differing only

I Interview with Kevin Kearney, May 6, 1974, p. 18.

2 Ibid., p. 3.

3University of South Florida, "Minutes of the Ad Hoc
Committee, February 20, 1967," p. 1.
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in book selections and in specific admission criteria, the ad

hoc committee deliberated for nearly a year on the design of the

program. Clayton Feaver and Jesse Burkett visited USF in March

1967 to spend a day with committee members and other interested

faculty and were apparently very persuasive in discussing some

of the academic issues which had been troubling some committee

members. 1
But generally the committee debated, meeting after

meeting, on the mechanical details of the program. The documents

available, and few are available after June 30, 1967 when the

Continuing Education staff was drastically reduced, suggest that

the committee suffered from a lack of structure and directicn as

compared to the Degree Committee at the University of Oklahoma.

Perhaps the difference in the tone of the two sets of minutes

and in the productivity of the two committees can be accounted

for, to a great extent, by the difference in the ages of the two

institutions and the length of time that the individuals involved

in developing the program had been on their respective staffs.

Brightwell, for example, who chaired the ad hoc committee

beginning in January 1967 was after three years at USF an "old

timer," known more broadly within the USF community than most

staff members because of his involvement in musical performances

which drew large crowds from the University.2 Kevin Kearney,

who became Director of the BIS program, had joined the staff at

1Kearney, May 6, 1974, p. 4.

2Interview with J. Richard Brightwell, May 6, 1974, p. 3.
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USF in 1964 as well. 1
And so it was with the other committee

Members. The University of South Florida in 1967 simply had no

faculty members comparable in prestige and influence to those

who had been on the Degree Committee at Oklahoma, for example,

because in 1967 the University of South Florida had been in

operation only seven years and had not yet developea a reasonably

stable informal structure.2

The BIS at South Florida, then, which was approved by the

University's Senate and re-affirmed by the State in spring 1968,3

did not grow out of the established political structure of the

institution as had been the case at Brooklyn, Oklahoma, Goddard,

and Syracuse. The idea for the program had originated in the ad-

ministration and was actively advanced by the administration.

Further, Brightwell did not have the option of garnering support

for his proposal from influential faculty members, as had Sleeper

at Queens and Marx at Roosevelt, because the structure of influence

among the faculty at USF had not yet evolved sufficiently to be

useful. The BIS at South Florida, the long hours of deliberation

by the faculty on the ad hoc committee notwithstanding, was pri-

marily imposed on the faculty of the University just as the Degree

Completion Program had been imposed on the faculty at Mundelein.

And while this imposition did not generate any more overt faculty

lKearney, May 6, 1974, p. 3.

2Ibid.

3Ibid., pp. 3 and 4.
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opposition to the BIS at USF than it had to the DCP at Mundelein,

neither did the imposition of the program generate a sense of

commitment to the program on the part of the faculty. Therein

lie some of the problems that the program has faced and is still

facing.

The Design of the BIS

As was stated earlier, the design of,the BIS is essenti-

ally that of the Bachelor of Liberal Studies program at the Uni-

versity of Oklahoma which was described in detail earlier in this

chapter. As summarized in the final proposal for the BIS, the

steps in the program were:

1. Admission--Advisement--Enrollment--Orientation.

2.. Supervised independent study in issues involving
the Humanities, Natural Sciences and Social Sciences.

3. Three-week campus summer seminar in each of the three
areas of study.

4. Inter-area independent study including completion of a
thesis.

5. Final four-week campus summer seminar in inter-area
studies.

6. Recommendation for the degree.1

Other than differences in the book lists provided for independent

study few changes initially were made in the model provided by

BLS. However, some changes have been made in the BIS program

1"A Proposal for Developing a Bachelor of Independent
Studies Adult Degree Program, University of South Florida,
Tampa, Florida," /19687, p. 10.
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since it was first offered in spring 1969.

The requirement that students be at least twenty-five

years of age, which had been one of the entrance requirements at

Oklahoma as well as at South Florida, has been dropped.1 The

examination procedure initially copied from the Oklahoma program

has been changed from a heavy reliance on objective tests de-

veloped by committees to a reliance on subjective tests developed

for each studpnt by his adviser and graded by a committee of

three with the adviser serving as chairman.2

Finally, the small numbers of students who initially

joined the BIS program caused a revision of its design in the

"inter-area" component. Oklahoma, thanks to its grant from

Carnegie, had begun its program with seventy-five students and

had added an equal number each year for the first few years. As

a result, when the various seminars were scheduled a sufficient

number of students was ready to take them. USF, on the other

hand, had begun its program with no outside funding. Its students

had to pay their own way and thus the initial enrollments were

very small. As the first two students in the BIS approached the

fourth component of the program, the inter-area independent study

and seminar, Kearney began to look for alternatives to this re-

quirement which would meet the students' educational needs but

spare the program the cost of offerlmj an intcr-area seminar for

1Kearney, May 6, 1974, p. 9.

2Ibid., pp. 5-7.
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two students.

Kearney ultimately settled upon the preparation of a

thesis and its oral defense as a substitute and the program's

Council, after substantial debate, concurred. 1 The fourth area

requirements of the BIS now include

inter-area readirig, thesis prospectus, researching of
approved thesis topic, preparation of a provisionally
acceptable thesis, thesis oral examination, revision and
final acceptance of thesis.

The preparation of the thesis is supervised.. by a committee of

three advisers, one each from humanities, social sciences,and

natural sciences.2

With these few exceptions, the BIS at the University of

South Florida is as nearly identical to the BLS at the University

of Oklahoma as the Director and his faculty committee can make it.

It has, unfortunately, many problems which Oklahoma's program does

not face and the problems at USF do not seem to flow from the

design of the program as they do at Syracuse but rather from the

manner in which the program was established and the position it

now holds within the University.

Problems with the BIS

The initial problem which the BIS program encountered has

already been mentioned. The program was not imposed upon the faculty

lIbid., pp. 7 and 8.

2University of South Florida, "Modification of Inter-
Area Requirements," November 1, 1972.
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against its will. The faculty does not seem to have come together

sufficiently as of 1967-1968 to have exerted a "will." And thus

the faculty neither strongly supports the program nor does it

oppose it. Second, the founding President who favored the crea-

tion of a special baccalaureate program has since retired and his

successor, while not opposed to the BIS program, is not an ardent

supporter of it either.1 Third, the ethos of the University of

South Florida is markedly different from that of the University

of Oklahoma where the BLS program works well. As Kevin Kearney,

Director of the BIS, indicated

This is not the University of Oklahoma. We do not
have a Kellogg Center; we are not landlocked. We are not
in the middle of the country; we are in a cosmopolitan
area. We have beaches. We have sailboats. We have fishing.
We have tourism all around us and it's a whole different
ball game. This is an urban university.2

The consequence is that faculty members are not willing to spend

additional time advising students in the BIS program for a nominal

stipend. About forty faculty members advise students but their

advising load tends to be two or three students as compared to

ten or fifteen for faculty advisers at the University of Oklahoma.3

Should the program experience a sharp increase in enrollment, it

is doubtful that sufficient numbers of advisers could be found

unless stipends were raised substantially.

1
Interview with Richard Berkley, May 6, 1974, p. 6.

-Kearney, May 6, 1974, p. 12.

3Brightwell, May 6, 1974, p. 4.
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Fourth, enrollments in the program had not approached

the projections contained in the proposal for the program. The

proposal suggested a great need for the program and projected

more than three hundred enrollments within the program's first

three years. At that rate, the program, it was argued, would be

self-supporting.1 But enrollments have inched their way after

five years of operation to approximately one hundred students

and seem to be stalled there. Thus while the program does not

show as great a dollar deficit as the Syracuse program, it

clearly is not self-supporting.

Finally, the program is understaffed arid underfinanced.

When the program began, the Director was given one secretary to

help him organize the advisers for the program and recruit stu-

dents. Since then he has received one additional position.2

Owing to State regulations which forbid the payment of overload

to faculty members for anything but non-credit adult education,

the Director of the BIS program has no budget to pay faculty

members but must rely on his counterpart in the non-credit adult

education program to make payments to faculty members working in

the BIS program. 3 And, unlike the situation at the University of

Oklahoma where a special college was created to oversee the opera-

tion of the BLS program, the Director of the BIS at USF must vie

1Proposal /19587, p. 6.

2Xearney, May 6, 1974, p. 4.

3Brightwell, May 6, 1974, p. 7.
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with Deans of Colleges for funds without the benefit of a posi-

tion comparable to theirs in the formal structure of the insti-

tution.

Thus while the design of the BIS at the University of

South Florida is sound, judging from the success of the BLS at

Oklahoma, the BIS has not been a success from an institutional

point of view. Neither did it begin with sufficient financial

support from the University nor has it enerated large enough

enrollments to make its presence felt at USF. Major adjustments

will have to be made if the program is to survivive. But to say

the program has not succeeded from the institution's point of

view tells only part of the story. When asked whether the pro-

gram was successful, Richard Berkley, a member of the second ad

hon committee and a faculty member in the program, was frank in

describing the program's problems but also quick to assert that,

from the point of view of those students who have completed or

are completing the BIS degree, the program has been successful

because it has changed their lives for the better.l

Summary

The four special baccalaureate programs for adults offered

primarily through independent study have had a mixed record of

success. Unlike the resident programs, all of which have achieved

substantial success within thL:ir institutions, two of the inde-

lInterview with Richard Berkley, May 6, 1974, p. 7.
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pendent programs have succeeded and two have not. The Bachelor

of Liberal Studies program at Oklahoma, judged by the innovative

character of its curriculum and the size of its enrollment, can

clearly be called a success as can the Adult Degree Program at

Goddard. The Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies at Syracuse, on

the other hand, seems to have an internally consistent, well-

planned curriculum which does not appeal to many adults and also

seems to have established a financial structure which cannot sup-

port the program at less than optimal size. And finally, the

Bachelor of Independent Study program at South Florida seems to

have a workable curriculum but neither the financial support nor

the support of the faculty needed to grow to stable size.

The acceptance of the resident special baccalaureate pro-

gram and the integration of these programs into the institutions

which sponsor them seem to have been contingent on the early and

full involvement of senior faculty members in the planning process.

Brooklyn's program is an example of early and full involvement

which resulted in the acceptance and integration of the Special

Baccalaureate Program into the College. Roosevelt's program is

an example of the lack of early or full involvement which has re-

sulted in resistance to acceptance or integration of the Bachelor

of General Studies program into the mainstream of the University.

The assertion that early and full involvement of senior

faculty leads to acceptance of the special program seems to hold

for the independent programs as well as ,the resident programs.
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Oklahoma and South Florida seem to parallel Brooklyn and Roose-

velt respectively. But early and full involvement did not assure

the success of the Syracuse program even though the program cer-

tainly has been accepted by the University's faculty and inte-

grated into the operation of University College. The BA in

Liberal Studies has not been successful as a program because its

planners seem to have focused too much on their own conception of

an ideal liberal arts curriculum and not enough on the interests

of the program's potential audience. And, further, the financial

structure inherent in the design of the program has proved un-

workable with the low faculty to student ratio which the program

has experienced.

Early and full involvement of senior faculty, then, has

been an important factor in the success or failure of each of the

programs whether resident or independent. But the case of Syra-

cuse supports the assertion that early and full involvement ls

not sufficient for success. And the case of South Florida seems

to indicate that even a workable and appealing curriculum, without

early and full involvement, is not enough to assure success.
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CHAPTER VII

BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS:
THEIR FUTURE

Since the oldest special baccalaureate program for

adults has not yet reached its twenty-first birthday, it is

much too early to judge whether or not this small group of

programs had had any lasting effect on American Higher educa-

tion or even on adult education. Instead it might be appropr.4.-

ate to attempt to guess where these programs are going and

how they have changed from their establishment to the present.

Specific instances of change have been mentioned from time to

time in previous che.Ipters. In summing up, some broader trends

are suggested.

Trends in Program Design

At least two aspects of program design seem important

to consider in identifying the direction of changes in design.
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One aspect is the curriculum, what the students are expected to

learn, and the other is the delivery system, how and where the

students are expected to learn. The two program types, resident

and independent, which were used to classify programs in the

two preceding chapters were created on the basis of the delivery

systems of the programs. But the eight programs already discussed

do not fall into the same groupings if curricular innovation is

used as the criterion for division.

From Increased Access to a
New Curriculum

The Experimental Degree Project expressly avoided changing

the goals of the liberal arts curriculum offered at Brooklyn College

but rather attempted to increase the number of ways that adults

would be allowed to demonstrate their achievement of the established

goals.1 The two major modifications of the delivery system for the

Project were an expansion and redefinition of an existing system

of credit by examination and the creation of accelerated courses.

But no change was made in what was required for the degree and all

requirements not.met with credit for life experience had to be

met in the classroom.

The designers of the second special baccalaureate for

adults, however, dared to modify both the delivery system for

their program and its curriculum. While the goals stated for

1Beri:ard H. Stern and Ellswerth Missall, Adult Experience
and College D..grees (Cleveland, Ohio: The Press of Western Re-
serve University, 1960), p. 6.
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the Bachelor of Liberal Studies program at the University of Okla-

homa do not differ substantially from the goals stated for the

Bachelor of Arts at Brooklyn College, 1
what is studied at Oklahoma

differs greatly from what is studied at Brooklyn. The content at

the University of Oklahoma is focused on man in the twentieth

century while the content at Brooklyn College, and in other more

traditional programs, is focused on the knowledge man has gained

over the centuries and thr. disciplines which have helped him or-

ganize that knowledge.

But while Brooklyn with its resident program maintained

a traditional curriculum and Oklahoma with its independent study

program created a curriculum designed "especially for adults," not

all resident and independent programs followed their leads. The

planners at Syracuse attempted to design a liberal arts curriculum

of a most traditional kind but decided to best Brooklyn by offering

the program through independent study.? And Roosevelt's program

contains both regularly scheduled courses offered by the tradi-

tional departments and interdisciplinary seminars offered by its

special baccalaureate program's own full-time faculty.

The tendency in the programs in general, however, has not

been toward innovative curricula. With the exception of the

1For statements of objectives for the two baccalaureate
programs see "A Proposal for An Adult Program Leadir :g to the
Pachelor of Liberal Studies Degree at the University of Oklahoma"
(Norman: The University of Oklahoma, 1960), p. 6 and Myrtle S.
Jacobson, Night and Day (Metuchen, N.J.: The Scarecrow Press,
Inc., 1970), p. 48.

2Interview with Clifford Winters, Cctober 26, 1973, p. 3.
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Bachelorof Liber4l Studies program at Oklahoma and its offspring,

the Bachelor of Independent (now Interdisciplinary) Studies at

South Florida, the curricula of the special baccalaureates have

been no more innovative than the curricula of undergraduate pro-

grams intended for younger students. But if the special bacca-

laureate programs for adults have failed, in general, to produce

innovative curricula, they have succeeded in the creation of new

delivery systems or in the modification of existing ones. The

number of alternatives for meeting degree requirements open to

adults has increased substantially with the advent of the special

baccalaureate programs.

From One Method to Many

Each of the eight programs already discussed was initially

designed around one predominant mode of delivery. Brooklyn set

the pattern for the resident mode and Oklahoma for the independent.

But over time, some of the directors of the programs have realized

that a single mode of delivery, by definition, excludes those po-

tential students who either cannot or prefer not to take advantage

of it. As was mentioned earlier, the Adult Continuing (now Colle-

giate) Education program at Queens College began in 1970 to en-

courage its students to work independently if they wished and pro-

vided peer tutors and a master teacher to help them.1 Roosevelt

1See pp. 171-173.
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University is currently involved in the development of an inde-

pendent study version of its resident program under a grant from

the Lilly Endowment. Syracuse University has modified its approach

to liberal studies so that students in the BA in LS program may

meet some of their requirements in the classroom instead of on

their own. 1
And the newest of the special baccalaureate programs

studied seems to have benefited from the experience of the earlier

programs. It has a multiple method approach 4s part of its design.

SUNY Brockport--The BA in LS. The Bachelor of Arts in

Liberal Studies program at the State University of New York College

at Brockport (SUNY Brockport) combines many of the features of

the BLS program at Oklahoma and the BGS program at Roosevelt but

it goes beyond both.2 The Brockport program was developed between

spring 1967 and spring 1969 by Richard J. Elton, then Director of

the Office of Continuing Education, his Assistant Lynn Johnston,

and a committee of the Faculty Senate. The program was to be part

of a master plan for adult education at Brockport which Elton had

devised in 1966.3

The BA in LS at Brockport resembles the Oklahoma program

in its reliance upon large blocks of study in the natural sciences,

social sciences, humanities, and an integrating area, each followed

1 Interview with Ruth Sisley, October 26, 1973, p. 16

2Interview with Richard J. Elton, January 3, 1974, p. 7.

3lbid., pp. 4 and 5.
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by seminars and examinations.1 It resembles the Roosevelt program

in its incorporation of courses already offered at the College in

its requirements and in its use of an initial seminar, like the

Pro-seminar at Roosevelt, to orient adult students on their return

to formal education. But the Brockport program differs from the

programs at Oklahoma and Roosevelt in the wide variety of moans it

provides for adults to meet their degree requirements.
,

Adults in the special baccalaureate program at Oklahoma

must meet all the requirements for their BLS through independent

study and attendance at short-term, residential seminars.. Students

at Roosevelt must, at least at the present time, rely almost en-

tirely upon residence course work to meet the requirements for the

BGS. But adults in the BA in LS at Brockport may meet degree re-

quirements in at least nine ways. Independent reading programs are

available for both whole areas (each of which are the equivalent

of twenty-four semester hours) and half areas. Televised courses,

correspondence study, and classroom courses can be combined with

independent reading to meet area requirements. Transfer credit

from other accredited institutions, not recognized at Oklahoma

until recently, may be substituted for part or all of an area and

travel-study programs may be used toward the degree. Both profi-

ciency examinations and credit for life experience may preclude

1State University of New York Collegc at Brockport, "The
Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies: An Adult Degree Program," p. 4.
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the need for any of the foregoing methods of learning by validating

the competency of individuals.1

The variety of options open to adults in the BA in LS

makes careful advising essential to the functioning of the program.

In an attempt to insure that students entering the program under-

stand the various alternatives open to them, an "Enrollment Seminar"

is required of all students after they have been admitted to the

program and have taken the CLEP General Examinations. Proficiency

examinations are also available for the three areas of study as

well but fewer than half the students take advantage of any of

these examinations and fewer than one in twenty attempt all three.2

The Enrollment Seminar, one day in length, is meant to help students

understand and prepare for their programs. Typical learning diffi-

culties experienced by adults returning to school are discussed.

Verbal skills are assessed ". . . with special emphasis given to

Independent study techniques." And each student leaves the Enroll-

ment Seminar with his previous college work, if any,evaluated and

his future program planned.3

Following the Enrollment Sem ir, students in the BA in LS

at Brockport begin a period of individual study which, unlike Okla-

homa, may or may not be taken independently. And whea twenty-four

semester hours or their equivalent are earned, the related Area

lIbid., pp. 8 and 9.

2lnterview with Janet Beck, October 23, 1973, p. 14.

3. The BA in LS," p. 7.
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Seminar may be taken. Area Seminars are constructed around current

problems which may be understood more fully with the help of the

disciplines in the area under study. Area Seminars are offered

either on weekends during the fall and spring semesters and for

three week sessions during the summer. These three seminars are

each followed by an Area Project which is most often a paper but

may take other forms. The Area Project must be completed within

six months of the end of the corresponding Area Seminar.1 The

individual study periods for the three areas may, again unlike

Oklahoma, be taken concurrently rather than in series.

The final requirement of the BA in LS at Brockport is the

Integrating Area followed by a comprehensive examination and an

Integrating Project. The Integratinc, Area Study Program includes

a period of individual study or course work, an Integrating Area

Seminar scheduled either on weekends during the academic year or in

a three week period during the summer. The final Integrating Area

Project is not restricted, as are the Area Projects, to any of

the three areas of study but may be interdisciplinary in the broad-

est sense of the term. And, like the Area Projects, the Inte-

grating Project is due within six months of the Integrating Semi-

nar. 2

The BA in Liberal Studies at Brockport, then, may range

lIbid., pp. 10 and 11.

2Ibid., p. 12.
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in its configuration, depending on the choice of the student, from

a program which closely resembles the evening college programs

established in the early part of the century to a program which is

accomplished almost entirely on an independent basis. And, given

the possibility of mixing the alternatives by which the require-

ments may be met, the BA in LS allows students a wide range of

options between course work and independent study including tele-

vised coursescorrespondence study, on the one hand, and profi-

ciency examinations and credit for life experience, on the other.

The Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies program at SUNY

Brockport, then, has the most elaborate design of any of the special

baccalaureate programs for adults studied. But other programs,

particularly those at Queens College, Syracuse University, and

Roosevelt University, are moving in the directions of providing as

many options for their students as they can. And although not all

adults in these programs take advantage of the additicnal options

open to them, the more elaborate the design of the program, the

more adults potentially have access to it.

From Liberal Studies to a
Vocational Orientation

Of the nine special baccalaureate programs studied, only

Roosevelt had vocationally oriented specialties as part of the

design of its original program. The othex programs, either because

of curricular limitations at the host institutions or because of

the preferences of the designers of the special baccalaureate pro-

grams, offered only non-specialized, liberal arts programs. In

33i
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some cases, it was possible to earn a teaching certificate while

in the special degree programs but always the professional or

vocational orientation was a secondary consideration.

However, with the increased emphasis on credentials in

the job market and with the movement toward vocationally oriented

undergraduate programs for younger students, a number of the special

baccalaureate programs for adults have begun to include vocationally

or professionally oriented specialties in their programs or have

created parallel programs through which the specialized work is

offered. Syracuse University's University College now offers, as

one of its Independent Study Degree Programs, a baccalaureate in

business administration and the University of Oklahoma, through

the College. of Liberal Studies, is also offering an independent

study program with a specialty in business. And, although Brooklyn

College, the first of the special baccalaureates, has not yet moved

away from liberal arts as its sole concern, its sister institution

Queens College has in a few cases made arrangements for students

in its'Adult Collegiate Education program to take course work at

Baruch College, the institution within the City University of

New York which offers business as its central program.

The special baccalaureate programs .or adults thus seem

to be reacting to the move toward a vocational orientation in

undergraduate programs in much the same way that more traditional

programs are reacting: the special 1.)accalaureate programs are

attempting to incorporate a vocational or professional option
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within their operation if they possibly can. And those institu-

tions with special baccalaureate programs which have been able to

offer vocational and professional programs to adults are benef it-

ing from the sharply increased revenues which these programs are

producing. Liberal studies programs may not have been the first

choice of adults after all.

From Unique Designs
to Compatibility

The resident programs at Brooklyn, Queens, and Mundelein,

were designed from the' start to be compatible with more traditional

baccalaureate programs. The Bachelor of General Studies at Roose-

velt, while not compatible in its totality with traditional pro-

grams, was constructed from components which individually were

compatible with other baccalaureate programs as was the Brockport

program. But the independent programs at Oklahoma, Goddard, Syra-

cuse, and South Florida were consciously designed to meet the

special needs of adults with little concern for compatibility. Adult

students could conceivably transfer from the Syracuse and Goddard

Programs to other baccalaureate programs without losinc all recog-

nition for the work they had done. But the programs at Oklahoma

and South Florida were designed to be sui generis and, unless an

exception were made by a receiving institution, the BLS and BIS

could not be transfered.

This pattern, however, is changing with the increase in

non-traditional curricula and grading systems at institutions in

all parts of the nation. Without having changed at all, the
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special baccalaureate programs for adults which were formerly

not transferable would not encounter the same problems now as they

would have as few as five years ago. Furthermore, some of the

special baccalaureate programs have changed. As was mentioned

earlier, Syracuse has redefined its requirements in such a way

that standard three semester hour courses may be counted toward

the Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies degree. And the Univer-

sity of Oklahoma has developed an alternative route to the BLS

which :lakes use of prior work done in Associate in Arts programs

in community colleges.

The trend thus seems to be away from the unique and conse-

quently incompatible designs of a few of the special baccalaureate

programs toward compatibility with more traditional baccalaureate

programs. And the movement of some of the special baccalaureate

programs toward compatibility is, of course, being greatly facili-

tated by th ?. movement of many of the more traditional programs

toward flexibility. With both sets of programs moving toward each

other, the inevitable result will be much more open access to all

programs for both younger and older students alike.

Trends in Staffing and
Financing for Special
Baccalaureate Programs

The most distressing aspect of the development of special

baccalaureate programs for adults over the past twenty years is the

continuing use of either part-time faculty members or full-time

faculty members teaching on overload in these programs. Only two

of the nille programb studied, those at Goddard and Roosevelt,
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c:an boabt of any full-time facul members whuse whole teaching

load is committed to their special baccalaureate programs. And

even in thse two cases, full-time faculties were created only

within the last five years and do not, as yet, account for more

than a small fraction of the total number of hours generated by

the programs.

Some administrators and faculty members claim that draw-

ing faculty for their special baccalaureate program from their

institution's full-time faculty helps to bring the special program

to the attention of the total institution and to move it into the

mainstream of their university's activity. This may be so, but

even if it is so, the use of less than fully-committed faculty

members to provide instruction in these special programs deprives

the special programs of the stability and consistency enjoyed by

the more traditional baccalaureate programs. Further, the lack of

full-time faculties in most of the special baccalaureate programs

also keeps the staffs of these programs from exercising authority

commensurate with the number of students they serve or developing

any substantial influence within the political bodies of their

institutions, especially the faculty senates and curriculum com-

mittees which rule on academic policy. Finally, part-time or

overload faculty members cannot be expected to provide the same

service to students in the special programs or to the institution

as a whole that full-time faculty members could.

But given the attractive cost to income ratio which most
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often results from the use of part-time and overload faculty

members, the probability of a rapid move toward the establish-

ment of full-time faculties for the special baccalaureate pro-

grams is low, especially in these times of generally declining

enrollments at institutions of higher education. The special

baccalaureate programs for adults are, for the present and most

likely for the future as well, liable to be kept from realizing

their full potential because of a practice of barely adequate

staffing. In the past, the same staffing problem has plr-ued

evening colleges and the evening colleges, lacking influence

at the highest levels of policymaking in their institutions,

have not been able to solve the problem. The circumstances facing

the special baccalaureate programs seem equivalent to those which

have faced the evening colleges and there is no reason to believe

that the special baccalaureate programs are any more likely to

solve the problem.

A Final Word

Special baccalaureate programs for adults are a small

part of the larger movement toward the popularization of higher

education in the United States. The nine special baccalaureate

programs which were established between the end of World War II

and 1970 were outgrowths of the university extension movement in

the United States and abroad. The return of the veterans after

World War II seems to have focused the attention of some educators

upon the special needs of adult students and grant monies made
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available through the Ford Foundation and the Carnegie Corporation,

in particular, provided the necessary venture capital for some of

the earlier programs.

The first of the programs at Brooklyn College was, in

essence, a modification of an evening college program meant for

an elite audience. The second baccalaureate program for adults,

established at the University of Oklahoma, departed radicany from

tradition by creating both a unique delivery system and a unique

curriculvm designed with the needs of adults foremost in mind.

Seven 'ther programs followed these two leads are all but two of

the special baccalaureate programs have achieved substantial suc-

cess.

Since their establishment, the special baccalaureate pro-

grams have generally tended toward an elaboration of their ini-

tially simple designs and toward the offering of specialized curri-

cula in addition to their initial non-specialized, liberal arts

curricula. Prospects for the future of all but two of the specie

baccalaureate programs studied seem excellent. While the special

programs have not been able to evolve stable staffing patterns

in all cases, they tend to contribute to their institut'.ons'

operating budget, some of them substantially. and seem to serve

their clientele well. On the other hand, given the proliferation

of non-traditional programs in higher education for students of

all ages and the increased access to higher education which these

programs provide, it seems unlikely that many more special bacca-
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able future. Adults have become much more readily accepted as

students and, in fact, are being actively sought out by many

colleges and universities. Perhaps the special baccalaureate

programs for adults played some small role in creating this new

climate for adult students and if they did, those involved with

the special baccalaureate programs can be justifiably proud.

But, paradoxically, the willingness of colleges and universities

to accept adult students into their regular programs and the

growing flexibility of the regular programs themselves have

sharply reduced the need for special baccalaureate degree pro-

grams for adults.
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Brooklyn College

Sol Amato
Rose Cabat
Antoinette Ciolli
Ellswerth Missall
John Pavona
John Quinn
Edwin H. Spengler
Sarah Wolpin
Peter Zanateas

Goddard College

Evalyn Bates
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Corinne Elliott
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Elizabeth Krakauer
Royce Pitkin
John Turner
Alan Walker

Mundelein College

Katharine Byrne
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Helen Halloran
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Queens College

Tadessa Araya
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Kalma Feinsod
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Martin Kaplan
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Ernest Schwarcz
Ralph Sleeper

Roosevelt University

Robert Ahrens
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Daniel Perlman
Ann von Hoffman
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College at Brockport

Janet Beck
Joyce Budd
Richard Elton
Lynn Johnston

Syracuse University

Thomas Benzel
Alexander Charters
Harlan Copeland
Thomas Cummings
Lee Porter
Ruth Sisley
Betty J. Vaughn
Clifford Winters

University of Oklahoma

Jesse Burkett
Kenneth Crook
Daniel Davis
J. Clayton Feaver
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Mary Ann Newcomer
Roy Trout
Thurman White

University of South Florida

Richard Berkley
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